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JV'OTICK

Members are reminded that payment of the current year's

subscription (10s.) entitles them to the immediate receipt of the

Vol. of " Proceedings " or other publications for the year ; also

that payment of arrears entitles to previous volumes, issued in

those years for which the arrears are due.

All volumes are issued, and subscriptions received, by the

Treasurer, Rev. 0. P. Cambridge, Bloxworth Rectory, Wareham.

Surplus Copies of former "Proceedings" (Vols. i.—xiii.) at the

rate of 7s. 6d. to 10s. a volume, " Spiders of Dorset " (2 vols.,

25s.), and copies of " Monograph of the British Phalangidea or

Harvest Men " at 5s. each, are in the Treasurer's hands for disposal

for the benefit of the Club's funds ; also copies of the British

Chernetidea or False-Scorpions at 3s. each.

Any member joining the Club and paying his subscription in a

year for which no volume may be issued is entitled to a copy of

the last previously issued.

Members are requested to give notice to the Treasurer of any

change in their address.

Members desiring to withdraw from the Club are requested to*

give notice to the Treasurer, in order to avoid the trouble and

expense incurred in sending them Notices of Meetings, &c. ; but

until such notice is given they are liable to pay the Annual

Subscription, due to the Club on and after January 1st each year.
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Wallace, Alfred Russel, Esq.,

L.L.D., F.L.S.,F.R.S.,&c.

Ward, Rev. J. H.

Warne, C. H., Esq.

Wane, Rev. F.

Watkins, Rev. H. G.

Watkins, Mrs.

Watts,Rev. Canon R. R.,R.D.

Watts, Colonel

Weaver, Rev. F. W.

Weld-Blundell, H., Esq.

Werninck, Rev. Wynn
West, Rev. G. H., D.D.

WT
hite, Dr. Gregory

Whitehead, C. S.,-Esq.

Whitting, Rev. W.
Williams, Rev. C.

Williams, Robert, Esq.

Williams, Mrs.

Williams, E. W., Esq.

Wilton, Dr. John Pleydell

Wix, Rev. J. Augustus

Wright, H. E., Esq.

Wynne, Rev. G. H.

Young, Eo W., Esq.

8, Belvedere, Weymouth
Moxley, Wednesbury, Staffordshire

Monkchester, Bournemouth

Highbury, Bournemouth

Keynston Lodge, Blandford

Alvediston Vicarage, Salisbury

High Street, Poole

St. John's Villa, Weymouth
c/o Lovell, Son, and Pitfield, 3, Gray's

Inn Square, London

Rossmore, Parkstone

Osmington Vicarage, Weymouth
Christ's Church, Battersea

Spetisbury Rectory, Blandford

Corfe View, Parkstone

Gussage St. Micha,el Rectory, Salisbury

45, Brunswick Road, Brighton

Bemerton, Wilts

Parkstone

Parkstone

Stourpaine Rectory, Blandford

34A, South Audley Street, London

Milton Vicarage, Evercreech, Somerset

Lulworth, Wareham
WT

alditch Vicarage, Bridport

Ascham House, Bournemouth

West Knoll, Bournemouth

Sherborne

Stour Provost, Doiset

Grove Lodge, Dorchester

Bridehead, Dorchester

Bridehead, Dorchester

Herringston, Dorchester

Pulteney Buildings, Weymouth
Ibberton Rectory, Blandford

Southend House, Wickwar, Glo'ster

Whitchurch Vicarage, Blandford

Dorchester

The above list includes the New Members elected in 1893.
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By NELSON M. RICHARDSON, B.A„ P.E.S.

The work of the Club during the season 1892—3 has comprised the

annual business meeting at the County Museum, Dorchester, on Wednes-

day, May 11th, 1892 • a meeting at Dorchester and Maiden Castle on

Thursday, June 9th ; one in the New Forest on Wednesday, July 20th ;

one at Sherborne on Wednesday, August 3rd ; one at Swanage on

Wednesday, September 7th ; and two in-door meetings at the County

Museum, Dorchester, on Tuesday, December 6th, 1892, and Thursday,

February 16th, 1893.

Volume XIII. of the " Proceedings " was issued in the winter.

The Annual Meeting, which was held in the Museum on May 11th,

1892, was well attended, the President, Mr. J. C. Mansel-Pleydell, being

in the chair. The Rev. 0. P. Cambridge, as Treasurer, read the financial

report for the past year, which, after providing for a bill for £17 14s. 8d,

due to Messrs. Sime and Co., showed a deficit of £7 15s. 10d., there having

been, a year ago, £1 13s. Id. balance in hand. There was, however, a

sum of £53 10s. due to the Club from 64 members, not counting

subscriptions for 1892. During the year the Club had lost 17 members,

either by death or resignation, amongst the former being Mr. H.

Durden, of Blandford, Mr. H. Durden, Dorchester, the Rev. Malcolm

Laing, Mr. J. M. P. Montagu, Mr. E. . Solly, and Mr. Marwood Yeatman.

Twenty-two new members had been elected, so that the numbers had

increased to 277.

Election of Officers.—It was proposed by Sir Talbot Baker and

seconded by Mr. N. M. Richardson that Mr. Mansel-Pleydell should

continue President for the ensuing year, he having consented at the

request of friends to withdraw his resignation of the office, made in

consequence of his severe illness in 1891.
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The Rev. O. P. Cambridge read the following letter which he had, as

Treasurer, received from Mr. M. G. Stuart, the Honorary Secretary :—

" Sir,—The second subject on the programme of the annual meeting of

the Dorset Natural History and Antiquarian Field Club on Wednesday,

May 11th, is the election of officers for the ensuing year. When the

question of the election of the secretary is brought forward I must ask

you to place my resignation of the office before the meeting. I am led

to take this step because I feel I cannot give the personal attention to

the organisation of the club, which it naturally requires from a secretary.

For some years past through the kindness and assistance of the members

I have been enabled to carry on the work from a distance ; but I think

that now I shall be consulting the best interests of the club by asking the

members to elect another secretary. For the last seven years, during

which I have held the post of secretary, I have met with the greatest

kindness and unanimity of feeling amongst the members. The success

of the Field Club, which is shown in the increase of our list of members,

the popularity of the meetings, and our more voluminous publications, is

due to the goodwill of the county, the cordiality which has always

existed amongst the executive, and the co-operation which has been

extended to us from the Museum officials, particularly the secretary and

the curator, to whom personally I feel deeply indebted, since without

their help, the various winter meetings which have been held in the

Museum buildings could not have taken place. They have always

assisted, us most generously, and by that means have enabled these two

institutions, the Field Club and the Museum, whilst remaining

theoretically distinct, to become almost inseparable.

I remain, Sir,

Very truly yours,

Morton Gray Stuart."

It was proposed by the Rev. 0. P. Cambridge, and seconded by Mr.

Richardson, that a vote of thanks be given to Mr. Stuart for his long

and valuable services, which extended over seven years. His resignation

was received with great regret, and hopes were expressed that he would

occasionally be able to attend the meetings. It was then proposed by

Mr. A. Bankes, and seconded by Sir T. Baker, that Mr. N. M. Richard-

son be appointed Hon. Secretary.

On the motion of Mr. A. Bankes, seconded by Mr. A. Pope, the Rev.

O. P. Cambridge was re-appointed Treasurer.

Election of New Members.—Five new members were elected.

At the Chairman's suggestion a vote of condolence with the relatives

of the late Mr. Henry Durden, of Blandford, was passed, and Mr. Moule
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read a short account of the deceased, written by Dr. T. W. Wake-Smart

(see Vol. xiii.), who, after'alluding to his taste for antiquarian subjects,

which had existed during nearly all his life, spoke of the very fine

collection which he had made of Celtic and Roman antiquities, chiefly

from the county of Dorset. Should the British Museum decline to

purchase this collection, it was to be offered to the Dorset County Museum.

About 1824, in connection with the discoveries- made at "Heverel Barrow,

archaeology somewhat revived in this county, and Mr. Durden formed

one of a party of six who met regularly to discuss antiquarian matters,

the others being Messrs. Charles Hall, Charles Warne, John Sydenham,

Wm. Shipp, Edward O. Spooner, and Dr. T. W. Wake-Smart!

Programme for the Year.—After some discussion, the following

meetings were decided upon :—June, Dorchester ; July, Swanage (a two

days' meeting) ;
August, Sherborne ; and September, the New Forest.

It was also decided to ask the Hampshire Field Club to join in the

Dorchester Meeting in June.

At about 1.30 p.m. an adjournment was made for luncheon, after

which was read

The Report of the Curator of the Museum.—The following

interesting statement was made by Mr. H. J. Moule, Curator of the

County Museum :
—" In laying before the members of the Dorset Field

Club a few notes respecting the progress of the County Museum during

the last twelve months, I must begin by begging them not to expect

anything sensational. Neither in the acquisition of specimens, nor in

arrangement, has the past year been, on the whole, a time of great

things ; still there is something to say of both these branches of progress.

In connection with natural history our greatest increase has been in the

ornithological department. Colonel Cambridge has given 50 cases of

birds, containing mostly British species. Of these British specimens

the greater number were killed by his late nephew in Dorset ; and

among them are not a few which we did not possess before. Almost at

the same time Mr. Montague Guest also gave us several excellent birds,

chiefly killed by himself in Dorset. From Mr. Mansel-Pleydell we
have received a Bewick's swan, and from Mr. H. Sykes a good Heron.

Then, again, Mr. Wallis, of Weymouth, has given a very fine collection

of British birds' eggs, between 200 and 300 in number. Of these a great

many are from Dorset
; but, as a considerable portion are from else-

where, the collection cannot be called a Dorset one. While speaking

of the ornithological department I may record that Mr. A. Pope has

presented a MS. catalogue of the birds of Dorset, by the late Mr. C.

Henning, giving the places where he shot some of them. Colonel
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it is hoped, will be of no small use in identifying certain hitherto

doubtful specimens, as belonging to the county. We have acquired a

very fine badger, killed near Bincombe, and a smaller one and an otter

from Colonel Cambridge. In a very different branch of natural history

Mr. A. Wallis, of Portland, an honorary member of the Field Club, has

presented a small but admirable collection of zoophytes, akin to coral,

and found at and off Portland. I am assured by a leading expert that

there are specimens among them which would be gladly received by the

British Museum. Mr. Fairer has presented a curious nest of an

arboreal wasp, probably Vespa Britannica. In connection with Dorset

Natural History, not of bhis but of remote ages, we have several valuable

additions to our collections. From the President we have received a

splendid molar tooth of Elephas meridionalis and also sand-polished flints

and other interesting things, all from the Dewlish gravel fissure which

has yielded such remarkable remains. From the same untiring friend

of the Museum has also come a rare, indeed but for another specimen in

the British Museum, unique fossil. This is Caulerpa Camdhersii, now

decided to be an Alga of the Kimmeridge clay epoch. It was discovered

near Weymouth by the late Mr. Damon. Mr. Cunnington, another

generous friend to the Museum, has given a large number of Dorset

fossils, many very good

—

e.g., a splendid spine of Hybodus reticulatus

from the Charmouth lias. Mr. Pearce Edgcumbe has presented a small

but valuable fossil, a very perfect specimen of Cerithium Portlandicum,

the casts, not the shells, of which are so common. Another prize from

Portland is a very welcome acquisition. It is a large slab of stone

containing the cervical vertebra) of a Cimoliosaurus, some of them well

displaying the neural processes which gave the muscles purchase enough

to wield the enormously long neck. In the department of Dorset

antiquities there is deplorably little to record, as newly obtained.

First and foremost comes another gift from the President. In the year

1825 Mr. Miles opened the Deverel barrow, on the Whatcombe Estate.

From the remarkable group of interments then found this barrow has

ever since had a name and fame above any other in Dorset. More than

20 urns were discovered, most of which found their way to the British

Museum and to Stourhead. Of course there was then no Dorset

Museum, for which a claim might have been put in. But it has always

been a great sorrow of heait that no relic from the Deverel Barrow was

comprised in our now considerable Celtic collection. This complaint is

now done away with. Mr. Mansel-Pleydell told me that at Whatcombe

there were two Deverel urns, preserved as an heir-loom. But after
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consideration and consultation he has most generously made over one of

them to the Dorset Museum, and very highly it is prized. The Rev. J.

Bond has given a well preserved stone axe from Purbeck. Another gift

of a gratifying kind has come in. Mr. Hayward, of Abbotsbury, brought

me a capital basalt celt, found by one of his farm labourers. It is

earnestly to be wished that many others of our agricultural friends

would show a little zeal for the County Museum. The Hon. Mrs. H.

Ashley has presented a curious little bronze" implement, found near

Dorchester. In general look it is like a stylus, but is flat at both ends.

It may have been a modelling tool. Several coins of some value have been

received—e.g., from the Rev. James Cross a denarius of Vespasian, from

our Treasurer a third brass of Florianus, and from Mr. T. Bond a first

brass of Faustina junior, all found in Dorset. Some few gifts and loans

unconnected with Dorset have been received. Among these may be

mentioned an ancient unguent bottle and a bronze statuette lent by the

Earl of Portarlington. The statuette is placed on a very beautiful

polished stone, given to the late Hon. Mrs. Darner by Mehemet Ali. The

library has not been without additions. The Rev. T. W. Knipe has given

handsome copies of Prescott's Conquests of Mexico and of Peru ; Mr. W.
G. Boswell Stone, Canon Greenwell's British Barrows ; the Field Club, the

Report for 1890 of the B.A.A.S. and Vol. XI. of our transactions; the

Rev. J. Bond, an extensive series of the Quarterly Review ; Mr. T. Bond,

the vol. for 1891 of the Archaeological Journal ; and the Trustees of the

British Museum, several volumes of their valuable catalogues. By pur-

chase the series of the Archaeological Journal generously given by Mr. T.

Bond has been completed and is being continued by annual subscription

on behalf of the Museum. As to the second branch of Museum progress

—

viz., arrangement—less need be said. Mr. A. Bankes, lion. sec. to the

Museum, has continued his great and practical help in arranging the

books and keeping up the catalogue most kindly mado by him. In the

Museum a large amount of detail, not easy to specify briefly, has been

got through. Through the generosity of the President the Curator has

been able to arrange, label, illustrate with large photographs, and finally

complete the case containing relics of Elephas meridionalis, from Dewlish.

Another very valuable fossil, the Cimoliosaurus neckbones above-

mentioned, has been set up properly. But the heaviest task in this branch

of work has been the setting up, re-arranging, and partly re-labelling the

noble series of Purbeck fishes, turtles, &c. , in a new double case. They are

now shown in a fairly proper manner, and the display of them has been

approved by Mr. Smith Woodward, of the British Museum. Some

progress has been made in re-arranging the Dorset birds. This has been
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rendered possible by the quite recent acquisition of a wall case, in

addition to the two formerly provided for the purpose. In the non-

Dorset department use has been made of the two cases bought second-

hand. In one of these the Roman and English coin-collections have been

displayed better than they were formerly. In one other a miscellaneous

group of antiquities, &c, has been placed, and makes a rather attractive

feature, near the entrance doors. In conclusion the Curator cannot but

utter the lament, not unheard heretofore, that the influx into the County

Museum of county antiquities is so small. True, he has reason to hope

that two gentlemen will shortly make 1892 abetter year than 1891 in this

respect. But as matters stand the curatorship of newly acquired Dorset

antiquities is sometimes a dreary sinecure."

A Paper " On the Ammonite Zones of the so-called ' Inferior Oolite,'

strata of Dorset and Somerset," by S. S. Buckman, Esq., F.G.S., was

read by the President, who prefaced it with a few remarks on the

subject.

A Paper " On My Recollections of the Wall of Hadrian " was read by

the Rev. Sir Talbot Baker, Bart. These papers will be found later on in

this volume.

Exhibits at the meeting included a stuffed female Peregrine Falcon

from Weymouth, by Mr. Groves, and the commencement of a wasp's

nest by Mr. 0. Fairer.

Dorchester Meeting.—The first out-door meeting of the year

was held at Dorchester on Thursday, June 9th, and, the weather

being propitious, was well attended, about 80 being present. In

pursuance of the resolution passed at the annual meetiug an invitation

had been sent to the Hampshire Field Club, which was responded

to by about 20 of its members, including Mr. W. Whittaker, F.R.S.,

ex-President, and Mr. T. W. Shore, Hon. Sec. By eleven o'clock, the

hour for meeting, nearly all the party had assembled in the Museum,

and under the guidance of Mr. H. J. Moule, the Curator, spent

half-an-hour in seeing a few of the most interesting objects contained

in it. At 11.30 they adjourned to the Reading-room, where two new

members were elected and some matters relative to the dates of the

summer meetings discussed. Mr. Moule was then requested to read his

Paper " On the probable Nature of the Wall of Durnovaria and the

Position of its Gates," which will be found in the present volume. Mr.

T. W. Shore suggested that though the materials of the wall, on the

supposition that it was made of stone, might have been taken away and

used, as was often the case, for building purposes, yet probably the
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foundations would be more or less undisturbed, and their nature could be

ascertained by digging down to the solid rock. This was their experience

in Hampshire. From the plan exhibited he should say that the Romans
had built upon an old Celtic site, as was not infrequently the case in

Hampshire. His belief tended towards a stone wall for Durnovaria,

the Romans being in the habit of using flints for that purpose Avhen they

were available. Mr. A. Pope said that in 1879 the piece of Roman wall

adjoining Mr. Burnett's garden was exposed'to depths of 7 and 10 feet

respectively below the surface on the two sides, and he believed that the

foundations were in the solid chalk. On the inside of the wall was found

a ledge about 3 feet wide, upon which rested some paving stones, much
worn, it is suggested, by the tread of Roman sentries. The wall had

been railed in and the holes filled up again.

About mid-day the party left the Museum, and after a brief inspection

of the Eastern Sepulchre and other interesting monuments in St. Peter's

Church, proceeded to walk round the line of the ancient walls with Mr.

Moule as guide, who indicated the successive points mentioned in

his paper. Passing along High West-street, Shirehall, Glyde Path-hill,

Colliton, West, and South Walks they turned off to the Church of

Fordington St. George. Here the interest of the antiquarians was

attracted by the stone carving over the west door in the porch, which

represents the charge of St. George against the Saracens at the battle of

Antioch. From the general resemblance in style to the Bayeux

tapestry, the work is considered to be undoubtedly Norman. The

party then proceeded along the Salisbury Walk and inspected on their

way the spot where traces of a Roman road, composed of two feet of flint

grouting, solidified by cement, had recently been discovered. On arrival

at the King's Arms Hotel luncheon was partaken of, and, after the usual

loyal toast, the President proposed " The health of the Visitors,"

coupling with it the name of Mr. Whittaker, who, in responding, alluded

to the fact that he and the Rev. O. P. Cambridge were elected Fellows of

the Royal Society on the same day. The party started at about

2.30 p.m. for Maumbury Rings, where Mr. A. Pope (who was the author

of a paper on this subject, printed in vol. vii. of the Club's Proceedings)

gave a short description of the place and mentioned that, in excavating

there, they had found a depth of two feet of earth in the centre before

coming to the solid chalk, but that they had found no trace of a large stone

said to have been placed at the entrance, to which the wild beasts were

supposed to have been chained. He hoped some day to find the caves in

which the beasts were confined, by further excavations at the southern

end, where the more modern gallows were said to have stood. In 1705,
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when a woman (Mrs. Channing) was executed here, the arena was said to

have held 15,000 people. A denarius of Augustus found here was in the

Museum. Mr. Shore remarked upon the resemblance to the Silchester

Amphitheatre, and did not agree with the idea that any of the material

of the banks had been brought from the ditch outside the town. Mr.

Moule stated that a friend of his recollected seeing the large stone above

alluded to, in situ, which proved its existence.

The party then re-entered the carriages and drove to Maiden Castle, and

having walked round the top of it to a point on the south side close to the

end of the bank, which divides the top of the hill into two parts, Mr.

Barnes read a Paper " On Maiden Castle," which will be found at a

later page of this volume. At the conclusion of the Paper consider-

able discussion followed and various theories were put forward. Mr.

Whittaker said that at Hambledon Hill there was a cross work similar

to the Maiden Castle one. The latter was the finest earthwork in

England, that of Old Sarum being the next. Mr. Shore said that there

were about 40 of these earthworks in the kingdom. He was not aware

that anything had been found to prove that Maiden Castle had ever

been used as a permanent habitation, and thought that it was probably

a camp of refuge which would doubtless need 6,000 men or more to

defend it properly. This pointed to a thickly populated district in Celtic

times. Mr. Moule suggested that as 250 years had been sufficient to

efface the wells of Corfe Castle, it was probable that 1,400 years Avould

have obliterated any ancient wells at Maiden Castle. Mr. Middleton

said that it had been suggested that the grassy ledges inside the ramparts

were the site of huts in which the ancient inhabitants had lived. The

President, in thanking Mr. Barnes for his paper, alluded to the

subterranean passage, and the conglomerate about the artificial or

natural composition of which Mr. Barnes had questioned. He stated

that it was undoubtedly natural, and was probably formed during the

great denudation which took place just after the Woolwich and Read-

ing beds were deposited. At Abbotsbury there were quantities of it

strewn here and there over the district.

The party then walked round the rest of the edge of the earthwork,

and, rejoining their carriages, drove to Somerleigh Court, where they

had been kindly invited to tea. Mr. Pearce Edgcumbe met them in the

porch, and gave an account of the discovery there of three Roman

pavements, one of which he had had laid down in his hall. He said

that the Italian who had executed this work assured him that the white

stone of which some of the tesserae were composed came only from

a quarry near Verona. After tea the various objects of art and other
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curiosities in the house were inspected, and the members left to catch

their trains. A portion of the party walked through the adjoining

garden of the Rev. H. Everett, which had been thrown open for the

purpose, and weie shown by Mrs. Everett some of the curiosities which

the house contained.

New Forest Meeting.—The second oat-door meeting was held

in the New Forest on Wednesday, July 20th. A party of about

54 members and friends met at Brockenhurst at 10.45 a.m. in spite

of the threatening appearance of the weather in the earlier morning,

which had prevented about 20 members, including the President, from

starting. The day, however, improved and was soon all that could

be desired, and a drive of about 20 miles through some of the most

beautiful parts of the Forest was accomplished without any of the

threatened rain. The first stage was to Lyndhurst (3| miles), where

the Church wTas visited. This building was begun in 1865, and is

constructed entirely of red brick and Bath stone which appear on the

inside without any covering of plaster or other material, producing a

curious effect of red and white. The pillars and other parts are much

ornamented with carving, including a handsomely carved stone pulpit.

There is a fine fresco at the back of the Communion table by Sir F.

Leighton of the parable of the Ten Virgins. After the Church the Club

visited the ancient Crown Court House, where the magistrates were

sitting, the chief objects of interest here being the massive old oak seats

and furniture of the court. There is also an old stirrup hanging on the

wall which is said to have belonged to William Rufus. At 12.30 the

carriages started again for Castle Maiwood, a modern residence built upon

an old site in the midst of an old entrenchment and occupied by Sir W.
Harcourt. There is a tradition that the old Castle Malwood was being

used as a hunting box by William Rufus at the time he was killed, and

it probably originally belonged to a Saxon owner.

After leaving Malwood, the party walked about half-a-mile to Rufus

Stone, which marks the spot where the tree stood, off which the arrow,

shot by Sir Walter Tyrrel, glanced on to the body of the King. To

preserve it from the knives of excursionists this stone has been encased

in a triangular iron pillar, inscribed with a record of the event which it

commemorates. Captain Elwes briefly related some of the chief points,

traditional and historical, in connection with the death of William Rufus

and expressed his belief that the shot was aimed not at the deer but at

the King. The ford can be seen at which Sir Walter is said to have

paused to see if he was pursued. A twin tree, composed of a large oak
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and beech, united at the base, grows near, and one or two other double

and triple trees of smaller dimensions were observed at no great distance.

Passing through Boldrewood, the splendid conifers were much admired.

The Knightwood oak, which was next visited, is said to be the largest in

the Forest, and is 24 feet in girth at a short distance from the ground.

Large trees are rare owing to the great demand for oak for shipbuilding

in former times.

A charcoal burner's establishment was visited, consisting of two huts

made of turf with a small doorway and an opening at the top to let out

the smoke. In these the man and his family* live all the year round.

The wood intended for charcoal is cut into short lengths which are piled

together and burnt in an upright position, being covered with turf to

keep them smouldering without flame, so as to produce charcoal and not

ashes. The man undertakes to produce a certain quantity of charcoal

from the wood bought tor him by his employers. His family had been

charcoal burners for three generations.

The party then re-entered the carriages and at about 4.30 p.m. reached

Burley Manor, the residence of Colonel Esdaile, who had kindly invited

them to tea. Before tea an informal business meeting was held, and

after expressing the regret of the club at the unavoidable absence of the

President, the Hon. Sec. requested the Rev. O. P. Cambridge to preside.

He, after alluding to the long and valuable services of Mr. Morton G.

Stuart in his capacity of Hon. Sec. to the club, proposed that he should

be elected a Vice-president, which was carried with acclamation.

Two new members were elected.

The Secretary stated that Mr. Whittaker, F.R.S., had a number of

Dorset Well-sections, which he hoped the Club would accept and print.

He also read communications from the Geological Photographs Committee

of the British Association asking the Club to contribute photographs of

sections and of other objects of geological interest.

Captain Eiwes then read a paper " On some Notable Points in connection

with the New Forest," which will be found in the present volume.

In proposing a vote of thanks to Captain Elwes for his paper and the

assistance he had rendered during the day, the Rev. O. P. Cambridge said

that he was glad to hear that William the Conqueror's name might be

partly cleared from the charge of having depopulated the Forest to make

it) in the words of a Dorset countryman he had met a few days before,

" a breeding place for snakes and adders." In response to a suggestion

that he should tell them something about the Forest and the history of

Burley, Colonel Esdaile said that the Manor was originally given to

Randolph Flambert, who built the church at Christchurch. In Domes-
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day Book it was entered as Biley, but spelling in those days was

uncertain and variable.

He then invited the Club to enter the house and partake of tea, which

was most acceptable after the long drive.

After the expression of their thanks to Colonel Esdaile for his

hospitality, the party drove to Holmesley station to catch the 6.22

down train, having spent a most enjoyable day,, and having been greatly

favoured by the weather, in spite of the forebodings of the morning.

Shekboene Meeting.—The third out-door meeting of the Club was

held on Wednesday, the 3rd of August, at Sherborne, and was well

attended in spite of the fact that the site chosen is not very accessible

for a single day's excursion, more than 80 members and friends being

present, which number was considerably augmented by others from the

neighbourhood, some of whom kindly assisted the Club in various ways.

Starting from the railway station at 11.19 a.m., the party proceeded to

the Almshouse of St. John the Baptist and St. John the Evangelist. It

was impossible to see much of the antiquities of Sherborne in the short

time allotted to this part of the programme, and as the Rev. C. H.

Mayo had kindly undertaken to read a Paper on the almshouse, it was

considered best to do this thoroughly. The following is an abstract of

the Paper communicated by the author, who proposes to publish his Paper

as a separate work with additions :
—" This institution, which is termed

' Domus Eleemosynnrum SS. Johannis Baptiste et Johannis Evangelist

de Sherborne,' was founded by Robert Nevile, Bishop of Salisbury
;

Humphrey Stafford, of Hook, Dorset, Knt. ;
Margaret Gogh, of Berwyke,

Dorset, widow ; John Fauntleroy, of Alfeston, Dorset ; and John Baret,

of Sherborne. The deed of foundation, which is in excellent preservation,

and retains the seals of the five co-founders, is dated 10th January,

16 Hen. VI.
, 1438, and recites the terms of the Royal licence obtained

a few months earlier, which is also preserved, dated 11th July, 15 Henry

VI., 1437, and commences with a beautifully illuminated initial letter

and miniature of SS. John Baptist and Evangelist. This licence sanctions

the creation of the almshouse, to consist of 12 poor men and four poor

women, with a chaplain and a governing body of a master and brethren,

20 in number, and authorises this body to hold lands, &c. , to the annual

value of 40 marks, in addition to other lands to the value of ten marks,

for the chaplain. The foundation deed gives the names of the original

governors and of the recipients of the charity, and enters in considerable

detail into the rules and regulations of the house. ' The 16 pore feble

and ympotent ' men and women were to choose from among their number
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a Prior who should have the rule and governance of them in the absence

of the master and brethren. This office still continues. A ' Hosewyfe

of Seynt John is house ' was to be appointed to 8 wayssh and wrynnge

the said sixtyne pore feble and ympotent men andwymen,' and to do the

same as a ' hosewyfe ought to do in a house. ' The inmates are to wear

a gown and hood of white woollen cloth with a Bishop's mitre on the

right breast, in token that the chief founder of the house was, and is

Bishop of Salisbury, and on the left breast a scutcheon with the arms of

St. George. They were to say five times daily our Lady's Psalter, the

first four times ' when and wrhere it shall lyke them,' but the fifth time

altogether, at 6 p.m. in summer, and 4 p.m. in winter. This service

should be called ' St. John's Evensong.' A coffer was to be provided for

the safe keeping of the muniments, which are still in excellent preser-

vation, and the silver seal, coeval with the foundation, is still in use.

Among the documents thus preserved there is nothing to shew that

this foundation was originally a Hospital of the Order of St. Augustine,

as has generally been asserted. It should also be observed that the date

of the foundation, as given on a tablet in the Ante-Chapel, viz., 1448,

is just ten years too late, the foundation deed being dated, as has already

been stated, 10th July, 1438. At the conclusion of his paper Mr. Mayo

pointed out the well-known features of the chapel and buildings, calling

special attention to the Flemish altar-piece in the form of a triptych

recently restored to its proper position. The Institution now accom-

modates 18 men and 9 women, who live long on five meals a day—

a

more generous diet than that of their predecessors some 4J centuries ago.

At about noon the great majority of the party left in breaks provided

from the Digby Hotel for Oborne and Milborne Port, a small section

remaining to see the beautiful Abbey.

At Oborne the Rector (Rev. 0. A. Benthall} acted as cicerone in the

old chancel which is all that now remains of the old church, the rest of

which wTas taken down about 1860, when the new church was built. One

of the chief points of interest is found in two inscriptions—the first over

the north window :
" Orate pro bono statu dompni Joh'is Dunster

sacriste de Schirborn qui hoc opus fieri fecit anno domini ." (The

date is undecipherable.) John Dunster was one of the ejected Monks

and was receiving a pension of £12 per annum in 1550 ; the second over

the east window "Orate pro bono statu dompni Joh'nis M. Abbates de

Schirborn, Anno Domini MCCCCCXXXIII." Joh'nis M. doubtless

referred to John Meere, Abbot of Sherborne from 1504 to 1535. The

carved old oak reading desk and a coffin stool dated 1760 were worthy of

notice.
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The party then continued their drive to Milborne Port Church where

they were received by the Rev. W. J. Birkbeck, the Rector. An account

of this interesting old church was given in a paper read by Mr. A.

Reynolds which will be found in this volume. After examining the

church and its contents referred to in the paper, and also the old borough

staff and seal, the breaks started for Sherborne Castle, where the Club

had been invited to luncheon by Mr. J. K. D. W. Digby, M.P. On
entering Sherborne Park the road passed through an avenue of trees,

whose branches met overhead, forming a graceful arch, and the undulating

nature of the ground with the numerous fine trees made the scenery very

picturesque. At the Castle a sumptuous luncheon was partaken of in

the old banqueting hall, and after the President had given the usual

loyal toasts and that of the host and hostess, which were duly honoured,

and four new members had been elected, Mr. Digby conducted his

guests over the house, which is built in the form of an H- The

original building by Sir Walter Raleigh was believed to have been in the

form of an E in honour of Queen Elizabeth, the wings by which the H
was formed having been added by Digby, Earl of Bristol, in honour of

his great friend, Prince Henry, son of James I. Amongst other objects

of interest in the house were numerous pictures, one of those most worthy

of notice being a representation of Queen Elizabeth surrounded by her

courtiers, many of the faces being portraits.

Leaving the house the party stopped at the Dairy, where a Roman

pavement is laid down, which was discovered on Lenthay Common 30 or

40 years ago and removed with great care to its present situation. It

represents a sitting figure playing on a lyre of six chords, while a second

figure is dancing and playing a double pipe, united at the mouthpiece.

Close by was a very fine specimen of the maidenhair tree (Salisburia

adiantifolia). The walk to the old Castle lay along the shore of the lake.

At a short distance from the old Castle in a sort of alcove stood a seat, in

the spot in which tradition says that Sir Walter Raleigh was smoking a

pipe of tobacco, which he had lately introduced from America, when his

servant, seeing smoke rising from where his master was sitting, immedi-

ately got a pail of water from the lake and threw it over him, thereby
'

' putting him out.

"

At the Old Castle Mr. Digby gave some account of its history. It

was built by Roger, Bishop of Sarum, in the reign of Stephen, though

there was probably some building there at an earlier date. A brass in

Salisbury Cathedral represents the Castle as having seven towers in the

reign of Edward III. It was strongly built and surrounded by a deep

moat, and was considered impregnable until it was reduced to ruins
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by the artillery of Cromwell's troops. The above-mentioned brass

represents Bishop Wyvill, of Sarum, who, as well as the Earl of March,

claimed the Castle as his property, raising his hands in the act of

blessing his champion, whom he had chosen to decide the rival claims by

combat with the Earl of March. Edward III., however, put the Castle

up to auction, and the Bishop being the highest bidder, remained in

quiet possession, while Edward pocketed the money. The archway at

the entrance is still standing and recognisable on the brass. When Sir

W. Raleigh built the present Castle, the old Castle was used as barracks

for about 500 soldiers, penthouses, which are still to be seen, being

erected for further accommodation. In the old days the Abbot of

Sherborne used always to live in this Castle, which, except for a century

or two in the early part of its history, was always in the possession of

the Church up to the date of the dissolution of the Monasteries.

The chapel, the east window, a passage leading behind the altar, the

Monk's cells, the crypt, and a fine Norman window were pointed out.

Mr. Digby mentioned that a few years ago a great number of bones of

men and horses were found buried together in Sherborne Abbey church-

yard, which were supposed to be the remains of men and horses who

perished at the siege of the Castle when it was destroyed. Thanks

having been again offered to Mr. Digby for his hospitality and his most

interesting discourse, the party took their leave of the Castle, and after

being entertained at tea by Dr. Atkinson and inspecting some curiosities

which he had laid out for that purpose, left Sherborne by the trains at

5.27 and 6.47 p.m., having spent a most pleasant and successful day,

with favourable weather, the only shower of rain having fallen during

luncheon.

Swanage Meeting.—The last summer meeting of the club was held

at Swanage on Wednesday, September 7th, and was largely attended,

about 110 being present, including some distinguished visitors. It had

been proposed to hold a two days meeting at Swanage, but owing to the

impossibility of finding accommodation for so large a body at a time

when lodgings and hotels were full, the idea had to be given up and one

day only devoted to seeing the locality. The morning was not promising,

but after a little rain it cleared up at about midday and continued fine

afterwards.

Arriving at the railway station at 11.50 a.m. the party proceeded on foot

through Swanage and by the Undercliff Road to Durlston Head. This

road, or rather broad path, has been constructed by Mr. Burt and gives a

good opportunity of seeing the succession of the Purbeck strata, which
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have been uncovered in the making of the road, which are in one part

very fossiliferous and are intersected in several places by faults. Mr.

Geo. Burt said that the once famous quarries had fallen into disrepute, as

so much inferior stone had in recent times been sent away as good, and

the trade had become comparatively small, but that there 'was still

plenty of good building stone to be had. There were now only 400 or

500 men at work in the quarries instead of 1^500 as formerly.

On arrival at Durlston Head Hotel the party sat down to partake of

the luncheon provided for them by Mr. Burt's generous hospitality ; and

after the usual loyal toasts the President proposed the health of the host

and secondly of three distinguished visitors present—viz., Lord Rayleigh,

F.R.S., Mr. Hudleston, F.R.S. (President of the Geological Society), and

the Bishop of Southwark. Nine new members having been elected, the

company started in breaks at about 2.0 p.m. for the point of road

nearest to St. Alban's Head, which was reached after a walk of a little

more than a mile. The drive through Langton and Worth Matravers

presented a remarkably desolate-looking tract of country; varied chiefly

by rocks and quarries. After some slight difficulties with the stone

walls and a walk across the downs, St. Aldhelm's Chapel was reached,

where, after a brief inspection of the old chapel, the party divided, the

antiquarians remaining to hear a paper "On St. Aldhelm's Chapel "

by Mr. H. J. Moule, which will be found at length in this volume,

illustrated by a reproduction from the author's pencil, whilst the geologists

under the escort of the President walked westward to the edge of the hill

joining the Head, whence a magnificent view was obtained all along the

coast to Portland, especially of Kimmeridge Bay and the adjoining

cliffs, showing in an unbroken line the succession of strata from the

Kimmeridge clay to the chalk. The President here gave a short address

on the Geology of the district as follows :

—

" It will be in the recollection of those members who were present at

the Lulworth meeting last year that I pointed out that the eastern and

western entrances of the Lulworth and other coves are flanked by Port-

land and Purbeck strata. The clays and sands of the Hastings sands

series are scooped out by the sea-action, and the precipitous chalk at the

base acting as a fortress, prevents further encroachments. The Hastings

sands which form the eastern side of Worbarrow Cove form a narrow band

between the chalk and the Portland rock. Here the chalk leaves the

coast-line, and taking an easterly direction, meets the sea again at Ballard

Down between Swanage and Studland Bays. The Portland rocks, on the

other hand, continue to follow the coast-line to Gadclift—the bluff head-

land which vies with St. Alban's Head in altitude and grandeur, both
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exhibiting the same geological features, Kimmeridge clay at the base,

succeeded by the Portland sands and capped w ith the Portland stone.

The two last, the Portland sands and stone, recede from the coast, while

the Kimmeridge clay forms the coast-line to St. Alban's Head. A fault

on the east of the ' Head ' has let down the Kimmeridge clay, the Portland

sands, and the greater part of the Portland stone series, of which only

the upper beds appear. These form the coast-line to Tilly Whim. The

Purbeck beds which constitute mainly our route from Swanage to St.

Alban's Head are separated from the Portland by a band of clay lying on

an uneven surface. Only the lower beds of the Purbeck are met with

in Portland—namely, the Skull Cap, Cap, and the Dirt Bed, which was

the vegetable soil of an old land surface, on which grew a forest of Coni-

ferous trees, the stumps and roots of which remain in the position of

their growth, while the trunks are broken off and lie alongside.

The undergrowth of the old forest consisted of Cycads. The Conifers

are related to Araucaria : a fine series of these we saw last year

between Lulworth and Arisli Mill. The Kimmeridge clay, which forms

the base of St. Alban's Head and has its greatest development in the

little parish of Kimmeridge, is about 600ft. thick, consisting of alternate

shale and dirt beds with intercalated bands of cement stone. On the

west side of Chapman's Pool in front of us—the site of a serious fault—the

Kimmeridge strata rise from the sea-level at an angle of 45° in successive

beds, among which is the Kimmeridge coal—a bituminous inflammable

bed. In Kimmeridge Bay there is a remarkable anti-clinal by which the

beds take a descending direction. There the Kimmeridge coal bed which

emerged from the sea near Chapman's Pool meets the sea-level at Gadcliff.

The Portland sand which intervenes between the Kimmeridge clay and

the Portland stone has a thickness of about 250 feet, and consists of sandy

marls, bands of sandy cement-stone, solid beds of small oysters, and

sandy marls with characteristic fossils. The succeding Portland beds, the

uppermost of the series, may be divided into the flinty and the building-

stone series. The latter is absent at St. Alban's Head, and of the former

about half ; none of it is of any economic value excepting a bed about ten

feet thick, which is a valuable building stone, and has no relation with

the above-named building stone series. It is represented in the typical

beds of the Isle of Portland by the Roach, a shelly limestone of

variable thickness, full of casts and impressions of shells— Cerithium

portlandicum, Trigonia gibbosa—which merges into the next bed, the

Whit-bed, and was used in the construction of the Portland Breakwater.

The Whit-bed, which is not properlyoolite, is a hard line-grained calcareous

free stone. Ammonites gigantcus is peculiar to it. The base bed next in
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succession is a white calcareous free stone with a thin subordinate bed

" Curf." This is also used for building. The Portland beds of Purbeck

differ from the type, as might be expected from the varying conditions

under which they were deposited during the emergences from the sea

preparatory to the deposition of the Purbecks. Although St. Alban's

Head is only 18 miles from Portland there is a considerable difference in

the upper beds, of which there are instructive sections at Winspit,

Seacombe, and Tilly Whim. They consist of three sub-divisions

together about 20 feet thick. Their fossils are found in lower

horizons, and the difference is so great that it must be concluded

that they have been deposited in a separately ended area. -It will

be seen from what I have said that the Portland rock which

appears on the coast-line at Worbarrow suddenly rises to the

summit of Gadcliff and forms the crests of the ranges which run

parallel to the chalk range by Swyre Head and Emmett's Hill. It

expands at Swyre Head, through a fault which throws the beds on the

other side of the range towards Orchard. The most eastern extension

enclosed is a little north of Worth, where it is arrested by a fault and

disappears under the Purbecks, and is confined to the coast-line from

Mewp's Bay to Durdle Door. The great Ridgeway fault brings up the

lower beds at Poxwell, and, continuing through Upwey, finally disappears

at Portesham. The President, in his concluding remarks, referred to the

peculiarities of the commencement and the termination of the Purbeck

beds—the former with reference to plant-life, the latter to estuarian

mollusc life, the one represented by the fossil forest consisting of Aran-

carias, which are now confined to Queensland, New Guinea, New
Caledonia, and the Isle of Norfolk, and of Cycads, which are now
confined to the tropics ; the other represented by the Purbeck

marble, which is almost entirely made up of the water snail, Palu-

dina carinifera, of which material the beautiful shafts and columns

of Kingston Church are made. Mr. Hudleston, who was asked to

make a few supplementary remarks, first of all congratulated the club

upon having such a man as Mr. Mansel-Pleydell as their president. He
had been asked bo say something on the geology of the district, but the

President's remarks were so complete that it was unnecessary for him to

say more than a few words. He would refer especially to the very great

development of the Upper Jurassic rocks in the immediate district. The

great thickness of rocks had also been proved on the same line as far as

the county of Sussex, for in the Sub-Wealden borings the thickness of the

Portland stone and the Kimmeridge clay and other mesozoic rocks was

so great that in the search for coal they terminated in the middle of the
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Oxford clay without getting near the carboniferous beds they sought.

He further alluded to the vast disturbances and earth movements

of which the area they were now in had been the theatre, and more

especially to the up-thrust in the centre of Kimmeridge Bay, from which

point all the beds might be said, more or less, to dip away, so that there

existed on that point something in the nature of a qua-qua-versal. He
referred also to the Weymouth anti-clinal, which was right in front of

them, and showed how thebeds dipped away from it on either side."

The geological section then walked back to Worth Church, where

they rejoined Mr. Moule and the archaeologists, who had, after leaving

St. Aldhelm's, proceeded to Worth to hear a paper by the Rev. Lester

Lester upon the church, which ran as follows :
—

" Worth is interesting in itself for its connection with Swanage, having

been formerly the mother church of that now much larger place which was

then only a chapelry of Worth and held together with it, the two places

being connected by a road which still retains the name of the Prestway or

Priestway, having been formerly made and kept for the use of the priest

who served both church at Worth and chapel at Swanage. The ecclesias-

tical connection between Worth and Swanage also still exists in some

degree, but their relation to each other is reversed, Swanage being now the

more important and receiving the great tithes of Worth in addition to its

own, Worth having only a vicar whose appointment lies with the rector of

Swanage. So much for the parish, and now to come to the church itself.

We are fortunate in Purbeck in having two very perfect specimens of a

Norman church, Worth and Studland, resembling each other a good deal

in their general character,but differing in some important respects. Though

both at present consist of a chancel, a nave, and a tower, together with a

south porch added in each case at a much later date, the arrangement

for the three principal parts is quite different. At Studland the tower is

central, interposing between nave and chancel ; here at Worth it stands at

the west end of the nave. At Studland the roof, both of chancel and

tower, within consists of one bay of stone groining. At Worth it is con-

structed of timber throughout the building. At Studland the mouldings

of the principal arch, the jambs of the main doorway and semi-circular

tympanum above are comparatively plain and unornamented. At Worth
these parts are enriched with gold zig-zags and other carving, and by this

latter point we are enabled to guess in a measure at the relative age of

thetwo churches, Studland, the plainer of the two,being probably the older.

And now, for a special reason, I shall take you first to the north side of the

church. Here you have a good view of the three principal portions—the

Norman tower and Norman nave, and then the Early English chancel.
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The square tower is built in three stages, lessening in diameter as they

ascend,and it was originally without any buttresses (those which are there

now were added at the restoration some twenty years ago). At

that time was also added the present pyramidal belfry ; before there

was nothing above the row of projecting stones which now support the

roof, but then supported nothing. The nave wall on this side is pierced

by three windows, two placed high up near the eaves, the third, the one

nearest the chancel, lancet-shaped, at a ver<y much lower height. At

either end of the nave wall is a plain shallow buttress running up to the

roof, and between them another shallow buttress of a very uncommon

form. It is in reality two buttresses, having a doorway between them,

which unite together above the doorway so as to form a semi-circular arch

and then together run up to the corbel table. The doorway had evidently

a circular arch rilled, probably, at one time by a semi-circular tympanum.

There is just the same arrangement of doorway and buttress on the south

side, but it is hidden in a great measure by the porch, which was built

long afterwards, and this was my reason for bringing you to the north

side first, in order that when we come to that porch you might be able to

have some idea of what it conceals. Along the top of the wall runs a

corbel table, the heads being carved into grotesque shapes, some human,

some those of beasts and birds. The chancel is not Norman but Early

English, but it is surmounted with a corbel table so similar in character

to that of the nave that it probably formed part of an earlier chancel,

and was built in when the Early English walls were constructed. There

are two lancet windows on either side of the chancel, the east windows

being of later date, of the decorated reticulated pattern. The south side

of the church resembles in the main the north side, having the same

number of windows, but it differs from it in having :—First, in the

chancel a low priests' doorway 5ft. by 1ft. 9in., of which the jambs are

original, but the head is either later or the old stone has been removed

and newly worked. Secondly, in the nave wall close to its junction with

the chancel a small bay narrow window with slit opening into a squint,

which pierces the wall of the chancel arch. Thirdly, a low but wide

doorway (now walled up) with a triangular arch. About this doorway

and squint I will speak when we have looked at them from the interior.

And, fourthly, a south porch of considerably later date than the rest of

the church, and all but concealing the peculiar arrangement of entrance

door and spur-shaped buttress corresponding to that on the north side.

And fifthly, the southern face of the tower has in its lowest stage a small

round-headed window. The jambs of the outer entrance of the porch are

of bold zig-zag work formed by stones brought from some portion or other
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of the church which does not now exist. The entrance of the church it-

self, which is protected by the porch, consists of a square-headed doorway
within a circular arch, the tympanum between the two having a bold carv-

ing now so defaced that it is difficult to tell its subject. It is evidently an

adoration of some kind, some say of the Magi, others of the Virgin. The
jambs of the doors aie ornamented with a shallow zig-zag passing into a

deep lozenge mould. On entering the church the first thing that strikes

one is the height of the walls for a Norman church, and the height, too,

from the floor of thefour-rounded iron door. The tower, which is connected

with the nave by a pointed arch, contains three bells, the oldest of the

date 1634. At the west end of the nave is a comparatively modern gallery,

now entered by a staircase in the tower and a doorway pierced in the

eastern wall ; before the resoration the staircase was in the church itself

and the gallery was lighted by an unsightly square dormer window of

recent date on the south side, instead of by the present window. The

principal feature of the interior is the chancel arch of stilted semi-circular

shape, having on the nave side three members, on the chancel side two

with very bold zig-zag teeth and other mouldings characteristic of the

period. There are five shafts on either side with simple bold imposts and

bases, the former being a modification of the cushion capital with round

mouldings cut into it. Before the restoration the lower part of the

mouldings on the north side had been cut away to make room for a sound-

ing board, which was only taken away some 30 years ago. In

the chancel the splays of the lance windows are exceptionally broad.

On the south side of the altar is a piscina with an ogee trefoil, and above it

a niche with an ogee cinquefoil. The wall of the chancel arch is pierced

by the squint or hagioscope, as it is sometimes called, which I spoke of

just now, and it is about that and the triangular headed doorway I would

now speak in the hope of eliciting from some of those present some infor-

mation respecting them. Till lately the idea with regard to them has

been this, that there was at some time or other a small chapel or transept

to which this doorway gave access and from which the altar at the east

end could be seen by means of the squint, and that owing to its

peculiar form the doorway was of Saxon work. But this idea did not

quite commend itself to some, owing to two things—firstly, there is not

any trace in the masonry outside of the attachment of such a chapel ;

and secondly, that beyond the mere shape of the arch there is not

any trace whatever of Saxon work. I therefore asked Mr, Fletcher, of

Winiborne, to visit the church with me and examine it, and with your

permission I will read you part of a letter which he very kindly wrote me
after his inspection :—" Wimborne Minster, Dorset, 3rd Sept., 1892. St.
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Nicholas Church, Worth Matravers. —Since I had the pleasure of going

over this very interesting church with you on Wednesday last I have

been thinking over some of the peculiarities that seem to strike one the

most. I am inclined to think that the triangular headed arch in the

south wall of the nave is not of itself a sufficient proof of Saxon work, and

as far as I could see this is the only feature to be found. The masonry

especially (if of Saxon workmanship) would be sure to show some traces

of its origin. One would expect to see some signs of heiring bone or long

and short work, &c. , and if the doorway is in its original position some

of the masonry near it must have been constructed at the same time. I

am inclined to think that if of Saxon date it must have formed part of an

earlier church. I think you will find that the feature we called the

hagioscope at the south-west angle of the chancel would be more properly

termed a lychnoscope or external confessional. There is no doubt that

such features did exist in some churches and that these were walled up by

royal order, probably in Cromwell's time. I think you will agree that

this idea lends itself to this example and does away with the difficulty of

the chapel or aisle, the existence of which would have blocked the nave

windows. As you know, some difference of opinion exists as to the

use which was made of lychnoscopes, but I believe the theory

now generally accepted is that they were contrivances for hearing

at certain times the confession of casual passers-by, and were not

intended for the use of parishioners. It is curious that wherever lych-

noscopes are found they are invariably closed up on the outside, and

apparently that was done at a remote date. A writer in the Ecclesiolo-

gist thinks they are symbolical of the wound in the Saviour's side. I am

inclined to think that the sculpture in the tympanums of the inner door

of the porch is intended to represent the baptism of the Saviour. Would

it not be a more likely subject to find in such a situation than the

Adoration of the Magi ? I am very sorry not to be with you on Wednes-

day next at the meeting of the Field Club, as I should very much have

liked to have heard what others had to say about this truly interesting

church. " I do not think it quite clears up the difficulty, but it introduces

a new idea for consideration, and I should be very glad if any of those

present who have seen such lychnoscopes as he speaks of would say some-

thing about them. Time fails me to say anything more, though I could

say a good deal more, for, as I said at the beginning, I am strictly bound

not to be long. All I would add is to ask you to notice the stone coffin

lids both in the chancel and also at the entrance of the church with their

graceful crosses, and to visit the tomb of the man who almost simultane-

ously with, but quite independently of Jenner, made the discovery which
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gives vaccination all its value. It was another case, in fact, of Le Verrier

and Adams in the matter of the planet Neptune.

Mr. Moule thought that the lychnoscope might have been an anchor

hole, but could give no suggestion as to the adjoining doorway, which

was wider than the church door.

The ancient Communion plate having been inspected, the whole party

left for Swanage, which they reached punctually at 5.45 p.m., Mr.

Burt again hospitably receiving them at his residence, Purbeck House,

at tea. A short time remained for the inspection of his interesting-

museum indoors, which contained amongst other things a fine specimen

of a fossil turtle and an apteryx ; and the garden, in one part of which

were many interesting relics of old London.

The train left Swanage at 6.35 p.m.

The First Winter Meeting was held in the Reading-room of the

Museum on Tuesday, December 6th, 1892, about 50 being present, the

President in the chair.

New Members.—Six were elected.

Donation.—The Hon. Sec. announced the donation of Messrs.

Hudleston and Wilson's work on " British Jurassic Gasteropoda " to the

Club by the authors. The book was handed over to the Librarian of the

Museum.

Exhibits.—Some interesting notes (given at length in this volume)

were read by Mr. W. A. Bankes on an interment lately discovered in

the garden of Wareham House. Mr. Paine, the owner, had generously

presented the greater portion of the objects found to the Museum, and

some of these were exhibited, including a small earthenware vessel with

eyelet holes near the bottom, apparently for suspension, but in a most

unusual position, as the archaeologists present were unanimous in

declaring that they had never before seen them placed nearly so low

down, not, in fact, below the middle. In the case were also a comb,

mended by the Curator of the Museum with much care and skill, and

some coloured beads, all alluded to in Mr. Bankes' paper. Mr. Paine,

on being asked for any additional facts, stated that he had, the week

before, come upon more skeletons, one of which was buried in a solid

chalk grave facing south, which was the only one in that position. One
skeleton seemed to have been burnt, as the bones were brown. He had

also found several more of the pits mentioned by Mr. Bankes, some of

which contained a black material, which looked like charcoal. The

Hon. Sec. said that there were numerous small flint scrapers in the

graves, and the President identified some of the bones as those of a dog
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and a tooth as that of a sheep or goat. He expressed the opinion that

the interment took place during the Romano-British period.

-

Mr. Fetherstonhaugh Frami^ton exhibited some shoots of Scotch fir

mined by some insect, which had done considerable damage to his trees

at Moreton, but the insect itself had not yet been discovered.

The damage appeared to correspond with the work of Hylurgits

Piniperda, and the Hon. Sec. read an extract from " A Manual of

Injurious Insects," by Miss E. A. Ormerod/ giving an account of this

beetle's work and habits, from which it appeared that the work of

destruction was chiefly done by the perfect insect, which, when it

emerged from the pupa in September, bored into the young shoots of the

firs, as in those shown by Mr. Frampton. The larvae live under the bark

of unhealthy trees and do little harm.

The Hon. Treas. exhibited and remarked upon the seven species of

Vespa found in this country.

Three wasps, V. germanica, vulgaris and rufa build in the ground,

three, V. sylvestris, noruegica, and arborea in trees and V. crabro, the

hornet, in hollow trees or old buildings or rarely in the ground. Mrs.

Forrester, of Blandford, exhibited bones, pottery, and other remains found

by her at Bagber, near Milton.

Captain Marshall Hall exhibited two photographs of the state of the

excavations at Hamworthy Junction in August, 1892, and, with a view to

tracing the course of the great river of the Bagshot times, asked that

any fragment of pebbles taken from definite strata might be sent to him.

Mr. Frampton exhibited a beautiful and richly illuminated MS. Book

of The Hours of the Virgin on which a paper was read by Mr. Moule,

which will be found in full in this Volume.

The other papers read and also given in full later on were " A Further

Note on the Dewlish Elephant Bed," well illustrated with diagrams and

photographs, by the President ;
" On Hazelbury Bryan Parish Church,"

by the Rev. Canon Ravenhill ; and " Holme Priory " and " The Barony

of the Wife of Hugh Fitz Grip," by T. Bond, read by the Hon. Treasurer.

The meeiing came to an end at about 4 p.m.

The Second Winter Meeting was held in the Reading-room of

the County Museum on Thursday, February 16th, 1893, at which about

35 members were present. A telegram just received from the President

was read stating his regret at being unable to attend on account of bad

weather and his late illness. As the two Vice-Presidents j3resent (the

Hon. Treas. and Hon. Sec.) had other duties to perform, Mr. Albert

Bankes was voted to the chair.
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Ten New Members were elected, and one, Mr. E. Cunnington, re-

sumed his membership of the Club.

The Hon. Treas. laid on the table copies of the annual report of the

National Footpaths Preservation Society, to which the Club subscribed,

containing a list of 157 cases in connection with rights of way, &c,

which had occurred during the year, none of which, however, related to

Dorset.

The Hon. Sec. read a letter from Mr. E. Stanhope Rodd, of Chard,

alluding to the discussion about nightingales at this meeting last year,

[See Vol. xiii., p. xl.], and stating that they were common in the neigh-

bourhood of Chard and the Vale of Taunton as far as Bishops Lydeard,

and that in the recently published Volume, " The Birds of Devonshire,"

they were mentioned as being heard in a very few instances in that

county nearly every year.

The Rev. W. M. Barnes called attention to the proposed mutilation of

Charminster Parish Church, plans for which were in the church porch.

Amongst other alterations it was proposed to remove the Norman chancel

arch to another site in order to widen the entrance, which would destroy

the Norman aspect of the church. Mr. Moule spoke of the so-called

restorations which had been made in many Dorset Churches with the

effect of destroying their archaeological features. Mr. Barnes said that

the west end was at present that of a perfect Norman Church, that the

arcades were present, and if the hagioscopes, which he felt sure were

also there, were opened out, the whole congregation would be able to

see into the chancel and the reason for removing the arch would no

longer exist. It was not considered that it came within the Club's

province to make any formal protest, and the matter dropped after some

further discussion.

Exhibition of Objects of Interest.—Mr. T. B. Groves produced

an oyster shell (just purchased for the Museum) which had been obtained

from a large bed off" Portland, and contained a pearl nearly spherical and

of the size of a large sweet pea, fixed near the hinge, in substance and

appearance very like the inside of the shell. He mentioned that small

loose pearls were not infrequently found in the same locality. Mr.

Galpin exhibited a very perfect lower jaw of a beaver which, with

other bones (of the same animal ?), had been found at Tarrant

Keynston, within ten yards of the river Stour. The space between

the spot where the bones were found and the river was now a

withy bed, but he thought it probable that the stream formerly flowed

there. The bones were found mixed up with chalk at the entrance to a

small hole*
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Mr. Cunnington exhibited three celts found on the other side of

Monkton. Two were of foreign, probably French make, the other native.

One had a notch at each side for holding the tying material used in

fastening it to a handle.

There was also exhibited a shallow bowl of red ware, about a foot in

diameter, with a potter's mark impressed, dredged up oft the Pan Rock

at Whitstable. Mr. Cunnington pronounced it to be Samian ware of

foreign make, and said that the Romans were supposed to have dropped

these bowls when they came to get oysters.

The Hon. Treasurer exhibited the following rare micro-lepidoptera

taken at Bloxworth :

—

Cosmopteryx orichalcella, Gracilaria imperialella,

Stephensia brunnichella and Tinagma betulce, with the birch leaf from

which the larva had cut out a piece for its pupa case (see plate Vol. XII.,

p. 161). The Hon. Sec. exhibited Colias Edusa (the clouded yellow

butterfly), and a specimen of the pale var. Ilelice, and made some remarks

upon their great abundance in 1892 in most parts of England, including

Dorset, this being usually a scarce species ; also some beautiful varieties

of Agrotis ripas taken near Weymouth. He also exhibited and, at the

Curator's request, presented to the Museum a portion of a rounded block

of burnt clay, containing shells, found on the Chesil Beach. It was very

hard and difficult to break.

The Rev. Canon Tweed exhibited a small Cookery Book of 1628,

dedicated to the Lady Mayoress, full of curious receipes, including a cure

for consumption by the use of snails, which Mr. Groves stated produced

an oil containing sulphur which made them of value in pulmonary com-

plaints.

The Chairman then asked for expressions ai opinion as to the proposed

Entomological Collection for the Museum. The difficulties which beset

the formation and preservation of such a collection in respect of mites,

mould, grease, verdigris, &c, in addition to those of arranging and

manipulating the specimens, were mentioned, whilst the importance of a

good cabinet was insisted on,and it was generally agreed that with some

help from the County Entomologists the scheme could be successfully

carried out, though the growth of the collection might very likely be

slow.

Two papers, which will be found in this volume, were then read, the

first by the Rev. W. M. Barnes, " The Pipe Rolls (Dorset) ;" the second

by the Hon. Treasurer, " On New and Rare Spiders."

An interval was allowed for luncheon at 2 0 p.m., after which business

was punctually resumed at 2.45 p.m., when a paper by the Rev. R.

P. Murray, "Further Notes on Dorset Bubi" was read by the Hon.
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Secretary, the Author being too unwell to attend the meeting. The

next paper, by Mr. W. Sparks on " Langton Herring and Its Surround-

ings," was read by the Author. Mr. Groves said that the great storm of

1824 was known at Portland as " The Outrage," and quoted an epitaph

respecting it in a burial ground there.

" The wind and sea its fury broke,

The wondrous works of God bespoke,

Men's dwellings levelled with the ground,

And some were killed and some were drowned."

He alluded to the gradual decrease in size of the pebbles, which had

taken place at Portland of late years.

The last paper of the day by the Hon. J. S. Udal, of Fiji, on " Dorset

Birth, Death, and Marriage Customs," was read by Mr. Moule. All

the five papers lead at this meeting are given at length later in the

present volume.
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Dorchester, December 6th, 1892.

Butt, Captain

Cambridge, Mrs. Pickard-

Clarence, L. B., Esq.

Filleul, Rev. S. E. V.

Gallwey, Captain E. Payne

Parker, H. W., Esq.

Reynolds, Alfred, Esq.

The Salterns, Parkstone, Dorset

Warmwell Rectory, Dorchester

Coaxdon, Axminster

All Saints' Rectory, Dorchester

1, Clearmount, Rodwell, Weymouth
Blandford

Milborne Port, Sherborne

Dorchester, February 16th, 1893.

Bousfield, Rev. E. H. Milton Abbas Vicarage, Dorchester

Elford, H. B., Esq. 72, Market Street, Poole

Fogerty, F. G., Esq. Firwood, Burnaby Road, Bournemouth

Forrester, Mrs. Bryanstone, Blandford

French, Alfred, Esq. Wimborne

Hall, Chas. Lillington, Esq. Osmington Lodge, Osmington, Weymouth
Harrison, Henry Leeds, Esq. Parkstone

Hayne, R., Esq., jun. Fordington House, Dorchester

Shillingford, Dr. F. N^/ Weymouth

Dorchester, May 18th, 1893.

Druitt, Rev. Charles Vicarage, Whitchurch Canonicorum,

Christchurch

Hankey, Rev. Montagu Maiden Newton Rectory, Dorchester

Payne, Miss Eleanor Weymouth

Moyle's Court, Ringwood, June 20th, 1893.

Baskett, S. R., Esq.

Drax, W. S. E., Esq.

Honeywell, F., Esq.

Hurdle, H. A., Esq.

Kerr, Dr. E.

Llewhellin, G. W., Esq.

Shephard, Major C. S.

Tanner, Rev. R. E.

Evershot, Dorset

Holnest, Sherborne

The Elms, Surbiton Road, Kingston-on-

Thames

7, Gloucester Terrace, Weymouth

5, South Terrace, Dorchester

Brookfield, Blandford

The Manor House, Martinstown, Dor-

chester

11, Frederick Place, Weymouth
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Shaftesbury, July 11th, 1893.

Acland, Captain John

Bond, Rev. John

D'Aeth, C. C. Hughes, Esq.

Forrester, Hugh Carl, Esq.

Perkins, Rev. T., M.A.,

F.R.A.S.

Godmanstone Manor, Dorchester

Tyneham, Wareham
Buckhorn Weston, Bath

Shaftesbury

Rectory, Turnworth, Blandford

Chadwick, Mrs.

Fynes-Clinton, Rev. C. H.

Goodridge, Miss

Groves, Rev. W. L.

Hibbs, George, Esq.

Hope, C. F., Esq.

Robinson, Mrs. O. (late

Mrs. T. W. Gladstone)

Trew, Rev. C. O.

Young, E. W., Esq.

Abbotsbury, August 9th, 1893.

Chetnole, Sherborne

The Rectory, Blandford

Childe Okeford, Blandford

Littlebredy Parsonage, Dorchester

Bere Regis, Wareham
Lindisfarne, Weymouth

The Cottage, Bridport

Alvediston Vicarage, Salisbury

Dorchester

Dorchester, December 8th, 1893.

Awdry, Rev. E. S.

Craig, Rev. Dr.

Dansey, Miss S. J. T.

Lock, Miss Mary C.

Portisham

Stratton, Dorchester

Fairfield, Weymouth

42, High East Street, Dorchester



Jltmibmars Jtbbuss of the ftesibmt.

(Read before the Members op the Field Club

May 18th, 1893).

BY the death of Mr * Thomas Bond tne Field Club has

^j^L sustained the loss of an accomplished scholar and

W^SHlF antiquarian. He was born Dec. 18th. 1805, and

^ft?
stained to the advanced age of 88, when an

ws££&L attack of influenza last March terminated his life.

Mr. Bond belonged to one of the eight Dorsetshire

families of Mr. Shirley's " Noble and Gentle Men

of England" which were established in Dorsetshire

before the commencement of the 16th century, and possessed the

ancient estates of their family direct through the male-line.

Mr. Bond devoted much time and labour in elucidating the

history of the county, in connection with its tenures, and owners

from Saxon times to the present day. The result of much of his

literary work is incorporated in the third edition of Hutchins's

History of Dorset, the materials for which he had collected after

wading through national public records, pipe, close, and patent

rolls, inquisitions, abbey, and collegiate cartularies, contents of

muniment rooms. Some hundred folio pages of the four volumes

of Hutchins contain contributions by Mr. Bond's fertile pen.

He contributed several papers to the Field Club, which may

be seen in the volumes of the Proceedings. One was read

before the members at the last winter's meeting, which I look
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upon as the last token of his perennial interest in everything

connected with the county he loved so much and of which he was

so bright an ornament. He has left behind him a mass of social

and local information, without which much of our county history

and county-lore would have been left in oblivion, and for which

the county will ever keep his memory in grateful remembrance.

There is no study more fascinating than that of the genealogy of

plants during the past seons of the world's history, tracing them

either to their final disappearance, or down the ancestral lines of

those which are now living. Their remains entombed in the rocks,

indisputably show that they have been covered over in succession

by the sedimentary deposits of seas, estuaries, or lakes, each of

which can be identified by its characteristic fauna and flora. The

earliest strata of the earth, when it was no longer a molten mass,

consisted of hard crystallised rocks (Laurentian) of great extent and

thickness, much contracted by shrinkage of the earth's crust and

by lateral pressure. These are several thousand square miles in area

and of enormous thickness in Canada and America. The extension

of the Laurentian beds in Great Britain is limited, and there is no

doubt that they were laid down under the grinding effects of the sea

on the earth's primordial crust. They contain the first evidence of

life in the remains of a large foraminifer, Eozoon canadensis, allied

probably to the nummulitic family. Graphite, which constitutes

the largest ingredient of vegetable tissue, contains about 95 per

cent, of carbon, is abundant in this series, and occurs in

beds twenty to thirty feet thick, containing as much carbon as in

equivalent areas of the Carboniferous system. The abundance of

iron-ore in the Laurentian beds of Canada and the United States

might be accounted for by the precipitation of iron during veget-

able decomposition. The internal heat of the earth at that period

still warmed the seas, producing a misty and vaporous atmosphere.

At the close of this earliest geological period (Archaic) these

rocks, which consist mostly of gneiss passing into schists, present

the same general character. Bands of gneiss and interstratified

schists, or other crystallised rocks, form one united mass. The
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Palaeozoic age, which succeeded the Archaic, includes all the sedi-

mentary formations containing organic remains from the Cambrian

to the top of the Permian—a long series, including the

Silurian, Devonian, Old Eed Sandstone, and Carboniferous.

The prevailing vegetation consisted of Ly copods and Club-mosses.

These were preceded by Algae, in which Zittel includes the Chara-

cese, Fungi, Lichens, Liverworts, and Mosses. Algse represent the

simplest forms of plants
;
they attain their development either by

single individuals, or by the aggregation of many acting in common

as one individual. They are mostly aquatic ; those which are not

so cannot do without water for development and reproduction.

Possibly the graphitic carbonaceous shales and limestones of the

Silurian beds owe their carbonaceous matter to Algae. Fungi,

like Algse, between which there is no definite boundary, are

semi-cellular with filamentary cellules, ramified and destitute of

chlorophyll (the green colouring matter of plants). Mr. Carruthers

found the mycelium of a fungus upon a Lepidodendron of the

Devonian Age. The mode of reproduction is not accurately known

in the case of some of the Algae ; in many, however, it is perhaps

better known than in any other cellular Cryptogams. Asexual repro-

duction occurs in every section of this division, sexual in many ; in

others there is an alternation of the two. In the Devonian beds

we meet for the first time with evidence of varied and widely

distributed forests, but of no higher standard than vascular Crypto-

gams and Gymnosperms. Great physical changes ushered in this

new state of things. Europe was then interspersed with islands,

which supported an abundant vegetation, and the great American

lakes formed one great inland sea. New forms of plants pushed

their way southward from their northern homes, more than about

a hundred species and thirty genera, including all the great types

of Vascular Cryptogams, Gymnosperms (Conifers and Cycads), and

Khizocarpeae, represented by the diminutive Pillwort, which occurs

sparingly in this county, and like the rest of the family grows

in pools and shallow water. The spores are highly carbonaceous

and combustible, suited for the production of coal. The Club-
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mosses, which also have their representatives in the diminutive

Lycopodium of the present day, creeping humbly along the ground,

were large trees in the Devonian age, which dominated in the

primaeval forests. Their thick stems, requiring more support than

their ordinary vascular structure could afford, were strengthened

by bars of ligneous matter placed at the angles of the sap-bearing

cells, which formed a frame-work resembling several ladders

fastened together, similar to the cellular structure of trees of a

much higher type in the scale of plant-life. These scaliferous cells

were filled with pith, from which bundles of barred tissue were

pushed out towards the greatly thickened bark.

Sphenophylleee is one of the most remarkable of the prominent

genera of the middle and upper coal measures, but they do not

pass beyond the Lower New Red Sandstone. The stems are

slender and articulated, bearing at the nodes, leaves in whorls

;

they are usually marked with strong ridges and furrows which

run uninterruptedly over the nodes. It has some affinity with the

Lycopodacege, but differs in the stem, which is not articulated,

and in the leaves in shape and venation. The leaves of Lycopo-

dacese are always simple, those of Sphenophyllese multifid. We
have in these, as well as in the Calamarieae, a type which is now

extinct.

Vascular Cryptogams culminate in Sigillaria whose trunks

resemble Lepidodendron, the bark is extremely thick and the pith

encased in a ligneous cylinder, the branches are dichotomous, and

the leaves narrow and grass-like, verticillate or spiral. The

roots of Sigillaria, as well as Lepidodendron, take the form of

Stigmaria, which, until recent years, was thought to be an

independent plant, and not, as it really is, the root of a large tree.

It occurs in the Devonian, Carboniferous, and Permian rocks.

In the two former it is usually associated with Lepidodendron and

Sigillaria, whose tissues are similar. A few years ago a Carboni-

ferous forest, near Oldham, in Lancashire, was laid bare, in which

some of the Stigmarian roots were attached to the stems of both

Sigillaria and Lepidodendron. Although the distinguishing names
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are still retained, there is now no longer any doubt that Stig-

maria are subaerial roots of Sigillaria and Lepidodendron, and,

perhaps, of other trees. It is remarkable that in certain localities

(in the Yosges, for instance), where Stigmaria is very numerous, and

the beds of considerable thickness, there is no trace of Sigillaria ;

but Lepidodendrese abound, and it is possible that these Stigmaria

belong to Lepidodendron and not to Sigillaria. Passing from

the Vascular Cryptogams we find flowering plants represented

for the first time in the Devonian rocks, by at least ten types of

Gymnosperms (Taxinea?, the yew tribe) also by an extinct family

Cordaites, which only a few years ago was one of the most

doubtful of extinct fossil-plants, but now is, perhaps, one of the

best known. It is found in great abundance in the Carboni-

ferous rocks covering the^surface of every layer with numberless

impressions, and runs through the Devonian and Trias series.

Cordaites derives its name from its ribbon-like ovoid-shaped

leaves and its parallel venation. It is often found associated

with heart or ovoid-shaped casts which were named by early

geologists Cardiocarpus, but are now recognised as the seed of

Cordaites. Peculiar casts of cylindrical stems, usually flattened

by pressure and divided by deep, transverse furrows, which have

been long known to lie on the surface-heaps of coal-mines, are

now shown to be the trunks and branches of Cordaites. It

cannot be determined with any certainty if Cordaites continued on

to the later formations. From its first appearance it was the most

highly developed of the extinct Gymnosperms. The stem is large

and repeatedly branched, the leaves coriaceous, and the flowers

borne on a long cylindrical stalk. It is worthy of consideration

that the palaeozoic Club-mosses, Horse-tails (Equisetacese), Ferns,

and Gymnosperms were superior to those of subsequent ages.

Lepidodendron, an arboreal Lycopod, which assumed immense

dimensions and importance among the Carboniferous flora, is

now represented by diminutive creeping plants. Conifers were

then richer in species than now, both in variety and in the

complexity of their structure. The earliest Conifer was allied
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to the Yew tribe, distinguished by the fruit not being collected

in a cone nor unprotected by hardened scales. This group

is now distributed in every quarter of the globe. With the

exception of the Gingko (Salisburia) the Salisburiese are to be

found as early as the Permian formation
;

Saporta says the

Gingko, as Salisburia primigenia, occurs in the Permian deposits

of Eussia. They appear in the Rhsetic beds of Australia and

in the Great Oolites of England, Siberia, Spitzbergen, South Russia,

and Japan ; one occurs in the Wealden of Greenland and Portugal

;

many in the Cretaceous beds ; two in the Eocene, G. eocenica and

G. adiantioides, Heer., which passes into the Miocene of Greenland.

The leaves are from two to four inches in diameter, broadly fan-

shaped, and wedge-shaped at the base, on a long and slender

peduncle, somewhat resembling the Maiden-hair fern. G. biloba

is the single living type, and stands alone a perfect stranger in the

midst of recent vegetable forms. The tree is unknown in a wild

state, and preserved only in the groves of Chinese temples. It

seems to be kept from extinction by the care of the priests, and

is the survivor of a series of allied plants, rich in species and

individuals. Though it rarely fruits it will grow in most parts of

temperate Europe.

There is a great amount of differentiation in the great series of

Araucariese, which comes next under our consideration. It appears

for the first time in the Trias and in the Rhaetic beds of South

America. The type Araucaria is known to us in its entire cones

and cone-scales from the Jurassic strata. It has been met with in

the Lower Cretaceous beds of the neighbourhood of Toulon, in

the Eocene, Freshwater, and Marine beds of Bournemouth, also

in many other Eocene localities in Europe. There are five or six

species known, all from the southern hemisphere

—

A. imbricata

(the Monkey Puzzle),which will bear our climate without protection,

is well known in England ; it is a native of the mountains of

Southern Chili ; A. excelsa (the Norfolk Island Pine), which attains

the height of 200 feet ; and A. Cunningham^ which forms vast

forests on the shores of Moreton Bay, on the alluvial banks of the
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Melbourne river, and in the bush-forests of the Richmond river.

The Bournemouth forests must have flourished under similar

conditions of climate and temperature.

The Palaeozoic age terminated with the Permian. It was a

period of transition, when both plant and animal life were very

poorly represented. Trilobites, which had become less abundant

through the Devonian and Carboniferous age, entirely disappeared.

The Permian beds in England have yielded only 23 species of

fishes, and 40 on the Continent ; all of them characteristic of,

and belonging to the Palaeozoic group. Like the remains of fishes

in the Old Red Sandstone rocks, they occur only in particular

beds and in great abundance, as if they had been overwhelmed

by a sudden catastrophe. The Amphibian Labyrinthodonts, which

made their first appearance in the Carboniferous era, passed

through into the Permian, which at Lodeve in the Department of

the Herault, in France are connected by passage-beds with the

Trias, yielding a large amount of Permian plants. In America, as

in Europe, the Palaeozoic flora and fauna gradually died out in the

earliest stages of the Trias.

At the close of the Permian age large continental areas, such as

Eastern Russia, a part of Siberia, the Ardennes, the Mendips,

Cornwall, and South Wales were raised, also the chain referred to

in my last Anniversary Address, which, commencing in Westphalia,

passed across Belgium, France, Kent, and Somersetshire, to the

South of Ireland. The strata were tilted and folded into anticlinals

and synclinals.

Old continents were submerged, sea-beds and mountain-chains

raised. The subsidence of a few feet only would exterminate the

molluscs and plants living on the shore, or near the sea, unless it

was gradual, giving these slow moving animals and plants time

to escape or to adapt themselves to new conditions.

The Cycadean family, which Zittel says made its first appearance

in the Carboniferous beds, are certainly rare, and known only by

the impressions of the leaves
;
although such evidence is not always

trustworthy, the opinion of so eminent a palaeontobotanist cannot
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be gainsaid* In the Jurassic age, which may be termed the age of

Gymnosperms, the Cycadese obtained a great and rapid develop-

ment, but the types differed from those of the present day. The

difference then was little, if any at all, in whatever parts of the

world they grew, whether in Europe, Asia, or America.

A few attained the height and size of those now living, they were

generally low in stature, and the shape of the leaves more varied.

They gradually diminished in numbers and species towards the end

of the Jurassic age. The Cretaceous-beds have yielded the remains

of only a few, and all traces of them in Europe disappeared with the

Middle Tertiaries. Although related to the Conifers in structure

and mode of fructification, their habits are totally different. A
tuft of large leaves or fronds surmounts their simple trunks, much

resembling a Tree-fern or young Palm. The young leaves are

circinate, unrolling themselves like the ferns, but their forms are

palm-like. Cycads probably formed the undergrowth of the

forests of which Conifers were the most predominant and import-

ant trees. They occur in the Jurassic and Tertiary beds, from

Spitzbergen to the Equator. The cliffs in the neighbourhood

of West Lulworth contain a fine series of Cycads and Conifers

(Araucariece) ; the stumps of which are now lying in their

original positions. In a paper by Mr. Carruthers, F.R.S., read

before the Linnsean Society in 1868, he describes no less than 20

species of British Mesozoic Cycads. There are only five families of

this order now living ; all of which, including about sixty species,

are confined to the tropics and subtropics.

Contemporary with the physical disturbances which terminated

the Palaeozoic and ushered in the Mesozoic age a large accession of

reptilian forms were introduced, which culminated, and died

out before its close. Old forms of plants were replaced by others

of a higher type, but none passed the limits of Cryptogams

and Gymnosperms. Later on there are clear indications of the

presence of endogenous plants, such as the Screw-pines and

Grasses ; these were succeeded by Palms and exogens, which made

their first appearance in the lower Cretaceous beds. Before the
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commencement of the Tertiary Age higher forms followed, some

of which are represented at the present day in many parts of

the world. The Triassic Age was unfavourable for the develop-

ment of plant-life owing to the prevalence of shallow-lakes and

a continued gradual subsidence of the land, by which the

sea, gaining access into the inland lakes, beds of gypsum and

rock-salt were precipitated. The vegetation consisted chiefly of

Cypress-like conifers

—

Walchia, Voltzia, and Calamites. During

the Jurassic age new forms began to distribute themselves

uniformly over all parts of the world, differing little from each

other in Europe, Greenland, Siberia, China, and Australia.

Although Sequoia, to which Wellingtonia belongs, was repre-

sented in every pari of the northern hemisphere from the

Lower Cretaceous to the Tertiary period, only two species of

the genus have survived

—

S. sempervirens Endl., on the western

side of North America, and k. gigantea Torrey (Wellingtonia),

on the Sierra Nevada. S. Langsdorfi Heer extends from the

Upper Chalk to the Upper Miocene of Greenland. It was

then distributed over the whole of Europe, Spitzbergen, Siberia,

North Canada, Vancouver's Island; Nordenskeold found one

nearly allied to it in the Tertiary formations at Mogi, near

Nagasaki, Japan. Previous to the introduction of Dicotyledonous

Angiosperms the flora of the world was mean and monotonous.

The vast forests of Tree-ferns, Cycads, and Conifers, were tenanted

then by a few forms only of animal life. The great reptiles, many

of which were aquatic, haunted the open sunny tracts and marshes.

The land of our northern hemisphere began to assume greater

proportions just previous to their advent. A circumpolar

belt of land seerns to have been maintained, which protected

the Pacific and Atlantic basins from floating-ice, and favoured

a temperate flora of great richness extending far within the

polar circle. Conifers and Cycads continued to predominate to

the Middle Cretaceous period, when there wTas a sudden invasion

of higher types of plants, many of which have survived to the

present day. In spite of this extraordinary development of plant-
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life, the richness and variety of which came on with unaccount-

able rapidity and multitudinous variety through exceptional and

mysterious agencies, and when terrestrial temperature began to

show its dependence on latitude, which contributed, perhaps,

towards this abnormal development, the Ferns, Conifers, and

Cycads of this period varied little from their predecessors of

the Jurassic forests. The Dicotyledons of the Lower Cretaceous

beds of Aix-la-Chapelle were abundant in Oaks, Bog-myrtles,

and the Screw Pine (Pandanus).

The Lower Cretaceous beds of North Greenland contained Ferns,

Conifers, and Cycads, and at the close of this epoch an equally

sudden incoming of the higher forms of plants ensued, accompanied

by a proportionate decrease of Cycadacese. Herr found Figs,

Poplars, Sassafras, and Magnolias, the early precursors of the

modern Dicotyledonous Angiosperms in the Upper Cretaceous

beds of Noursoak. The introduction of new types was delayed

a considerable time in the case of herbivorous mammals. It

could not have been otherwise as the forests and the plains were

not supplied with suitable food for their subsistence until the

Angiosperms and Grasses had been thoroughly and widely estab-

lished, many were of enormous size, they lived together in large

herds, and did not make their appearance until after the Eocene

had passed away. The sudden inswarming of the higher types of

plants is noticed by Saport, one of the most enthusiastic of evolu-

tionists, who considers the early stages of Dicotyledonous develop-

ment may have taken place in some separated region or country

not yet discovered, or been produced by a rapid and universal

multiplication of flower-hunting insects, or be due to causes still

unknown. By whatever means these changes were brought about

we cannot but recognise the foresight of the Creator in providing

for the wants of man in the distant future when the time had

arrived that he should take his place as lord of the creation.

Whatever may be the hypothesis advanced, the facts remain

the same as to the rapid multiplication of Dicotyledons and

their simultaneous appearance in numerous localities during
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and after the Lower Cretaceous age. At this period there

was a large development of strata, ranging from the Atlantic

border of the States, along the Gulf-border, up the Mississippi

Valley, through Dakota and Colorado, and the Pacific-border,

the Western Provinces of Canada, to the Rocky Mountains,

the shores of Arctic America, and North Greenland, differ-

ing from the corresponding beds in Europe in the magnitude

and richness of the flora. The most remarkable of all these is

the Dakota group of Kansas, Arkansas, Nebraska, and Minnesota,

which are lacustrine deposits resting on the Trias. This vast

district reaching from the Missouri to the Rocky Mountains,

was in that far remote period dry land during the deposition of

the chalk. Geologists have found several localities in Moravia,

Saxony, Westphalia, Aix-la-Chapelle, and the neighbourhood of

Toulon, in which a considerable number of plants of the Middle

Chalk-age have been preserved. Nordenskeold found plants of

this period at Atane in Greenland. Dicotyledonous Angiosperms

appeared in overwhelming and rapid force where Conifers and

Cycads had hitherto been dominant, and when latitude seems to have

had little influence, for by a comparison of a series of plants from

Bohemia, in latitude 50°, with another from Toulon, in latitude

43°, there is no difference. The Bohemian flora, among which are

the first European Dicotyledonous Angiosperms, presents a curious

admixture of extinct plants with many which are now living.

The climate could not then have been very dissimilar from that

which now prevails.

There are two large areas in Canada separated from each other

by denudation, which were at one time considered to be transition-

beds between the Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary, but this is

found to be the case only in the lower series, the upper being

Eocene. Two forms from these Laramie beds show a remark-

able persistence of species and the peculiarities of their ancient

and modern distribution. Onoclea sensibilis, which is found in

the early Eocene beds of the Island of Mull in Scotland, grows

now only in North America. It is a common occupant of our
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fernerieSj and known as the Sensitive Fern, thus a species once

common in Europe and America is now found in America only.

The other, Davallia tenuifolia, grows no longer in America, and is

confined to the mountainous districts of Asia where it is known

as D. canariensis, the Hares-foot Fern, which is also frequently

seen in our conservatories.

One of the most common Conifers of the Laramie-beds is an

Arbor Vitse, Thuja interrupta, Newberry, which nearly approaches

the modern T. occidentalis of Eastern Canada in its foliage, and T.

gigantea of the Rocky Mountains in its fruit. The vertebrate

remains of these beds are essentially Mesozoic. There are no

mammalian, only a few reptilian, Dinosaur, and Saurian, both

Cretaceous types. It is decided beyond doubt that a Tertiary flora

was contemporaneous with a Cretaceous fauna, and that a certain

succession of life passed through what is generally considered to be

one of the greatest breaks of geological epochs. The Eocene beds,

which are comparatively thin and of great variety in structure, were

laid down under marine, estuarine, and fluviatile conditions, the

details of which are not clearly shown. Europe was then broken

up into islands and large lakes, the muddy deposits of which, and

in some cases the ashes of volcanoes' which at that period were in

great activity, and were largely the means of the preservation of

plant-remains, enabling us to trace many phases of the changes

through which the flora of the world was then passing. The

Eocene age is characterised by the Nummulitic Sea which covered

a part of Southern Europe, stretching through Asia Minor,

North Africa, Egypt, Persia, India, and China. It occupied

the sites of the mountain-ranges of the Alps, Pyrenees, Apen-

nines, and Carpathians, and the present Mediterranean Sea

;

from it branched shallow seas stretching northward into France

and Belgium and formed the deep bay of the Bracklesham

area with a branch penetrating as far as the Bagshot district.

There is a group of strata at Gelinden in Belgium, and in the

Department of the Aisne and Marne in France, which are equiva-

lent to our Thanet Sands, and contain the oldest known Tertiary
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flora. The beds of Gelinclen contain more than a dozen species of

Oaks, one closely resembling Quercus pseudo-suber of Spain and

Algeria. They are associated with Laurus, the edible chestnut

Castanea vulgaris (or one closely allied to it), willows, ivy, aralias,

and the palm, which passes on into the later Eocene. Among the

ferns is an Osmunda scarcely differing from our 0. regalis.

The plant-remains of the succeeding ' Woolwich and Eeading

beds agree in many of the genera with those of Gelinden. The

beds of this age at Lewisham contain pines, and Librocedrus,

which appeared for the first time in the Upper Cretaceous beds as

L. cretacea, Heer. This genus was largely developed in Europe

during the succeeding Oligocene and Miocene ages ; with them

were associated coniferous and dicotyledonous trees, plane, fig,

and cinnamon. The London clay contains a flora of great

interest at Sheppey, consisting almost solely of fruits, seeds,

and trunks of trees. One of the fruits, Nipa ellipticus, is

allied to N. fruticans, which now grows on the banks of

the Ganges, near its mouth, also in the Philippines, Australia,

and New Guinea. It belongs to a group between Pandanus

(the Screw-pine) and the Palm, and sends its roots into the

brackish-waters of the estuary, into which the trigonous-shaped

fruit falls, and sinks into the mud below. Phoenix Aymardi

Sap., a palm tree of this period, deserves notice, as it belongs to

a type allied to the Common Date, Phoenix dactylon. This genus

being now principally African, attests, among many other instances,

the relation of the Eocene flora of the South of Europe with the

recent flora of Africa.

Great logs of timber, often pierced by teredinse and annelidae.

belonging to coniferous trees occur in the London clay, which, from

palaeontological evidence must have been the muddy deposit of

a large river flowing through a country having a temperate

climate. Among the Monocotyledons are Agaves, Smilax, and

Palms, one closely allied to the living Meets melanococca, an

African Oil-Palm, and Pandanus. The family Pandanaceas ap-

peared for the first time in the Jurassic rocks ; their stems,
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like those of the Tree-fern, were supported by aerial rootlets,

which gave them additional support and hold upon the loose

sands of the shores of tropical islands. An extensive flora is

preserved in the Alum Bay beds, the lowest of the Lower Bag-

shots, the leaves of which appear to have belonged princi-

pally to deciduous forest trees
;

figs, Leguminosse, a deeply-cut

palmated Aralia, a trilobed leaf resembling Liquidambar, a coarsely

serrate-leaved Banksia, and leaves of other genera, some of

which occur in the succeeding Middle Bagshot-beds of Bourne-

mouth. The number of species in the Alum Bay-beds amount

to 274, including 116 genera, all indicating a tropical climate.

A similar flora of which Palms predominate is found in beds of

the same age, between Corfe Castle and Wareham. At Studland

the beds differ, for although the Dicotyledons are identical, their

leaves are mixed up with the debris of palm-leaves, ferns,

insect wing-cases and shells indicating a nearer proximity to land.

Mr. Starkie Gardner says the lower Bagshot flora has characters so

distinctive, its place can be determined among the other Tertiary

flora of Europe. Podocarpus (a Gymnosperm) is widely distributed

throughout the Eocenes of Southern Europe, and -continues to be

equally so in the Southern hemisphere at the present day.

With the exception of a doubtful species from the Cretaceous

beds of Aix-la-Chapelle no Podocarpus is known previous to

the Eocene age. Podocarpus eocenica, linger, occurs in the

Middle Bagshots at Bournemouth, in the Lower Bagshots at Alum

Bay, and the Upper Bagshots at Hordwell, in the Oligocene at

Mull and Antrim, and P. elegans, de la Harpe, in the Oligocene

at Alum Bay, and an uncertain species in the Middle Bagshots

at Bournemouth. The leaf-beds of Bournemouth have been ex-

haustively examined and described by Mr. Starkie Gardner. The

oldest are on the western cliffs, and yield for the most part

Dicotyledonous forest trees; those on the eastern side appear to

have lived in low marshy ground. On the western side the

prevailing palms are of the palmate and pinnate type. Myrica

which occurs nowhere else in the Bournemouth beds is asso-
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ciated with a Polypodaceous fern, Gleichenia, and a scandent

fern, Lygodium. Several species of Gleichenia are now dispersed

over the warmer parts of the world, reaching as far as New
Zealand, Japan, and North America. There are eight beds under

the coastguard station at Bournemouth, each of which contains

a group of leaves more or less distinct, also several Ferns,

Palms, and important Dicotyledons, one bed contains little else

than the leaves of a small fig. Another beyond the Pier con-

tains Ferns, Aroids, Fan palms, a eucalyptus and a Sequoia-like

conifer. The marine beds of Bournemouth yield numerous

fruits, seeds, the debris of Conifers, Cactus. Mr. Starkie

Gardner makes it perfectly clear that the flora of Bovey

Tracey, which has hitherto been considered to be Miocene,

belongs to the Middle Bagshots and therefore stands on the

same horizon as the flora of Bournemouth, which is 80 miles

distant. Cactus, Palm, and many genera which had been supposed

to belong to the Miocene age are abundant both in the Bourne-

mouth and the Bovey Tracey beds. When Heer placed the latter

among the Miocene in 1861 no Eocene flora of any extent had

been described. The fossil flora of Bournemouth was at that

date unknown, and placing them with the Miocene flora could

scarcely have been avoided. The climate was probably not very

different from that of the interior of Africa at the present day.

The flora was stunted, but profuse, suggesting a hot climate

subject to alternations of dry and wet seasons. Towards the

end of the Eocene age volcanic disturbances affected the neigh-

bourhood of Aix en Provence, by which a lake fifteen miles

long, and ten broad was formed at the foot of Mont St. Victoire,

which passed on through the Oligocene to the Lower Miocene.

During the first of these periods cataclysms appear to have

taken place, causing a wholesale destruction of fish, some genera

of which now inhabit the freshwater lakes of Sardinia and

North Africa. Among the flora of this lake is a species of the

Judas-tree (Gercis

)

%
Catalpa, Acacia, Ailanthus, Maple, Birch,

WilloWj Poplar. Many of these are represented at the present day
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in Southern and Central Asia. The Oaks resemble some now

living in Louisiana, others approach the evergreen Oaks of Southern

Europe. Three species of Ailanthus grow now in China, the East

Indies, Malabar, and the Moluccas, the genus was widely distri-

buted in Europe and America in the Oligocene, the Middle, and

Upper Miocene period. The Oligocene, which comes next in suc-

cession, is represented in England by the Hampstead, Bembridge,

Osborne, Headon, and Brockenhurst beds, which are marine and

fluvio-marine, laid down at the mouth of a large river, which did

not extend beyond the northern part of the Isle of Wight and the

opposite Hampshire coast, going inland as far as Brockenhurst and

Lymington. The area is so limited, Professor Prestwich thinks,

that there is scarcely sufficient reason for separating them from the

Eocene. The plants, which have been mainly preserved in lakes,

occur in Erance, the Tyrol, Styria, Carinthia, and from the north

of Italy to Dalmatia. The Oligocene has a large and important

development in North Western Europe, Switzerland, and adjacent

districts. In Belgium the beds are partly marine and partly fluvio-

marine. In France it overlies the freshwater Calcaire de St. Ouen

of the Paris Basin. The quarries of Montinartre, which are also of

this age, contain the remains of herbivorous mammals, Anoplo-

therium, Pakeotheriam, Lojphiodon. The Oligocene extends to

the Pyrenees, Carcassone, Montpellier, Liguria, and Lombardy.

Among the plants are Musa allied to the Banana of Abyssinia,

Catalpa, and a Palm, Flabellaria, which has its nearest affinity

with a living Chinese species. Among the Conifers is Librocedrus

salicornioides, now widely distributed over the globe from North

America to Chili, New Zealand, and China. The occurrence of

several species of this genus, in regions so distant from each other,

indicates its development on a large scale in past geologic ages. It

retained its hold in Greenland uninterruptedly from the Upper

Cretaceous and the Tertiary, and its remains are also found in many

of the European beds. Taxodium disticJium, too, goes back to this

period and still lives in the North and South States of America.

Palms were exceedingly numerous, Sabal major vying in size and
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beauty of foliage with S. timbraculifera, the Parasol Palm of the

Antilles, also another Palm, Flabellaria from the Upper Cretaceous

beds of the South of France, Austria and Silesia, under the name

of Chamceropifolia, Goepp. Acacias occur frequently in the Tertiary

beds of the North of Mexico, South California, and Oregon, as

A. crassifoliacea, Asa Gray. This flora had not been traced from

its parental home until very recently, when through the industry

of Heer and the records of travellers English, Americans, Danes,

and Swedes, especially of JSTordenskeold, the most prominent

contributor, we know that the Polar regions, which are now only

glaciated deserts, were once covered with extensive forests. The

Jurassic and Cretaceous beds of Greenland show that there was a

.gradual abatement of temperature, which at first was scarcely per-

ceptible, but as the intervening time passed it was reduced to that

of the present day. Gleichenias, Cycads, and several plants which

are now extinct or confined to the tropics were abundant then in

the Polar regions. Gleichenias are restricted in the present day

to Australia, and the Malay Archipelago. The lignite-beds of

Iceland yield Tulip-trees, Palms, Walnut, Vine, Cypress, Beech,

Willow, Sequoia, Magnplia, Plum. An elevation of land, which

contracted the Mediterranean Sea, and separated the valleys of the

Danube and the Rhone, did not affect Lombardy, which remained

submerged until later on. Many types of plants disappeared from

Europe which are now found only in Africa and the West Indies.

The Miocene deposits continued to flow into the same lake-

basins as the Oligocene had done before. The northern limit of

Camphor in the Baltic region reached 55° N.L., Palms grew in

Germany 50° N.L. There is a union of two floras at Armissan,

near Narbonne, and at Manosque, in Provence, the one temperate,

and the other tropical. The former is represented by Beech,

Hornbeam, Chesnut, Evergreen Oak (several species), Poplar,

&c, which grew in a wooded mountainous region like that

of Teneriffe. The latter by Sequoias, Glyptostrobus, Palms,

Dragon-trees, Aralias, Pistacias, which grew in the valleys and

plains below. Pistacia lias now a wide range from Mexico
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to the Canaries, Peking, and the southern parts of the pro-

vince of Shan-si. It is very common in the Oligocene and

Miocene beds of the South of Europe, where it is represented by

P. narbonnensis, Marion (P. lentiscus, Linn.), and P. miocenica

(P. Terebinthus. Linn.). The climate having become less tropical

there was an absence of Palms, Dracaenas (Dragon-trees), Screw-

pines, &c, within the Arctic-circle ; but Oaks with coriaceous-

leaves, Aralia, Mimosa, Birch, Alder, Maple, Poplar, and various

Water-plants were abundant. Amongst these last is Rhizo-

caulon polystachium Sap., an extinct genus, which first appeared

in the Lower Cretaceous beds and closed its career at the

end of the Oligocene. It grew in still shallow ponds and

lakes, and sent forth innumerable roots which formed vast

masses, rising above the surface, and like Pandanus threw

out numerous radicles from their stems, which, descending

into the mud, gave it additional support. During the Miocene

age no portion of England was submerged, and it is uncer-

tain which part of our northern hemisphere was so. It was a

period of oscillation, disturbance, and change in the relative

positions of land and sea. The Mammalian fauna is charac-

terised by Dinotherium, Mastodon, Anchitherium, Hipparion,

and two Apes. During its early stages many of its most

characteristic plants have their modern representatives in India

and Australia
;
among them are Sequoia, Oak, Myrica, Cinna-

mon, Banksia, Mimosa, and Acacia. The flora afterwards

assumed a more temperate character. Heer describes that of North

Greenland as extending to 70 degrees N. latitude and con-

taining 137 species, 46 of which have been found in the central

European Miocene basins. The chief sources of information we

have of the flora of this age, are from the brown-coals of Germany

and Austria, the Upper and Lower Molasse of Switzerland, and

some beds in the Arctic regions. The Swiss plants are mostly

tropical and include several American forms, such as Liliodendon

(Tulip-tree), Taxodium, Chamserops, and Sabal, both Fan-Palms.

During the Miocene period the Palms had a tendency to withdraw
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from the banks of lakes and rivers and the valleys. They were

succeeded by more hardy trees, and finally in company with

Sequoia, Glyptostrobus, Taxodium distichum miocenicum, Heer,

Callitris (Cypress), and Widdringtonia left Europe. Some are

now growing in the mountains of California, some in the United

States, and Mexico, others as Callitris and Widdringtonia

in Africa. Callitris is at the present c(ay represented by only

One species, and in a very limited district in the northern

part of the Cape of Good Hope. The Miocene strata of Green-

land and Grennel Land, and other parts of the Arctic regions,

indicate at the time of deposition a mean annual temperature of

3° warmer than it is now. Spitzbergen alone contributes nearly

100 species ; within 12° of the Pole therefore, where now only a

dwarf willow and a few herbaceous plants grow, a tropical flora

was maintained and flourished of great abundance and luxu-

riance. Contemporary with the disappearance of the Palms and

genera, including Walnut, Buckthorn, Pomaceee, one allied to

Cotoneaster pyracanthus, the " buisson ardent " of French botanists,

the Judas-tree, the Service-tree, and Acacia, was also a curious

leguminous plant, Gymnocladus macrocarpa Sap., which must not

be omitted ; its representatives now grow in the United States,

Canada, and the neighbourhood of Shanghai, stations widely

separated from each other, showing the vastness of its extension

in past ages. It had several companions belonging to genera which

are now extinct. Among the Ferns was a Pteris, nearly allied to

the Common Bracken. Grasses were abundant, and furnished food

for the herds of herbivorous animals, which began to be widely

distributed, also the Lime tree (several species) and an elm, differ-

ing little from our common elm, Ulmus campestris ;
plumose seeds

testify to the presence of Composite.

There is a large assemblage of animal and plant-remains in a

thick deposit at Amargan on the lake of Constance. Herr's list

includes 826 species of insects, 28 of spiders, 7 of crustaceans, 4 of

mollusca, 32 of freshwater fish, 12 of amphibious and land-reptiles,

6 of birds, 6 of mammals^ and 475 of plants. The winter must
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then have been particularly mild. Vegetation was scarcely sus-

pended, and in the opinion of Heer, Willows, Plane-trees,

Liquidambar (now a native of North America, Java, and Asia

Minor), and Camphor flowered in the month of March as they

now do in Madeira, Malaga, South of Sicily, Southern Japan, and

Georgia, with an annual mean temperature of 64° to 66° Fahr.

Similar evidence shows that the temperature from the end of the

Oligocene to the end of the Miocene was equal to about 4 deg.

Fahr. There is a great gap in Britain between the Pliocene and

the Middle Oligocene, the fauna of both differ materially from

each other
;

only a few species are common to both. The sedi-

mentary deposits show the variety of conditions under which

they were laid down in other parts of the world, and the length

of time which must have elapsed during the interval. The

break is due to disturbances which tilted up the older beds

during the deposition of the newer. Europe assumed at this

period its present Continental features, and the Mediterranean

was reduced to its present size, the mountain-ranges had been

lifted up, and a temperate climate established. The flora re-

ceived important accessions from the north, many of which

are allied to plants now growing in southern latitudes. The

Pliocene (older) deposits of Great Britain are restricted to a

very small area, being almost entirely confined to the district

around Orford in Suffolk, a small patch near Maidstone, another

near Folkestone, and a fourth near the valley of St. Erth, in

Cornwall. The Suffolk-bed, which is by far the largest, does

not exceed fifteen miles. They evidently extended over the

greater part of Great Britain, though they are now reduced

by denudation to these small, and widely separated outliers. The

marine Newer Pliocene deposits were in all probability larger in

extent originally, but less affected by the denuding forces. Of

these the " Upper Crag " occupies the eastern side of Norfolk and

Suffolk, extending a little distance only into Essex. It seems to

have extended as far south as Blackwater. The subaerial fresh-

water and estuarine deposits known as the Cromer Forest-bed come
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next in succession
;
they extend along the Norfolk and Suffolk-

coast for about forty-five miles. A small outlier of mammaliferous

gravel (probably of this age) occurs at Dewlish, of which there is an

account in Vol. X. of the " Proceedings of the Field Club." With

the exception of the Spruce, the seventy plants from the Forest-bed

which have been determined by Mr. Clement Eeid are indigenous

to Britain, Among them are the Dogwood, Elm, Birch, Alder,

Hornbeam, Maple, Hazel, Oak, Willow, Yew, Scotch-fir ; which

are now Arctic or South European forms. There is an extremely

rich flora of this period in the Vienna basin lat. 48°, containing

species characteristic, and in some cases identical with many

in the (Eningen-Miocene beds on the Lake of Constance, which

appears to have been sufficiently hardy to escape the fate of Glypto-

strobus europoeus Heer, Liquidambar europceum A. Br., and others,

which had been pushed southwards by the advancing cold. Calli-

tris, Camphor, and Acacia were the next to disappear, Sequoia

and Bamboo survived. The remains of plants and land-animals

have been found in the Pliocene freshwater deposits of Central and

Southern France, both upland and lowland types, which had drifted

into the ancient lake from the neighbouring heights and valleys.

Amongst them are Quercus precursor Sap., and Mar, an Oak which

much resembles Q. ilex Linn., Laurus (allied to those now growing in

the Canary Islands), Tilia, Maple, Walnut, &c, which flourished on

the hills of the Cantal, which were then subject to the eruption of

volcanoes, whose destructive violence and -accompanying torrents of

rain were the means whereby so many plant-remains were preserved.

The Pliocene flora of St. Vincent and of Pas de la Mugoudo in the

.

Cantal, the former on the north-side and the latter on the south-

side of a range of hills, clearly shows that aspect and altitude had

as much influence upon vegetation as they have now. Garya

maxima, allied to the Walnut and belonging to a genus which now

grows only in Northern Persia, Japan, and China, two Maples,

Aspen, the Common Oak (Quercus Robur\ a Vine, Vitis subintegra

Sap., Sassafras and Benzoin latifolium, Sap., and a deciduous

Lauracea grew -on the south-side - of the range. The escarp-
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ments of Pas de la Mugoudo were covered with a forest of

Pines : below grew the Alder, Alnus glutinosa, a Lime, Tilia

expansa, Sap. and Mar, a Hornbeam resembling one growing

in Carniola, Austria, also an Elm allied to the European Ulmus

effusa, of these the Hornbeam predominated. Many Pliocene

species, which have survived to the present day, still retain their

original characteristic features, without any material change.

Planera crenata Spach. (P. EicJiardi, Mchx.), which is found in

the volcanic rocks of the Cantal, and lived in the South of France

during the Quaternary age, is now confined to the northern

districts of Persia. The Pliocene beds of Ceyssac, in the Depart-

ment of the Haute Loire, France, which are probably newer

than those of the Cantal, appear to have been laid [down in a

fertile valley surrounded by high mountains. They contain

Hornbeam, Maple, White Poplar, a Hawthorn, Crataegus oxy-

acanthoides Goepp, closely resembling our Common Hawthorn ;

C. Oxyacantha, Linn., also a Maple with semi-persistent leaves,

Acer creticum, Linn., now confined to the mountain districts of

Crete, and Aspen, Populus tremula, Linn., had a wide extension.

Climatical changes had as deleterious effects upon the mammalia as

upon plants. Many genera entirely disappeared from Europe, others

from off the face of the earth. Elephants, Rhinoceros, and Hippo-

potamus, were never so abundant as they were then ; the numbers

of Cervidse and Bovidse also testify to the abundant supply of

food, when the climatical differences between the North and South

of Europe seemed to have been more marked than at any previous

geological period. Laurus canariensis, Pinus carolinana, Carriere,

Quercus lusitanica. Ten., and Q. Farnetto, Webb, which grew in the

Valley of the Rhine and in Languedoc, are now only found much

further south. On the other hand Abies pectinata, D.C., the Silver-

fir, Abies excelsa, D.C., Spruce, Pinus sylvestris Linn., Scotch fir,

are found in the Forest-bed of Norfolk. We have seen that Green-

land, which is now covered with perennial snow, had a climate in

the Miocene age similar to the regions between lat. 45° and 50°

N.L. at the present day ; their route of migration can be traced
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ments of Pas de la Mugoudo were covered with a forest of

Pines : below grew the Alder, AJnus glutinosa, a Lime, Tilia

expansa, Sap. and Mar, a Hornbeam resembling one growing

in Carniola, Austria, also an Elm allied to the European Ulmus

effusa, of these the Hornbeam predominated. Many Pliocene

species, which have survived to the present day, still retain their

original characteristic features, without any material change.

Planera crenata Spach. (P. Richardi, Mchx.), which is found in

the volcanic rocks of the Cantal, and lived in the South of France

during the Quaternary age, is now confined to the northern

districts of Persia. The Pliocene beds of Ceyssac, in the Depart-

ment of the Haute Loire, Erance, which are probably newer

than those of the Cantal, appear to have been laid [down in a

fertile valley surrounded by high mountains. They contain

Hornbeam, Maple, White Poplar, a Hawthorn, Crataegus oxy-

acanthoides Goepp, closely resembling our Common Hawthorn ;

G. Oxyacantha, Linn., also a Maple with semi-persistent leaves,

Acer creticum, Linn., now confined to the mountain districts of

Crete, and Aspen, Populus tremula, Linn., had a wide extension.

Climatical changes had as deleterious effects upon the mammalia as

upon plants. Many genera entirely disappeared from Europe, others

from off the face of the earth. Elephants, Rhinoceros, and Hippo-

potamus, were never so abundant as they were then ; the numbers

of Cervidse and Bovidae also testify to the abundant supply of

food, when the climatical differences between the North and South

of Europe seemed to have been more marked than at any previous

geological period. Laurus canariensis, Pinus carolinana^ Carriere,

Quercus lusitanica, Ten., and Q. Farnetto, Webb, which grew in the

Valley of the Rhine and in Languedoc, are now only found much

further south. On the other hand Abies pedinata, D.C., the Silver-

fir, Abies excelsa, D.C., Spruce, Pinus sylvestris Linn., Scotch fir,

are found in the Forest-bed of Norfolk. We have seen that Green-

land, which is now covered with perennial snow, had a climate in

the Miocene age similar to the regions between lat. 45° and 50°

N.L. at the present day ; their route of migration can be traced
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with much accuracy. The general phase of the British flora shows

without much doubt that a land passage existed between Great

Britain and the Continent during the Pliocene age by which animals

and plants had an uninterrupted communication. I must defer the

further examination of this subject to my next year's Anniversary

Address, if my life is so long spared, and I still hold the honoured

post of President of the Dorset Field Club.

General Pitt-Rivers, with his unrivalled industry, is obtaining

fresh evidence of the early history of the county by the examination

of a camp within the precincts of Rushmore Park. His previous

excavations close by, among some British tumuli, are described and

figured in one of the three quarto volumes which he has published

at his own expense upon the excavations he has completed at

Rushmore, Woodcutts, Rotherly, Winkelbury, Bokerly Dyke, &c.

Within the last few days the General has found a large portion of

an urn of considerable size among the silting at the^bottom of one

of the ramparts, the material and dimensions of which resemble

the cinerary urns usual in the tumuli of the neighbourhood. The

pottery, which contains pieces of white flint, is soft in texture, and

much ruder than the Romano-British pottery, proves the pre-

Roman origin of the camp. A wheel of eight rays in relief (which

may have some reference to the sun) ornaments the bottom of

the inside of the urn. It is possible that the careless conditions

under which the urn was found, as the bottom of a ditch,

may throw some light upon the use Britons made of these urns,

whether for funereal or ordinary purposes. The General has

since discovered, in the silting of the ditch of the same camp, a

beautifully palmated bronze spear-head
;

this, coupled with the

British urn, the coarse quality of the pottery found throughout

the camp, and the entire absence of Romano-British or Roman

pottery except near the surface, leaves little doubt that it is an

encampment of the Bronze Age, and that it was the place of resi-

dence of the Britons of that period, whose chiefs in all probability

are interred in the tumuli adjoining the camp, the records of the

opening of which are given in the volumes above referred to.
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A leaden coffin containing the skeleton "of a man, whose dis-

severed head was placed by the sides of the tibiae, was discovered

last summer at Todbere in this county, in a grave cut out of the

solid limestone rock, about six feet below the surface. The coffin

is only five feet six inches in length, and possibly, as it was too

short to receive the body without mutilation, the removal of the

head would obviate this difficulty. I understand that the axis, the

atlas, and the first cervical vertebra were attached to the skull, as

if by decapitation. General Pitt Rivers describes in his third

volume " Excavations at Bokerly Dyke and Wansdyke," p. 211,

pi. cxciv., fig. 9, the discovery of the body of a young person at

"Woodyates extended on its back, and the head detached from the

body, with four of the cervical vertebra? attached to it. There was

a quantity of earth at the bottom of the Todbere coffin, and near

the feet were some hobnails, as it the corpse had been buried in

its shoes. A spindle-whorl was the only other object found within

the coffin, which was evidently enclosed within a wooden one.

The coffin was formed of a sheet of lead cast in a mould, with

square pieces cut out of the four corners, the remainder were

bent upwards and formed the ends and sides. The outside

was ornamented with bead-mouldings, interspersed with small

circles. Unfortunately the interment was not discovered until

Saturday evening, when it was too late to remove the coffin to the

residence of Mr. Sharpe, the owner of the quarry. To ensure its

safety until it could be removed, the quarryman, who was unusually

intelligent, took every means for its temporary protection ; but it

was soon made known, and crowds came from all parts to visit

the spot, and without regard either to its value or the sanctity

of the day ransacked the coffin and its contents, leaving a few bones

only in disorder and wreck. When I saw the remains I found the

lower-jaw at one end of the coffin, the skull at the other, and

the teeth scattered about indiscriminately. We have to thank

Mr. Sharpe for the preservation of what the vandalism of the

neighbourhood had left of this very interesting relic, and I can

speak, gratefully of his courtesy to me, and his readiness to
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show me "the remains and to afford me every facility for their

examination.

An important and interesting addition has been made to the

extinct fanna of the county by Mr. G. Galpin, who rescued the

bones of a beaver (Castor fibris), which were being carted away

with some chalk-rubble from a meadow adjoining the Stour near

Keynstone Mill for dressing the land, and would have been lost

had it not been for his timely intervention. The portions of the

animal, which have been fortunately rescued, are the two lower-

jaws, one of which is perfect and furnished fully with its four

molars and one incisor. The other lower-jaw has only two

of its molars in place and its one incisor ; two of the upper

teeth and the zygmoid-bones are the only portions of the skull

which have been preserved. There were also the pelvic-girdle,

the sacrum, five ribs, two dorsal vertebrae, two cervicals, two

femora, and two humeri. The dilated shafts and prominent

trochanters of the limbs are adapted for the animals' use in

the construction of their dams and mud-huts, and their teeth are

specially adapted for cutting hard vegetable fibre. Mr. Galpin

subsequently sent me a bone, which was found with or near

the beaver's bones, and it is the humerus of a badger. The

earliest notice we have of the beaver is contained in the code of

Welsh laws made by Howell Dha (a.d. 940). It is there laid

down that the king is to have the worth of beavers, martens, and

ermines, in whatsoever spot they may be killed, because from them

the borders of the king's garments were made.

Mr. Jukes Browne, whose writings and works are well known in

the geological world, and who is at this moment surveying the

Cretaceous beds of Dorchester and the neighbourhood, was the first

geologist since Dr. Fitton, 1827, to recognise the existence of the

Lower Greensand in Dorsetshire. It was supposed that the lower

section of the Cretaceous beds had, together with the Purbeck and

Portland beds, been overlapped and covered by the upper sections

of the series. Mr. Jukes Browne shows this to be erroneous. In

the year 1890 he found similar evidence of the Lower Greensand
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( Vedine) at Dinton and in the Yale of Wardour with its charac-

teristic fossil Exogyra sinuata. The Gault which extends into

the Valley of the Stonr below Shaftesbury rests directly upon

the Kimmeridge clsy, but near Twyford the Lower Greensand

intervenes between the two, and through Bedchester, Farringdon,

and Fontmell Parva to Child Okeford.

More information is at hand than when I wrote my last Anniver-

sary Address on the Dover borings for coal
;
nearly 800 feet have

now been sunk through the series, and ten beds of coal exposed,

eight of which are more than one foot thick. The beds are nearly

horizontal, from which it may be inferred that they have been

struck in the centre of the basin. The coal resembles the Charbon

gras of the Pas de Calais, and is an equivalent of all, or most

of the coals, belonging to Radstock. The vegetable remains consist

of plants identical with those found in well-determined levels

in the French and Somerset coal-seams. They consist of three

ferns

—

Neuropteris Scheuchzeri, Hoppe, N. rarinervis, Banb, and

N. tenuifolia, Sclotts, Cardiocarpus and Lepidodendron aculeatum

which are found in seams 1,844 feet from the surface
;
Neuropteris

/Scheuchzeri, N. rarinervis. N. tenuifolia, Cyclopteris, Calamo-

phyllites, Goepp, the portion of a stem articulated with cicatrices of

the petioles, Lepidostrobus variabilis Lind., and Hutt., Cardiocarpus

circulum, Sternb., found in seams 1,900 feet below the surface
;

Neuropteris Scheuchzeri, the fragment of a pinnule, a little un-

certain, Lepidodendron lycopodioides, Sternb., Stigmaria ficoides,

Sternb. With the exception of the two ferns, Neuropteris rari-

nervis and N Scheuchzeri, the other plants do not show the precise

horizon of the Dover coal-beds, as they occur throughout the

whole of the Middle Coal Measures.

On the evening of the 26th of last month (April) a servant, who

often accompanies me in my excursions and takes interest in animals

and plants, had his attention attracted by the sound of heavy

measured flight of birds. After watching a few seconds he saw

five large birds flying over Whatcombe Park, in an eastward

direction, and about a hundred yards above his head, near enough
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to distinguish their plumage and mode of flight, and length of neck.

I have little doubt from his description that they were Bustards.

They moved in compact echelon, which distinguished their flight

from that of wildfowl. Bustards' visits are not restricted to one

time of the year more than the other; they are not distinctly

migratory, and would breed in these Islands if our Downs were,

as of old, uncultivated and open.

The addition of the Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum) to our county

flora by (Mr. Mitton) a near relative of our distinguished fellow

member, Dr. Alfred Wallace, F.R.S., is a subject for congratulation.

I have always expected to find it in Dorsetshire, as its usual asso-

ciate, the Grass of Parnassus, lingers on the heath where Dr.

Pulteney found it nearly a hundred years ago, and has not

spread, nor is it now more flourishing than it was then. Both

are northern types, relics of the Glacial age. The Crowberry is

extremely rare in the southern counties, and, equally with the

Grass of Parnassus, does not occur in Norfolk and Suffolk, where

there are evidences of Glacial action. We have to thank Miss

Hawkins for the discovery of the Tuberous Comfrey, Symphytum

tuberosum, and Verbascum Chaixi, Yill., at Abbotsbury, Mr.

Reginald Baker for that of the Common Tulip (Tulipa sylvestris

)

at Shillingstone (there are some circumstances connected with the

locality which may throw suspicion that it has been introduced),

also to the Rev. E. F. Linton for Eriophorum gradle, Koch, and

Carex filiformis, Linn.

We have to thank my brother, the Rev. 0. L. Mansel, for the

record of a Woodchat at Corfe Castle last spring, and Mr. Andrews

for that of Baillon's Crake, which was killed at Swanage in June.

There is no other authenticated occurrence of this bird in Dorset-

shire, nor of the Iceland Gull, which was shot at Poole in Febru-

ary last. I picked up a bird of this species, or the Glaucous Gull,

on the borders of Morden Decoy Pond, about four miles from

Poole Harbour. The feathers of the back which distinguish the

two- species were missing, but the colour of the legs and feet and

the length of wing from the proximal-end of the humerus to the
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metacarpals leave me in little doubt that the remains belong to

the Iceland Gull. Mr. Groves records the capture of an Ivory

Gull at Weymouth last winter. A Squacco Heron was shot in a

moor .at Bere Eegis, August 12th, 1890 ; this is the fourth on our

county record. A golden Oriole (male) in full plumage was acci-

dentally shot at Hinton Martel on May 9th. Another has been

seen this spring at Langton Matravers. A pair bred last year in

the New Forest; a pair (probably the same) visited the spot this

year, where I trust another brood will be as successfully brought

up. Two Grasshopper Warbler's nests have been met with this

summer, one in a moor at West Morden with six fledglings in it,

the other at Bloxworth.

In my Birds of Dorset I stated, on the authority of the late

Mr. W. Thompson, that the Woodchat and Tree Sparrow in his

collection were shot , at Bloxworth, and the Cirl-Bunting at Pox-

well. The Rev. 0. P. Cambridge, to whom the main part of the

collection originally belonged, informs me that this was a mistake

on Mr. Thompson's part. I take this opportunity of correcting the

mistake, also the date of the Little Bittern at Coombe Farm

(p. 129), which I stated to have been in 1866 ; it was in 1886.



fiecflllaticm* of the Mnlh of |)abrian

By the Rev. Sir T. H. B. BAKER, Bart.

J
HAVE had the great advantage of the guidance of the

II best expositor of this former mighty work of the

Imperial race of Rome, the late lamented Dr. Bruce,

in three days' examination of it, two taken

from Carlisle in the year 1882, and one from New-

castle in the year 1884. By way of preface I must

trouble you with a little Roman History. In a.d.

78 the Emperor Yespasian sent his great legate, Julius Agricola, to

compose the disturbed state of Britain. In that campaign Agricola

settled matters pretty well as far as the Isle of Anglesea. The

following season he devoted to the pacification of our predecessors

in the South. Next year he dealt with the Brigantes and other

tribes of the North. "We need scarcely follow him in his subsequent

campaigns directed against the Caledonians, which ended a.d. 84.

When he was recalled, from motives of jealousy, by the Emperor

Domitian, he left his traces behind him in numbers of forts,

which he erected in the countries he subjugated. He built

—

e.g.,

several along the line of the wall in question, which were incor-

porated in it, when this opus magnum was undertaken by

Hadrian, about five-and-thirty years afterwards, in a.d. 119.

Hadrian was an indefatigable traveller. It is a far cry from the

upper reaches of the Nile to North Britain, and yet traces of his
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personal visitation of places within these extreme limits remain.

During the two years of his stay in Britain he gave orders for the

formation of this wall, and left the carrying out of the work to his

Lieutenant, Aulus Nepos.

Antiquaries differ as to the work having been carried out under

one Emperor, but Dr. Bruce gives such excellent reasons for

supposing that it was so, that I prefer to consider this to have been

the case. No doubt, however, Septimius Severus, a.d. 208, did a

great deal towards repairing the wall, which had been much

damaged by successful invasions of the Caledonians during the

reign of Commodus. With regard to the construction of the wall,

as to its length, it extends 73J miles from Wallsend (of coal

notoriety), on the Tyne, to Bowness, on the Sohvay. Its general

course is not in such a direct line as you would expect from a

work of the Eomans. Its engineers seem always to have diverged

from the straight in order to mount the steepest hills in its course.

Its original dimensions have puzzled antiquaries. The venerable

Bede, who lived near one end of it, says " It is eight feet in breadth

and twelve in height," but the majority of antiquaries consider this

height far too low an estimate, and set down the wall as in some

parts 18 or 19 feet. Most observers, however, are content with

the measurement of the width as given by Bede—namely, eight

feet. It is formed of facings—back and front—of carefully-tooled

stones, some of them with feather markings on them. The core,

however, is made up of rubble stone with cement grouting, liberally

used. On the north front a fosse, on an average 36 feet across and

15 feet deep, follows its course wherever at all necessary. This is

channelled in some cases out of the hardest kinds of stone, basalt

and whinstone having to yield to the requirements of the Roman

engineer. The wall was guarded by stations, mile-castles, and

turrets ; but as of these latter none exist now (though Dr. Horsley in

the last century saw about three, 300 yards apart, resembling stone

sentry boxes) I need not dwell upon them.

The mile-castles, as their name implies, occur pretty regularly at

distances of 1,000 paces (the Roman mile) apart. Very few of
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these exist in their entirety. They are on an average fifty feet by

forty in the clear, recessed two or three feet into the wall and with

a small doorway about three feet wide on the southern side. Dr.

Bruce showed us one (at Brunton), which is the best specimen

extant. Of the stations, which were much larger enclosures, and

capable of forming the residences of several hundred men, with

their wives and families, eighteen have been identified with the

list that still remains, called the Notitia, handed down from the

5th century of our era. Of three of these I shall speak more

particularly. At present I must turn to the other great work

of defence, the vallum or earthwall, This is almost co-extensive

with the stone wall
;
however, it stops only three miles short of

the wall at either end. It does not always run strictly parallel

with the wall, being sometimes only 50 yards, sometimes half-a-

mile distant from it, the reason being that it follows the low,

soft ground wherever it can, instead of surmounting the high hills.

It consists of a fosse and three aggers or ramparts. One of these

is on the south edge of the fosse, close to it, with one on the north

and one on the south sides, each about 24 feet off. We came

across some portions of this vallum, but to my Dorset eye, trained

to the high banks and ditches of Celtic fortifications, it did not

appear so impressive as did the great wall itself. The object of the

vallum was, it is supposed, to prevent sudden attacks from the semi-

subdued tribes to the rear or south of the Avail, as the wali itself

was to guard against the irruption of the unsubdued Picts and

Scots in front or northwards. A Roman road was carried between

wall and vallum from one end of the work to the other, but we

came across only one trace of it remaining. Now, with regard to

my own inspections of this mighty work, I will begin with the

second station from the west—viz., Burgh on the Sands seven

miles west of Carlisle. This I visited after two days under Dr.

Bruce on the wall inland, but I found to my cost that inspecting

a station where the greater part of the original wall has been

incorporated into field divisions, without competent guidance, was

a failure. However, the ancient church, which stands within the
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area of the old Roman station, was worth examination, with its

massive tower, the walls of which are seven feet thick, and which

has some good Norman work about it. And what student of

English history could find himself without emotion within half-a-

mile of the pillar marking the site of the tent where the spirit of

the greatest of the Plantagenets—Edward the 1st—winged its

flight on July 7th, 1307?

Amboglanna, or Birdoswald, was the first station we visited

under Dr. Bruce's conduct. It was the least interesting of the

three, as it is the property of a gentleman who is not a true

antiquarian and who does not hesitate to make a new approach to

his garden through this great monument of antiquity. It is the

largest of the stations, however, enclosing five and a-quarter acres,

but the surrounding walls are scarcely traceable ; nevertheless the

gateways, both north and south, are fairly well preserved. Here

let me observe that the four entrances of the Roman Camp always

find their counterpart at these stations. On the wall, of course,

the northern gateway in each case formed, as a mode of exit to

attack the enemy in flank, so an easy point of assault for the

enemy, and this has led to one half of them having been in

almost every case, I believe, walled up, which process naturally

took place when the Roman power declined ; but the original gate-

ways had two openings, each wide enough for a two-horse chariot

to pass, with a strong division between them. You can generally

see the hinge sockets of the gates, and the stop in the wall, against

which they closed. There is a high curbstone across the bottom

with spaces for the wheels and horses to pass. There are guard

chambers on either side, which were arched over, fragments of

which arches are often found lying about near by. This is the

only station which slopes to the north.

Another day we devoted to the station of Borcovicus, now

called Houseteads. It is an easy walk from the nearest station on

the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway. You gradually ascend to

that portion of the Roman road to which allusion has been made.

This is of the usual width of 18 feet and paved with the polygonal
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stones "with which one is so familiar in Italy. In crossing it we

passed a great treasure, in the shape of a Eoman milestone still

standing. The next to it has, within the memory of man, been

cut in two for gate posts. These milestones are of peculiar

interest to antiquarians from their rarity. Two crown the height

of the Julier Pass between Tiefen Kastein and St. Moritz, in Swit-

zerland, else I do not recall any other examples. A stiffish climb

led us up to the station, whence the view was most extensive,

particularly towards the south. I believe the north ' side of

Skiddaw and other lake mountains can be seen towards the south-

west, but it must have been an intensely exposed situation for

Roman legionaries coming from the south of Europe. In proof of

Avhich you can see on one side of an altar which was dug up here

the representation of a soldier with a curiously-crooked sword,

similar to those that were known to have been borne by legionaries

from Dacia, in the east of Europe, showing that the Romans

allowed their incorporated troops to retain the use of the weapons

to which they were accustomed. Dr. Bruce took pains to point

out the diamond-shaped and other masons' marks of the stones here.

We were now on the edge of the basaltic ridges, over and up and

down the clefts of which, the wall is carried for several miles.

A few of us took the Avail at this point, and a glorious

walk of upwards of a niile we had down it. Owing to the

brushwood, hazel, and alder with which the top is covered,

we could only walk in single file, and, though the wall is about

6 feet wide (by four feet high) at this point and in excellent

preservation. Every now and then we looked out on four loughs

glistening in the sunshine and altogether of some acres in extent.

On the north side of the wall one sparkled immediately at the foot

of the perpendicular crag ahead of us, over which the wall proceeded.

Towards the north the rounded crests of the Cheviot Hills were in

view. At the bottom of the cleft, which we soon reached, in front

of a cheerful-looking farmhouse, was a tent, wherein an excellent

luncheon was provided by the owner of the property hereabouts,

Mr. Clayton, of Chesters. Mr. Clayton's name will be indissolubly
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connected, as with other parts of the wall, so with the station close

to his residence, Cilurnum. Every portion of this station, and it

includes an area of five acres, has heen most carefully excavated hy

him, revealing, besides the four gates and traces of the walls

rounded at the angles, the foundations of the Forum and the

Prefect's house, with barracks and storehouses. The Forum is

square and has its four entrances. On the south side is the

serarium, or treasury, with a Curia, or court of justice, on either

side of it. Beneath the treasury is a curious vaulted chamber, no

doubt made for the better protection of the money. The Prsetor's

house is carefully warmed by hypocausts, with air flues in the

thickness of the. .wall, which clearly ran to the upper chambers.

This may well be thought necessary when we know that it was the

Asturian legion that was quartered here for a century and more.

Cilurnum is not so exposed as Borcovicus; but the contrast between

the climate of North Spain and that of Northumberland must

ahvays have been great. It may be here stated that no remains

of tesselated pavements, such as we are so familiar with in the

south, especially in Gloucestershire, have been found in any of the

stations on this wall ; nor are there any traces of baths in which

the Romans so luxuriated in their own country. On the other

hand the builders of the wall were most careful in choosing sites

for their stations, which were easily supplied with water. Two

of the many pieces of sculpture which have been dug up at

Cilurnum are now preserved in the late Mr. Clayton's valu-

able collection at Chesters, or in the Museum at Newcastle, one

of the goddess Coventina, evidently a water nymph, but whose

name does not occur in either Greek, Celtic, or Roman mythology,

and another of her three attendant naiads. The following anecdote

is related in reference to this circumstance :—A farmer, who

rented one of the deserted stations on the wall, was much driven

for water for his cattle in a time of drought. He noticed a spot in

the enclosure slightly greener than the rest, and having heard of

the fact referred to—namely, that the Romans cared especially for

their water supply, he dug down upon it and soon came to a
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plentiful source, which he determined to preserve by putting up a

pump. Close to Cilurnum are the foundations' of a Eoman bridge

in a picturesque spot on the north Tyne. These consist of two

clearly marked abutments, the foundation stones of which were

welded together by leaden clamps ; and of three piers, which you

must, however, wade into the water to see, of oblong form (as we
were told) pointing up stream. The bridge which these abutments

carried is clearly proved to have been constructed of wood by the

groovings of sundry stones which have been drawn out of the

stream. One reflection must, I am sure, occur to you all in hearing

of these " imperial works." What skilful and enterprising engineers

the Romans were. 141.3063
I had intended incorporating with this description of the wall of

Hadrian a full one of the wall of Antonine, between the rivers

Forth and Clyde, and which I was privileged to inspect in August

last, but I was afraid of wearying you. Perhaps, however, you will

permit me to add that it is much shorter than the southern wall of

Hadrian, being only 27 miles in length ; but like the latter it goes

out of its way to command the highest eminences and to secure the

low ground on its north front. It differs, however, from the

English wall in one remarkable particular. It is constructed

entirely of turf
;
cuttings through of sections made in the last two

or three years, and still going on, prove the truth of the account

given by a Latin historian, Julius Capitolinus, that Antoninus (Pius)

"conquered even the Britons by his legate, Lollius Urbicus, having

constructed another wall made of turf." In the sections we saw at

Croy Hill and Barr Hill the width and to some extent the height

of this curious barrier was evident by the well-defined line of

black mould encased in the clay or other soil that had accumulated

on the top and both sides of it, in the course of ages. The curbs

were laid on a carefully prepared foundation of stone, well drained

with square conduit stones. Fourteen feet from the exterior face is

the fosse—on the north side, of course ; and in rear of it, on the

south, is carried a road of the usual 18 feet width with border stones,

filled in with cracked or small stones, and rounded somewhat,
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in the interspace, connecting the different stations on the wall,

but keeping the lower level. One or two of these stations

have been ransacked, but have yielded incomparably less of art

treasures, and of objects of antiquarian interest than their southern

congener, which has proved a mine of wealth to the archaeologist

in inscribed stones, altars, and statues. I strongly advise a visit

to either monument of antiquity, to those who have an opportunity

of making it.
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By S. S. BUCKMAN, P.G.S.

(Honorary Member Yorkshire Philosophical Society.)

T the end of this paper, I give a table illustrating the

diverse views expressed by various authors

concerning the limits of the " Inferior Oolite," or

its equivalents, " Der Braune Jura," " Bajocien,"

etc. As a guide to the meaning of these authors

this table should be useful to those who are study-

ing the strata to which it refers. I take the

opportunity to make a few notes concerning it.

In a paper read to the Geological Society* in 1889 I brought

forward various arguments in support of a division, Toarcian,

to comprise the Upper Lias plus what has been called " the

Lower division of the Inferior Oolite." By this suggestion the

Inferior Oolite is very considerably robbed
;
and, in fact, in a

discussion which took place after the reading of my paper it

was stated that by the acceptance of my views " the Inferior Oolite

would disappear." There is no necessity to go over the ground of

that discussion again—the term " Inferior Oolite " will, no doubt,

* Q.J.G.S , Vol. 45,
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in any case be used in a general sense where no great technical

strictness may be required
;
just as, but with less excuse, the term

" Midford Sands " is used in a wide and inexact sense, although I

showed by palseontological evidence that the Cotteswold Sands

and the Yeovil Sands are distinct from each other, and form the

Midford Sands proper.*

It is exactly from a pala3ontological point of view, however, that

the necessity of using terms with greater technical strictness than

is the case with Inferior Oolite, and such, is seen to be more

important every day. It has been stated more than once

that it will be necessary to have a duplicate set of terms for our

strata, in order to express the palaeontological results with the

extreme accuracy which is now demanded by those who make a

study of the biological significance of a fauna. Whether these

terms would in time altogether replace the strictly geological terms,

or whether they would march side by side, it is impossible to fore-

tell ; but the attempt to express the lithological conditions of

various stages of sedimentary depositions by particular geological

terms, as, for instance, " Midford Sands," " Inferior Oolite,"

" Fullers' Earth " is constantly shown to be more futile—the

change from sand to limestone, from limestone to clay, and so on, is

extremely Ideal, and not necessarily synchronous over even a small

extent of country. The truth of these remarks in the case of the

Lias-Oolite strata I have demonstrated in papers to the Geological

Society.!

It will be noticed that in the appended table a line is

drawn, towards the top, obliquely. It is no exaggeration to say

that Geologists generally, in dealing with Dorset-Somerset

strata, and finding clay above what they called " Inferior-Oolite

Limestone," dubbed that clay "Fullers' Earth." Until they reached

the clay they were content to regard the strata as " Inferior

Oolite." By this process, however, the " top beds " of the Inferior

Oolite of the Bradford Abbas district were placed upon the same

* See Hudleston, Presidential Address
;
Q.J.G.S., vol. 49, p. 128, 1893.

t Cottes\Yold, etc, Sands, Q. J.G»S., Vol. 45; Down Cliffs, Ibid, Vol. 46.
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geological level as the top beds of BroadWindsor and Bridport ; but

the few fossils which the top beds of the Bradford district yield

—

namely, Oppelia fusca, Parlansonia sp., Perisphinctes sp.—are

against this conclusion. These fossils occur above the limestone of

Broadwindsor and Bridport districts.

As long ago as 1878 Mr. J. F. Walker, F.G.S., practically recog-

nised that this superjacent clay was contemporaneous with the

Bradford-Abbas " top beds" when he called it the clay of the Inferior

Oolite * in reference to the quarries of Crewkcrne Station and

Broad Windsor. Since then Mr. Walker has found Oppelia fusca

and Perisphinctes sp. in a bed of clay on the top of the Inferior

Oolite of Eype Cliff, near Bridport.

t

That clay in one part of the country is of the same age as lime-

stone in another part, finds an exact parallel in Normandy on nearly

the same horizon. Deslongchamps \ describes the Fullers' Earth

of Normandy as composed of two series of strata, which differ

considerably in mineralogical composition ;
but, he says, that the

one occupies exactly the same horizon as the other, of which it is

only a mineralogical modification. The first of these series he calls

" Calcaire inarneux (marly limestone) de Pont-en-Bessin," and the

other " Calcaire de Caen." The fact that he recognises as Fullers'

Earth a formation which is essentially limestone is very interesting ;

and it is noteworthy, too, that he describes it as a very pure lime-

stone, which is used extensively for building purposes in the

department of Calvados. He further tells us that this stone was

employed in the construction of Battle Abbey, the Tower of London,

and Canterbury Cathedral.

* On Tereb. Morieri, Geol. Mag, 1878.

t Solly and Walker, "Fault west of Bridport ;" Proc : Dorset Field

Club, Vol. XL, p. 119. It may be noted that Waagen figures Op. fusca

from the Fullers' Earth of Yeovil, from the zone of Am. ferrugineus of

Wiirttemburg, and from the same zone, Shipton Gorge, Dorset. Geogn.

pal. Beitrage, Bd. II. , Heft 2, pi. 16, 17, 1869.

X Etudes sur les Etages jurassiques inferieurs ; Mem. Soc. Linneenne,

p. 114 et seq., 1865.
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It is very certain that, equivalent to the beds described by

Deslongchamps as Fullers' Earth, must be reckoned beds which are

usually called Inferior Oolite in this country.* In fact, from what

Deslongchamps says his Fullers' Earth is practically equivalent to

the top beds (white limestone) of Bradford Abbas and Halfway

House ; whether any part of the Fullers' Earth of Normandy really

corresponds to the still higher beds, which are called Fullers'

Earth in this country, seems to be rather doubtful.

It will now be apparent why I have drawn the line obliquely

towards the top of the table ; because to my mind in one part of the

country a higher horizon has been regarded as Inferior Oolite than

in the other. Obviously the next questions are—which should be

Fullers' Earth 1 Where should the Inferior Oolite end ? Before

answering these questions I will make a few observations.

On account of their importance from a geological point of view

the strata above the Inferior Oolite have been divided into a

number of " formations "—a number entirely out of proportion

when the fauna is considered. Geologists have remarked that,

palseontologically, the different divisions of Inferior Oolite are

more distinct than the so-called " formations " above them ; in

fact it is noteworthy that Oppel divided the beds above the

" Inferior Oolite," including the Cornbrash, into only two

Ammonite-Zones ; while he separated the strata of the " Inferior

Oolite " into five. That the division of the beds above the

l Inferior Oolite " into so many " formations " is a mistake foreign

geologists show when they call them " Bathonien."

I am glad to see that, in their excellent catalogue of the Jurassic

Gasteropoda, Hudleston and Wilson place the strata between the

" Inferior Oolite " and the Kellaway as " Great Oolite," and wisely

discard the smaller divisions, Fullers' Earth, Forest Marble, etc.

* A few years ago Mr. E. Walford, F.G.S., sent me for examination

three species of Ammonites which he had collected in the Fullers' Earth

(argillaceous division) of Pont-en-Bessin, Normandy. These species were

Op. fusca, Perisphinctes sp. and Parkinsonia sp. ; and I recognised

them as species which had been found in the top-beds of the Bradford

district—-the Perisphin ctes being an especially noticeable, rare species.
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I do not mean to deny that these names have their use as terms

for local lithological conditions, just as Oolite-marl, Pea-grit, etc.,

are of use in the Inferior Oolite of the Cotteswolds ; but it is

probable that the true geological and palseontological value of these

different terms is about on a par—the Fullers' Earth has probably

no better claim to rank as a " formation" than has the Lower Free-

stone of the Cotteswolds, and the Bradford clay has perhaps less

claim than the Oolite-marl. In using the term "Great Oolite,"

however, the authors above-named have, perhaps, shown too great

a partiality for home-products, at a risk of a confusion between

Great Oolite, sensu lato, as now employed by them, and Great

Oolite, sensu stricto, used by those who desire to define the

particular horizon to which that name has hitherto been attached.

Certainly, the term "Bathonien" avoids any ambiguity of this

kind.

Where then should the Bathonian begin 1 A glance at the table

will show that foreign authors commence the Bathonian rather

lower than our Fullers' Earth. In so doing it is probable that they

evince a more correct appreciation of the palseontological affinities

of the strata.

Many years ago my father remarked on the similarity between

Cornbrash and Inferior-Oolite fossils.* In this connection it is

interesting to notice that of 26 species of Echinodermata located

by Wright in the ParJcinsoni-zoiie,j ten species pass up either into

the Great Oolite, or Cornbrash, or both, as the following table

shows; while only two species are common to his " Parkinsoni"

and " Humphriesianum-zoms "
:

—

Species. Parlcinsoni- Great Oolite, Cornbrash.

zone. etc.

Pedina rotata,

„ Smithii,

Polycyphus normannus, x

X

X

X

X

X

X

*Q.J.G.S., Vol. 14, Page 119, the Oolites, 1857.

t Monograph Echinodermata (p. 418, et seq.), Pakeont : Society, 1858.
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Species. Parldnsoni- Great Oolite, Cornbrash.

zone. etc.

Stomecliinus intermedins, x x

Acroselenia spinosa, x x x

Holectypus depressus, x x x

Ecliinobrissus dunicularis, x x x

Clypeus Plottii, x x

Collyrites ringens, x x

Pygurus Miclielini, x x x

It is also worthy of remark that Prof. Sollas records the follow-

ing observations about sponges :

—

" Of nine species [of sponges] described from our Inferior Oolite

no less than four are closely allied to, if not identical, with species

occurring on other higher horizons on the Continent [White Jura,

p. 5. 6.]."—Fossil sponges
;
Q.J.G.S., p. 551, 1883.

An interesting geological fact is that about the time of the

incoming of the " Parkinsoni-zone " there was a great overstep of

the strata—the result evidently of a considerable subsidence.* In

consequence of this there is often a great gap between the strata of

the " Parkinsoni-zo\\Q" and those upon which it rests—for instance,

at Bath these strata repose on the Jurense-zone of the Jurassic, and

in the Mendips on the Carboniferous.

If, however, the Bathonian begin as early as our Continental

neighbours propose, and the Toarcian end where I have suggested,

what becomes of the Inferior Oolite 1 It can scarcely remain in

this attenuated sense ; and it is even doubtful whether the term

Bajocian will be of sufficient importance to stand. This, however,

is a matter that cannot be hastily decided. The grouping of the

strata for palasontological purposes will have to be done on palseon-

tological grounds, and the best indicators appear to be Ammonites.

In the biological developments of the various genera and families

appears to lie the future basis of palgeontological divisions ; and it is

a scientific fact that one of the greatest changes in the constitution

* S. S. Bucknian, "lielations of Dundry, etc.;" Proc : Cotteswold,

Field Club, Vol. IX., pt. IV., p. 384, 1889.
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Species. ParJcinsoni- Great Oolite, Cornbrash.

zone. etc.

Stomechinus intermedins, x x

Acroselenia spinosa, x x x

Holectypus depressus, x x x

Ecliinobrissus clunicularis, x x x

Clypeus Plottii, x x

Collyrites ringens, x x

Pygurus Michelini, x x x

It is also worthy of remark that Prof. Sollas records the follow-

ing observations about sponges :

—

" Of nine species [of sponges] described from our Inferior Oolite

no less than four are closely allied to, if not identical, with species

occurring on other higher horizons on the Continent [White Jura,

0. 5. 6.]."—Fossil sponges
;
Q.J.G.S., p. 551, 1883.

An interesting geological fact is that about the time of the

incoming of the '* ParJcinsoni-zone " there was a great overstep of

the strata—the result evidently of a considerable subsidence.* In

consequence of this there is often a great gap between the strata of

the " Parkinsoni-zowz" and those upon which it rests—for instance,

at Bath these strata repose on the Jurense-zone of the Jurassic, and

in the Mendips on the Carboniferous.

If, however, the Bathonian begin as early as our Continental

neighbours propose, and the Toarcian end where I have suggested,

what becomes of the Inferior Oolite 1 It can scarcely remain in

this attenuated sense ; and it is even doubtful whether the term

Bajocian will be of sufficient importance to stand. This, however,

is a matter that cannot be hastily decided. The grouping of the

strata for palaeontological purposes will have to be done on palaeon-

tological grounds, and the best indicators appear to be Ammonites.

In the biological developments of the various genera and families

appears to lie the future basis of palseontological divisions ; and it is

a scientific fact that one of the greatest changes in the constitution

* S. S. Buckman, '
' Relations of Dundry, etc.;" Proc : Cotteswold,

Field Club, Vol. IX., pt. IV., p. 384, 1889.
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of the Ammonite-fauna almost coincides with the proposed limit of

the Toarcian.*

One word I would add about the Great Oolite. Woodward

says that " the mass of the Great Oolite is not represented

in the Fullers' Earth series of Dorsetshire, although its lower

beds may be partially replaced by the Upper Fullers' Earth." f

Judging, however, by the Ammonites, the Fullers' Earth of Somer-

set and Dorset and the Great Oolite of Minchinhampton seem to

me to be on nearly the same horizon. Macroceplialites subcontracts

(Morr. and Lyc.) and Macroc. Morrisi (Oppel) are two species

which occur in the Great Oolite of Minchinhampton, and in the

Fullers' Earth % of the Sherborne district.

With these remarks I bring the present paper to a close, merely

observing that a group of strata, which requires thorough investi-

gation, lies above the Inferior Oolite, and below the Cornbrash.

To work this from Dorset to Gloucestershire, and to show the true

correlation, would be a great addition to our knowledge of the

Jurassic System.

* Q.J.G.S., vol. 45.

t H. B. Woodward "Relations of the Great Oolite, &c," British Asso-

ciation, 1888.

% My father always regarded it as the Dorset representative of the

Cotteswold Great Oolite.
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g'urnobark.

By H. J. MOULE, M.A.

nation ever exceeded the Romans in firm, strong

building, and few have equalled them. Compare

it with our nineteenth century work. Leaving

out of the question any overthrow by man, how

much now modern building will be upstanding in

Dorchester this day two thousand years hence 1

'And what of the Roman work? There is a

country town at the southern foot of the Alps, to

name one among several examples, into which you

enter under a great majestic arch. It looks much better able to

stand on for a thousand years to come than most masonry put up

yesterday. Yet those great stones were laid nearly two thousand

years ago. The dedication Divo Augusto shows out as plain as

when cut a.d. 10 or thereabouts, and the town is Aosta, Augusta,

named still after the great Roman. Yes, the Romans could build,

and they seem to have loved to build. They loved to build here

in Dorchester. Of the wall,* which is our present subject, there

* This paper would be unreasonably long if it treated of the large and
difficult question about the whole of the defences of Durnovaria. The
subject is, therefore, restricted to the walls. Discussion as to the Scarps

and Fossa is avoided.
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is only a scrap, and a very rough scrap remaining. "We have,

therefore, said a little hy way of reminder of the Eoman turn for

building at large, in order to show how likely it is, to say the least

of it, that the stone walls of Durnovaria were a great and massive

work, minute though the one relic of them may be.

We may speak here, too, of another consideration which helps

us to the belief that the Eoman wall of Dorchester was of strong

and lasting building. This is the fact that in the Civil War the

dominant Parliamentarians of Dorchester established a most sys-

tematic locking of all the town gates every evening. It seems to us

that this care of the gates implies as an absolute certainty that the

circuit of the walls was then complete all round the town, north

side and all, as Stukeley says the foundations were 90 years after.

Otherwise it would be like locking a field gate and trusting to its

keeping the sheep out of the corn when a hundred yards length of

the fence was level with the ground. And, on reflection, it will

seem almost certain that this seventeenth century tenable wall of

Dorchester must needs have been in main substance the Roman

wall and no other. Patched here, patched there, it was, past a

doubt, over and over again. But to clear away and rebuild a mile,

or more likely a mile and a third, of Roman wall would be a task

which we think no generation of Dorchester folk would ever have

carried through. We say " clear away " advisedly. That clearing

away would have been enormous.* For, as far as we know, the

mediaeval method of town fortification was different from that

usual, though not invariable, among the Romans. The mediaeval

fortification was rightly called a wall. This name, however, is

often in strictness not a correct one for Roman town defences.

Flavius Vegetius was a Roman writer on military affairs. He is a

late author, his book dating about 385 a.d. But this does not

diminish, certainly does not much diminish, his authority on war-

like appliances of more remote Roman times. For his whole aim

* No small use has been made here of a very interesting and suggestive

paper by the Rev. W. M. Barnes, Proceedings of the Dorset Field Club
}

Vol, xii., page 135.
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and desire was to recommend and revive the use of the appliances

and methods which had tended to make his forefathers the

conquerors of the world.* His short Chapter III. of his fourth

bock speaks of the fortification of towns. He says :
—" The

rampart (murus) also, that it never may be overthrown, is brought

into form on this wise. An interval of 20 feet being allowed

two walls (parietes) are made inwards. Then earth, which has

been carried out of the ditches, is thrown between them, and is

solidified with rammers, so that the first wall from the rampart may

be carried (ducatur) a little lower, the second far less (minor) :

that from the level of the city there may be (means) of ascending

to the bulwarks as it were by a slope after the manner of steps and

somewhat easily." This pretty literal translation has one or two

points in it not perfectly clear. But it is extremely plain as a

guide to our idea of what is likely to have been the general build

of the D urnovarian rampart, that ran in the line of the walks so

peaceful and shady at this present writing. No one can read that

passage of Vegetius without clearly understanding that his advice,

in a broad sense, is as follows :—Within your ditch (intrinsecus)

build two walls twenty feet apart. Between these throw in the

soil dug out in forming that ditch and ram that soil down hard,

so that the " murus " of Vegetius was two walls " parietes," and a

mass of soil between them and upheld by them. As we said

before, Vegetius, although a late writer, recommends ancient

methods. So that this construction cannot be taken as an inven-

tion of his time, arguing on general grounds. But among all the

innumerable discoveries about Roman ways and means brought to

view at Pompeii, there is the " murus." And it is, in a general

sense, fashioned just as Vegetius tells us. Now this Pompeiian

rampart was somewhat older probably than that of Durnovaria.

Again, apart from Vegetius, what is likely to have happened 1

The Romans excavated a vast dry moat round great part of

Durnovaria. There is no doubt about that. Anyone with

* Fl. Vegetius Renatus, &c, de Re Militari, Vesaline, 1670, p. 113,
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the least eye for that kind of thing can see that huge ditch

now—greatly sloped down, partly obliterated, hut still plainly

marked. Now, what did the Romans do with the enormous

quantity of chalk dug out in forming that ditch 1 Well, in

passing, we may say that very likely they made Maumbury Rings

of some of it. But this would take up a mere fraction of the vast

mass. Judging by the Roman practice everywhere else we are safe

in saying that there was but one use of the bulk of the chalk that

would occur to them. Almost by instinct, almost unbidden, they

would heap up the chalk into a vallum, an agger, a bank, within

the ditch. It was the Roman custom, and besides there can have

been nothing else to do with it that can, at least, be thought of;

Some of my elder readers, very likely, expect here an argument

founded on the long piece of vallum which, 30 or 40 years ago,

still stretched along the north side of the eastern part of the South

Walk, from Acland Road to Gallows Hill. But Mr. C. Hansford

assures me, from his own observation at the time of the removal of

that earthwork, that a Roman road lay diagonally under it, pointing

north-west, towards the middle of the town. This proves that the

vallum was later than the road, of course. The opinion formed at

the time, Mr. Hansford says, was that it was one of the* Common-

wealth earthworks. It has, therefore, no bearing on our consideration

of the nature of the Roman defences. But weighing fairly the ad-

vice of Vegetius and the formation of the wall of Pompeii, taken in

connection with the abundance of suitable soil waiting at Durnovaria

ditch side to be used—it seems impossible to avoid viewing it as

almost certain that Durnovaria rampart was such as that writer

recommends. This applies, however, only to such portion of the

defences as consisted partly of the great ditch, the chalk from which

must have been put somewhere, and could by no possibility have

been so conveniently and advantageously used as in forming the

core of the rampart. In other words, from High West Street round

* If so of course it makes an argument against the preservation of the

Roman rampart at that particular part ; but I do not think that it affects

the question as regards the rest of the circuit.
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to Salisbury Field, and perhaps all the length of that field, the

rampart, we think, was such as would have rejoiced the heart of

Flavius Vegetius, though not up to the elaborate ideas of Vitruvius.

Along the scarped defence from the foot of Grove Buildings to

Glyde Path and from thence to Friary Mill, with fen and not fossa

at the foot of it, it is very likely that the same massiveness was not

carried out, as not needed. Nor, perhaps, was it thought needful

from Glyde Path to the foot of High East Street ; because there,

too, the fen would make attack almost impossible. Through all

these portions, we repeat, a single strong wall may have sufficed.

As regards the stretch of scarp from the foot to the top of Grove

Buildings, where in part at least there was a fossa, it is difficult to

feel at all sure. Within Colliton Park wall, near the entrance gate,

runs a low bank, not unlike what we may imagine to be the remnant

of a chalk vallum forming the core of a Vegetian pair of walls. On

the other hand it may as likely, or more likely, be a grass-grown,

crumbled relic of a single wall or even an old hedge bank. Here,

as in all other parts of the line of ramparts, the spade is wanted,

and without it we are lamentably driven to guess work. To all that

has been said about the composite build of the Roman ramparts in

general, and those of Durnovaria in particular, as seems likely, two

things should be added. First, an acknowledgment of the fullest

kind is offered to the Rev. W. M. Barnes for his suggestive paper

on the subject in Yol. XII. of the Proceedings of the Dorset Field

Club. Secondly, there should be an equally frank acknowledgment

that it is the idea of a simple stone wall that is that accepted by

most antiquaries past and present. Dr. Stukeley's description

seems to mean this, and our well known living Dorset antiquary,

Mr. Cunnington, firmly believes this. It need not be said that great

weight is attached to his opinion ; but what he says on the subject

must not be here given in the slightest detail, inasmuch as he speaks

of publishing a record of his researches and conclusions founded on

them. And we believe that he will therein record the now

unpublished result of an excavation made in the line of rampart

some years ago. Again it is as frankly conceded that many Roman
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walls in this country, at Pevensey for instance, are massive solid

stone. Also it is granted that Stukelev's 12 feet, reported by him

as thickness ofwalling which he saw, is great for a retaining wall,

although such was the thickness, of the facing of the Agger of

Servius Tullius at Rome. [Archaeological Journal xxxi., 169.] Still,

while admitting the weight of all this c6unter evidence, the pro-

bability of the composite build of the rampart was (it may be

passingly said) curiously upheld by signs of a foundation of such a

moderate wall, as must .only have been a retaining wall, showing

themselves in the winter of 1890. The frost was "giving," causing

the West Walk gravel to look dark with dampness. But down the

western margin of that gravel from Princes Street all but to West

Walk House there was a most clearly, sharply marked, straight

strip of quite pale, dry surface, ending abruptly. The look of it

was distinctly as if a foundation under 4ft. thick lay below. On

the whole we can but repeat that with eminently suitable vallum-

material not only at hand, but on hand from the fossa—with no

stone nearer than more than three miles off—it is difficult to believe

that the Romans did not utilize the one and economize the other

by facing a chalk vallum with ttone on both sides. A new vallum

could not carry a wall, and Stukeley says that he saw the foundation

on the solid chalk, as indeed the existing relic seems to stand.

We now come to the Durnovarian gates. The question of the

exact position of the gates of Durnovaria, and even of the num-

ber of them, is not easily answered. An experienced antiquary,

the late Mr. Kerslake, a little doubted even about the Western

Gate, which to the inexperienced eye would seem surely to have

been at the head of High West Street. And if the position

of the Western Gate in the middle ages was the same as in

Roman times, which we hold to be nearly certain, Mr. Kerslake's

doubt is set at rest. In the municipal strong room at Dor-

chester Town Hall among other old writings is Dorchester

Domesday, an archaic oak-bound 15th century book of record of

conveyances, &c. In one of these a burgage in " West Street " is

described as being " prope portam." This is dated 12 H. IV., that
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is a.d. 1410. Now, as we said above, it seems nearly certain that

the wall of Dorchester to the last was substantially the Eoman

wall. Equally we believe that the mediaeval gates were on the

site of the Roman gates. It is most unlikely that the post Roman

Dorchester folks would break out new gates in the massive Roman

rampart. This is the less likely because the Roman towns were

so thoughtfully laid out that no improvement in the main features,

such as line of streets and gates, would be needed. If we come

to this conclusion, the 15th century West Gate, in High West

Street, fixes the situation of that marked by the absence of the

sacred furrow by the carrying, the "portatio," of the plough by the

Romans so long ago, to mark out their Western Gate. We do not

observe in Dorchester Domesday any mention of the South Gate,

although South Street is named many times. Rut we may be very

nearly or quite sure that it was at the end of South Street. At

first sight the peculiarity which struck Mr. Kerslake at the

top of Prince's Street seems to come into question at South

Street also. If the return reach of the West Walk, that going

from West to East, were carried on in a straight line it would

not meet, but overlap the South Walk, leaving the latter with-

out or to the South. But this may be accounted for by the fact

that the West Walk is on the remains of the Vallum, the

South Walk in the Fossa. The next probable position of a

Roman Gate is at the east end of the South Walk, at the head of

Gallows Hill. Many years ago Mr. Jowett, Borough Surveyor, in

forming a drain, found foundations of gate jambs, believed to be

Roman, close to Culliford House. These and the whole aspect

of the locality, especially some years ago, as a very old entrance to

the town, may be taken as pretty surely settling the point. But it

is not easy to settle another question connected with this particular

locality. Was this gate the one called Durngate ? In Dorchester

Domesday, the mediaeval record book quoted above, Durngate Street

is mentioned many times, but always in a way that leaves us in

doubt as to the position of the gate, from which we may be sure it

took its name. But in one passage a lane is spoken of as leading
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from High East Street to Durngate. The lane seems to be Bell

Street, which is in a line with Gallows Hill, and the sense would

certainly be taken to fix that gate, Durngate, as at the end of

Gallows Hill, the one of which we have just been speaking, if that

passage stood alone. But it is not alone. In several of the

Domesday passages alluded to above Durngate Street is described

as leading "versus Durngate," towards Durngate. The expres-

sion about Bell Street being " venellam extendentem ab est strete

usque Durngate," the lane extending from East Street as far

as Durngate. " Versus " may possibly be capable of meaning

leading to the gate round a corner, a sense which the phrase

about Bell Street seems less capable of. But space enough

and to spare has already been devoted to this puzzle. Next

we must say a word about the East Gate or gates. For in

1642 there wTere two.* Hutchins quotes a passage which must

be brought into question again later. It names two East Gates

and that on Gallows Hill. One of these was at that time un-

doubtedly at the foot of High East Street, for Dorchester Domes-

day (f. xliv.), speaks in 1410 of " alta strata que ducit ad

portam orientalem," High Street, which leads to the East Gate.

And, if we believe, as we have above seen reason to believe, that

gates are unlikely to have been broken out in new places in the

later times, it is at least likely that the Roman East Gate was

there, too. Readers may very probably wonder why a word is said

about the point. The High Street running on into the Blandford

Road in a straight line is so obviously a Roman track. It looks

like it, doubtless ; but its looks deceive us. That straight road

is modern ; coeval only with Grey's Bridge, built in 1748. Nay,

long after that, it was not the regular exit from High East Street.

A lady, well known to us, remembered the time when stage coaches

and private carriages always went through Holloway, forded the

stream below Fordington Mill, and so worked round to Grey's

Bridge. Before this bridge was built the passage was by Stocken

Bridge, lower down the stream. So no argument can be founded on

* " History of Dorset,' 3rd edition, ii., 343.
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the present line of road. Again it is asserted that remains of a

Roman road have heen found in the meadow somewhat north of

the present line. Part of that meadow is called Old Eoad Mead,

by the bye, in the Duchy books. And the late Mr. Warne

believed from the discovery of many Roman coins, and of a solid

track in the bed of the river on the north of the modern road and

Grey's Bridge, that an ancient ford had existed there. So that

we are beset by doubts and difficulties about this chief East Gate,

although we repeat it is most likely that it was at, or pretty near,

the foot of High Street. As to the second East Gate of 1642, and

of probably the Roman epoch, a bit of evidence was newly revealed

at the very time* that these lines were being written. A deep

sewer was made to drain the public house called Noah's Ark, from

which it extended to some little way beyond the foundry. This

sewer was a work of no small severity, for a little below the "metal"

the workmen had to cut through a layer from eighteen inches to

quite two feet thick of flints, grouted together into an almost solid

mass with some sort of cement poured in when liquid, apparently.

Below this was, in part at least, a layer of strange-looking dark soil,

which had somewhat the appearance of having passed through the

fire. But whatever this might be, the layer of flints, beyond a

doubt, we think, is a Roman road, and it seemed to follow the line

of the present road there, as far as could be judged. This certainly

points to the probability, to say the least, of a gate where the

present west end of Fordington High Street is. More than this

we cannot say of these East Gates, and even less can be said of the

North, or North-Eastern gate or gates along the river side of

Durnovaria. One writer contends that not only was there a gate

but a very important gate on that side. He thinks that the Via

Iceniana entered Dorchester somewhere about Friary Mill, and

passed between St. Peter's and Holy Trinity Churches. This

opinion, however, seems unsupported as far as the Via Iceniana is

concerned. Yet, as a small bit of evidence or token of probability,

at least, that some sort of a gate existed near that mill, it may be

* April, 1892.
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observed that in Speed's plan of Dorchester a bridge is laid down
there. Now if, as we believe, the walls were entire at the date of

that plan, 1611, a bridge close to them almost presupposes a gate

adjoining. But this is not put forth as in the least a conclusive

proof. Of another gate on this side there is no particle of doubt

as regards medieeval times. The " Porta Borealis " is repeatedly

mentioned in " Dorchester Domesday " as being in Shirehall Lane

or Glydepath, and in one passage in that book* a burgage is

described as being in that line of road, and at the North Gate,

between the boundary of the lordship of Fordington and another

burgage. This clearly localises the North* Gate in 1440, the date

of this entry, as being close to the top of the garden of Glen-

view, where the manor of Fordington ends. Such is the best we

can say about these gates, these most notable features of old

Durnovaria. " Hallowed by times o' passen drough," says Barnes

of an old garden entrance—what of these gateways of Durnovaria?

Let us not tell of, but think of, call up to one moment's flash of

inner sight, the many and the many races of our fellow men whose

footfall has resounded on those gateways since the bullock and

heifer walked across them, surprised at feeling no pull on the yoke

by reason of the sacred plough being there solemnly carried across

the porta. Vespasian, Agricola have marched in and out, with the

legion so true in step, so splendid in all training. And, when peace

began to be felt, in would drive the blue Celts with car loads of

corn, and would say that, if the Romans kept them under, it must

be allowed that two feet of flint grouting is a fine solid trackway

for an esseda. And has not Arthur, too, ridden in at West Gate

and by and bye out at East Gate and along the Iceniana to smite

the Paynim at Badbury 1 And through that same East Gate have

not, scores of years later though, the Geuissas come bursting

in with battle song to Thor and all the great ones who feast in

Asgard 1 And Alfred has been through Dorchester gates, and

Edgar, and so through the ages we peer back into the dark and try

to see them. Did Oliver ride away with his " Ironsides " through

* " Dorchester Domesday," f. xcix.
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East Gate as hard as they could go for fear of the Earl of

Caernarvon drawing near to the West Gate 1 Oh, yes, the ponder-

ing over these old, old entrances of our borough, and the passers

in and out thereby, paints for us a varied picture of men and women,

fierce and friendly, from Celt to Norman and Angevin, from

Angevin to English, from Geraint, Cyndyllan, or some such a one,

in wicker car, to King John on his tall " destrier," from King

John to Her Gracious Majesty in a carriage and four.

N.B.—While this paper was passing through the press the

question about the gates has been further complicated by the

writer's stumbling on an entry * new to him, as follows :

—

"Aug. 13th, 1642. It is also agreed that for feare of and (to)

prevent any danger of surprize of the Towne now in the tyme of

the Assizes that the Gates and Warde of the Towne shall be made

fast euy night at eight of the clock during the tyme of the

Assizes and that the persons hereafter named be desired to see

that the same be performed :

—

Mr. Edward Dashwood for Bankes his doare

Mr. Bushrode for the East End of the Towne namely the

East Gate and Standishes Corner and Boyes corner

Mr. John Brag for Glippath

Eobert Manuell for the West Gate

Thomas Poole for the finery lane "

Oct. 7, 1642, mention is made not only of two East Gates but

of two West Gates and three South Gates.

* Borough Archives, c. 12.



By Rev. W. Miles BARNES.

AIDEN CASTLE, as you have seen, is a stupendous

8

earthwork, the finest example of a British caer

f/ *° ^e f°un(i in England. Professor Scarth, in

"^^^S^L " Roman Britain," wrote thus of it : " Anti-

y^fv^p quaries are generally agreed that the most

elaborate and most strongly fortified earthworks

&kJ^ are generally the most ancient. These appear

S to have formed the central positions of tribes,

' who resorted thither in times of danger, where

they could defend themselves with advantage. One of the most

perfect and most elaborately fortified may be seen near Dorchester

;

it is called ' Maiden Castle.' " In form the earthwork is an irregular

oval, enclosing an area of about 45 acres. The extreme length of

the enclosure is stated to be 2,500 feet, its greatest width 900, the

ramparts from the floor of the ditch are 60 to 90 feet in height.

Around the enclosure is a breastwork of earth. Its highest plain

is 265 feet above the sea level. The ramparts and ditches of the

eastern part are treble on one side, double on the other, though at

the entrance they are increased, there being five on one side of the

entrance and six on the other. Here the ramparts overlap each

other, making the entrance a maze very winding and intricate.
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This eastern part of the work is the oldest. The evidence is before

you—you will observe that the whole area is divided by this breast-

work which, as you will see from the curve of the ramparts, was

once the boundary of the earthwork on this side ; to enlarge it the

Britons filled in the ditches and levelled the ramparts on this side

and dug out and threw up four lines of ramparts round the addition

instead of three as in the old work. Clear traces of an occupation

subsequent to the British have been discovered by our friend Mr.

Cunnington, who, in his excavations here, has found Roman

remains and the foundations of Roman or Romano-British buildings.

As these discoveries may help to revive old Hutchins' belief that

Maiden Castle was a Roman earthwork, and in the earlier days of

the Roman occupation the Roman Durnovaria, it may be as well to

show why that is exceedingly improbable.

1. Doubt has been expressed whether the Britons, with the

primitive appliances at their command, could have constructed a

work of such magnitude. Yet we have the record in Csesar's

Commentaries, lib. v., cap. 42, that the Nervii surrounded Cicero's

winter quarters in less than three hours with a rampart and ditch

ten miles in length, the ramparts being lift, high, the ditch 13ft.

broad, and having no suitable tools for the work they cut with

their swords and carried the earth in their cloaks and hands.

There was a vast number of them, but the numbers of barrows

which may be seen crowning hills around in all directions, each

barrow representing the burial of a chief, shows how dense must

have been the population which inhabited these parts before the

Roman occupation.

2. The form of the earthworks is British, not Roman. Roman

fortifications were not always rectilinear, but they were never

irregular in shape, whereas the British earthworks commonly took

the form of the hill upon which they were planted. On comparing

the plan of an acknowledged British work the Caer Carradoc or

Castle of Caractacus, as represented in Roy's Military Antiquities,

it will be seen that in the arrangement of the ramparts in the two

entrances and in their main features the works are very similar.
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3. The Komans never had in these parts a sufficient number of

men to garrison a fortress of such magnitude, and Roman fortresses

were proportioned to the number of men who were to occupy them
;

the Romans sometimes contracted their camps by narrowing the viae

and in other ways, but on account of the difficulty of defending a

large earthwork they never appear to have built them larger than they

were absolutely obliged to. If a camp was constructed for so many

legions, and some of them were withdrawn and sent elsewhere, the

camp was reduced to such a size as the garrison left could easily

defend ; there is an instance on record of this not being done, and

the consequences are also related. Coesar constructed a camp in

the country of the JEdm for six legions and cavalry ; he withdrew

four legions and the cavalry and left two legions to guard the camp.

It is stated that on account of the urgency of the occasion there

was no time to reduce the size of the camp. In this camp the two

legions were attacked, but owing to its size the whole garrison were

required for its defence on the ramparts, and having no reserves the

men were worn out by incessant labour and fatigue ; in all

probability the legions would have been annihilated had not Caesar

hastily returned to their aid. (Csesar Com., lib. vii. c. 40-41.)

4. "We know of no time when it was necessary for the Romans

to construct a work of such magnitude. The Britons in these parts

were decisively beaten.* So far as we know they never rose in

rebellion.

5. Amongst other antiquities found by Mr. Cunnington in his

excavations here was an embossed plate of metal which has every

* Under Vespasian, Entrop VII., 19 " Vespasianus . . . . illustris

utqui a claudis in Germaniam deinde in Britanniam minus tiicies et bis

cum hoste comflixerit, duas validissimas gentes xx oppida, insulam

Vectem Britannise proximam inferio Romano adjecint . . .
." The

words read like an extract from a triumphal inscription. "—Bishop of

Salisbury.

Mr. Warne, who traced in "Ancient Dorset " " for the first time with

reason and credibility the course of the successful commander,"
( " Archaeological Journal ") believed that Vespasian crossed from the

Isle of Wight to Swanage Bay and thence by Florus-bury, Bin-dun, and

Maiden Castle to Conigs Castle and Pylsdun.
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appearance of having been a votive offering to Mars. Similar votive

offerings may be seen the Anglo-Eoman room in the British

Museum. Now, if there was a temple of Mars here, it is not likely

that so long as it was here the Romans would have occupied the

place except perhaps as a summer camp for their soldiers in time of

unbroken peace, for Yitruvius informs us. that the temple of Mars

should be built away from the town lest the God should provoke

strife among the citizens.

6. Some years ago a British silver coin was dug up on Maiden

Castle ; as the Britons ceased to coin money after the Roman

occupation (see " Monumenta Historica Britannica " and Evans'

" Coins of the Ancient Britons ") the presumption is that the coin

fell on Maiden Castle before the Roman occupation, in which case

Maiden Castle must have existed before the Roman invasion. The

coin went into the possession of Mr. de Wiriton, who has since

died, and efforts made to trace it have in consequence been un-

successful.

Yonder you will observe a depression in the ground. By some

persons it was believed that in the centre of the depression there

had been a well, which has since fallen in
;
by others that there

had been there one of those basins lined with clay, which have

been found in some British earthworks as at Hamden Hill, and

are supposed to have served as cisterns for storing water. In an

excellent plan of Maiden Castle in the British Museum drawn in

Indian ink by W. Foy nearly 150 years ago the depression is

plainly marked and described as a well. As there is no record or

trace of any habitation here in modern times, and as in mediaeval

times it was probably arable land (it certainly was arable land so

late as 1627 *), this well may have been Roman and may have

supplied the priests and attendants of the temple of Mars with

water, or the Roman soldiers in their summer quarters may have

* In " England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland described and abridged

with the historical relation of things worthy of memory from a far

larger volume done by John Speed," 1627, it is stated to have been

under cultivation at that time.
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used it.* The well is not likely to be British
;
according to Asser,

whom I quote at second hand after Mr. G. T. Clark, the " British

camps were without regular water supplies." In describing a castle

at Cynwit, on the coast of Devon, which was held by the Christian

English against the Pagan Danes in 877, before Alfred's famous

battle of Scesdun in 878, he says it was without water or any

defence save walls "more nostro," that is, after British fashion.

The Britons might, however, have adopted a safe and ready means

here for obtaining water from the winterborne beneath. At a spot

which I will point out to you on the outer rampart there is a

mass of concrete or conglomerate with which many legends have

been associated. Coker alludes to them in his survey of Dorset, in

which he says :
" I think it will be needlesse for me to mention an

hole near the toppe of this hill, of which the neighbour inhabi-

tants tell manie stories not worth relating." An early editor of

Camden's Britannia is more definite :
" Near the south entrance

(he says) is the mouth of a cave, which is commonly said to be

the entrance of a subterranean passage that led into the midst of

the town of Dorchester. Attentive observation shows it to be

artificial, though for what use it was contrived is altogether un-

certain." j: Now we are free to accept or reject the writer's opinion,

whether the conglomerate is artificial or natural, the value of which

obviously depends on his geological knowledge and competency to

form an opinion upon it ; but we have no right, if the writer is

worthy of credit, to reject his statement when he testifies to a

matter of fact, which came under his own observation. If he is

not to be trusted when he states that at the time he wrote the

mouth of a cave existed on Maiden Castle, he is unworthy of credit

on other points, and the whole of these additions to the Britannia

* The depth of the well, which must have been over 100ft,, perhaps

140ft., need be no difficulty. Vegetius, in speaking of the water supply

to camps, says that failing perpetual springs, wells must be sunk,

however deep, until water is reached, which must be drawn up by ropes,

—Veg. Epit. Rei. Mil. iv., c, 10.

J See also Gough's edition of Camden, a.d. 1789, and E. Gibson's

(Bishop of London), A. D. 1772.
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are valueless ; but if there was a cave here for what purpose was it

constructed \ The conglomerate crops out again beneath the hill

by the ancient watercourse. Was there a subway beneath con-

necting them through which water could be carried from the winter-

borne to the earthwork without the bearers exposing themselves to

the attack of a besieging force 1 The covered way was not the

Roman method of protecting the approach to a water supply ; the

Romans secured their communication when the water supply was,

as it was here, outside the fortification, and out of reach of weapons

from the ramparts and towers, by building a small fort called a

" Burgus," between the place and the spring, in which fort they

stationed archers and engines to protect the men sent for water.

(Vegetius Epit. Rei. Milit., lib iv., c. 10.) But covered ways

were not uncommon in British earthworks and in ancient cities. I

understand the Caer Carrodoc to which I have alluded possessed

covered approaches, and there are other earthworks, as those of

Norton Fitzwarren, which were approached by deep covered ways
;

and that the Britons were familiar with the use of lime in building

we know from an ancient triad. (Triad 91, 3rd series Myvyrian

archaeology, vol. ii., p. 71.) If, then, the old writers spoke the

truth when they stated that the mouth of a cave and assumed that

a covered way existed here, it is possible that it was constructed

for this purpose. No more than this can be said ; the spade is the

only reliable test to apply in such cases, and excavations ought

certainly to be made here, if only to determine whether there is

any foundation for the legends which have persistently attached to

the place for centuries.

In 1868, when digging a dew pond within this enclosure, a

number of circular pits like shallow wells from four to eight feet

in depth were found. They were in lines a few feet apart, so that

there were seven of them within a square of 16 yards. It is

assumed that the lines of pits were continued beyond the small

area excavated. Similar pits have been discovered in British

oppida elsewhere, and a common supposition is that they were

British dwelling places, or at least shelter pits, and the discovery of
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steps or seats two feet from the bottom of some of the pits has

helped to give substance to this surmise. But the idea of ancient

Eritons sitting in these little pits in lines a few feet apart protected

by thatched wattle covers like big umbrellas, which they took off

whenever they went abroad, is too absurd to be seriously enter-

tained. Were not these the pits in which the Britons stored their

grain and the so-called seats steps which enabled their owners to

reach the grain in the bottom of the pit 1 We know that the

Britons stored their grain in the husk in underground granaries, as

did the kindred tribes on the Continent. An ancient writer

(Diodori Siculi, Bibliothecae Historicse, lib. v., c. 21) informs us

that <c the Britons gathered in their harvest by cutting off the ears

of corn and storing them in subterranean repositories and culling

therefrom daily such as were old and dressing them, thereby had

their sustenance." Such pits, if protected by thatched wattle

covers such as the one Mr. Warne states was found in a pit at

Fisherton, near Salisbury, or covered by hayricks, or with huts

built over them, would be sufficiently dry and suitable receptacles

for corn in the husk. If no other pits had been discovered than

those on Maiden Castle there would be some reason for supposing

that they were dug by the Romans for refuse and rubbish, for some

Roman remains were found in the soil with which these were filled

up as well as excrementitious matter,* but similar pits have been

found elsewhere in British oppida with pre-Roman remains in them,

as the pits discovered at Brighthampton, near Oxford, of which Mr.

Frank Buckland speaks in his " Curiosities of Natural History."

That the Romans used the pits on Maiden Castle for refuse and

rubbish since they were of no use to them as granaries is nothing

more than we might have expected.

* This use of British pits has been remarked.—See Archaeological

Journal, vol. 37> p. 194. ' .



By Capt. G. R. ELWES.

jMM asking your consideration of some notable points in

ffWJ connection with the New Forest I feel there is

some risk °f wearying you with their number and

vfe"
extent. I propose, therefore, to invite your atten-

^^y^ tion only to such quasi-historical points in connec-

*W\fk ^on with, the -^ew Forest as may be interesting to

the antiquarian section of this Field Club. The

expression quasi-historical sounds perhaps ill-chosen, but the New
Forest, as a whole and distinct unit, is still awaiting its Gilbert

White, while it presumably enjoys all the bliss attributed to

the country that has no history.

There are three aspects in which this forest neighbourhood may

be viewed, which, for want of better designations, may be called

the pre-historic, the non-historic, and the neo-historic. The

pre-historic aspect, though the widest in extent, presents the

fewest features. Adapting the words of Tacitus, wre may say

" all is legend, as that these people had the faces and looks

of men, but the bodies and limbs of beasts," a view which must

have struck many students who have endeavoured to solve the

difficulty presented by the existence, in quantities, of elaborately-

formed flint implements, and the almost entire absence of human
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bones, Some enquirers hold that these weapons were fashioned,

not by human hands, but by the paws of a highly intelligent race

of apes, of whom all other traces are most unfortunately lost.

Perhaps the custom of " happy suicides " mentioned by Diodorus

may have been universal. He says, " When the aged men have

made good cheer . . . they leap off a certain rock into the sea.

This kind of sepulture is of all others the most happy." A survival

of this custom is mentioned in the Saga of Gottrich—" There by

our home," says a native to his foreign friend, "is the Gilling's

Eock ; we call it the family cliff, because there we lessen the'

number of the family when evil fortune comes. There all our

fathers went to Odin, without any stroke of disease. The old

folk have free access to that happy spot, and we ought to be put

to no further trouble or expense about them. The children push

the father and mother from the rock and send them with joy on

their journey to Odin."

Although these references bear relation to a later race of people,

it is possible that, as the custom survived so late, it also existed

very early ; and may have been passed on from Palaeolithic times.

If so, the pulverising effects of the waves on the seashore or the

current of the river would soon have annihilated the remains, and

the absence of skeletons may, perhaps, be accounted for in this

way.

The gravel pits in and around this Forest are abundantly stored

with specimens of the industry of these very early residents, and

as we pass on to Neolithic times we find the traces of the mysterious

people of those times also in abundance ; but, unlike their prede-

cessors, it is chiefly through their sepulchres that we become

acquainted with such facts as we possess concerning them, and of

these facts I should like to give you a very short resume. Picture

to yourself a race short and swarthy, dark of hair, and with eyes

dark and piercing
;
conceive, in short, such a figure as you would

associate with a background of the scenery of Morocco or Algiers,

and you have before you one of our Neolithic ancestors. This

type is by no means extinct, and is frequently associated with
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family names indicative of descent either from the dusky present-

ments of Night or Mist. As instances, let me mention McNeil,

Son of the Cloud, Neul being Cloud
;
McQuoich, Son of the Night,

from Oidche Night
;

Thoringson, Thoring, and Thorne contain

allusions to the thunder cloud and to Thor, the thunderer.

It is a curious point that the somewhat drouthy study of

pre-historic details is occasionally enlivened by a gleam of the

flippancy of facts, as, for instance :—A man's tomb represented, as

closely as possible, the hut he had occupied during life ; but the

early idea of a hut was a shelter to hide in, as a cover for the head

(probably the head-covering idea was first and the hiding-place

second ; but they are closely connected), and so it came about that

the hat, blocked to the head, became the model for the hut, which

in turn became the model for his grave ; and we find, in fact, that

—for the most part—the long elliptical barrows contained the

remains of the long-headed Silurian race, while the round barrows

are the sepulchres of the rounder-headed bronze-using people who

succeeded them. If we follow Elton (p. 142) and Rolleston, and

other authorities, in admitting our probable descent from these

Neolithic parents, it is by no means an inglorious ancestry that

wTe should claim ; their valour was simply indomitable. u No
disaster," says Tacitus, "or loss of leaders, was sufficient to break

their obstinate spirit, and the Roman generals, accustomed to the

frivolity of the Gauls and the wild inconstancy of the British

Celts, vowed in vain to extinguish the name of the Silures"

(Tac. An. xii., 33-39), and it is possible that the refusal to

accept defeat, which we Britons regard as our typical quality,

is not derived from the phlegmatic beer-drinking Saxon of

later days, whose resistance to a foreign invasion was palpably

ineffective and emasculate, but from this strenuous and invincible

stock.

How, then, has it happened that they failed to hold their own

everywhere 1 There are several causes that account for their com-

paratively few descendants. In the first place they were probably

never very numerous according to modern ideas of population

;
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secondly, their inferior implements were not favourable to an

advance either in husbandry or arts, and consequently retarded

both population and progress; thirdly, perhaps in consequences

they were slight-limbed, short in stature, and apparently of no

great physical strength.

The succeeding race were a tall people with short round skulls

of the fair Finnish type, still prevalent in Danish and Slavonic

countries
;

they had lately discovered the use of metal, and

probably by its means found it possible to occupy and cultivate

the land hitherto left vacant by the stone-users, with whom they

were generally on friendly terms. They buried their dead in

round barrows, but their amicable relations with their neigh-

bours is shown by the fact that remains of men of both races are

not unfrequently found in the same grave, a circumstance which

has led to some confusion in classifying the owners afterwards.

The tangible records, however, of these early " peoples " are so

meagre that the most careful piecing-together of disjointed

fragments is productive only of what Professor Rolleston calls a

kind of natural history, and as such I will gladly leave it to

the physical science section of the Dorset Field Club, merely

explaining that I have followed Mr. Elton in suggesting that there

were two distinct pre-Celtic races in this country, who, in course

of time, amalgamated, as later the combined people united with

their successors, the Celts.

Our Forest barrows lie, as a rule, outside the woodland area of

the Forest, and the distribution of oval and round barrows (as we

might expect it to be) appears vague and without a visible system
;

but it may be the good fortune of some member of the D. F. C. to

be able to trace the gradual encroachment of the round-headed

bronze-users upon the settlements of the earlier dolichocephalic

race.

With the Celts, however, ethnic evidences multiply, and we

have in the place names of this neighbourhood, some of the most

interesting examples of the graphic Celtic nomenclature dating

apparently from a time anterior to the divisions of the Celtic race
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and language. Thus Clonmanron, an old name of Christchurch,

seems to contain the Erse word Guam, meadow (as in Clonboy,

Clonakilty, &c), combined with a North Gaelic ending, and con-

veying this description of the spot—" the meadow about the

peninsular." Similarly Ringwood, or ring hood (according to local

pronunciation), appears to be rien na coed—the shealing in the

wood, the first part of the name being Gaelic and the latter Welsh

—shewing that the Celtic speech had not split into its resultant

dialects at the time that the name was given. Whereas Crowe,

the hill in front of you, is almost certainly the Irish Croagh, and

Avon, as a river name, exists in Wales and Scotland, but not

commonly in Ireland. Stour, again, is found only in South Britain,

I believe. There is, however, in this neighbourhood a still more

interesting ethnic relic, in the shape of a family name—that of

Kyffin, a name found on the borders of this forest and county
;

and prevalent also on the borders of Wales ; it is a regular Welsh

word derived from the Latin word " Confines "

—

i.e., boundaries.

A curious instance (perhaps amcng many) of the survival of Wealic

speech in this district, for though in philological value this word

may be inferior to the name Ringhood, which links once more

the long-parted families of Gael and Cymry, yet its historic (or

what I venture to call Neo-historic) importance is worth some

consideration, since it appeals to you for a verdict upon this

question :
" Were surnames in use in the days of the Roman

supremacy, or was some form of Roman speech, which we may

call Wealic, in familiar and conventional use here, up to the

historical period of the assumption of surnames in this country V*

The pre-historic existence of the New Forest may be considered

to have terminated with the arrival of the Romans, but though the

light of history flashes fitfully from time to time upon other

districts in Britain, not a single gleam plays upon our Forest, We
can only conclude from the obviously unconquerable sterility of

a great portion of its surface, that its former was little different

to its present aspect. And it was probably " ager vastus," and let

to the surrounding proprietors "jointly and severally."
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I would ask you whether the Manor of Canterton may not

mark the boundary of centuriation (by which Roman territory

was divided into eenturise, or estates), marking the edge of the

ager vastus, so that to travellers who had passed the waste it

would come into prominence as the first sign of their re-entrance

into civilised country, and be named par excellence " the Centuria."

Another probable relic remains in this neighbourhood, at Burton,

near Christchurch, under the name of staple cross—an upright

stone standing upon a broad flat one ; this was apparently a

" terminus augusteus," marking the meeting point of three estates
;

such an erection is called in Anglo-Saxon charters a " stahpol,"

and, being at the meeting of three or four roads, it became the place

of exchange between traders, and hence staple became equivalent

to " market " in the present sense.

The Saxon period, though retrograde in character as regards arts

and civilisation, has left traces in this district that should not be

overlooked. When " Hampton " became an important station for

their predatory keels and " Wincastra" was occupied by the Wessex

Chiefs, the New Forest had a recognised value, not only as a

barrier towards the hostile " Wealas," but also as hunting ground,

supplying the barbarous court with game and venison ; and it is

interesting to note that places which now give sites to our railway

stations, bear chiefly Saxon names, indicative of the sylvan wild-

ness of this region. After Ringwood, which has been referred to,

comes Holmsley, the glade of hollies, then Brockenhurst, the

Badger's Wood, Lyndhurst, the wood of the stream and Totton,

the fox enclosure. It is difficult to reconcile the facts indicated by

these archaic names with the alleged complete devastation of this

district by the Conqueror in 1079, and this is not the only

difficulty in the way of our acceptance of that late tradition, for

Domesday shews that, excepting some central manors which ceased

to be cultivated, the majority continued in cultivation ; it shews

also that some few manors increased in value, such as Totton,

Marchwood, and Sway, and that others—Arne-Wood, Canterton,

and Fordingbridge:—remained stationary or fluctuated in value.
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The fact seems to be that William organised the management of

forests, instituting severe forest laws and seizing and afforesting

certain interior manors that might give trouble if in other hands,

and fixing the area in which the forest laws were to operate
;

for,

although " As greatly did he love the tall deer as if he were their

father," it was not to his interest to destroy valuable rateable

property, and his work seems to have been that of systematising

and developing for sport the wild district which his predecessors

had used, literally, " in the rough." The statement often quoted

that 52 parish churches, with villas, chapels, and manors were

destroyed to make the forest, was first made about 300 years

after the alleged event. A. contemporary work, " The Anglo-

Saxon Chronicle," speaks of the making of the forest, but says

nothing of the alleged wholesale destruction. It is said, on the

other hand, that two parish churches—those of Hordle and

Boldre—were built within the forest area, at or soon after the

afforestation.

One may well believe that some rectification of boundaries took

place, in which the claims of the Crown were not overlooked, but,

considering that " The good old rule, the simple plan," was so very

generally followed in that century, one must acknowledge that

William's rapacity was in this case tempered by politic moderation.

There is a singular legend attaching to a piece of land in this

Forest which is, I think, worthy of your consideration ;
but, natur-

ally, in regard to the time of the alleged occurrence, I cannot

suggest a more definite date than " Once upon a time."

The story goes that a Bishop obtained from the King a grant of

as much land in the Koyal Forest as he might be able to crawl

round on all fours, and he therefore started on his laborious

journey, accompanied by Ms wife ; and whenever the worthy

Prelate found his strength failing him, his wife supplied him with

food and restoratives that she had prudently brought with her,

thereby enabling him to complete his remarkable pilgrimage, and

secure a plot of ground many acres in extent, which was cer-

tainly acquired in this manner, for it is called " The Bishop's
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Crawl," and it has continued to belong to the See of Winchester

until quite recent times.

The similarity of this legend with that of " The Crawls of

Tichborne," in which the Lady of the Manor is said to have done

the crawling herself, in order to obtain the appropriation of a plot

of ground to charitable purposes, is noteworthy, especially as an

almost identical story is told of St. Bega (or Bee) in Cumberland;

so that in these three quaint legends we find a lady taking a pro-

minent part in the marking and securing of lands for special

purposes.

With that, perhaps, we should remain content, but the restless

etymologist, as usual, has something to add to and subtract from

the story. He will say that " Crawl " is a well-known old word

for " enclosure," being related to the Dutch " Kraal," the Spanish

" Corral," and probably to the Latin " Quadralis." He will also

say that " Hersel " is a Mediaeval term for " Fence," representing

the Low Latin word " Hercellus," a diminutive descendant of the

Greek " Hercos."

This pestilent person will even go further and hint that when
" Crawl " and " Hersell " had, in their former signification, succes-

sively disappeared from colloquial speech, the demand for some

explanation of these strange names led to the invention of both

the legend and the lady. The elders had heard it said that the

" Crawl" was here, and that " Hersell" began and ended there, so

obviously a lady was concerned in the crawling, and therefore,

since it was the " Bishop's Crawl," Hersell, by all rules of pro-

priety, must have been the " Bishop's Wife." So much for the

etymologist.

The story of Rufus and of the international conspiracy that

led to his assassination have been already discussed at " Rufus'

Stone," and it only remains to me to express my regret that the

length of this paper "crowds out" my apologies for its numerous

and palpable imperfections.
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By A. REYNOLDS.

'HE fine old Church of Milborne Port shows some

noble examples of Early Norman work.

It is, in plan, as you observe, cruciform. The

old columns supporting the Tower stand on bold

cushion bases. The North and South Transepts

still contain the Norman arches, which are de-

1 pressed in form. The arches dividing the Nave

from the Chancel were taken out and pointed arches springing

from the Norman capitals were introduced in order to carry the

superincumbent weight of the perpendicular portion or upper

storey of the tower which was built on the old Norman Cube to

contain the peal of six bells which were afterwards placed there

by Thomas Bilbie, of Chewstoke, near Bristol, in 1736. The

large buttress at the south east angle was built at the same time

to prevent " lateral thrust " and support the Tower.

I may add that there was evidently a strong feeling of com-

petition amongst the bell founders, Bilbie, of Chewstoke, Knight,

of Blandford, and Cockey, of Frome, for an inscription on one

of the bells gives the following :

—

Come here ! friend Knight and Cockey too

Such Work as this you cannot do

Thomas Bilhiet made all we,

+ I think this must have inspired Cockey as a Poet, for on one of his

Bells in the tower at Frome he has inscribed this :

—

God made Cockey and Cockey made me
In the Year of our Lord 1743.
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You will please note the portion of Norman arcading on the

North side of the Tower, which might have formed a Lantern

around the Tower formerly.

I must ask you to minutely inspect the old herring bone

masonry of the Turret in the south-west angle. The Turret is circular

in plan at the ground line, then verges into octagonal with a fine old

billet moulded string course, above which the form is a sexagon,

then with well arranged cut water stops, it again reverts to the

octagonal with the old stanchioned bulls eye, the whole forming a

charming feature much appreciated by the archaeologist.

This Turret was originally entered by a doorway from the South

Transept ; the rude insertion of the present belfry doorway has

much weakened the diagonal bond.

The bold, well-proportioned columns and Norman arch of the

South Doorway strongly remind one of the famous Norman work

at Ely Cathedral ; the quaintly carved Tympanum is worthy of

notice. (See engraving No. 3.)

Under the Tower inside there is a fine moulded and carved

panelled ceiling above which is the bell loft.

I now wish to call your attention to a photograph of the

original West end of the Church, which is well reproduced in

engraving No. 1. I much regretted taking it down, but to

lengthen the Nave westward some 28ft, we were compelled to do

so. I feel sure of the Saxon origin, as is evidently shewn on

the photograph, I also wish to draw your attention to the West

Doorway, which was rebuilt at the restoration in 1867 to 1869 ;

this is a fine specimen of 15th century work. I am strongly

inclined to think that the old chevron zigzag jambs and dentiled

arch now forming the doorway of our Guildhall (see engraving

No, 2) were taken from the Church when the present doorway

was inserted, inasmuch as the old dog tooth arch is built over a

wood Clavel or Bressumer which our 15th century ancestors

often adopted, but not the Normans or Early English builders
;

it is clear also that there is nothing else about the Hall which

agrees with the doorway.
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The fine old Rood Screen dividing the Tower from the Chancel

is a good example of pure 15th century woodwork ; the Tracery is

peculiar, it taking four panels to complete one arched design.

The bold coved cornice above evidently supported the original floor

of the Rood Loft.

In the South Wall of the Chancel is a Piscina ; there is a ledge

for a shelf on which to stand the Chalice and other sacred vessels

;

the rebate formed in jambs, with the iron hooks still remain-

ing, suggest that it has been used as an Aumbrye or locker.

In the East Wall of the Chancel are two arched recesses or

niches of different widths, one on each side of the Window;

upon these, no doubt, originally there were sculptured figures

of the patron Saint, St. John the Evangelist, and the Virgin

Mary.

Under the South Window of the South Transept, beneath a 14th

century arch, there is a Tomb with a recumbent figure, probably

that of the founder of the Chantry ; on the East side of the Tomb

is a Piscina.

In the North Transept will be found the Monuments, Hatch-

ments, and Escutcheons of the Hutchings, Coles, Walters, Tugwel],

and Medlycott families.

Under the raised floor of the Chancel Aisle is the old family

Vault (now closed) ; this aisle contains the Organ, and is now used

as a Choir Vestry.

The present Medlycott family vault is surrounded by a line of

fine Irish yews in the Eastern part of the Churchyard, and the

nine well-foimed arched Catacombs beneath the enclosure.

The South Wall of the Chancel is a most interesting example of

very early work, probably Saxon ; the double tier of Arcading

with the rude carved caps and string courses is an exceedingly

rare specimen of Saxon work. (See engraving No. 4.)

The two-light low side window in the angle, behind a large

buttress, was filled in to strengthen and support the Tower.

The three-light window on the East side of the Chancel Door

was a 14th Century insertion ; the village glazier has evidently
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boldly cut out the cusping of the tracery to save himself the

trouble of fitting his quarry-glazing to the heads of the lights.

The Vestry on the North angle was added at a Transitional

Period, as the two single light windows go to prove. Both are

built alike up to springing, but there is a Norman arch in one

and a pointed Early English arch in the other.

Within there are certain proofs trfiat the north wall of the

Chancel wTas originally the exterior wall.

In the Vestry are carefully preserved fine rare copies of

Erasmus' " Paraphrase " and Jewel's " Apology." These are

secured by chains to a shelf, as they were in their former position

in their situation under the Tower.

There also is the old Parish Bible, which is a fine copy of the

"Vinegar " Edition.

The Communion Plate consists of an Elizabethan Chalice and a

small ancient Paten, with a large 17th century Paten and a later

Flagon.

On the East side of the South Doorway there is a good specimen

of a 14th century holy water stoup, which, with other poitions

of the Church, suffered from the vandalism of Cromwell's soldiers,

who, it is said, converted the Church into a Barracks and stabled

horses within it, and tradition says that this so excited the

parishioners of Milborne Port that they rose to a man, and, assem-

bling with staves and forks at " Crackmore " Hill, succeeded in

preventing them from re-entering the town.

It is certain that some severe fighting took place on Highmore

Hill, a little to the South of Crackmore Hill
;
beyond the Quarries

are the entrenchments still visible, and no doubt guns were placed

here for the attack on Sherborne Castle. I remember myself in

1858, when anew Quarry was opened to obtain some Forest Marble

Stone to form the Choir and Altar Steps for Sherborne Abbey,

then undergoing restoration, that several bodies were uncovered :

they had evidently been very hurriedly buried, being only about

18 inches below the surface. I then observed that although the

bones were nearly perished the teeth in the skulls were sound,
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complete, and even white ; this made me imagine they were the

remains of young men.

I would add that a Mortuary was built in the Churchyard at

the restoration in 1869, and the canopied Niches and Holy Water

Stoup, and other relics, were preserved and built in to form the

structure.

The corbelled arch, forming the Porch of the old Vicarage, was

carefully taken down and rebuilt opposite the Schools at the

entrance to the Town, and now forms a pump house.

I have studiously avoided any notice of the work of the restora-

tion, but I cannot allow the present opportunity to pass without

a mark of respect to the memory of the late Sir William Coles

Medlycott, Bart. The Church without his aid would not have been

restored ; his untiring energy and anxiety to complete the restoration

were the admiration of the whole district. Mr. Henry Hall,

architect, of 19, Doughty-street, London, so well-known in the

West of England, under whose directions the works were executed,

has also left his Hall mark on the Vicarage and Schools, as well

as on many Churches in the district.







By H. J. MOULE, M.A.

July 2, 1857, a paper was read at St. Aldhelni's

Head describing the Chapel there. It was by the

Kev. J. H. Austen, warrant enough that the paper

is a good one, more especially as he was helped by

Mr. T. Bond. Indeed, it was in my mind to

propose that this description should again be read

at St. Aldhelni's rather than anything by myself.

But 1857 is a long time ago ; and several relevant things have

been more fully noted since. So, perhaps, I may be pardoned

for venturing to follow in the Kev. J. H. Austen's footsteps with

not his paper, but one of my own. My own, I say, but much of

it will be his and Hutching', and, above all, Mr. T. Bond's.

We may begin by dismissing what in my early boyhood was a

somewhat current idea, and possibly lingers still. It was thought

that this Chapel is, or is the successor of, that built by St. Aid-

helm in Purbeck, as recorded by William of Malmsbury. I

remember that it was said, on what, if any, ghost of a foundation,

I know not, that Aldhelm was eager to evangelise the heathen,

the still Wodenite heathfolk of Purbeck. He, somehow, could not

get at them landwards. So he took boat, went ashore below St.

Aldhelm's Head, so named from his action, and established a

Mission Chapel on the top. A beautiful episode is this in the

story of the Cross here in old England, twice heathen, twice
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Christian. But it must be given up. Anyone reading " Corfe

Castle"* will see that it is almost certain that the chapel built by

Aldhelm was at that spot. More than that, very likely the herring-

bone wall, now within a portion of the West curtain of Corfe Castle,

is part and parcel of that identical building of his. Yet the

Chapel on St. Aldhelm's Head, if it has not romance of written

history, has romance of position on the grand cape, 350 feet above

the sea—romance of almost 700 summers and winters' sunning and

shading its weathered stones—romance of most quaint and note-

worthy build. This we must now hasten to consider. The

Normans were great builders in number and scale of churches and

keeps raised by them. And many of these, as good as the day

they were finished, must have been well planned. Others not.

" Earth buildeth on the earth castles and towers," and the Nor-

mans did not always make sure that the earth they chose as a

foundation was " up to the weight." Witness Peterborough Tower.

Nor did the Normans always bear in mind the maxim so shortly

expressed by Jain builders of imperishable unvaulted domes.

" An arch never sleeps," said the Jains, and acted accordingly.

The Normans sometimes forgot it
}
and did not do enough to meet

the thrust of arched vault. Witness Studland Church. And

witness St. Aldhelm's Chapel. This accounts for the great uncouth

modern buttresses, which at once catch the eye on getting within

sight of what originally was a blank almost featureless square of

walls. Founded on a rock, there can be nothing wrong in the

footing of these walls. And to a stranger to the Chapel, and to any

description of it, it must be a puzzle why such sturdy-looking walls

should want so much shoring up. We shall see on entering.

But now we must say what few more words are needed about the

outside. No one with the faintest glimmer of knowledge of church

architecture can fail to see, even from afar, that St. Aldhelm's is

not as other churches are. For one thing it is a perfect square,

each of the four sides being 32 feet long. Then, the original

work presents to the eye the north and south walls wholly blank.

* Mr. T. Bond's " Corfe Castle," p. 137, &c.
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The west wall has, at its southern end, a good Norman door, billet

moulded in the hood over the outer one of its two plain orders.

The only window, or rather loop, only 6J inches in diameter, but

splayed within to more than 4 feet wide, is at the northern end

of the east wall. The walls are headed with a plain, partly modern,

cornice or weather table. This on the north side is corbelled.

Along the east side, a little above the window, runs a string course.

This with its cavetto moulding is puzzling, inasmuch as it seems

more recent than other original features of the building. At the

south-east angle is the only original addition to the bare walling

—namely, a shallow Noiman corner buttress. The two small

buttresses at the north-east angle seem to be later additions. This

want of original buttressing is to be deplored, for the walls had too

much expected of them. The moment we go within we see this.

We see, too, what a very uncommon, if not wholly unique, kind of

chapel this is. For Chapter-houses, and some other adjuncts of great

Minsters, as for instance the vestry of Salisbury Cathedral, this

construction which we see at St. Aldhelm's is familiar. But we

liave yet to learn that there is any other isolated chapel vaulted

in this way. From the front portion of a respond of two members

in the middle of each wall a blunt-pointed and slightly stilted

arched vaulting rib passes over to a simple respond on the opposite

face of a central pier about four feet square. These four arches are

the main ribs. The framework of the roof is completed by a pair

of cross ribs over each of the four squares thus formed. One of

these cross ribs in each square springs from a respond in the corner

of the walls and crosses in a round arch to the opposite angle of

the central pier. This diagonal rib is again cut by another similar

rib passing from the inner member of one wall respond to the

corresponding portion of the next wall respond. These diagonal

cross ribs rise higher than those first mentioned. All this is

described without, of course, implying that the vaulting plan is in

itself peculiar in the least degree, only as used for a small isolated

chapel. In the soffit of the keystone of each pair of diagonal ribs

a cross is cut. All the spaces between the ribs are filled with
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rough groining. The imposts of pier and responds are simply-

moulded. The bases are plain stones. It seems to us remarkable

that the door-jambs and head, pier, responds, and vaulting ribs are

all stop-chamfered. The various features seem to show that the

date of St. Aldhelm's is between 1150 and 1200. There is no

altar remaining, but some sign of seemingly the foot-pace or altar

platform was formerly visible near the window. The Chapel is

not truly orientated, the east wall facing a little south of the

cardinal point.

Unsuited, and certainly never meant, for a large body of

worshippers, St. Aldhelm's must have been a fitting and impressive

sailor's chantry. Of late years, after many generations of ruin and"

other desecration, it has been a church for the coastguard. We
have still to say a word about the outer* roof of this strange build-

ing. We now see it as it was restored or remodelled early in this

century, partly by Mr. Morton Pitt, but mostly by the Earl of

Eldon. It would almost seem that the outer roof was then a mere

wreck. For part of the inner groining of the Chapel had fallen

in, and there was only a fragment remaining of an important feature,

which has been much discussed. This was a shaft or column

which, standing over the central pier of the groining, is believed to

have risen above the roof, of whatever kind that roof may have

been. The idea is that this shaft carried either a bell, or a fire

cresset, or both, as a guide and warning to mariners. It has been

objected that there is no sign of stairs to give access to the beacon.

This seems no valid difficulty. A wooden step-ladder alongside

(say) the north wall, and at the eave turning at right angles up the

roof, would be a very simple piece of work
;
and, if abandoned to

decay, would leave no mark. The slight bank round the Chapel

may be nothing but a remnant of a stone or turf fence, but we are

not aware that it has ever been tested by spade work. At the

* The late Mr. T. Bond strongly doubted the truth of the idea that the

original roof was wholly of stone, the tile stones laid on a rubble

pyramid built on the vaulting. Such, however, according to Hutchins,

is the construction now.
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south side there are signs of foundations. Here may be the site of

a priest's cell, supposed to have adjoined the Chapel.

Such is a cramped, blotted picture of grey, rock-founded, high-

placed St. Aldhelm's. Yet, perhaps, these sentences about this

Chapel might set even those who have never seen it thinking that

this strange chantry must have a strange story. It must ;
and,

may be the Rev. W. M. Barnes, or some other patient searcher

into the Close Rolls and such like, may find some glimmering

light on that story. But, as now, we know it not. Only it seems

to have been of kingly founding, for it wTas the kings who at one

period paid the chaplain of St. Aldhelm's. Nor was his fifty

shillings a year such poor pay as it sounds, inasmuch as it was the

same as the chaplain of Corfe Castle received. We know not the

story of St. Aldhelm's by writing, nor yet by folk-tale. Mr. T.

Bond considers it proof of there being no such tradition that its

style and title among the neighbours formerly was the Devil's

Chapel. Yet through and beyond this dark dedication there must

have been some glimmering half-memory of an older one. For this,

like St. Katharine's, Abbotsbury, was a wishing chapel. The votary

dropped a pin into a hole in the central pier and wished. It has

often been done within the last ten years, the Vicar of Worth tells

me. Nay, there was a pin in the hole at the time of reading this

paper. Moreover, on Whit-Thursday, Worth fair-day and club-

day, the people went with music to St. Aldhelm's, decked the grey

sombre interior with flowers, and danced there, as the Seistas do

before Seville high altar. It is a strange thought that this Chantry

for sailors' masses should come to be called the Devil's Chapel—to

be a dancing place—and, as in my remembrance, a house for

coastguard stores. It was otherwise when the crews of caravel and

galliasse, heaving and tossing up Channel, rejoiced to see the

cresset on St. Aldhelm's roof-top—the compline-light from the loop

below. Let us rejoice that after all changes and chances—half-ruin

—degradation—the Devil's Chapel is again Domns Dei, Janua

Cceli.
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By R. FETHBRSTONHAUGH FRAMPTON, J.P., with

a description by H. J. MOULE, M.A,

author's acquaintance and of informing her of the mistake.

I was in a position to do the latter, inasmuch as Lady Morgan

had been governess in our family. In fact she instructed

my own father in his childhood. Besides the notice of Lady

Morgan there was much in the book which greatly interested me.

For instance, Miss Blackborne speaks of "The Lost Book of

Kildare." On reading this passage my thoughts instantly flew to

MY attention having been excited by a paper

on Dorchester " Domesday," read by Mr.

Moule last year, I thought it might interest

the Field Club to introduce the above-named

book to their notice. As far as I can learn this

MS. was given to Lady Harriott Frampton

about the year 1840. Some few years ago an

interesting book, entitled " Illustrious Irish-

women," was published by Miss Owens

Blackborne. In this volume she gave a slight

record of Lady Morgan's life. As it was not

quite correct I made a point of seeking the
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the old Moreton MS., which seems certainly to have belonged

formerly to the Earls of Kildare. I lost no time in paying a visit

to the British Museum with the book, carefully packed up, under

my arm. On producing my prize to Messrs. Bond and Sims, of the

MS. department, it caused no small interest and excitement. *

Mr. Bond informed me that it is a Book of the Hours of the

Virgin, French, probably Norman. This he thought because of the

Saints named in the MS., several especially belong to Normandy,

as also some are English. The date he pronounced to be early in

the fifteenth century. Similar interest was felt, and a similar

opinion was expressed about the Moreton MS. by a learned Irish

antiquary, Father Murphy, Hon. Sec. of the Kildare Archaeological

Society. Lord Mayo, President of that Society, had been con-

sulted by me as to the possibility of our MS. being the " Book

of Kildare." He asked Father Murphy, who, in a letter of Nov.

12, 1891, settles the question in the negative. He says :
—"The

notion which is abroad about the lost Book of Kildare has origin-

ated, I believe, in a passage of Giraldus Cambrensis' Topographia

Hibernica (written in the 12th century). He describes there at

some length a book which he had seen at Kildare, containing the

four Gospels according to St. Jerome's version." Father Murphy

afterwards remarks :

—"I conclude that the book is just what you

say, a Livre d'Heures, or prayer book . . .
." From the very

different date and contents of the Moreton MS. it is, therefore,

plain that it is not the Book of Kildare. Its intrinsic beauty,

however, makes it, I think, a very fitting subject to engage the

attention of the Field Club. I have, therefore, asked Mr. Moule

to write a description of it as follows :

—

In beginning a necessarily incomplete account of the details of

the book in question it is impossible to avoid a word or two of

joyful surprise at the wealth of relics of old times yet remaining

* In the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, there is a Book of the Hours,

the decoration of which looks as if it must have been done by the artist

of the Moreton Book. The Fitzwilliam MS. is described as Northern

French and of the latter part of the 15th century.
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in Dorset country houses. A few years ago Mr. A. Bankes

astonished everyone, including himself, by the amazing amount

of splendid things, from 15th century chasubles to 18th century

laced waistcoats, heirlooms of Dorset families, and sent for

exhibition at his request. Then, only last year we saw with

astonished delight the Luttrell Psalter. And here, in a country

house only a few miles from the home of that Psalter, is

another MS. of quite wonderful beauty. It is, perhaps, the

highest praise of it that we fear not to name it with that cele-

brated book at Xulworth Castle. The interest of the Moreton

book is different, but hardly inferior. It has not the set pictures

of contemporary life, which are such a distinguishing feature of the

Luttrell Psalter. But the Moreton " Hours " in its seventy-three

Miniatures of sacred subjects, of perfect mediseval execution, and

almost all fairly well preserved, stands very high indeed in this

class of MS. And, moreover, it gives incidentally many an interest-

ing touch depicting contemporary costume. For instance there is in

the pictures of the Three Kings a portraiture of the strange fashion

of wearing a pair of long hose of contrasting colours ; in this case

one white, the other scarlet. We come now to speak of this choice

book in such detail as may be, within reasonable bounds. It

consists of more than 250 numbered leaves of vellum, each ten

inches and a-half by seven and a quarter. The book is in seemingly

its original binding. The boards are of wood, the first is * plane or

beech ; the other oak. These are covered with rough calf, which

is now light buff outside. But, from the colour of the overlaps

within, the whole would seem to have been red. The two clasps

are gone. Close to the front edge of each board there are five small

ornamented rivets, retaining fragments of leather beneath them
;

and, again, beneath the leather in two instances there is red velvet.

These rivets may have been the fastening of either flaps, or more

likely an entire outer loose case or wrapping of red velvet. There

* If plane, which I think it is, this board is evidence that the book is

foreign. The plane tree is said to have been introduced by Francis Earl

of Verulam, after the date of this book of course.
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is no sign of any inner lining of the boards, but, perhaps, the

velvet cover concealed both faces of them.

There are three fly-leaves originally blank. On the first

page thereof is written in a hand probably of the latter part

of the 15th century, as an addition to the original book, a

quatrain and prayer to the Virgin Mary. It is not divided into

lines. It begins :

—

Stella celi extirpauit que lactauit dominum
Mortis pestem quern plantauit primus pauens hominum
Pia [or prima ?] stella nunc dignetur sidera compescere

Quorum bella pleben cedunt dire mortis ulcere.

0 gloriosa stella maris a peste succurre nobis. Audi nos nam te

filius nichil negans honorat. Salva nos Jesu pro quibus mater te

orat, &c, &c.

It may be well here to notice all the other inserted writings of

whatever kind before speaking of the original MS. itself.

On fly-leaf 3 occurs the first of several records connected with

the Earls of Kildare. "The 13 day of September, 1555, was Mary

Dochter to Geralde, the restored Erl of Kyi dare, borne at Maynooth.

The 28 day of December, 1559, was Geralde sone and here [born

at 1] Maynooth.

Then in a different, but perhaps contemporary hand, "Symon

Barnewall wrote this." Miss Elackborne has given Mr. Fetherston-

haugh Frampton the following extract from " Liber Munerum," a

digest of records relating to Ireland :
—" Patrick Barnewall, of

Gracedieu, Co. Dublin, Esq., Sergt.-at-Law (Knt.), Privy Seal,

Windsor, Aug. 5, 1550. Patent in Dublin Oct. 1, 1550.

Died 1552." Symon may have been a relative of this Patrick.

Lower on the same page is written " Elinor Hilborne," with

abbreviated words above, which have not been decyphered. We
next give the substance of several records of births and deaths in

the Kildare family, written in at the fitting places in the calendar,

presently to be described. These records seem all to be by the
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same hand and of the 16th century. "Natus Edimardus filius

Gerald i comitis Kildarie filii Geraldi, January 17, 1528." " Natus

est Geraldus* filius Geraldi filii Geraldi comitis Kildarie, Ao. Do.,

1525." "In * aniatacone bte marie obiit Thomas filius Johannis

septs comes Kildarie ac Justic dm. reg. hibio, 1477, sepaltus est in

monasterii omn. sctm, Dublin."

" Obitus Thome octavi com. Kild qui erat filius Johis com : Kild :

dom : de Ossaly et Justic : Hibio, March 9, 1328. Idem Thomas

edificauit capell. bte mrie in monasterio mar [monachorum 1 f\ in

Kild : ubi sepel. et dom. Johan : de burgo uxor ejus."

"Mai. 28, 1254 ob : Mauricius filius Geraldi qui primus induxit

fres ordinis predicatorum et mor [minorum 1 1] et edificavit castm

deSlygagh."

" Obiit Geraldus filius Mauricii dns de Ossaly apud Parthmor 20

Julii 1286 et sepelitnr in mon : mior de Kyld."

"Obitus Maur : filii Thome quarti comitis Kyldar qui obiit, 15

Aug., 1380, et sepel : in cancell : see trinitat Dublin."

"Obiit Johannes filius Thome primus comes de Kild : et

sepelitur in eccl : cathed : Daren," Sept. 10, 1316 :"

" Obitus Geraldi filii Thome octaui comitis de Kyld : et deput :

rgis in Hib : per triginta annos, et sepel : in mon : from obsuan

juxta pontem dc Kylcullene, Oct. 6, 1517."

" Obiit Geraldus filius sexti comitis de Kyld : et sepel : in

monast : omnium scm de Dublin, Oct. 17, 1527."

" Obiit domina Alisona fil : Rolandi Custas (?) militis dom : de

Portlest, prima uxor Geraldi octaui comitis de Kyld : fil :

Thome, et sepelitur in novo monasterio iuxta pont : de Kilcullene

quod dictus Rolandus edificauit et fundauit."

."Julii 13, 1469. Isto die natus erat Edwardns filius Johis

comitis Wigorne circa horam terciam post meridiem."

Other inserted writings noticed are as follow :—On f. 105 occurs

in a sixteenth or seventeenth century hand, " Thomas Norton, of

Norton." Lastly, on the reverse of the last leaf of the book, we

* This word is hard to read. It may be " assumptione " possibly.
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find the following irregular lines in a hand apparently of the

seventeenth century :

—

" Humanus ille qui procul deliciis

Hanc vallem lugubrem voluit intrare

Servi defunctus munere

Jesus is erat qui natus ex Maria

Regiam linquens phennis glorie

Nos solvens omni fcenore

Gracior quisque alter nec benignior

Reperiri nequit Jesu suauissimo

Duro post passo verbera

Magnes amoris modestia.

F. N."

Probably F. N. was another Norton of Norton.

Finally, in a seventeenth, or possibly sixteenth century hand, is

a name which seems to be " Laughton."

This digression, from the description of the original MS., seemed

not uncalled for, but it has run to such a length as to prevent any

further remark than a suggestion that out of these inserted

writings, taken with the arms and motto mentioned presently, it is

just possible that something like a history of this fine book might

be discovered by diligent use of Armorials, Peerages, and Narratives

of the epoch. I need hardly remind you that historic names are

among those births, obits, &c.—several of the great house of Fitz-

gerald foes of the Butlers, notably the " Restored Earl," whose life

was a romance—Tiptoft, Earl of Worcester, * beheaded 1470, a

year after the here recorded birth of his son—and who can Norton

of Norton be but one of the house of Rylstone 1 As to the

Fitzgeralds, note that of the great tragedy of the clan, when the

Earl of Kildare (his birth is here), when he and his 5 uncles were

all beheaded together, " the rest is silence." On the reverse of

fly-leaf i. and obverse of fly-leaf ii. are written in a 17th or 16th

century hand " The contents of this boke," extending, however,

only to f. 233, and not free from mistakes. As far as I know it

* Pice. Hist, of England, ii. 107.
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presents no items of unknown or even uncommon occurrence in

mediaeval Books of the Hours. But the officium parvum B.V.M.,

which, I believe, is the Book of Hours of the Virgin commonly

used by devout Romanists of the present clay, is a very much

smaller collection of offices, &c, but with more hymns. The book

begins with the Calendar. This is a lovely work. Each page is

bordered with a band of very delicate pen-lined scroll-work. This

is adorned with some coloured strawberries and flowers, and with

a profusion of small leaves and buds of bright gold. Among these

flowers is the blue " cornflower." This of itself is a witness in

favour of Mr. Bond's opinion that this MS. is foreign. The

cornflower is not indigenous here. It has been imported with

foreign seed corn, which probably was unknown in 15th century

England. The plantain, with five or more seed-spikes and seven

leaves, is also depicted several times as a decoration ; but not, like

the flowers, part and parcel of the scroll-work. The illuminated

border is further varied heraldically. On the first and second pages

of the Calendar is a porcupine, sable, collared and tethered or. It

is, we think, doubtful whether or not this is a crest. Other figures,

non-heraldic, occur. Such are a white porcupine, a peacock, a

goldfinch, and a wyvern. But a coat, sable, three bells argent, is

pourtrayed repeatedly. Mr. Fetheistonhaugh Frampton learns

from Mr. Hutchings, of Sandford Orcas, Somerset, that these are

the arms of the Porters of Very Hall, Westmoreland. It is quite

possible that they may also have been borne by some French house.

But we may, again, suppose the MS. to have been made in Nor-

mandy for a Porter, there in the train of King Harry V., after his

triumphant acquisition of that province. In one place this coat

impales a very quaint looking one. It is sable, a lion rampant, or,

counterchanged per bend sinister. A motto occurs several times,

which seems to belong to the supposed Porter coat. It is " Aultre

ne veul mes." It is just possible that the force of this brief clause

may be Let not another desire what is mine." Or the words,

again, may be an epitome, or suggestion rather, of a sentence.

Such mottoes are not unknown. There is the Hamilton " Through"
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and the noble motto of Edinburgh town, " Nisi Dominus frustra,"

for instance. On the Calendar, on f. 13, follows a page of

extreme richness. The text is the beginning of a long prayer. It

commences :
—" Deus omnipotens pater Alius et spiritus sanctus da

michi famulo tuo victoriam contra inimicos meos." The initial and

border of this page are very good. But the picture, viewed as a

medi£eval work of art, is alike in conception and execution most

remarkable. It represents the Trinity. The First and Second

Persons are seated on a throne, the Son on the dexter side. In

face they are exactly alike, and with the appearance of the same

age, about thirty.* They are robed alike, blue lined with green.

Five pages are occupied by the following well known hymn to the

Virgin Mary and the five illustrative illuminations :

—

Gaude virgo mater christi

Que per aurem concepisti

Gabriele nuntio.

Gaude quia deo plena

Peperisti sine pena

Cum pudoris lilio.

Gaude quia tui nati

Quern dolebas mortem pati

Fulget resurrectio.

Gaude christo ascendente

Et in celum te vidente

Motu fertur proprio.

Gaude que post christum scandis

Et est honor tibi grandis

In celi palatio.

Ubi fructu ventris tui

Per te detur nobis frui

In perhenni gaudio.

* This, in the 15th century, is, to say the least, uncommon. In the

13th century it was not so. But Didron says "About 1360 the idea of

paternity and filiation became irrevocably fixed, and shows itself more

and more clearly down to our own time." He gives an example in which

the Father is as an old man, the Son as about 25 years younger, and the

Holy Ghost as about 45 years younger. Iconographie Chretienne.

English Version, Bohn, p. 216.
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The sixth stanza is continued on after the fifth, and is not divided

into metrical lines.

The illuminations are as follows:—(Stanza 1.) The Annunci-

ation. The Virgin's blue mantle falls in delicate folds worthy

of Angelico. (Stanza 2.) The Bethlehem stable. St. Joseph is

bringing in a faggot in one hand and a pan of fire in the other. It

is as though Master Hugh Latimer, preaching at Grimthorpe on

Saint Stephen's Day, 1552, was thinking of this or a like picture

when, speaking of the Nativity, he says :
—" Here is a question to

be moved. Who fetched water and who made a fire 1 It is

like that Joseph himself did such things." * (Stanza 3.) TheKesur-

rection. The soldiers in plate armour. (Stanza 4.) The Ascension,

in presence of twenty or more spectators, including the Virgin Mary,

in accordance with the stanza, " te vidente." Here, as throughout

this MS., the head of every sacred person is nimbed with brilliant

gold. In this instance the effect of this large group of nimbi,

partly seen one over another, is very strange. So is the childlike

naivete of conception of " a cloud received Him out of their sight."

Our Lord's feet and the skirt of his robe appear at the top of the

picture below an heraldic " nebule." (Stanza 5.) God the Son,

enthroned, is blessing the Virgin, kneeling and crowned. Our

Lord is depicted in a very beautiful mediaeval style. After this

hymn follows a most remarkable part of the book, extending from

f. 19 to 88. This consists of "Memoriae," short memoirs as we

may call them, of angels and saints, fully sixty in all. Every

" Memoria " is headed by a rich and delicately wrought picture

measuring about 5 inches by 3J, in some of which, however, the

faces of popular saints have been injured by some zealous Protes-

tant. Moreover, there is to each a small but beautiful initial letter,

and the scroll bordering, as in the Calendar, continues. It is quite

out of the question to do more than barely notice one or two of

these extremely interesting and, in their mediaeval manner, most

beautiful pictures. It would need a volume to do even scant

* Sermons of Bishop Latimer, xxxv. Parker Soc. Edition, Vol. ii.,p.

109.
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justice to the whole. It may be remarked, in the first place, that

in these pictures, as in those which go before and those few which

follow the " Memoriae," the colours are brilliant, but not generally

glaring. The artistic effect is not a little marred by the gold nimbi

;

also in some pictures by a background more or less composed of a

rich obtrusive chequer of gold and colours. Others are backed by

very interesting efforts to give a natural ' landscape, showing in the

distance one and the self same castle repeatedly. Over the

landscape is sometimes a conventional sky, deep azure or rarely red^

with gold rays. Other pictures have architectural interiors as their

backgrounds. Perspective is by no means ignored, light and shade

very much so. As to the pourtrayal of angelic and human figures

it is difficult to know how to speak. The subjects seem to have

been conceived with childlike simplicity, executed with a childlike

directness, which in several instances has produced grotesqueness

and ghastliness. Of the former an instance is mentioned above in

the notice of the miniature of the Ascension. Again, it appears

in the pictures of the Flagellation and of the Martyrdom of St.

Sebastian. The executioners are drawn with one foot in the air in

the strenuousness of their doing of their horrid task. The most

ghastly picture is that of the torture with pincers of St. Agatha.

On the other hand, the limner shows no small desire to give to the

saints faces of refinement of feature and of calm sanctity of

expression. But his conception of beauty, especially female beauty,

is very imperfect. The eyes are always, I think, small and without

much animation. The drapery for dignity and delicate rendering

of folds is often as good as can be. These few general remarks,

called forth by the " Memorise " miniatures, apply also to the six

going before and the seven coming after. Of the series of Memorise

the first is that of St. Michael. He is treading under foot the

struggling, grotesque dragon. This " Memoria " ends with the

collect, " Deus qui nliro ordine," used by us of the Church, in

English, for Michaelmas. There is here, differently from most of

the other " Memoriae," a tailpiece as well as headpiece. It repre-

sents three archangels, vested almost ecclesiastically and with bright
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coloured wings. Close to one archangel, doubtless Gabriel, is a

label with the Ave on it. Behind the archangels is a six-winged

cherub, of a uniform deep scarlet, a very strange figure. Of the

other " Memorise " even such slight detail as the above is

impossible. Only one or two special points can be spoken of. In

proof of Mr. Bond's assertion that several saints, English, or espe-

cially revered in England, are included in this book, I may name

the following, taken almost at random :—Erkenwald, Thomas,

George, Winifred, Radegund, Eadmund, Cuthbert, Wandgresil,

Friswide. Of these the Memoria of St. George is noteworthy from

his white horse being very well drawn. Still better is the fore-

shortened, high-pacing black charger of St. Martin. A picture full

of strange quaintness is that of the martyrdom, in a boiling

cauldron, of St. Juliana. An executioner is vigorously blowing the

fire with bellows. The same household implement comes in very

grotesquely in the picture of St. Genevieve. Hovering near her is

an angel with a lighted taper, ready to relight one which she holds

as, probably, symbolizing divine grace. A flying demon on the

other side is doing his best, or worst, to blow out her taper with

bellows.

After the existing Memoriae ff. 89 and 90 are missing. Ef. 91"

97 contain what I believe is properly designated the Psalter of the

Blessed Mary. This begins with the prayer "Domine labia mea

aperi." The office contains Psalms 95, 8, 19, and 24, with Lessons,

Suffrages, and Aves interspersed. It ends with the Te Deum.

This section of the MS. is less ornate than the Memoriae. Its

bordering, although of the same style, is less in extent than that of

the Memoriae, and there is but one picture, the head piece. But,

although simpler, it is very beautiful. The picture is of the Virgin

and Child, attended by two angels, one of whom is playing on a

" regal," or hand-organ. * On f. 98 begin the " Hours." Possibly

it may be well to say that this is the name of seven or properly

eight daily services, of which a chief object seems to have been the

recital of the Psalter. These hours in Saxon and English are as

* Proctor on The Common Prayer, p. 11.
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follows :—1. Nocturns alias Matins, a night service ; 2. Uhtsang,

Lauds, an early morning service generally joined to the former, at

daybreak ; 3. Primesang, Prime, a later morning service ; 4. Under-

sang, Tierce, at 9 a.m. ; 5. Middaysang, Sext, at noon ; 6. Noonsang,

Nones, at 3 p.m. ; 7. Evensang, Vespers, evening service
;

and,

8. Nightsang, Compline, at bedtime. In the Moreton book the first

we find is " Ad Laudes." As there seems no deficiency at f. 98 I

suppose the above-mentioned blending of Matins with Lauds is here

carried out. This Hour is headed by a picture of the Visit to

Elizabeth. Folios 106 and 107 are missing. They would seem to

have formed part of Lauds, for on f. 108 duly follows " Ad Primam."

This Hour has no picture as its heading, but a most beautiful letter

D, by far the finest work of this kind in the book. It is the initial

of the prayer " Deus in adiutorium meu. intende." On the reverse

of f. Ill is a ghastly picture of the Flagellation. Our Lord is

bound so that He " gives " not " His back to the smiters." One of

them, by the bye, has hose of differing colours, red and green.

Folio 114 is missing. It must have contained the greater part of

" AdTertiam," Tierce. Folio 115 begins in the middle of v. 1 of

Ps. 124. This Psalm is followed by the 125th. On the reverse of

f. 116 comes "AdNonam." The picture is of the Crucifixion. In

the foreground is the good centurion, oddly enough in civil dress,

and a very interesting representation of 15th century costume it is.

On f. 119 is "Ad Vesperas " with the Descent from the Cross; and

lastly on the reverse of f. 123 is a picture of the Entombment, as

the heading of " Ad Complectorium," Compline. Failing a mediaeval

" Hours " to collate with this one I am not sure whether or not this

office is complete. It ends with " anime omnium fidelium . . . .
,

requiescant," on the verso of f. 127, the reverse of which is blank,

as if possibly part of the text, and probably some decoration have

been overlooked. Folio 128 is missing, and doubtless contained a

good picture as also the beginning of an office consisting of Psalms

40, 32, 38, &c. (the penitential Psalms) followed by Psalms 120 to

134. Then on the reverse of f. 144 begins the Litany. Of course

all here know that this noble office, as used in the Church of
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England, is in the main a translation of the ancient Latin one, as

far as it goes. But the difference of the Anglican from the Roman

Use is singularly conspicuous in this MS. Throughout fourteen

pages there is a continuous column down each, of uniform illumina-

tion. On examination these fourteen columns are seen to consist

of the letter S, repeated eighteen times in each, 252 in all. These

are the initials of Sancte or Sancta—Sancte Hieronyme ore pro

nobis, Sancta Katarina ora pro nobis, and so on. This, like all the

later offices in this book, has far less decoration than the " Memorise
"

and the portions before them. In the later ones the rich graceful

decoration comes in chiefly, or only, in connection with a chief

initial, such as at the beginning of a Psalm. Folio 155 is missing,

stolen most likely for the sake of its picture, which doubtless was

the heading of a Psalter, at least an office comprising a number of

Psalms, but also " Magnificat," the writing of Hezekiah (" ego dixi in

dimidio dierum "), " Benedictus," Lessons, and various prayers for

the dead, to be used at " Dirige" or " Placebo." Folio 204 is wrongly

numbered, following 168, yet no leaf is missing there. Folio

220 is gone. On f. 221 "sequitur commendatio animarum," an

office for the souls of the dead. It is headed by a very remarkable

picture of a Burial. The clerical vestments are very distinctly

rendered. The two grave diggers, in strangely awkward postures,

are filling the grave, using wooden iron-shod shovels. An extraor-

dinary looking feature is a contest for the soul of the dead man.

An angel is carrying it upwards, a devil with a two-toothed Hook

trying to drag it down. At f. 229 there is another mistake, that

number occurring twice. On the reverse of f. 232 begins the last

section of this MS. It commences with a long rubric, from which

we gather that this is the Psalter of St. Jerome, a translation

dictated to him, or enjoined on him, by an angel. It contains

Psalms 5, 28, 34, 61, 5L, 31, 86, 102, 130, 143, &c. Then, after

a prayer, is the majestic " Veni Creator," strangely enough not

spaced metrically. There are several prayers to God the Son, and

an extraordinary series of acts of adoration to the Virgin Mary—to

her hands, lips, &c, &c, preceded by a prayer to her and followed
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finally by one to God the Son. This Psalter is adorned by a very

highly finished picture. St. Jerome, in black robe and cardinal's

red hat, is sitting at his writing table and holding in his left hand

the large knife which is seen in some other mediaeval pictures of

scribes, and the use of which seems rather puzzling. His right

hand is raised in benediction over a lion, which holds up one of its

paws which a thorn is piercing. The last leaf of the MS. is

mutilated above and below, pictures having most likely been cut

out. - But, the reverse being blank, I suppose that no entire leaves

are missing at, what we have at length reached, the end of this

lovely book.

In winding up this long, yet very imperfect description, I regret

that the task did not fall into the hands of an expert, and of a

sympathetic expert. As a Protestant Anglican I cannot but feel

myself unable to look at this most noteworthy MS., from a Roman

point of view. The picture of the Holy Trinity is revolting ; so is

the cultus, bo it latreia or be it douleia, in the " G-aude Virgo " and

in the middle portion of the Litany. This feeling is an obstacle to

fair weighing of the merits of the book. Again, apart from all

that, artistically it is difficult for a modern to realise one great

obstacle in the way of the ascetic mediaeval limner. His asceticism

debarred him from branches of study to which almost wholly the

artists of this day owe their anatomical correctness and force of

drawing. We, for instance, have no right to do what is so easy—to

make fun of the awkward wrongness of drawing in the grave digger

above-mentioned. Again, as to some other defects, such as want

of light and shade and consequently of relief in the figures, we

must remember that in drapery some of them are very much in the

manner of the contemporary Fra Angelico. The limner sins in good

company. Now, in the great National Gallery Angelico, at first

we see little but a corona of most ugly and obtrusive wings. Yet

soon we look off from them to the angels who move them ; and

each minute grows up and up, a reverent sense that this painting

has been done by a good man in a heavenly mood. So, if in a

lower degree, we think a true mind will deem of the Miniator of
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this flower-garden of a book. I cannot but believe, all faults not-

withstanding, that in these yet glowing pages a holy and humble

man of heart strove, not without prayer and fasting, to give his art

as a wave offering to God. Of the glory of God he thought through-

out his months, aye, more likely years, of limning of the mockings

and scourgings, the sorrows, the deaths of the holy ones of whom

the world was not worthy. Longfellow, in the scene of the

Scriptorium, must have been inspired by some miniatured MS.

such as the Moreton " Hours."
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By Rev. Canon RAVENHILL, M.A., R.D.,

Vicar of BucMand Netvton-cum-Plush.

(Paper Read at the Winter Meeting of the Dorset Field

Club, December, 1892.

JJlHE present name of Hazelbury has developed from

I

Hasilbergh, Hasilbere, Asalbere, Hsezl-bere, the

;^3E^r Hazel Copse. 1 It is not found in Domesday Book,

"^t^^Sr so that the parish must have been surveyed by

^^aSa some name entirely lost, or included in some

adjacent parish or parishes.

"We have the name mentioned in the time of

King John, when Eichard de Hasilbere held the Manor of Hasil-

bury in capite of King John. He had the honour of being

beheaded and hung by the feet below the Park of Shirborne. In

time of war he had acted against the kiug and committed felony.

Hutchins 2 says some records declare that the Hazelbury to which

this refers was in Somerset. The point being uncertain, as a

Dorset Field Club perhaps we may claim the benefit of the doubt

of having provided one from our county to run his head, and lose it,

1 The hazel is still very plentiful at Hazelbury Bryan.

2 Vol. i., p. 275. 3rd edition.
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against King John, whose every footstep, according to Shakspere,

was stained with blood. 3

The name Bryan first appears in Edward IIL's reign, when the

Manor was granted to Guido de Bryan and Eichard Acton Knights

by Roger Speke and Alice, his wife, Thomas, the son, and Lucy

and Alice, daughters of the said Alice.

In the Quarterly Review, April, 1889, there is an interesting

article on the House of Percy. We are there told Henry Percy,

grandson of Hotspur, married Eleanor, granddaughter of Lord

Poynings, and thus acquired the Baronies of Poynings, Fitz Payne,

and Bryan.

In the reign of Mary, Henry, Earl of Arundel, who had

received a grant of the Manor and Advowson under Henry VIII.,

had licence to alienate them to Thomas, Earl of Northumberland.

The Percy family afterwards sold the estates to the tenants in fee.

This probably accounts for the large number of small freeholders

now in this parish. The advowson was excepted from the sale.

The patronage still remains with the Duke of Northumberland,

who has not an acre of land in the parish nor in the Diocese.

The ecclesiastical link between Hazelbury and Alnwick Castle

has promoted a wholesome migration from the hardy north to the

sunny south. The two last rectors have both " hailed " from

Northumberland. Canon Wheeler, the present incumbent, holds

an honorary stall in Newcastle Cathedral.

With regard to the Hazelbury rectors, it is a remarkable

coincidence that for a hundred and twenty years they have all

been Cambridge Johnians, till Canon Wheeler, who was at Christ's

College, a sister foundation to St. John's, both being founded by

the Countess of Richmond, mother of Henry VII.

The late rector, the Rev. Richard Burdon, built the new rectory

in 1861, when tithe was at 112 and not at 75. Now the mansion,

3 " We will not line his thin bestained cloak

With our pure honours, nor attend the foot

That leaves the print of blood where'er it walks."

Shakspere. -King John, Act iv., Scene iii.
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perhaps, suggests the old Dragoon's Toast—" May you never be

over-housed nor under-horsed."

The present rector has commenced the restoration of the fine old

church. He is working in a truly conservative spirit. He has

called to his assistance the eminent architect, Mr. Carpenter, 4 son

of the restorer of Sherborne Abbey a generation back. He has

given me a copy of Mr. Carpenter's report, dated January, 1889.

From this report I largely quote in this paper.

Approaching the church from the north-west, we cannot fail to

be struck by its majestic and massive tower, not, however, lofty.

Mr. Carpenter says it is of very dignified proportions, and has

the rich and beautifully worked out details of Sherborne Abbey.

Its belfry windows are small, as at Sherborne, where the same

peculiarity is found ; it is also noticeable at Bishop's Caundle,

where there is a general resemblance in the proportions of its

tower to that of Hazelbury. The richly moulded base and plinth

are carried round the stair turret at its Eastern side, thus showing

that when this part of the tower was in course of erection there

was no north aisle to the earlier nave.

Mr. Carpenter thinks that before the completion of the tower

the rebuilding of the body of the church and chancel was com-

menced, and, judging from the great similarity in design of the

roofs of the north aisle and nave, that these portions were proceeded

with simultaneously.

The church was originally dedicated to St. Mary, but in 1317

there was probably a consecration of a rebuilt church, which was

possibly the successor of a Norman building.

The font, of Purbeck marble, which has been painted and

altered by modern additions, may have belonged to the earlier

church. The church is now sacred to St. James, on whose festival

a wake used to be kept.

We have rectors of the two moieties of Hazelbury in 1312,

Walter Wrench and Walter de la Boxe ; Patrons John Jue and

4 Alas ! The Times obituary, May 8th, 1893, tells us Mr. Carpenter

has passed away.
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Robert de Acton. The existing records, both of priests and their

patrons, at a date five years before the dedication of the church in

1317, show that there was an earlier building. The rectors of the

two moieties in 1317 were Nicholas Bradwas and Robert de St.

Quentin. Hazelbury, like some other parishes in the county

—

Winterborne Clenstone, Up Wimborne All Saints, Ochford

Shilling, and Child Ochford—had two contemporary rectors, two

parsonage houses, and the church in common, officiated in

alternately. In 1349 the two moieties of the rectory were united

and have ever since so continued.

Mr. Carpenter thinks none of the 14th century building remains.

The present church is perpendicular throughout, and consists of a

chancel, with north and south chapels, nave, aisles, south porch,

and western tower.

Besides the points already mentioned in the tower, we should

notice the four-light window is of fine proportions, and has the

tracery very open in its design, for the display of rich glass. This

treatment of tracery is also found in the beautiful church of

Yetminster. On each side of the window is a canopied niche, and

there is one somewhat similar now built up on the south side of

the tower. The original nave was of rather narrower proportions

and had a roof of a steep pitch, the lines of which are defined by

the projecting weather mould on the tower, while its central line

between the walls at that time corresponded with the centres both

of the tower arch and chancel arch. Mr. Carpenter thinks it

possible that the north wall of the chancel, which was partially

rebuilt in 1827, was a part of the earlier church.

The tower was the first work of reconstruction, and it was

carried out without disturbing the earlier nave against which it

was built. It is possible the church was intended to be lengthened

westwards, and the new tower was erected with a view to this.

The position of the south doorway seems to indicate this, as well

as four bays in the nave, instead of the usual three.

Mr. Carpenter suggests that the rector, Thomas Freman, rector

of the Capella Curata de Bere Hacket, in the jurisdiction of the
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Abbot of Sherborne, instituted to Hazelbury August 4th, 1397,

was probably the priest under whom the work of the present church

was commenced.

During the time of the rebuilding at Hazelbury the choir of

Sherborne Abbey was in progress, and we may notice the Sherborne

influence at Hazelbury in the richly panelled tower arch. The

chancel arch at Buckland Newton, of different date from the early

English chancel, is also panelled in Ham Hill stone, similar to the

work at Sherborne, and probably corresponds as to date with the

work at Hazelbury.

The rebuilding appears to have been continued under the

chaplains, so called by Hutchins, Eoger Langheley and Eobert

Curteys, appointed in 1409 and 1415, by Dame Alice de Bryan,

widow of Guido de Bryan, knight.

The first and second bells, with the beautifully lettered inscrip-

tions, "Ave Gratia plena," and " Sanctus Andrew," were probably

hung in the tower after the rebuilding of the church, as a part of

the peal of bells, of which Nos. 3 and 4, cast 1613, and No. 5,

recast 1855, are the present representatives. The bells 3 and 4

have the inscription, "Remember thy end" and "Feare God."

No. 5 has simply u
C. and J. Mears, Founders, London, 1855."

The north aisle enclosed at its east end a chapel. There are

richly treated niches both in its north wall and in its north-eastern

angle next to the site of the altar, of which no traces remain. The

original gable cross of the northern chapel is still in its place. In

this aisle there are some beautiful fragments of glass. In its east

window there remain the rich canopy heads, together with the

names and symbols of St. Matthew and St. John. In its side

windows there are also remains of the canopy work in the lights,

and in the tracery are angels holding shields, on which are inscribed

" M," " I. H. C.," an " S " with an " I " through it and a " T " (the

initials of John Tonkere, rector 1426-1442), and also a chalice.

In the tracery of one of the windows are represented Seraphim,

standing on fiery wheels with the knotted napkin around the neck,

and with the six wings, leaving the feet exposed. Mr. Carpenter
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says all this glass is of the very highest quality, both of drawing

and of colour.

The roof of the north aisle is of a higher pitch than that of the

nave. It is divided into panels by ribs, having bosses at their

intersections and also rich cornices with carved leaves at intervals.

In the chapel are portions of a richly carved cresting above the

cornice.

The nave roof is almost precisely similar in detail to that of the

north aisle. The chancel roof is of very similar construction, and,

there being on one of its shields " I. T.," there is evidence that John

Tonkere wTas the rector who reconstructed the chancel. On other

shields are the arms of the families of Bryan, Montacute, Bishop

Neville of Salisbury, together with the arms of the Percies, Earls

of Northumberland. These are without the arms which would

mark the addition of the Barony of Bryan, created in 1351, many

years before the erection of this roof. There are also the modern

initials of Henry Walter, rector in 1827, who repaired the north

wall and roof.

The east window of the chancel has richly moulded stonework

with some remains of stained glass. The northern and southern

windows are of a later period.

The south aisle is of two distinct dates. The western portion

with the porch and doorway were probably erected with, or soon

after, the have and north aisle, and there was a chapel then

corresponding to that on the north side, entered by a narrow

pointed doorway in the southern wall.

The two arcades of the nave correspond. The southern wall and

its pillars are much out of the perpendicular.

The south chapel was taken down early in the 16th century,

probably when Andrew Towning was rector (1496-1529), and a

chapel of greater length was then erected. It extends some

distance along the chancel, and opens into it by a richly moulded

and carved four-centred archway. The doorway to the earlier

chapel is now partially visible. Mr. Carpenter suggests the chapel

may -have been thus reconstructed for the use of Sir Robert
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Spencer, Knight, and his wife, the heiress and widow of the Earl

of Wilts.

The whole of the south aisle and the porch, at this period,

received a new " lean-to " roof, covered with lead, and the wall was

finished with an embattled parapet. The rafters of this roof are

remarkable in being placed the reverse way in the alternate

squares, which are formed in the richly moulded timbers, while

in the boarding between these rafters are traces of coloured

decoration.

The side windows are of the same date as those of the chancel,

which seems to have been much altered when this chapel was

erected. Traces of the altar still remain against the eastern wall

of this chapel, as well as corbels for figures on either side of its

east window. On one of these are carved the initials " S." and

" I." and a coronet over, together with very richly cut foliage.

At this time a chancel screen and loft were erected, a stairway

being formed through the south-eastern pier of the nave for access

to it, but no remains of it now exist, nor of the rich screens which

must have separated the chapels from the body of the church.

The chancel arch seems to have been weakened by the giving

way of the south wall, and it was rebuilt in a very inferior way in

1823 ; and thus any traces of the rood disappeared. There is,

however, a carved corbel head in the south-east pier, on which

formerly rested the front of the loft.

There is little doubt, Mr. Carpenter says, judging by the beauty

of the ancient woodwork still in existence, that the screens and

seats must have been of equal excellence, so that the effect of this

ancient interior, with its wealth of colour in glass and painted

decoration, together with the rich woodwork, must have been

almost unequalled in the county.

In the 17th century a small western gallery was erected, enlarged

in later times. The south aisle and its chapel are now blocked up

with no less than four galleries erected in 1827.

This fine old church needs a most conservative restoration, In

some parts of the building there is much decay.
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Canon Wheeler has begun the great work with the chancel.

Since Mr. Carpenter's visit four years ago, the whole of the

chancel walls have been underpinned, all defective stones have

been removed and replaced from the Purbeck Quarries.

The mullions of the chancel windows have been treated in the

same way as the walls. The roof has been stripped, all unsound

timber removed, and new substituted. The plaster ceiling has

been coloured blue with dark oak mouldings. The old stone

tiles, which formerly covered the roof, but were too heavy for

the walls, have been replaced by the best Bridgwater tiles.

Whitewash has been removed and the stonework cleaned. During

the removal of the old plaster faint indications of a piscina were

observed, and further search led to the uncovering of one in the

south wall.

The broken and decayed stone floor has been replaced by a solid

parquetrie of oak and elm, made by Hazelbury workmen.

A new reredos has been erected. It consists of three large centre

panels and four smaller side panels, with a handsome architrave

surrounding them. This architrave and the base of the reredos

are of Combe Down Bath stone. The centre and side panels are

enclosed by marble columns. The capitals, amulets, and bases

are of rich red marble and the shafts of green Connemara marble.

The side panels are of terra cotta, with fresco paintings of the

emblems of the Passion, enclosed in designs embracing wheat,

Passion flowers, &c. It is a new idea and promises to be very

durable. The fresco work is burnt in and slightly glazed. The

centre panels are of led brown marble for the two sides and English

alabaster for the centre.

The steps to and space within the Communion rails have been

floored with tiles, a considerable part of them being reproduced by

Messrs. Carter, of Poole, from what was doubtless one of the

original floor tiles of the church, found in the progress of the

restoration.

New stalls have replaced the old square pews which filled up

the chancel. They are of English and wainscot oak.
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The new lectern is of very special interest. The wood is of

various colours. The lighter parts are of lime tree. Oak grown in

the parish has been used, and with it some black oak from the old

Pons iEilii of JSTewcastle-on-Tyne ; the bridge built by Hadrian and

finished in A.D. 1 10. This oak formed part of the piles of the

bridge, and was drawn from the bed of the Tyne a few years ago,

when the new low level swing bridge w^s constructed. The tree,

from its size, must have been in full vigour when our Lord was on

earth. Other portions of this lectern are from the old seats of the

church. Native talent has been employed. Mr. Henry Spicer, a

Hazelbury man, made this lectern and also the lamp holders, which

are copied from those of the sanctuary of the church of the Holy

Sepulchre at Jerusalem.

Headers of Hutchins will remember special mention of two very

distinguished rectors of Hazelbury, Thomas Clarke in the 17th

century and Henry Walter in the 19th.

Clarke, an eminent loyalist, was appointed rector in 1618. His

parsonage was sequestered, and his temporal estate was three times

plundered. In 1644 he lost a hopeful son, in orders, of great

courage and loyalty, who was shot by the rebels on the road

between Hazelbury and Weymouth. The entry of the father's

death in 1657 in the parish register is in the words "ex insidiis

hujus mundi evasit 25 Martii."

Henry Walter was instituted May 7, 1821. He was a chaplain

to Hugh, third Duke of Northumberland, reminding us of the link

already noticed between Alnwick and Hazelbury. At Cambridge

in 1806 he was second wrangler and junior Smith's prizeman. He

resided at St. John's College for some years. By private tuition he

drew around him many undergraduates, who through life clung to

him with affection and reverence. One of his intimate friends at

college was Duke Hugh5
, his future patron. He was for some years

5 This Duke was a most noble member of the time honoured House of

Percy. He was Ambassador Extraordinary in 1825 at the coronation of

Charles X. The mission was conducted with very great splendour, and

in consideration of the prevailing distress the Duke insisted on defraying

the entire cost from his own purse. Ten years later he was Lord-
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professor of natural philosophy at the new East India College,

Haileybury. This professorship he resigned in 1830, when he came

into residence at Hazelbury. He was a great linguist, both ancient

and modern, a chemist, a naturalist, and an astronomer. I am told

that only a few days before his death, in his 84th year, he had a

most learned and interesting discussion about a Syriac rendering of

a passage in the Bible, with a clergyman now living in our county.

He edited for the Parker Society three volumes of Tyndale's works,

and prefixed a biographical notice of the martyr. Mr. Walter

passed to his rest Jan. 25th, 1859. His tomb, with an inscription

written by himself, you will see in Hazelbury churchyard, when

you visit, as I hope ere long you will, this interesting church in

north central Dorset.

Lieutenant of Ireland, and so successful was his Irish administration, at

a time rendered very critical by the recent removal of Catholic disabilities,

that he won from Sir Robert Peel the praise of being the best chief

governor that ever presided over the affairs of Ireland.—Quarterly

Review, April, 1889, p. 413.



^he leant pearixerg of Daman fUmain*

at lEauham ^omz, gortlt^ier.

By W. A. BANKES, Esq.

3J&HIS is the first house out of Dorchester on the

Wareham Koad after crossing the L. and S.W.

Railway. I simply propose stating now when and

where the discovery was made, leaving all discussion

as to what epoch these skeletons belong to to those

of this Field Club who have made subjects of this

kind their particular study. In the first place it

should be mentioned how fortunate it was that the

land belonged to so pleasant and courteous a gentle-

man as Mr. Paine, who welcomed most warmly all or any who

took an interest in the exhumation of the skeletons.

The discovery was in this way : Mr. J. Paine, the owner of

Wareham House, had employed his builder to erect a wall for a

new cucumber frame. This done, the gardeners on Friday,

October 14th, 1892, began clearing away the soil within the new

walls. On coming to the chalk they noticed a coffin-shaped hole

filled with dark earth. On clearing away this dark earth at a

depth of only some two feet below the chalk a complete skeleton

was discovered, and on further search several skeletons, four of

them in excellent preservation, were disinterred. The bodies lie
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within an area of 40 feet by 10 feet, and were originally buried

some two feet below the then surface : the ground from ploughing,

manure, &c., has been evidently raised. The graves were dug out

of the solid chalk, of just sufficient depth to contain the bodies,

and were then covered with the dark-coloured soil above-mentioned.

The graves all faced the N.E., and seem to have been all dug on a

systematic plan. The skulls, as you can see, were in a good state

of preservation, the teeth as firm and white as when the bodies were

in existence. Two of the skeletons were lying on their side, the

others quite flat. Mr. Edward?, the dentist, imagines that one

skeleton was that of a female aged 26, the other a male of some

60 years. The arms were generally laid straight by the side, but

in one case the left arm was bent over the body. The skeleton

lying apart from the three in line was remarkably perfect, all the

bones being in their natural position with the exception of a few

of the ribs. The length of this body was 5ft. 6in. An iron nail

and knife blade were found embedded in the left arm of one

skeleton, but there was no rust attaching to the bones ; this is a

remarkable circumstance : perhaps someone can suggest a reason.

There was an absence of coins and of perfect pottery. Several

fragments of pottery were found in the soil, but they did not

appear to have connection with the skeletons. The pottery

consisted of pieces of Samian'ware and the coarse black pottery

of domestic use. In a pit not far off, elliptical in shape and about

four feet deep and two feet wide, were found the bones and teeth

of some animals, probably of a sheep, ox, goat, and perhaps of a

dog, but I daresay at the conclusion of this paper our President

will give us his opinion on this matter.

The question will arise as to the use of this pit about 4 feet deep

and,dug down to the solid chalk ; was it a refuse pit? With the

soil is plentifully mixed the shell of a species of minute carnivorous

snails, called Coecilianella Acicula—which would probably not have

been noticed by the archaeologist had not Mr. Ernest Sykes (to

whom our County Museum now owes so much for the re-arrange-

ment of our shells) discovered them.
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In conclusion, I may mention, as Mr. Moule will doubtless

presently confirm, that ever since the cutting of the L. and S.W.

Kailway through the chalk in 1847 to the west of Wareham House,

and the erection of Mr. Thomas Hardy's new house at Max Gate to

the east of Wareham House some few years ago, it has been

generally guessed that the site of Wareham House and the property

adjoining formed part of an ancient cemetery. I understand that

since the first " find " in October Mr. Paine, in planting some apple

trees, has discovered more skeletons—one skeleton measuring about

4| feet in length, the teeth of which indicated that it belonged to

a young person, probably a girl. Beneath this skeleton were also

found two skulls and some animal bones. On another skeleton

were found near the neck four beads (two blue, one green, one

yellow, the latter on a ring of silver wire) ; also two rings. With

the skeleton of the above-mentioned female were found a comb, or

rather many portions of a comb, which our excellent curator, with

that patience and perseverance for which he is famous, has managed

to stick together, and which, with some beads seemingly of stone

and a piece of pottery with eyelet holes at the bottom, are now

awaiting our inspection in the glass case. In November another

hole was discovered filled with red-coloured earth, in which a stag's

horn was found. Was this a hole for refuse 1

Now, having read these notes of facts that I know from personal

inspection to be facts, I shall be very glad if any of the many

learned archaeologists now present will kindly tell us what I do not

know as a fact, and that is, who the skeletons were and when they

were buried there. For further information as to what had been

discovered since October the 14th I would refer them to Mr. Paine,

the owner of the property, and to Mr. Moule, who will, I am quite

certain, help us if they can.
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By THOMAS BOND, Esq.

Bead at Dorchester December 8th, 1892.

greater part of the property which belonged to the

Priory of Holme at its dissolution was given to

it at its foundation, or shortly after, as appears

by the Charters of Robert de Lincoln, the

founder, and of Aimed his son. But the

Montacute Cartulary gives copies of others

relating to the Priory, the substance of some of

which is as follows :

—

TITHES OF CHISELBURNEFORD AND WATERCOMBE.

" Bardulfus Miles de Chiselburneford," by the consent and will

of Emma his wife, and by the permission of his lord, Robert de

Lincoln, and Alured his son and heir, commending also the gift

of his said lord, gave to God and Saint Mary and the Blessed

Apostles, Saint Peter and Saint Paul, of Montacute, and the

Monks serving God there, all the tithes of his Demesne of Chisel-

burneford and Watcrcombe for the health of himself and of Emma
his wife, their ancestors and successors, to be held in pure alms :
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Witnesses, Sir Robert de Lincoln and Alured his son, Robert de

Musters, Samson de Lincoln, Robert de Bosco, Robert Ger'm,

Gervasius Bussel, and many others.

This Charter must have been contemporary with that of the

founder. The Rubric describes it as " Carta Bardulfi de Chisel-

burneford militis," but he appears to have also been called Bardulf

Brysel. His name was given to ifardolfeston in Piddletown,

adjacent to Chiselburneford, of which he was doubtless the owner,

it now forming part of Athelhampston Farm.

LOCALITY NOT MENTIONED.

Edgarus surnamed Aquilinus for the health of his own soul and

those of his father and mother and especially for the soul of

Mazelina his wife gave to God and Saint Mary of Holme a rent of

12 pence payable at Michaelmas.

This gift was confirmed and commended by Adam his son and

heir in the presence of Sir Alured de Lincoln, Patron (" advocatus ")

of Holme and of the Lady Albreda his wife. Besides this he

granted the tithes of the bread of his house when he should reside

there, and of his fishery in that place. Witnesses Sir Alured de

Lincoln and the Lady Albreda his wife, Sir Alured de Lincoln

Junior his son, Sir Eustachius de Stokes, Nicholas Francig,

Andrew de Lincoln, Roger de Tolosa, Laurrance the Clerk,

William de Cari, Richard Bastard, and many others.

LANGTON IN PURBECK.

Robert Daneville, in the year of our Lord 1178, 24 Hen. II.,

gave three acres and a half of land called Churchhyde in the Ville

of Langton to God and Saint Mary of Holme for the souls of his

father Alured and of his mother, and for the health of himself and

of Mabilia his wife, and of their children, and he commanded that

no one of his posterity should dare to take away the same from the

said place of Holme because his father Alured Daneville rests there.

Witnesses Sir Alured de Lincoln, and the Lady Albreda de

Lincoln, Alured Talbot, William de St. Quintin Priest, William
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Abraham and Roger his brother, The Lady Mabilia the Grantor's

wife, Robert the Reverend Clerk, and Peter sons of the Grantor,

Hamel Russel, Geoffrey English his servant and many others.

This Charter is especially valuable and interesting from having a

date—a circumstance rare at that early period with Lay Charters,

though common enough with Ecclesiastical ones.*

Some notice of the Daneville family, with an account of a family

dispute and its arrangement, may be found in the addenda to the

first volume of the third edition of Hutchins' " History of Dorset,"

page 717. Unfortunately, the name is there printed Davenel, the

original record, which is somewhat obscurely written, having been

misread. The Charter affords an example of the habit in those

days of persons of consideration burying their dead in a monastic

cemetery rather than at their parish church, in order, no doubt, to

obtain the prayers of the monks for the repose of their souls.

WAREHAM.
And Respecting the Date of the Foundation of

Holme Priory.

Besides the above and some others the Montacute Cartulary has

amongst the Charters relating to Holme two, which though

nominally granted to Montacute, might it seems not impossibly

have been intended for the benefit of Monks of Holme.

Robert, Earl of Mellent, who afterwards became Earl of

Leicester, and died in 1118, remitted Saint Peter, of Montacute,

toll, for all which they (the monks) had purchased at Wareham,

and he also gave them the houses of Herlwin, the painter, in that

town, which latter gift was confirmed by Robert, Earl of Leicester,

his son. At the dissolution of Holme Priory it held a garden at

Wareham, which might have been the site of the houses thus

given. It does not seem very likely that monks residing at

Montacute would have dealings in the distant town of Wareham,

and it appears more probable that the benefactions were intended

* There is a field at Langton still known as " Priory Close."
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for monks affiliated to Montacute, who might have been residing or

intending to reside at Holme, which is near the town of Wareham
;

and it may be conjectured that the articles purchased might have

been materials for building and furnishing a residence at that

place. That the name of Holme is not mentioned in these grants

is not necessarily opposed to this theory, for Holme was always

considered the property of the Priory of Montacute. The gifts of

Robert de Lincoln in his foundation Charter, as well as the con-

firmation by his son, were made directly to Montacute, and so was

the grant of tithes by Bardulphus ; but the Charters indirectly

shew that the benefits were intended for the Priory of Holme. In

the "extent" of the property of the Prior of Montacute in 9 Ed.,

it is said to hold the Manor of Holme.

These facts favour a supposition that Holme Priory might have

been founded before 1118, 18 Hen. I. ; but if such was the case it

is irreconcileable with the Charter of Robert de Lincoln, when

coupled with the theory that Alured de Lincoln obtained his

Barony by marriage with the widow of Hugh Fitz-Grip, and in

point of fact there is strong evidence to show that the Charter was

not granted till some time after that date.

Robert de Lincoln states that his gift was made with the

concurrence of Alured his son, and if the latter was then of full

age it is fatal to the theory that the first Alured obtained the

Barony in the way above mentioned, because the marriage could

not have taken place before 1087, and consequently a grandson of

such a marriage could not have been more than quite a boy (two

years) in 1118. It is not at all probable that a child of such

tender age would participate in a transaction of this kind.

But in truth there is much evidence to show that the Priory

was founded at a later date, and when the son might have been in

a condition to perform a binding act.

• Both Alured de Lincoln, by the name of " Nichol," and Robert

his son were witnesses to a Charter of Robert de Haia to Glaston-

bury some time before 1107,* and though the son may not then

* Hearnes Adam de Damerham.
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have been of full age he was probably nearly so, and there is no

reason to suppose that non-age was at that time a disqualification

for acting as a witness.

In 31, Henry I., 1131, Alured de Lincoln received pardon for a

debt of six pounds which he owed for Danegeld in Dorset. This

shews that he was then in possession of the Barony.

Eobert de Lincoln was in the same year excused the payment of

forty shillings for his share of a fine for a murdef imposed on the

Hundred of Winford, and a like sum in respect to a similar offence

in the Hundred of Newton in Dorset ; in both of which Hundreds

the family held Manors.

In the same year Alured de Lincoln gave to the King 60 marks

of silver that he might have the Manor of Pulham for his life.'
55

'

About 1135, 35 or 36 Hen. L, the name of Alured de Lincoln

is found in a list of Knights holding fees of the Abbot of

Glastonbury.f

Amongst the returns made by the Barons (lay and clerical) in

12 H. 2, of the names of their respective tenants, the number of

knight's fees held by each and which of them had been enfeoffed

before the death of King Henry I. * the Abbot of Glastonbury

stated that " Aluredus Senior de Lincoln tenuit feodum quinque

militum et modo Alfredus," which may be taken to signify that

Alured held the same at the death of King Henry the First. If

he had been dead at that date Eobert, his son and successor, would

have been named as the former tenant. The second Alured was

then in possession of the Barony and made a return of his knights-

fees with the other Barons.

At the breaking out of the civil war between the Empress

Matilda and King Stephen, Robert de Lincoln took part with the

former, and in July, 1138, 3 Stephen, he seized the Castle of

Wareham in her behalf. In the words of Orderic, "Rodbertus

* Pipe Roll.

t Addit. MS. Brit. Mus. 17,450, ff. 4, 6. In Domesday book " Uxor
Hugonis," held 19 hides and one vergal of the Abbot of Glastonbury.

X Liber Niger,
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Alviredi de Lincolnia films tenuit arcem Guarham," which may rea-

sonably be taken to imply that the father of Robert was then living.

There can be no doubt that the first Alured was dead when Robert

founded the Priory of Holme, and the above facts taken together

seem conclusively to prove that the Priory must have been founded

subsequently to the 3 of King Stephen and prior to the 12 H. II.

The evidence above adduced, though primarily viewed in its

relation to the probable date of the foundation of Holme Priory, is

also significant as disclosing nothing inconsistent with the theory

that the first Alured de Lincoln acquired his barony in marriage

with the widow of Hugh Fitz Grip, but on the contrary it goes far

to corroborate it.

It having been shewn that the Priory could not have been

finally founded before the death of the Earl of Mellent, we are

driven to the conclusion either that his benefactions were made

to Montacute irrespective of Holme, or else (which is not

impossible) the rudiments of a religious house might have been

commenced at the latter place at that early date by the first

Alured de Lincoln, though not finally established on a permanent

footing till ultimately founded by Robert, his son. This idea seems

to receive some countenance from the fact that in 9 Edward I.

Holme is said to be held by the Prior of Montacute by the service

of praying for the soul of Alured de Lincoln ; no mention being

made of Robert, the actual founder. It must be admitted, how-

ever, that the evidence in this direction is slender.

But a somewhat similar case is met with as regards the neigh-

bouring Abbey of Bindon, which, though begun on a small scale at

Little Bindon by William de Glastonia and Matilda, his wife,

was only finally established on its piesent site in 1172, 18, H. 2,

by Roger de Memburgh and Matilda, his wife, grand daughter of

William de Glastonia. No charter of William de Glastonia is

extant, and Roger de Newburgh is afterwards spoken of as founder

of the Abbey. *

* I have obtained much useful information respecting the De Lincoln

family from Mr. Kirk.
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fitz drip.

By THOMAS BOND, Esq.

(Bead December 6th, 1892.)

the time of William the Conqueror " Uxor Hugonis

filii Grip " was one of the largest landed proprietors

in Dorset. At the Domesday Survey the Commis-

sioners returned her as holding 47 manors or parcels

of land, of which ten were in Purbeck. Besides

these she held other lands as subtenant. She was

then a widow. Hugh Fitz Grip, her husband, had

also been a landowner in Dorset, holding eight

manors of Queen Matilda, but dying before 1086

his lands had escheated to the Crown (no doubt for want of

issue), and they were then held by the King. We know

little of him except that he was sometimes called Hugh de

Wareham and that he was sheriff of the county, which shews

that he was a person of distinction. A charter of William

the Conqueror relating to Abbotsbury Abbey is addressed

" Hermano Episcopo et H. Filio Grip omnibusque baronibus

suis," and it was customary at that early date for the King

to address charters to the bishop and sheriff of the county.
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Herman, Bishop of Salisbury, died in 1078. The name of Grip

seems to be an abbreviation of Grippon, as the latter reading is

found in the Exeter Domesday and in the contemporary charter

hereinafter given. But in the Exeter Domesday the name is also

written " Filius Gripi." There is a place called Le Grippon in

the Avranchin in Normandy • but the absence of the prefix " De "

renders it doubtful whether the personal name was derived from

that locality. The name of de Grippon, however, is found in

Normandy as a family name at a much later period. Eudes de

Grippon " ecuyer " was a benefactor to the Abbey of San Saver

in 1483. A Walter Fitz Grip had considerable possessions in

Suffolk under Robert Malet at the Domesday Survey, and as the

name is singular it is probable that he was a brother of Hugh.

It has always been a perplexing but interesting question what

was the name and parentage of the wealthy widow, and how had

she become possessed of this large estate 1 Domesday affords no

clue whatever to a solution of the question, and there seemed

little hope of the mystery ever being solved. Mr. Batten, of

Aldon, however, has been fortunate enough to meet with a copy of

a charter printed in " Gallia Christiana " which throws a flood of

light on the subject, and shows that the lady was Hadwidis de

Baschelville, daughter and heir of Nicholas de Baschelville. The

charter is recited and confirmed in an " Inspeximus " granted in

1305 by Philip le Bel, King of France, to the Benedictine Nunnery

of Montvilliers, in the diocese of Eouen, in Normandy. It states

that Hadwidis, daughter of Nicholas de Baschelville, wife of Hugh

de Varham (Wareham), son of Gripon, gave, with the commendation

and by the advice and consent of her husband, the manor of

Waldune (Waddon in Dorset), to the church of the Monastery of

Saint Mary Villarensis " for the health of her own soul and those

of her husband and of her friends, the great King William

assenting before his barons—viz., Odo, Bishop of Baieux, Earl

Roger de Montgomery, Walter Gifford, William de Warren, and

Jeffery Martel, brother of the said Hugh, also Gislibert Chasvell

and Robert de Nevile. This account is not in strict accordance
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with Domesday, where it is stated that Hugh Fitz Grip gave the

the manor of Waldune to the Church of "Saint Mary Villaris,"

but the gift of the wife was no doubt the gift of the husband.

The charter is especially valuable from its giving so full a descrip-

tion of the donor, and it is of much interest, both as connected

with Dorset territorial history, and also as an early example of the

form of a grant of land under the Feudal system in England. The

voluminous work in which it is found is beyond the reach of many,

and it is therefore quite worth reproduction in the pages of these

" Proceedings." Its words are as follow :
—" Ego Haduidis filia

Mcholai de Beschelvilla, uxor Hugonis de Varkan filii Griponis do

laude, consilio et consensu sponsi mei Manerium Waldune ecclesie

Sancte Marie Yillarensis Monasterii pro salute animse meye et sponsi

mei, amicorumque meorum, annuente Magno rege Guillelmo, coram

baronibus suis, videlicet Odone Bajocensi episcopo et comite

Eogerio de Montigomerico, Waltero Giffardo, Guillelmo de Varenna

et Gaufrido Martello, fratre supradicti Hugonis, et Gislebirto

Chasvello, et Roberto de Nevilla aliisque quam pluribus."—Gallia

Christiana. Par : 1874. torn xi, Appendix, col. 329, E. Of

Nicholas de Easchelville we meet with no notice except in this

charter, but it is safe to presume that he had taken part in the

enterprise of the Duke of Normandy and had been rewarded for his

services by a grant of this Barony.

Geoffery Martel, brother of Fitz Grip, was no doubt ancestor of

the Martels, of Hinton Martel, in Dorset. He seems to have been

connected with the Court, for in 12 H. ii. Geoffery Martel held

one knight's fee in Dorset by the service of being the King's Butler,

his ancestor having held the same at the death of King Henry I.

* At a time when marriages were bought and sold, the overlord

being entitled to the purchase money, it cannot be supposed that

this wealthy heiress would be long permitted to enjoy the inde-

pendence of widowhood. We have no direct or positive evidence

of her re-marriage, but circumstantial evidence leads to the con-

clusion that she had for her second husband Alured (or Alfred)

* Liber niger, pipe roll 18, Henry II.
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de Lincoln. * In the time of Henry I. we find him exercising a

right of ownership over some property comprised in this barony by

granting to the church of Tewkesbury two tithes in Tachetona, and

Le Harpine (Acton in Langton Matravers and Harpstone in Church

Knowle) f which gift was confirmed by King Henry L, a.d. 1106.

After this nearly all the property wlij.cn was comprised in the

barony at the Domesday Survey is found at one time or • another

in the possession of the de Lincoln family or their descendants.

There can be no doubt that Alured de Lincoln was a baron who

held very numerous manors in Lincolnshire at the time of Domes-

day, but the precise relationship is not established. Dugdale, in

his Baronage, treats the Lincolnshire and Dorset Alureds as

identical, but this is very improbable. The Dorset Alured might

have been a younger son of the Lincolnshire baron, but Mr. Kirk,

in his notice of the de Lincoln, in his article on the Countess Lucy

in the Genealogist, prefers to consider him to have been son of

Colswain de Lincoln, who, he supposes, was brother of the first

Alured. Alured de Lincoln, of Dorset, was succeeded by Robert,

his son and heir, the founder of the Holme Priory as described in

Vol. XL, page 142, of the "Proceedings of the Dorset Natural

History and Antiquarian Field Club." By his wife Beusa he had

issue (besides Andrew and Peter, both of whom witnessed the

foundation charter of Holme Priory, and Albreda, who became a

nun at Clerkenwell), Alured his son and heir. The latter was lord

of this barony in 12 H II., when he certified his knight's fees in

Dorset as amounting to £30 of the old feoffment, and about £4 of

the new feoffment for which, in 14 H. II., he paid £16 15s. In

16 H. II. he was Sheriff of Dorset. He confirmed the gift of Robert

his father and Beusa his mother to Holme Priory. By Albreda,

his wife, he had issue a son of his own name. The latter married

Matilda, who held Coles in Wiltshire in franc-marriage. Alured

de Lincoln, son and heir of the last Alured, and the last heir male

* This point has been further considered in the second notice of Holme.

Priory.

t The Herpere and Tacatone of Domesday.
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of the family, had a wife Joan. In 24 H. III., he paid £100 for

his relief and died s.p., 48 H. III., leaving as his co-heirs Kobert

Fitzpayne, son of Margery, his eldest sister, Beatrice, wife of

William de Gouvis, his second sister, and Albreda de Lincoln his

third sister. Thus the barony was broken up and dispersed, and

finally became extinct.



Hke flails gor«t.

By the Rev. W. Milbs BARNES.

JJEHESE ancient Rolls are thus described~lby Sims

—

a
" The Great Roll of the Exchequer, otherwise

^§1? called the ' Pipe Roll,' formerly contained the

accounts of the whole revenue of the Crown

digested under the heads of the several counties

and annually written out, in order to the charging

and discharging of the sheriffs and other account-

ants. The ancient revenues were either certain or casual; the

certain revenues consisted of farms, fee farms, castle guard rents,

and other rents of various kinds ; the casual part was composed of

fines, issues, amerciaments, recognizances, profits of lands and

tenements, goods and chattels seized into the hands of the Crown

on process of extents, outlawry, diem clausit extremum, and other

writs and process, wards, marriages, reliefs, suits, seignories, felons'

goods, deodands and other profits casually arising to the Crown by-

virtue of its prerogative.

The Great Roll also eontains the accounts of lords of liberties

granted from the Crown, of the greenwax within their respective

liberties, and many debts of different natures due to the Crown,

and put in process for levying the same for the benefit of the

public. All these accounts and other matters are contained in

the Great Roll, and the respective sheriffs now account for so

much of the said revenue as yet remains, and take their quietus

out of the office of the Clerk of the Pipe yearly." * In

short, these interesting documents give particulars of the annual

* " A Manual for the Genealogist, Topographer, and Antiquary," by
R. Sims, p. 119.
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revenues of the Crown, they show from what sources they were

derived and in what manner they were disposed of. To the

Antiquary, the Historian, and the Biographer they are of the

highest value ; from them may be compiled a complete list of the

sheriffs, and of the principal men who have lived in the several

counties for a period extending over hundreds of years ; and the

entries under the head of payments include many interesting and

curious details which throw much light on the manners and

customs and habits of life of our forefathers.

The series of rolls dates from the second year of Henry II., and

they are complete with scarcely a break for a period of seven

hundred years, two rolls alone being wanting. There is one roll

earlier than 2 Henry II. Madox believed that it was the Roll for

the fifth year of Henry I. By later antiquaries it was ascribed to

the fifth year of King Stephen. It is now generally acknowledged

to belong to 31 Henry I.

Taken as a whole the Pipe Rolls are the most interesting of our

national records, 1 and what has been said of them by the

learned editor of the Pipe Roll Society's publications in their

relation to the history of England will apply with equal force to

the history of Dorset—"Should any mishap occur to them the

reigns of Henry II. and Richard I. would be rendered almost a

blank so far as record evidence is concerned."

Hitherto the extraordinary abbreviations used in the Rolls have

discouraged students, and created the impression that these Rolls are

the most difficult of records to decipher. This is a mistake, at

least so far as the earlier Rolls are concerned ; there are un-

doubtedly very puzzling passages in most of them, but with the aids

now within the reach of students, most of the difficulties met with

in them can be surmounted by anyone who will give the time

necessary for mastering them, and the MSS. are well worth the

l W. Rye, "Records and Record Searching," p. 25. Madox, in a

letter to Lord Somers, quoted in the prospectus of the Pipe Roll Society's

publications, speaks thus of the Rolls :
" Recorda, omnium quae in

archivis Regis usquam vidisse me memiui splendidissima ;
post Rotulum

Censualem quern Librum Domesday vocant, quin ei sequi paranda."
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trouble. No translation of them exists, and very few county

histories have any reference to their contents, so that to those

interested in the history of their county the Pipe Rolls will open

out a new chapter and reveal it to them as it existed in the 12th

century and as it has never been revealed to them before.

The Exchequer is generally believed to have been a Norman

Institution ; however that may be, it is certain that a system for

collecting the revenue in many respects similar to that in use under

the Normans prevailed in Saxon times, and it is hard to resist the

conviction that there must have been a place of receipt and a court

attached to it, answering to the Court of Exchequer, for the settle-

ment of all questions and disputes arising from or relating to the

payment of taxes and fines.

It seems more reasonable to believe that the Saxon fiscal system

was adopted by the Normans and enlarged by them as occasion

required, than that the Normans brought in an entirely new fiscal

system of their own, especially as we find that the Exchequer was

established in Normandy at a later date than the same institution

in England, and that consequently the latter could not have been

adopted from the former.

Some traces of a fiscal system in Dorset previous to the Conquest

similar to that which prevailed afterwards, may be found in the

Domesday Dorset, in which the taxable value of each manor is

given as it was previous to the Conquest. This implies taxation

proportionate to an assessment. The Danegeld is mentioned which

must have been levied on such an assessment. There is mention

of the entertainment of a knight or knights which was due, or its

equivalent in money from certain towns ; the payment of some

taxes in kind seems to have continued into early Norman times, for

the author of the "Dialogus de Scaccario " who held high office

in the Exchequer in the 23rd year of the reign of Henry II. (A.D.

1177) says in that work, that the usage continued throughout the

reign of William the Conqueror, and adds : "I myself have seen

persons who saw these provisions brought to court at appointed

times from the Royal manors (de fundis Regiis) ... the officers of
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the king reckoned with the sheriff, reducing them to their money

value. Thus one shilling was reckoned for a measure of corn

sufficient to provide bread for one hundred men; for the carcase

of an ox pasture fed one shilling ; for a ram or sheep 4d. ; for

provender for twenty horses likewise 4d.*

Again there is mention in the Dorset Domesday of the third

penny of the county, also mentioned in the Rolls, which implies

the collection of a tax, two pennies out of every three levied

being for the king's service, which points also to an important

official of high rank who was responsible for the due collection of

the taxes which produced it. We are told that by the Anglo-

Saxon Institution, a noble of the King's court was, with the

Bishop, to be assistant to the sheriff in holding the shiremotes, and

was entitled by reason of this deputation to a third of the customary

issues.!

The Rolls themselves furnish some evidence of a Saxon origin.

The symbol used for " et," " and," is the Saxon symbol for

" ond." The word firma so frequently used in the Rolls is derived

from the Saxon fearme (1), which signifies food, and is a relic of

the earlier Saxon time when perhaps most taxes were paid in kind.

Tallies also were in common use in Saxon times as they were in

the Exchequer
;
again, blanche money ferms seem to have had a

Saxon origin. The before-mentioned author of the Dialogus de

Scaccario, who lived somewhat more than a hundred years after

the Conquest, relates that there were persons then living who argued

that there must have been an Exchequer in Saxon times, because

they were acquainted with very old men who had lived on Crown

manors, and could remember, or had been taught by their fathers,

how much blanched money should be paid for each pound. (Dia-

* Dialogus de Scaccario, lib. I,, cap. VII.

t In John's reign the Earl of Leicester was steward to the King and
recipient of the third penny of the County of Leicester. Madox,

p. 35, i., quotes letter patent of King John to this effect from Dugdale
Collection (MSS. lib. IV., fol. 68).

( 1 ) Vox enini plane est Saxonicafearme et significat cibum
,
prandiam,

" ccenam, alimentwn." Spellmanni Glossariuni, A.D. 1626 in loco.
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logus de Scaccario, lib. 1., c. 4.) The author of the Dialogus admits

this as evidence as to the manner of the payment of the ferms,

but objects to it as evidence of the session of the Exchequer in Saxon

times, because no mention of blanche ferms is made in Domesday,

which the writer ventures to think is an insufficient argument.

Blanche money ferms were undoubtedly consequent on the

monetary system of the Anglo-Saxon moneyer. Important cities

and walled burghs had the right, upon payment of a fee, to have

dies cast or engraved for the purpose of coining. The mint at the

Royal city of Winchester was the general standard for coin.

Thither money was sent, and there subjected to the test of weigh-

ing and fusion. When deficient in weight or purity, the payment

was increased in proportion. (See Magni Rotuli scaccarii Normanniae

sub Regibus Anglise opera Thomse Stapleton.)

The Exchequer is supposed to have been so called from the

chequered cloth with which the Exchequer table was covered, each

square or column of which represented a certain value. Upon this

cloth the account of each sheriff was set out by means of counters,

the debtor account on one side, the creditor on the other ; as each

entry in the sheriff's statement was read, the treasurer made a

corresponding move of or addition to the counters ; when the

account was completed the counters on one side were subtracted

from those on the other, pence from pence, and shillings from

shillings, etc. ; whatever was left, if the sheriff was not quit,

represented the amount due to or from him ; this was made good

and the counters were swept off and the table prepared for the next

sheriff's account.

The term Pipe Roll " is an extraordinary one. No better

explanation has been given of this term than is contained in a

MS. of James I. reign, which belonged to the late Mr. Selby,

the writer of which manuscript related it as the opinion of our

ancestors that the office of the Pipe took its name from its

resemblance figuratively to an aqueduct " that as water is derived

from many springs to heades, and from heades guided into a pipe,

and by that carried into the cesterne of a great house or pallace,
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where it is to be expended accordinge to the necessitie and use of

every office, soe, this silver stream growing out of divers natures,

might bee drawne from its springes, which are the severall Courtes

from whence it ariseth, to certain heades, from thence collected

into one pipe and by that conveyed into the cisterne which is his

Ma'ties receipt."

A Sheriff's account of the 12th century will be best understood

from an illustration. For this purpose we will take the Pipe Roll

(Dorset) of the seventh year of King Henry II., A.D. 1160—1161,

of which a reduced facsimile with translation follows :

—

05 Aju^cV . t^tc Gwy 5)t^t 4j . b* Ortit f ]
Uxt | ântc a .j.^H gc * we? e/f

* ^ Itlef p& Com} W. i
5

. % . m ejif. I j
n ^ jj^ - <W 1

^ Cowp kj^fofySUj ^lU^tari^w^ j^iWr 6cwi
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TRANSLATION.

7 Henry II. (a.d. 1160—1161).

Warner de Lisoriis renders an account of the firm of Dorset. In the

treasury, £36 2s. , blank.

And in fixed alms, to the Knights Templars, one mark.

And in gifts, by the King's brief, to Joscelyn de Ball', 20s.

And in livery, to the keeper of the King's houses at Gillingham, 30s. 5d.

And for lands granted. To Bailleben', 30s., by tale in Langham. And
to Ralph de Lanualein, £20 blank, in Shaftesbury. And to Earl

Reginald, £60 blank, in Fordington, and Dorchester, and Bridport.

And he has of the superplus £10 0s. Id, blank.

Revenue from Pleas and Covenants of the Year.

Roger Arundel renders an account of £40 for his Knights fees. Paid in

the Treasury in two tallies. And he is quit.

Robert de Glastonbury renders an account of 10 marks for his Knights

fees. Paid in the Treasury and he is quit.

William Belet renders account of two marks for his Knights fees. Paid

in the Treasury and he is quit.

Bernard Pulein renders an account of two marks for his Knights fees.

Paid in the Treasury. And he is quit.

Hugh de Turberville renders an account of two marks for his Knights

fees. Paid in the Treasury. And he is quit.

The Abbot of Sherborne renders an account of four marks for his Knights

fees. Paid in the Treasury. And he is quit.

The Abbot of Cerne renders an account of six marks for his Knights

fees. Paid in the Treasury. And he is quit.

The Abbot of Milton renders an account of four marks for his Knights

fees. Paid in the Treasury. And he is quit.

The Abbot of Abbotsbury renders an account of two marks for his

Knights fees. Paid in the Treasury. And he is quit.

Roger, son of Reinfr', owes three marks for his Knights fees.

The Abbess of S. Edwards owes 14 marks for her Knights fees.

The same sheriff renders an recount of 23s. 6d. for the land of Roland de

Dinant whilst it was in the Kings hands. Paid in the Treasury.

And he is quit.

The same sheriff renders an account of 40s. (amerciament) for a murder

in Totcumbe hundred. In remission by the Kings brief to Earl

Reginald 40s. And he is quit.
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There were two sessions of the Exchequer, the first at Easter,

the second at Michaelmas. Summonses were issued to the sheriffs

to attend each of these courts, and Warner de Lisoriis must have

duly received his notice to render his account of the ferm of

Dorset at Easter A.D. 1160, for he there made a proffer accord-

ing to the custom of the Exchequer of about half the value of the

ferm, <£36 2s., blank—this was accepted, and when he attended at

Michaelmas to complete his accounts, he was allowed this sum, for

the first entry is " In the Treasury <£36 2s., blank. There were at

this time three ways of making payments at the Exchequer
;
by

tale, by which the coin was simply counted and taken at the value

it represented
; by weight, a term which explains itself ; blank or

in blanched money, in which the money paid was subjected by the

Crown assayer to the trial of the pyx and the deficiency in weight

or fineness had to be made good by an additional payment, the

additional payment was commuted at 6d., afterwards raised to Is.

on each pound.

Warner de Lisoriis therefore actually paid <£37 18s. Id., and he

owes a similar amount at the Michaelmas Exchequer, but he has

certain deductions to make. In fixed alms he has paid for the

King 1 mark to the Knights Templars, and a gift authorised by

the King's brief, which he produces before the barons of the

Exchequer—namely, to Joscelyn 20s. Had there been any pay-

ments to record under the head of fixed tithes they would have

come in here, for entries in the Rolls are always made in a definite

order. 1st, fixed alms; 2nd, fixed tithes; 3rd, liveries and regular

payments
;
4th, remissions for lands granted

;
5th, payments under

the King's brief
;

6th, other payments which the Sheriff was

entitled to deduct.

In livery he has paid 30s. 5d. to the keeper of the King's

houses at Gillingham, and he claims reduction for lands originally

belonging to the " corpus comitatus," but granted out of it by the

King to various persons, for since the ferm of a county could not

be reduced, though it might be and often was increased, the Sheriff

had to account for the annual value of all lands in the ancient
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demesne of the Crown, and deduct for those which the King had

been pleased to grant out of it. He therefore deducts 30s. by tale,

for lands granted to Baillebien in Langham, which was near

Gillingham, and to others.

There were no payments by the King's precept or other charges

this year. Had there been any they would have been entered

next, and as he has now paid away more than half of the ferm for

which he has to account, the superplus <£10 0s. Id. blank is paid

to him.

This completes the accounts of the ferm ; he has now to render

accounts for other persons who are responsible to the Crown for

their debts, but it is customary and convenient for payment to be

made through the Sheriff. These are issued under the head of

"Nova Placita „et novae conventiones," or "Issues of pleas and

covenants for the current year."

In this year the entries consist mainly of scutages, paid by

Roger Arundel and others with the Abbots of Sherborne, Cerne,

Milton, and Abbotsbury, and the Abbess of Shaftesbury ; for

ecclesiastical persons who possessed lands to which knight's service

belonged, if they did not attend the King in the field, had to

provide knights or pay an equivalent sum as scutage, of which more

will be said later. The only monies received and to be accounted

for are the profits of the land of Roland de Dinant, which for some

cause had been taken into the King's hands, and an amerciament

for a murder committed in Totecumbe hundred, probably the

hundred in the neighbourhood of Cerne, anciently known as

Glochresdon hundred.

By the King's command 40s. due from Count Reginald had

been remitted. The sheriff is allowed for this, and this closes

his account " Et quieta est," " And he is quit," equivalent to

" settled," is written at the end as after the several accounts which

the sheriff discharged for those indebted to the Crown.

As a specimen of one of the longer rolls I give a translation of

the roll of 31 Hen. I., Dorset and Wiltshire (A.D. 1130—1131).

I proposed giving translations of a.few of the early rolls, but time
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and space will not admit of it, and I have struck them out, though

I have left the notes which relate to them.

Transcripts, with translations of these and other rolls of Hen. II. 's

reign, with extracts from those of John's reign, will be found in

the County Museum Library. For the former reign the reprints

in Exchequer type, by the Eecord Commissioners, and those of

the Pipe Roll Society so far as they go, have been followed. The

remainder, including those of John's reign, I have transcribed

from the original documents in the Record Office.

I should wish to add that in preparing the foregoing notes I

have made free use of the authorities from whose works I have

quoted when I could do so with advantage to the reader.

31 HENRY I. a.d. 1130—1131.

Dorset and Wiltshire.

Warm', the Sheriff, renders an account of £216 17s. 4d. blanched money,

of the old firm of the three counties.

He has paid in the Treasury and is quit, and the same (sheriff) of the new

firm of Wiltshire and Dorset. In the Treasury £454 10s. (paid) by

weight, and £62 4s. (paid) by tale. (Note 1.)

And in fixed disbursements £25 and twenty-two pence halfpenny by

tale.

And in payment to Robert de Belismo £18 5s. in tale, and in cloth for

the same 40s. by tale.

And in payment of Suein, a servant of the King, whilst he was at

Gillingham, with one stallion for leaping the King's horses, 30s. 4d. by

tale.

And for sea passages from Weymouth, by the King's brief, 13s. by tale.

And for making one doorway to the cellar of the Tower of Salisbury

20s. by tale, and in remissions, by the King's brief to William de

Vernun, 40s. by tale.

And for equipment, and for bringing wine and for salting the King's

venison, and other small matters through the King's brief, 67s. by

tale.

And for the Manor of Celesworda ( ) which Warner', son of Era',

holds at firm £7 18s. 4d. by tale.

And for the custom of timber, which Matilda the Queen gave to the

Church of St. Edith, 41s. in tale.
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And for the custom of the fair (2) which the King and Queen granted to

the Church of St. Edith, 25s. 7d. by tale.

And in toll of the market (3) of Sarum, which pertains to the firm of

Wilton, which the King granted to the Bishop of Sarum, with that

which the Queen granted before to the Church of Sarum, forty shillings

by tale.

And for his superplus (4) which he had in the County of Somerset,

£40 3s. Witness Robert Arundel and William, son of John.

And he owes £83 2s. 7d. blank and £45 9s. 6d. tale.

Dorset.

William de St. Edward and Jordan', son of Suns, owe ten silver marks

for the right of the land of Roger, maternal uncle to Jordan', and if they

should prove (their right to the land) they would give twenty silver

marks (5^.

John Belet owes fifty silver marks for forfeiture (6) in the County of

Berkshire. The Earl de MelF owes 100 silver marks for money

advanced to the King.

William de Glastonbury renders an account of three hundred and

eight silver marks and twopence for part of his land, and for

the thane Walchel, his maternal uncle. In the Treasury 20 silver

marks.

And he paid to the King in Normandy 20 silver marks by the King's

brief, and he owes 268 silver marks and twopence.

And the same sheriff renders an account of £7 6s. 8d. of the pleas of

Robert Arundel and his associates for breach of the forest laws.

And in remissions by the King's brief. To the Earl of Leicester five

silver marks. To Odo de Morein Vilers two silver marks.

To the Earl de Mell' two silver marks. To William Martell two silver

marks. And he is quit.

And the same sheriff renders an account of 42s. amerciament for one

murder in the hundred of Gillingham (7). In the Treasury two

shillings.

And in remissions by the King's brief to Hubert de St. Susanna 40s.

And he is quit.

And the same sheriff renders an account of £6 4s. 5d. (amerciament) for

one murder in the hundred of Niwetona (Newton ?). In remissions

by the King's brief to the Bishop of Winchester 64s. 5d.

To Thomas, son of Eudon', 40s., and he is quit.

And the same sheriff renders an account of £32 lis. danegeld (8) of the

previous year.
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In remissions through the King's brief. To the Bishop of Winchester,

32s. ; to the Bishop of Sarum, £7 6s. ; to the Earl of Gloucester,

£22 10s. ; to the Earl Moreton, 23s.—total, £32 lis., and he is quit.

Aiulf Camer' owes £14 2s., which he had received of the new firm of the

County, and £15 15s. 4d. for re-stocking (the lands of) the Comitatus (?)

(i.e., the King's lands or the lands in the hands of the King in the

County ?)

Revenue derived from new Pleas and Covenants.

Robert de Monasteriis renders an account of one hundred silver marks for

the pleas of Bissa.

In the treasury £20 and he owes 70 silver marks.

Emma, wife of Robert, son of William, renders an account of fifteen silver

marks for her dower.

In the treasury 106s. 8d. And she owes 7 silver marks.

Randolf Barnage renders an account of 10 silver marks that he should

not be impleaded for his land during his life. In the treasury 40s.

The Abbot of Cerne renders an account of ten silver marks of the money

of the Bishop of Durham. Paid in the treasury and he is quit.

And the same Sheriff renders an account of fifteen silver marks

amerciament for one murder in the Totecumbe hundred. In the

Treasury 22s.

And in remissions through the King's brief. To Stephen Beauchamp,

10s. ; to Tierrico de Bosco Herb'ti, 40s. ; to Maurice de Windsor, 15s. ;

Adam de Port, 10s. ; the Earl de Mellent, 23s. 5d. ; Humphrey de

Bohun, 24s. 6d. ; the Earl of Leicester, 24s. 8d. ; to the Bishop of

Sarum, 29s. 5d.—total, £8 18s. And he is quit.

And the same Sheriff renders an account of 15 silver marks, amerciament

for one murder in Luseb'ge hundred. In the Treasury, 6s. Sd.

And in remissions through the King's brief. To the Monks of Pratella,

46s. 8d. To William de Heroldicuria, 33s. 4d. To William Glaston-

bury, 20s. To Richard de Greinville, one silver mark. To Robert

Widville, 12s. To the Earl of Gloucester, 35s. 3d. To William de

Pontearch, 21s. 5d. To Robert Arundel, lis. 4d.

Total, £9 13s. 4d. And he is quit.

And the same Sheriff renders an account of 15 silver marks amerciament

for one murder in the hundred of Niwetona.

In remissions by the King's brief. To the Bishop of Winchester, 57s. 4d.

Robert de Lincoln, 40s.

To the Bishop of Sarum, 36s. 8d. To the Earl of Gloucester, 46s. Total,

£10. And he is quit.
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And the same Sheriff renders an account of ten silver marks amerciament

for one murder in the hundred of Winfrith. In remissions by the

King's brief. To Robert Lincoln. To Teirrico de Bosco Herb', 20s«

To Robert Relet, 5s. To William de St. Clare, 6s. Sd. To the mother

of the Bishop of Lincoln, 25s. To Hugh, son of Ber, the King's baker (?),

4s. 8d. To John Belet, 18s. 8d. To the Bishop of Sarum, one mark.

Total. Ten silver marks, and he is quit.

And the same Sheriff renders an account of "banegeld. In the treasury,

£98 2s. 3d.

And in remissions through the King's brief. To Walter Maltravers,

25s. To Walter of Sarum, £4. To William Martell, £4 9s. To the

Monks of Bee, 17s. To Roger de Hamton, 26s. 3d. To the Monks of

Montacute, 6s. To the Abbot of Milton, 40s. To William, son of

John, 10s. To Geoffrey, son of CancelF, 37s. To John Belet, 53s. To

William de St. Clare, 19s. To Walter de Lileston, 4s. To Robert, son

of Martin, 16s. To Henry, son of Unfr', 22s. 9d. The Earl of Leicester,

16s. 9d. To Alfred Lincoln, £6. To Anselm Vic', 16s. 6d. To the

Abbess of Pratell, 20s. To Juliana almoner (9), of St. Edwards, 4s.

To Hugh, son of Ber, the baker, 3s. To Ralph de Cahaines, 35s. To

Mathilda de Aquila (D'Eagles), 28s. To Alan de Dina, 20s. To Hum-
phrey cle Rochella, 5s. To Henry de Pomer', 16s. To Robert Arundel,

58s. To the Abbot of Caen, 7 Is. To the Abbess de Caen, 20s. To

William de Tubertiville, 14s. To the Earl de Mell', £4. To William,

son of Robert, 10s. To Tierricus de Bosco Herb'te, 20s. To Randolf

Baix', 20s. To William, son of Richard, 24s. To Turchetill Buter',

2s. To the Bishop of Winchester, 64s. To William Glaston (bury),

28s. To the Chancellor, 22s. To the Bishop of Sarum, £41 10s. 6d.

To the Earl of Gloucester, £22 10s. To the Earl Moriton, 23s. To

William de Pontearch, 30s. To Warin', the Sheriff, 32s. To Gervase,

son of Osbert, 42s. To Ralph, the Cleric, 8s. To the Carpenter of

Wareham Castle, 2s. To Warin', the forester, 2s.

Total, £130 2s. 9d. And he is quit.

And the same Sheriff renders an account of the aid of the Burgesses. In

the Treasury £11.

And in remissions by the King's brief. To the Burgesses of S. Edwards,

40s., on account of their poverty (10).

To the Burgesses of Dorchester, 40s. And he is quit.

Alfred de Lincoln owes sixty silver marks that he may have the manor

of Pulcham, of the honor of Cirencester, whilst he lives.

John Ingelr' owes one good horse (11) for the right of his father's land,

' but it is situated in Yorkshire.
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NOTES ON PASSAGES IN THE FOREGOING AND
SUBSEQUENT ROLLS.

31 Henry I.

(1) At the very commencement of this, the most ancient of the Rolls,

we have an example of the three modes of payment at the Exchequer by

tale, by weight, and blank.

(2)
11 The tolls of the fair." The grant of a fair by the Crown was a

valuable concession to the locality. The fair brought together buyers

and sellers from all parts, and gave the people of the neighbourhood in

which it was held an opportunity for disposing of their surplus stock and

produce without having to find a market for it at a distance. From

the entry it appears that the charter for the fair reserved tolls for

the Crown, which had been granted this year by the King and Queen

to the Church of Edith ; the interest the Queen had in it was probably

the proportion of the tolls, which was due to her for Aurum reginai

Queen gold.

(3) " Customs of the market." The tolls of the market were in some

towns a considerable source of revenue to the Crown. In the Pipe Roll

—London and Middlesex—for the 52 year of Henry III. reign, the bailiffs

of the City of London account for monies received in tolls on merchandise

imported into the city, for corn and customs at Billingsgate, for tolls on

fish brought to London Bridge Street, for issues of field and bars at

Smith field, tolls at the city gate, stallages, tolls of butchers, and other

tradesmen of West Chepe, and for the chattels of foreigners forfeited to

the Crown for buying and selling in the city.

(4) "Surplusage." The Crown was indebted to the Sheriff, £49 3s.,

the surplus of his expenditure over his receipts in Somerset, of which

County he must have been sheriff in the preceding year, he is here

credited with this sum.

(5) Silver mark. The value of the silver mark was 13s. 4d., but there

was no coin which represented that sum.*

(6) Forisfactura {forfeiture) signifies the effect or penalty of transgres-

sing some law. It is of land or goods. . . . Forfeitures are in

criminal matters where a person is attainted of treason, felony, &c,

and as all estates are said to be derived from the Crown, so all forfeitures

and escheats of land belong to the king unless granted away. (Jacob's

Law Dictionary, A.D., 1744.)

* ScTt. q'd nos assignavim' ei p'dote sua mill' maro' arg' annuati' xiij. sol' 't iiij. den'

c'putatis p' marca. Rot. lit. Pat. 3, John Memo 7. " Namely, that we have assigned to

her for her dower—a thousand marks of silver yearly—13s. 4d. being reckoned for each

mark."
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(7)
11 One murder in the hundred of Gillingham" The hundreds of

Gillingham and Winfrith were fined 42s. for murders committed in them.

If a murderer escaped, the town or hundred in which the murder was

committed was amerced. A town or hundred might be amerced also for

concealing a murder from the Sheriff. Individuals were also fined for

allowing murderers to escape and for not bringing the criminals to justice.

The origin of the law dates back to Saxon times. Canute, when king

of England, dismissed his Danish Army, retaining only his private body

guard of Danes. Danes, living in the country, were often made away

with
;
and, as evidence against those who slew them was not easily

procured, Canute made a law that if an Englishman killed a Dane he

should be tried for murder ; if he escaped, the town or hundred in which

the man was slain was fined 65 marks to the king ; this fine was not

exacted if the man slain was an Englishman. When a murder was

committed it was, therefore, to the interest of the town or hundred, to

prove Engleschire, i.e., that the man was an Englishman, and there are

many records in the Rolls of amerciaments for murder, because the

hundred charged could not prove Engleschire. The law relating to

Engleschire was much abused, and was ultimately revoked in conse-

quence in the 14th year of Ed. III.

(8) Danegeld (Dane money) was a tax first levied in Saxon times, as

occasion required, for the protection of the country against the invasions

of the Danes. The levy was continued after the Danish invasions had

ceased, and by Stephen's reign the Danegeld seems to have become a

settled and regular annual tax. The author of the Dialogus de

Scaccario considered that the Danegeld was an annual tax before the

Conquest, and that it ceased to be an annual tax immediately after the

Conquest.

(9) Almoner. An Almoner was not a dispenser of alms, but one who

received alms from the ing. When the King's servants were disabled by

age or sickness a pension of a penny or more a day was paid to them and

charged on the firm of some county. Many instances of such payments

occur in the rolls ; in this case the recipient of the King's alms may

have been an inmate of the Abbey or simply a resident in the town of

Shaftesbury.

(10) Remission of taxation to the Burgesses of Shaftesbury and

Dorchester. The anarchy, of Stephen's reign and the 18 years civil war

left the land exhausted ; fire and the sword and cruel exactions had

carried desolation into towns and villages, and reduced their inhabitants

to poverty so that in the earlier years of Henry II. reign many towns

were unable to pay their taxes and taxes were remitted to them, as here
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to the Burgesses of Shaftesbury and Dorchester, on account of their

poverty.

It might be noted that the Castle of Wareham is mentioned in this

roll, and that the Burgesses of S. Edwards, i.e., Shaftesbury, and those

of Dorchester, were assessed in the same amount for aid.

The following well known names occur in this roll ;—Maltravers,

Belet, Arundel, Turberville, Earl of Leicester, Earl Moreton.

(11) The last paragraph in the roll is an instance of which there are

many of payment in kind. " John Ingelr " gives one good horse for

right to his father's land, i. e. , he gives it as succession duty.

The crementum or additional payment on account of the improved

value of the ferm of a county was frequently paid in palfreys, sumpter-

horses, hawks. With regard to the last-named it is a noteworthy fact

that hawks were rarely tendered at the Easter Summons of the Sheriff

.

had they been accepted the Crown would have had the cost and risk of

keeping the birds in Mew during the moulting period of the summer

months, the royal hawkinsr season extending from November to March.

(See " Introduction to Pipe Roll Society's publications " and Hall's

Antiquities of Exchequer, p. 154.

)

2 Henry II.

(12) In waste £15 lis. £15 lis. out of a total taxation of less than

£40, is a very large reduction to make on account of lands wasted, and

shows how great was the desolation wrought by the civil war of the

preceding reign.

" The same Sheriff renders an account of scutage paid by the Abbot

of Abbotsbury." Scutage, escuage, servitium scuti, service of the shield,

was performed either by personal service in the King's army or by

deputy, or the service was commuted, a money payment being exacted

in lieu of it, the payment being in proportion to the Knight's fees or

portion of a Knight's fee held, Scutage was due to the King from all

his tenants in capite, i.e., from all his immediate tenants. At first,

doubtless, all Knights and Barons rendered personal service, but as it

was not always possible for prelates or convenient to others to do Knight's

service in their own persons, such persons were required to send Knights

in their stead or to pay scutage of so much for each Knight's fee held,

Thus in the roll of the 33rd year of Hen. II. there is a list " de scutagio

Baronum de Dorseta et Sumerseta qui non abierunt cum Rege in exercitu

Galweiae."

For some causes the fines were remitted, as to Hugo Bp. of Coventry,

who, in the 4th year of Richard I., was lined £5 scutage, assessed on the
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priory of Coventry, of which he was Custos, and whose fine was remitted

" quia erat in negotiis Regis in ipso exercitu," " because he was engaged

on the King's business in the same army."

The first scutage so far as there is any record was assessed in the 2nd

year of Henry II. , but only upon prelates who were bound to military

service. The second in the 5th year of Hen. II. was assessed not only

upon prelates, but upon all the tenants of the King " in capite."

Knighthood is an honour sought after in ttyese days : it does not appear

to have been always so much coveted. Robert Relet, according to the

Sheriff of Dorset's account, 14 Hen. III. paid 100s. for scutage and

passage, " Et ne fiat miles hac vice" (that he might not be knighted

this time) ; the responsibilities of knights were onerous.

3 Henry II.

(14) De hominibus de Portlanda. Homines were a sort of Feudatory

tenants who claimed a privilege of having their causes and persons tried

only in the Court of their Lord. (Jacob's Law Dictionary, A.D. 1744.)

4 Henry IL

(15) In corrediis Begince. A corody (corodium) was properly an

allowance of food due to the Crown or its nominee from a Monastery.

The £18 was probably the commuted value of it.

(16) De veteri dono. " Of the old or previous gift of the county." The

term donum was used with great latitude. At this time it signified aid,

scutage, or tallage. (See Madox.)

5 Henry II.

(17) Keeper of the King's houses at Gillingham. The frequent

mention of payments to the keeper of the King's houses at Gillingham

seems to show that Gillingham was a favourite Royal residence in this

reign. In 6 John an aid was raised upon the Royal demesnes of the

Counties of Dorset and Somerset for the King's houses at Gillingham.

(18) "In the Treasury £11 9s. 8d. blank in two tallies." The tallies

were short square rods about nine inches in length, the sums they

represented were cut upon them, notches of certain lengths standing

respectively for pounds, shillings, and pence ; the tally was split, one

half Avas kept in the Treasury, the other half was given to the Sheriff,

who produced it with his accounts and was credited with the sum it

represented if when presented it fitted its reputed counterpart, for the

tally Avas split to prevent fraud. If the half tally presented by the
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Sheriff did not correspond with the half in the treasury woe to the

Sheriff.

A Portland revepole, which is a tally in an extended form, may be

seen in the Dorset County Museum. Upon this poll the rating of the

island is said to be cut.

(19) " The newly-constituted alms of the Templars." The Knights

Templars had a yearly alms charged on most of the ferms of the counties.

The Templars were at this time at Holborn : they moved to Fleet Street

in A.D. 1184.

7 Henry II.

(20) " The land of Roland de Dinant ivhilst it was in the King^s hands."

The lands of private persons were taken into the King's hands for

various causes. In the case of a debt to the Crown the profits were

applied to the liquidation of the debt, and when the debt was discharged

the lands were restored to their owner. The lands of criminals might be

taken into the King's hands, and the lands of idiots were so taken and

were farmed for their profit.

8 Henry II.

(21) "The land of Bandolf de Toeni. . . . for restocking the

ploughland." The Sheriff or trustee put in charge of lands taken into the

King's hands had to keep up the stock upon the land, and the charges

for re-stocking were entered as here upon their accounts.

9 Henry II.

(22) " The same Sheriff- renders account of 10 marks for Warm de

Craneburnfor a duel."

Trial by ordeal (Dei judicium) was an appeal for judgment to God, ,

and was of various kinds—as trial by water, trial by hot iron, trial by

duel. The Pipe Rolls of this reign furnish many instances of each kind.

In the Dorset Rolls, of two years later (12 Hen. II.), the Sheriff of the

county accounts for money received for the chattels of those who
perished in the judgment of water. In 18 Hen. II. the Sheriff of

Nottingham and Derbyshire renders account of 8s. received for the

chattels of Randulf, "qui periit in aqua," and of many others who
perished in the same way in the 12th year of this reign ; the Sheriff of

Lincoln accounts for the chattels of those who perished in the judgment

of water, whose names are there subscribed ; there are many similar

entries. In the 24 Hen. II. Robert, son of Brien, pays £20 to be quit

of the judgment of hot iron (pro quietantia judicii ferri) ; he had in the

previous year paid 60 marks to be quit of the judgment of iron in

London.
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The Roll for the 21st year of Hen. II. contains a curious entry relating

to this ordeal—namely, the lining of certain persons, whose duty it was

to see that the conditions of the judgment were impartially carried out

for allowing the iron to be carried twice with one heating, "pro ferro

juisse bis portato de j calefactione.

"

Trial by duel was another species of trial by ordeal. Trial by duel

was often awarded when evidence was conflicting, for the purpose of

determining on which side was the truth* A noteworthy instance is

given by Madox of a duel awarded for this purpose in Mediseval times ;

two men had committed a robbery and fell out apparently over the

division of the spoil, in consequence of which one of them turned

approver and charged his accomplice with being principal in the theft,

this the accomplice denied, and as there were no witnesses the Court

decided that the matter should be settled by duel, in which duel the ap-

prover vanquished his opponent. At the head of the ancient MS., which

recorded the theft and its consequences, was a drawing reproduced by

Madox in an engraving representing the duel between the two men
and the vanquished man hanged on gallows afterwards. The men are

there represented as armed with shields and battle axes. Spellmann,

quoting from earlier writers, says that the combatants were armed with

cudgels and shields, "cum fustibus et scutis," and that the man who

was vanquished in the fight, being by it convicted of perjury, was

punished by the loss of his right hand, which was amputated.

The armour for duels was provided at the cost of the county, and there

are frequent entries in sheriffs' accounts of sums of money supplied for

the purchase of the armour.

Trial by ordeal was carefully safeguaided against abuse. In 16 Hen.

II. the Sheriff of Lincoln accounted for fines paid by several persons for

trying causes and awarding duels in their Courts, which they had no

right to do. The Sheriff of Dorset and Somerset in 24 Hen. II. paid

79s. 9d. for the County of Somerset, in which sum the county was

amerced for committing a duel to a hundred which ought to have been

in the county. In 12 Hen. II., Malgerus, a clerk, was fined £5—

a

considerable sum in those days—and his, Court were put " in misericordia

Regis " (from which, I suppose, they could only extricate themselves by

payment of a line) for allowing one man to fight two duels in the same

day. In 14 Hen. II. persons were fined for not guarding a duel carefully.

Prisoners were allowed to go out of custody to practice fencing

preparatory to a duel.

Warin de Craneburn, mentioned in this roll, was amerced for

recreancy—a fruitful source of fines ; generally persons charged with
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recreancy were so charged for failing to appear on the day appointed for

the duel or for refusing to fight when present.

11 Henry II.

(23) " Warin de Craneburn owes ten marks for misericordia.'" Warin

must have been a trouble to the authorities of his day, for here we find

him fined again, this time through misericordia, though he did not pay

the fine this year.

What offence Warin had been guilty of is not stated. A man for

various offences might be placed "in misericordia regis"—under the

king's displeasure and at his mercy—and a fine was imposed upon him, on

payment of which he was freed from the misericordia ; this explanation

of a misericordia may be gathered from entries in the rolls as, for

instance, in 1 Richard I. the Abbot of Pershore was "in misericordia

regis " for not sending his knights to serve in the Army of Camarun as

he was warned to do, and he made fine in the sum of 40s.—" ut sit

quietus de misericordia—" that he might be quit of the misericordia."

In the next year Warin paid 53s. 4d. of the 10 marks fine, and he owed

£4.

In the following year (13 Hen. II.) he paid another £1, leaving a debt

of 60s. which, however, he never paid, for he died shortly afterwards, the

debt, however, appears yearly for 2 or 3 years, but a note follows the

mention of it in each case to the effect that Warin is dead.







2. FISSURE AT DEWLISH
Containing Remains of Elephas Meridionalis.





Jt Jfitrther goiz on the ptolteh " Skpltnnt

By J. C: MANSEL-PLEYDBLL, Esq., F.G.S.,

P.L.S.

^INCE writing my note on the Dewlish Elephant Bed, I

have traced it to its termination, a distance of

103 feet, and instead of its having been deposited

when the river flowed at a higher level than it

does at present, which I thought at one time to

be the case, I find it was carried into a fissure by

a river or flood, before the formation of the

Dewlish Valley, when the features of the district were different to

what they are now. A fault which is apparent about three miles

to the north, in the axis of the valley, has elevated its eastern

side 84 feet. at an angle of about 74°, giving the strata a north

and east dip. This fault has not affected the strata on its

western side, the inclination of which is conformable to those of

the district, extending to the Tertiaries, which appear farther west

in the neighbourhood of Puddletown. The stream did not flow

with uniform strength ; at times it was gentle enough to transport

only the lightest materials ; at others it was capable of carrying

down heavy objects. This seems to have been the case shortly

before the fissure was filled up, as the large flints and elephant-
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remains lay at the top of the deposit and so near the surface that

every bone, with the exception of the massive limbs, pelvic-

bones, tusks, and molars, was dissolved
;
every attempt failed to

raise them from the matrix, and in spite of applications of thin

liquid glue and coatings of plaster of Paris they crumbled into

dust. The remarkable polished flints, interspersed in the upper

part of the deposit, had been probably lying on the surface of a

sandy plain, and their exposed parts subjected to the ceaseless

friction of wind-blown sand.

During the greater part of the Pliocene age the climate of

Europe was warmer than it is now ; many plants and animals

disappeared before the Forest-bed was laid down ; the Mastodon

and Hipparion (the supposed ancestor of the horse) did so at an

early period, and before the deposition of the Norwich Crag.

Elephas meridionalis survived as late as the Forest-bed, but had at

last to succumb to the rigours of the Glacial age. The more hardy

Mammoth was the last to disappear, being less dependent upon the

luxuriant vegetation of a tropical climate than E. antiquus and

E. meridionalis ; the plates of its molars were narrower and

interspaced with thinner wedges of cement, which were more

suitable for browsing upon the stunted Arctic trees and shrubs.

With the exception of the large herbivors the animals and the

plants of Europe at the present day are similar to those of the

Forest-bed age.

Of the fifty-six species of plants which Mr. Clement Reid has

determined from the Forest-bed, all are now living in Norfolk with

the exception of Trapa natans, the Water-chestnut, and the Spruce

fir, both of which did not return to England after the Glacial age.

The Stag, Boar, Beaver, Glutton, and some insectivorous quad-

rupeds which had been the companions of Elephas meridionalis,

passed safely through that rigorous period. The Hippopotamus

escaped the fate of the rest of the large herbivors by pushing its

way southward before the climate became severe enough to cover

the rivers and lakes with ice
;

for, being an air-breathing animal,

it is obliged to come occasionally to the surface. Its remains have
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been met with at Motcombe in this county, but no details of the

bed, or the circumstances under which they were found have been

preserved. They are met with frequently in the Pliocene beds of

Italy and France. Near St. Brest, in the Valley of the Eure,

beds of sand and flint-gravel of the Pliocene age, about 90 feet

above the sea-level, occur similar to those of Dewlish, containing

Elephas meridionalis and Rhinoceros etruscus.

The Dewlish remains lay at depths varying from three to eight

feet from the surface ; beneath are lenticular beds of ferruginous

loamy-sand, and two layers of thin flat-flints, of which the lowest

are the largest—both are unaccompanied by any sand or loam.

Large pieces of chalk, water-worn fossils—mainly consisting of

Sponges and Bryozoa—sphseroidal flints, and some Palaeozoic

pebbles lay scattered throughout the bed. After a careful search

I have been able to find only two small patches of sand similar to

that of the Elephant-bed, which must have found its way through

crevices too small to receive any material of greater bulk. With

the exception of the remains of this southern Elephant there is no

other evidence of the geological age of the deposit, but it may.

without much doubt, be assigned to the Pliocene.



©u Jttto ataft |to $ritfch Spite.

By the Rey. O. P. CAMBRIDG-E, M.A., F.R.S., &c
iitead February 16th, 1893.

With Plate.

£JQY last report, Proc. Dors. K.H. & A.F. Club, vol. xii.,

p. 80 (with plate), comprised the years 1889

and 1890, and brought the history of our

indigenous apiders to the end of the latter year.

I propose now to give a short account of what

we have met with since that time and up to the

present date.

18 9 1.

The year 1891, which will be long remembered as the wettest

known for many past years, was unfavourable for general ento-

mology, as well as for the arachnologist. Still there were some

rare species of spiders found and recorded, among which we may

particularly mention both sexes of ProstJiesima Latreillii in Hyde

Bog. At Bloxworth in May among heather, and at Portland in July,

under pieces of rock and stone immature females of Agroeca celer

Cambr. were found. Of this species no adult male has yet been dis-

covered, though search has been made for it at various periods of
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the year. On the day of the Diocesan Choral Festival at Salisbury,

May 14th, I met with an adult male of the rare and local spider

Liocranum domesticum (Wid.) in the cathedral. Chiracantliium

nutrix Westr. (adult female) occurred again on Bloxworth Heath •

and Micaria scintillans (Cambr.), whose resemblance to a black

ant is so striking, was found again near Pennsylvania Castle,

Portland : examples of it were also sent to me by Mr. G. C.

Bignell from Cornwall, this last being only the second known

British locality for it. On the 19th of August, when our Club had

such a pleasant day at Lulworth, I found an adult male of G?iaphosa

lugubris C. Koch near the Cove, the only previously known British

locality being Bloxworth Heath, where I had several years before

found the male adult in May. Agroeca inopina, Cambr., also

again occurred at Lulworth abundantly, but none adult, on the 19th

of August. Hahnia elegans Blackw. occurred in numbers (adult

males) in a swamp near Sherford Bridge in the Bloxworth district.

This sex in the adult state had not been found here before, though

the females are not rare in the spring in several other localilies.

In July of this year my son Owen met with Dictyna variabilis

C. Koch near the Hardy Monument. This is its first record in

Dorsetshire ; the spider being exceedingly rare in Britain. Mr.

Macrae, of Bournemouth, kindly sent me a living specimen,

an adult female, of Eresus cinnabarinus Oliv. on the 8th of May.

Only three examples of the species had before been recorded as

British, all of them males, two from Parley Heath and one

from Bournemouth. The dissimilarity of the sexes of this fine

species is very remarkable. The males have the forepart and legs

jet black picked out with white, and the abdomen bright scarlet

with a few black spots margined with white. The female, on the

contrary, is of a uniform black, slightly mixed with short hoary

hairs on the caput and traces of white rings round the legs.

Mr. Macrae found the specimen sent to me, crawling over the

"Sandbanks," near Poole, at dusk. In July, 1891, Euryopis

prona Menge was found also by my son, Owen, near Abbotsbury,

being its first occurrence in Dorset. Only one example had
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been before found in England. Laseola coracina C. Koch turned

up again on Bloxworth Heath, its previous occurrences having

been in the same locality but at wide intervals of time. On the

16th of April I found among sphagnum in Bere Wood and in

other localities adults of Neriene latebricola Cambr., its first

occurrence for many years past ; and at the same time among dead

leaves in the same locality an adult male of the rare Neriene fugax

Cambr. was met with, together with an adult female of the equally

scarce Walckenciera diceros Cambr.

Among heather on Bloxworth Heath two more females of Neriene

nigriceps Cambr., turned up on the 4th of May. Of this very

distinct species, though the female occurs occasionally, yet the male

is still unknown. The last species worthy of note in this group of

minute spiders, is Walckenciera {Tapinocyba Sim.) mitis Cambr.

Females occurred some years ago among moss and heather in

Morden Park late in Autumn, but in April and September, 1891,

I found both sexes on Bloxworth Heath and Morden Park. The

male is therefore new to science. Among the laterigrade spiders I

have to note Oxyptila Blaclavallii Sim., found by C. Owen P.

Cambridge near Weymouth in July, and 0. sanctuaria Cambr. at

Bloxworth Rectory ; also among the geometric spiders I may

mention the occurrence again, though rarely, of Epeira alsine in

the woods of the Bloxworth district. Close search was made in

July at Portland for the salticid spider Neon levis Sim., new to

Britain (discovered near Pennsylvania Castle in May and July,

1890), but the only example found was immature. Among spiders

not found in Dorset, are to be noted Walckenciera (Lophocarenum

Sim.) Mengii, Sim., found by the Rev. Frederick 0. P. Cam-

bridge in Cumberland, and new to Britain. Also Neriene (Tmeticus)

simplex (F. 0. P. Cambridge) a fine species new to science, found

in some abundance by the same arachnologist at Cannock Chase.

Another example of the cosmopolitan salticid, Hasarius Adansonii,

Aud : (H. citus Cainbr.J was sent to me in October from the Kew
Gardens, where it appears to have become, in a certain sense,

naturalised in the conservatory and exotic plant-houses. I should
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mention here also that I received from Mr. G. H. Carpenter (of

the Science and Art Museum, Dublin) some time ago from Ireland

a new species of Leptyphantes—described below as L. culta ; and

among spiders found in Morden Park, near Bloxworth, in 1891, I

have recently discovered a new species of Sintula (Neriene) pygmcea,

also described below.

18 92. *

The year 1892, although very dry at some periods, and afford-

ing a fair proportion of fine and sunny days, was very cold, and on

the whole very ungenial, especially at night. It is not, therefore,

surprising that it should have been rather a bad season for spiders.

The list of those met with certainly comprises but few of special

note. One, however, a Theridion, brought to me from Christ's

College, Cambridge, by Mr. Cecil Warburton, appears to be new

to science. A description of this novelty will be found at the end

of this paper under the name of Theridion lionorum.

Mr. Warburton also brought to me several adult males of the

fine salticid spider, Marpessa pomatia Walck, from Wicken Fen.

Only two, both females, had been previously recorded in Britain,

one a great many years ago from Southport, Lancashire, the other

from Wicken Fen in 1890. Mr. Warburton found also Singa Herii

Hahn in the same locality (this being its first record as a British

species) and Philodromus Uneatipes Cambr. in the New Forest.

Among the rarer species found in the Bloxworth district in this year

may be specially noted Micrommata virescens Clk., an adult female,

on the 20th of May
;
Epeira scalaris Walck., adults of both sexes in

August and September
;
Erigone longipalpis Sund., both sexes adult,

in abundance under drift seaweed below highwater mark on the

shores of the Fleet near Chickerell in April ; Neriene reproba

Cambr., not scarce under stones near the Chesil beach in October,

the females with their egg-cocoons ; and Letkia albipunctata

Cambr. in the same locality. Mr. G. H. Carpenter, from whom I

formerly received a shrivelled example of a new Tegenaria (T.

Hibernica described in Proc. of our Club, vol. xii., p. 86) sent me
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this last autumn adult examples in excellent condition of both

sexes from Dublin, where it appears to be not scarce as a house

spider, perhaps replacing our abundant English species, T. clerhamii

Scop., which seems to be of rare occurrence there, and T. atrica C.

Koch. And lastly, I may mention a spider of the genus Cryplweca,

sent to me on the 22nd of last December from Carlisle, which

appears to me to be new to science. It was found there running

on railings in the Autumn of 1892 by the Rev. F. 0. P. Cambridge,

and I have described it as new in the appendix to these notes

under the name Cryplioeca diversa. I have also received very lately

a spider new to Great Britain from near Edinburgh, where it was

found by Mr. William Evans in 1892, Wdlchendera alpina Cambr.
;

and more recently still in April, 1893, I met with a very distinct

new Sintula (S. indecora infra) among moss, Bloxworth. Among

the discoveries of the past two years, therefore, we have five species

new to science (two of which were found in Dorset), two others

new to Britain, two new to Dorsetshire, and one of which only the

female had been previously recorded. In the following pages will

be found a list of the above and of other rare species, with descrip-

tions of those which are new either to Britain or to science.

SYSTEMATIC LIST

OP NEW AND RARE SPIDERS RECORDED
IN 1891 AND 1892.

FAM : DRASSIDiE.

micaria scintillans (Cambr.)

Again found near Pennsylvania Castle, Portland, in July, 1891,

and also sent to me from Cornwall by Mr. G. C. Bignell.

GNAPHOSA LUGUBRIS (C. Koch.)

An adult male under stones near Lulworth Cove on the 19th of

August, 1891.
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PROSTHESIMA LATREILLII (L. Kocll.)

Both sexes adult in Hyde Bog, near Bloxworth, in May,

1891.

Clubiona diversa (Cambr.)

An adult male received from Ireland from Mr. G. H. Car-

penter. ,

Chiracanthium nutrix (Westr.)

Adult females on Bloxworth Heath.

Agroeca inopina (Cambr.)

Abundant near Lulworth Cove on the 19th of August, 1891,

but all immature.

Agroeca celer (Cambr.)

Immature females on Bloxworth Heath in May, and also under

pieces of rock and stone, Portland, July, 1891. The adult male

continues to escape observation.

Liocranum domesticum (Wider.)

An adult male in Salisbury Cathedral, May 14th, 1891.

FAM : ERESIDiE.

Eresus cinnabarinus (Oliv.)

Fig. 1.

An adult female, found by Mr. Macrae, of Bournemouth, on

the sandbanks near Poole on the 8th of May, 1891, and kindly

sent to me alive. The female differs remarkably from the

male in the entire absence of the vivid scarlet with which

the abdomen and some other portions of the latter are

coloured, being of an uniform jet black with some short

hoary hairs intermixed on the caput, and a few on the fore

part of the abdomen, and with some narrow white annulations

on the legs. This sex (female) has not before been recorded

as British.
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FAM : DICTYNIDiE.

DlCTYNA VARIABILIS (C. Koch.)

An adult female of this rare spider was found near the Hardy

Monument in July, 1891, by C. 0. P. Cambridge. This is its first

record as a Dorset spider.

Lethia albipunctata (Cambr.)

I met with this spider again on the Chesil beach, Portland, in

October, 1892.

FAM : HAHNIIDiE.

Hahnia elegans (Bl.)

Adults of both sexes were found in abundance by C. 0. P. Cam-

bridge in a swamp near Sherford Bridge, in the Bloxworth district,

on the 11th of August, 1891. I had previously found the female

not uncommonly in some other localities in the neighbourhood but

had not met with the male excepting on one occasion (August,

1890)- and then very scarce.

Hahnia helveola (Sim.)

An unusually fine example of the adult female was found on the

walls of the Rectory, Bloxworth, on the 15th of November, 1892.

Its usual habitat is among dead leaves and moss in damp woods.

FAM : AGELENID^E.

Cryphceca diversa (sp. n.)

Fig. 2.

Adult female, length If lines.

Cephalothorax, of ordinary oval form, well impressed laterally

at the junction of the caput and thorax
;
colour, pale dull yellowish

with dusky converging lateral stripes
;
probably the colour would

have become darker by age, as the spider appeared to have

recently moulted.

Eyes, small, in two transverse rows, the posterior longest and

strongly curved, the convexity of the curve directed backwards,
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the anterior nearly straight, its very slight curve directed forwards.

They do not differ much in size ; those of the posterior row are

equi-distant from each other ; the fore-centrals are almost con-

tiguous to each other, and separated from the fore-laterals by a

rather greater interval. The trapezoid formed by the four central

eyes is longer from back to front, than broad. The height of the

clypeus is less than half that of the facial'space.

Legs, moderate in length and strength, 1, 4, 2, 3, but not

greatly differing in length ; similar in colour to the cephalothorax
;

well furnished with longish coarse hairs, bristles, and spines. Of

the latter the most noticeable are five pairs of long sessile ones in

two longitudinal rows beneath the tibiae of the first pair of legs
;

four pairs beneath those of the second pair, and three pairs of spines

beneath the metatarsi of both the first and second pairs of legs.

Palpi. Similar in colour and armature to the legs, each ending

with a slender, curved pectinated claw.

Falces. Moderate in length, straight, and rather prominent near

their base in front. Similar in colour to the legs, and furnished

with long coarse hairs and bristles.

Maxillce. Eather broad, moderately long, a little inclined to

the labium, somewhat rounded on the outer side, and - obliquely

truncated at the outer extremity.

Labium. Of a transverse oblong form, about half the height

of the maxillae, narrower at the apex than at the base, the former

being also slightly hollow.

Sternum. Short heart-shaped, thinly clothed with coarse hairs,

and similar in colour to the cephalothorax; the falces, maxillae,

and labium a little darker.

Abdomen. Oval ; of a yellowish white ground colour, marked

above Avith dusky blackish, showing a longitudinal central blackish

stripe, pointed behind, on the anterior half of the upper side, and a

large whitish somewhat rounded patch on each side of the pointed

portion, followed to the spinners by some rather irregular broken

transverse blackish angular bars. The abdomen is clothed with

long coarse black hairs. The genital aperture is simple, and the
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spinners moderate in length and strength, the superior pair two-

jointed and longer than the inferior, these four forming a trans-

verse oblong, whose breadth is rather moie than double its length.

An adult female of this spider was found running on old railings

near Carlisle in 1892 by the Eev. F. 0. P. Cambridge. It may

be at once distinguished from G silvicola Blackw. by being

furnished generally with long coarse hairs, the much smaller eyes,

and the number of spines beneath the tibia?, of the first pair of legs,

5 pairs in the present species, 4 only in G. silvicola ; it differs also

in colours and the pattern on the abdomen from G. silvicola, in

which last species the area of the spinners is also much less

broad in proportion to its length.

Tegenaria Hibernica (Cambr.)

Fig. 6.

Since the description of this spider (Proc. Dors. K. H. and A. F.

Club, 1891. vol. xii., p. 86, fig. 4), from a dry and damaged example,

I have, in October, 1892, received examples of both sexes in spirit

of wine from Mr. G. H. Carpenter, by whom they were found in

dwelling-houses in Dublin, where it appears to be not uncommon

and perhaps to take the place of T. derhamii (Scop.) and T. atrica

(C. Koch). From these recent examples its near alliance to

T. atrica as well as its distinctness from that species is confirmed.

The male may easily be distinguished from the female of that

species by the different form of the genital aperture. The colours

and markings of the female are similar to those of the male.

This spider varies considerably in the size of the male. Two

specimens measured respectively 4 and lines, and probably the

female also varies in this respect. The length of an individual of

this latter sex was very nearly 8 lines.

FAM : THEEIDIIDiE.

Laseola coracina (C. Koch.)

In May, 1891, this species again occurred, but very rarely, on

Bloxworth Heath.
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Euryopis prona (Menge).

An adult female of this rare species was found by C. 0. P.

Cambridge, at Abbotsbury, in July, 1891. This is its first record

in Dorsetshire.

Theridion honorum (sp. n.)

Fig. 4.

Adult female, length rather more than 1J lines.

This spider is similar in form and general appearance to

Theridion varians Hahn, but may be at once distinguished by its

darker colours and far more strongly defined markings ; and also

by its legs being distinctly marked and annulated with black.

The Cejplialotlwrax is pale yellowish with a broad and very

distinct central longitudinal black band, and a narrower marginal

one ; in one example, however, the marginal band was nearly as

broad as the central, though rather ill-defined, and the clypeus has

a black spot in the middle.

The Legs and Palpi are rather paler than the cephalothorax and

distinctly marked and annulated with black.

The Falces are yellowish marked in front with a strong black

blotch near the base.

The Sternum is black with a median wedge-shaped yellowish

marking, the point of which is directed backwards.

The Abdomen is black on the upper side, mixed with small whitish

points ; a not very well-defined longitudinal band of lozenge-shaped

dull whitish markings, obscured with dark points, runs along the

middle, ending in a rather distinct white patch above the spinners.

The sides are white with several tolerably well-defined oblique

black lines or narrow stripes. The under side, between the

spinners and genital process, is black edged with white, the white

being most distinct in front, next to that process, which last is

very like that of T. varians, though differing in a slight but

characteristic point.

Several examples of the female have been met with by Mr. Cecil

Warburton (of Christ's College, Cambridge) on shrubs growing on

the walls of the College. I have compared them with numerous
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specimens in my possession of the common species, T. varians, but

find them uniformly distinct in the characters given above.

Though closely allied, therefore, to that species it appears to be

specifically distinct from it.

Linyphia (leptyphantes) culta (sp. n.)

• Fig. 8.

Adult female, length 2J- lines.

Cephalothorax, yellow, with a broad dark blackish-brown margin,

and a large wedge-shaped marking of the same colour from the eyes

to the thoracic indentation, covering the upper part of the caput.

The Eyes are on small tuberculous black spots, those of the

posterior row are nearly about equi-distant from each other and

form a very nearly straight transverse line, those of each lateral

pair are minute and contiguous to each other. The four centrals

form a quadrangle whose anterior side is shortest. The clypeus

is a little prominent towards the lower margin, but rather sharply

impressed just below the eyes ; its height is distinctly less than

half that of the facial space.

The Legs are moderately strong, not very long, 1, 4, 2, 3. The

metatarsi of the 1st and 2nd pairs are double the length of the

tarsi, and have several spines. The tibise have 7 or 8/ The

colour of the legs is brownish yellow without markings or annula-

tions. The Palpi are similar in colour but have the fore-extremity

of the cubital and radial joints suffused with brown.

Falces. Yellow-brown ; Maxillcs and Labium, dark brown, tipped

with pale yellow.

Sternum. Dark yellow-brown.

Abdomen, oval, very convex above, of a dusky drab colour, with

the ordinary transverse angular bars or chevrons running somewhat

together and forming a black longitudinal dentated band along the

middle from towards the fore part to a little above the spinners.

The sides of the abdomen are sprinkled with cretaceous white

spots, which form a dividing line between the upper and under

sides. The under side is blackish, marked along the middle with
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white points forming a somewhat figure of 8 pattern. The genital

process, or epigyne, is of characteristic form, but not very

prominent.

Although nearly allied to L. leprosa Ohl. and other species, this

present may be distinguished readily by the very characteristic

marking of the cephalothorax and the form of the epigyne. A
single example was sent to me two ye'ars ago from Ireland, among

some other spiders, by Mr. G. H. Carpenter, but has been over-

looked until now.

* Neriene (Erigone) longipalpis (Sund.)

Both sexes adult of this hitherto rather rare spider occurred in

abundance under drift seaweed below highwater mark on the

shores of the Fleet near Chickerell in April, 1892.

Neriene (Gongylidiellum) latebricola (Cambr.)

This spider occurred in several localities at Bloxworth for the

first time for many years past.

Neriene (Pedanostethus) neglecta (Cambr.)

An adult male was swept from low plants at Bloxworth in

September, 1891, by C. 0. P. Cambridge.

Neriene (Cornicularia) vigilax (Bl.)

An adult male found crossing the highway near Bloxworth on

the 2nd of August, 1891.

Neriene (Wideria) fugax (Cambr.)

An adult male on April 17th, 1891, and an adult female on

the 29th of April, 1892, among dead leaves in Bere Wood. Only

* In this genus

—

Neriene (Bl.) as well as in Walckenaera (Bl.) and
Linyphia (Bl.)—the generic names used here are those adopted in

" Spiders of Dorset," but in any future general work on spiders the

numerous species of these genera will most of them have to be redistri-

buted according to the arrangement in Simon's " Arachnides de France."

The generic names used by M. Simon (loc. cit. ) are here indicated within

brackets.
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two examples have been found previously, and those not far off

from the two now recorded.

Neriene (Hilaira f) reproba (Cambr.)

A fair number of both sexes, adult, the females with their egg

cocoons, were found under stones near the Chesil Beach in October,

1892.

Neriene (Wideria) nigriceps (Cambr.)

Two adult females found among heather on Bloxworth. Heath

on the 4th of May, 1891. The male of this very distinct species

has hitherto escaped observation.

Neriene (Panamomops) bicuspis (Cambr.)

Both sexes occurred occasionally on iron railings on the lawn at

Bloxworth in May, 1891. It is one of our most remarkable little

spiders, and very capricious in its appearance, not being found

for perhaps several years and then occurring pretty freely.

Neriene (Tmeticus) simplex (F. 0. P. Cambr.)

Numerous adults of both sexes of this fine and very distinct

spider were found by the Rev. F. 0. P. Cambridge in a brewery

cellar at Cannock, in Staffordshire, in May, 1891. It has been

fully described and figured by its discoverer as new to science,

in Ann. and Mag. KH., 1892, ser. 6, vol. x., p. 384, pi. xx., fig. 5.

Neriene (Tmeticus) Warburtonii (Cambr.)

This very interesting species was met with by the Rev. F. 0. P.

Cambridge in abundance in August, 1892, among long grass in

Newton Moss near Penrith, Cumberland. It had only before been

recorded from Southport, Lancashire.

Neriene (Porrhomma) montigena (Sim.)

Porrhomma nigrum, F. 0. P. Cambr.

Recorded in Proc. Dorset K H. and A. F. Club, xii., p. 92, as

Porrhomma nigrum sp. n., but since considered to be identical

with N. {Porrhomma) montigena Sim.
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Neriene (Dicymbium) tibialis (Bl.)

Two males and one female, adult, of this distinct and remarkable

spider were found by the Rev. F. 0. P. Cambridge amongst dead

leaves near Carlisle in April, 1891.

Neriene (Sintula) diluta (Cambr.)

Leptyphantes plumiger, F. 0. P. Cambr.

Described as sp. nov. from Bloxworth under the name

Leptyphantes plumiger, by the Rev. F. 0. P. Cambridge in Ann.

and Mag., N. H., 1892, vol. x., ser. 6, p. 386, pi. xx., fig. 2.

Neriene (Sintula) pygm^ea (sp. n.)

Fig. 3.

Adult female, length l-24th of an inch (J a line).

Cephalothorax. Oval, rounded in front, lateral marginal con-

strictions slight, a little prominent, or gibbous at the beginning

of the posterior slope and a distinct indentation—in the profile line

—behind the caput; the occiput rather rounded. The colour is

yellowish-brown, margined with a blackish line and with dark

converging lines on the sides of the thorax, and a somewhat

quadrate dark patch immediately behind the occiput. From each

of the anterior corners of this patch a dark line runs to the lateral

eyes. The height of the clypeus is equal nearly to half that of

the facial space.

Eyes. On black spots, closely grouped together, the posterior

row rather strongly curved, the convexity of the curve directed

backwards. The anterior row much shortest and straight. The

eyes of the central pair are separated from the laterals by a slight

interval, those of the lateral pairs contiguous to each other. The

quadrangle formed by the four central eyes is rather longer than

broad, and its foreside is shortest.

The Legs are short, 4, 1, 2, 3, moderately strong, not differing

greatly in length. Their colour is brownish yellow. The tibise

are furnished with several erect very fine bristle-like spines, and

the tarsi and metatarsi are very nearly equal in length ; the
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former, if anything, slightly shortest. Also an erect bristle-like

spine on the genuse.

The Palpi, Falces, and Maxillae are similar to the legs in colour.

Labium short semi-circular, and with the Sternum, which is

roundly prominent and glossy, of a nearly black hue.

Abdomen. Short-oval, blackish tinged with olive, glossy, fur-

nished sparingly with very short fine hairs, and hollowed out

in a circular form where it projects over the base of the cephalo-

thorax.

This spider is nearly allied to S. (Linyphia) aeria Cambr., but is

smaller. The legs are proportionally shorter, and the genital

process is far less prominent, differing also in its structure. It was

found among moss in Morden Park in September, 1891.

Neriene (Sintula) indecora (sp. n.)

Fig. 7.

Adult female, length slightly less than 1 line.

Cephalothorax oval, lateral marginal constrictions at the junction

of the caput and thorax very slight, normal indentations also slight,

profile including the hinder slope forms a slight general curve; colour

brownish yellow tinged with olive, and with a distinct marginal

blackish line. The normal grooves and indentations are also

plainly indicated by converging dark blackish lines on the sides of

the thorax and from the lateral pairs of eyes to the thoracic

indentation.

Eyes in normal position, those of the hind-central pair are if

anything a little the largest of the eight and separated by equal

intervals from each other and from the hind-lateral eyes. The fore-

lateral eyes are very nearly if not quite as large as the hind-centrals.

The clypeus is low, not equal to one-third the height of the facial

space.

Legs sub-equal in length, not very long nor strong 1, 4, 2, 3.

They are similar in colour to the cephalothorax, and are furnished

with hairs and a few slender erect bristles. The tibise of the first

three pairs as well as the extremities of the femora are strongly
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suffused with blackish, and there is a very distinct black blotch

at the fore extremity underneath each of the coxal joints.

Falces tolerably long, not very powerful. Slightly divergent at

their extremities and nearly similar in colour to the cephalothorax,

being less olive-tinged.

Maxillce. Brownish yellow with a large distinctly marked

irregular black patch.

Sternum. Brown-black, strongly convex with a rather roughened

appearance on the surface.

Abdomen. Oval, glossy black, clothed with a few fine hairs.

Genital aperture furnished with a broadish reddish brown

epigyne of considerable length, running backwards parallel to

the inferior surface of the abdomen, and strongly impressed or

channelled along the inferior surface.

This is a very distinct species and easily recognised by the

coloration of the cephalothorax and legs, and especially by the

great size and form of the epigyne.

Found among moss on April 3rd, 1893, at Bloxworth.

Walckenaera acuminata (Bl.)

Found among dead leaves in January, 1891, in several localities

at Bloxworth as well as in the spring and autumn of that year.

Walckenaera (Wideria) cucullata (C. Koch.)

Both sexes, adult, among moss in woods and fir plantations at

Bloxworth in the spring of 1891 and 1892.

Walckenaera (Lophocarenum) Mengii (Sim.)

Twelve examples of this very distinct species were found by the

Rev. F. 0. P. Cambridge, near Ambleside, Cumberland, in July,

1891. (See Ann. and Mag. N.H., Ser. 2, Vol. x., 1892, p. 387,

pi. xx., fig. 1.) It had not been before recorded as a British spider.

Walckenaera (Entelecara) trifrons (Cambr.)

Both sexes, adult, were met with in a bog on Bloxworth Heath

on the 21st May, 1892. It is a rare and very local spider.
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Walckenaera (Pi^siocRiERUs) latifrons (Cambr.)

Found among dead leaves in Berewood in January, 1891, by

C. 0. P. Cambridge and W. A. P. Cambridge. It had not been

met with before for some years past.

Walckenaera (PL.ESiocRiERUs) beckii (Cambr.)

An unusually richly coloured adult male of this species was

found among the debris of an old faggot rick at Bloxworth on the

29th of April, 1891.

Walckenaera (Pl^siocr^rus) Alpina.

Walckenaera Alpina Cambr., P.Z.S., 1872, p. 767, pi. lxvi.,

fig. 24.

An adult male and female of this spider were sent to me by Mr.

G. H. Carpenter, of Dublin. They were found in 1892 (by Mr.

Wm. Evans) in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, and are new to

Britain. This species was discovered in 1865 by myself in Styria

high up on the mountain side near Bruck-am-Muir. One was found

subsequently in the Tyrolese Alps by Pr. Ludwig Koch, and it

has since been met with in the " Alpes Maritimes," France, but is

evidently, so far as yet known, a rare spider. It is closely allied

to W. latifrons Cambr. (Spid. Dors., p. 161), but may easily be

distinguished by the anterior segment of the cephalothorax in the

male being upturned, leaving a distinct cleft between it and the

large posterior segment.

Walckenaera (Ceratinella) brevipes (Westr.)

Adults of both sexes among heather near Bloxworth on the 30th

of April 1891.

Walckenaera (Panamomops) diceros (Cambr.)

An adult female of this species was found among moss and dead

leaves in Berewood on the 20th of April, 1891. It is perhaps one

of the most curious and certainly the rarest of this extensive group

of minute spiders.
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Walckenaera (Tapinocyba) mitis (Cambr.)

On the 15th of April and again at the end of September, 1891,

I met with both sexes of this minute spider among heather at

Bloxworth. The female only had previously been taken and was

described in 1882 in the Ann. and Mag. N. H. of January in that

year. The male is 1-1 8th of an inch in length, and resembles

the female in general characters and colour. The height of the

clypeus is less than half that of the facial space, and from behind

and above each hind-lateral eye a narrow, very nearly straight

tapering sharp-pointed indentation of a red hue runs obliquely

backwards, so that when looked at from above and behind the

points of the two indentations diverge strongly from each other.

The Palpi are short ; the radial is much stronger than the

cubital joint and has its fore-extremity on the upper side produced

into a short tapering not very prominent apophysis, whose

point is obtuse and rather obliquely truncated. The digital

joint is small, and roundish ; the palpal organs are not very pro-

minent nor complex, with a slender black spine on their inner side,

curving round their extremity, and within the coil of its fine

curved point is another short black pointed spine. Although

nearly allied to Walckenaera ingrata Cambr., this is quite a distinct

spider, and the male may easily be distinguished by the form of the

radial apophysis and of the indentation behind the lateral eyes.

This indentation is absent in the female ; bat this sex has quite a

different structure of the genital aperture from that of Walckenaera

ingrata. W. subitanea Cambr. is another nearly allied spider, but

differs not only in the form and direction of the indentation running-

back from the hind-lateral eyes, but also in the height of the clypeus

being more nearly equal to half that of the facial space. The

eyes themselves are also larger and more closely grouped together

than in the present species, and the occiput is more gibbous.

FAM : EPEIKIDiE.

Epeira scalaris (Walck).

Several examples of both sexes found at Bloxworth in
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September, 1892. An adult female also received from near

Hoisham from Mr. F. D. Godman, and an adult male from

Plymouth from Mr. G. C. Bignell. It is a widely dispersed

though very local and rare spider.

Epeira alsine (Walck.)

Adult females were found at Bloxworth in woods and swamps by

C. 0. P. Cambridge and A. W. P. Cambridge in September, 189 J.

Singa herii (Hahn.")

Fig. 5.

An adult male of this species, which has not been before

recorded as British, was taken by Mr. Cecil Warburton, of Christ's

College, Cambridge, in Wicken Fen, in July, 1892. It may at

once be distinguished from our other indigenous species of this

genus by the marking of the cephalothorax in which the thoracic

portion is of a bright orange reddish colour and the caput jet black

or deep brown, forming a remarkably strong and noticeable contrast;

the abdomen is black, with an indistinct longitudinal reddish median

band on the upper side. In the female there are three longitudinal

stripes or bands, of a yellow colour, on the abdomen, and the

cephalothorax is yellowish red with oblique dark brown lines

shewing the junction of the caput and thorax.

FAM : THOMISID.E.

Xysticus bifasciatus (C. Koch.)

Examples of this species were sent to me from the New Forest

by Mr. Cecil Warburton. It is a local though widely dispersed

species. I have never come across it in any numbers, excepting

many years ago near Tring, in Middlesex.

Xysticus ulmi (Hahn.)

A female of Xysticus ulmi was taken in Wicken Fen by Mr.

Cecil Warburton in August, 1892.
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Oxyptila Blackwallii (Sim.)

An adult female was found by C. 0. P. Cambridge near.

Weymouth in July, 1891.

Oxyptila sanctuaria (Cambr.)

' On the 7th of September, 1892, I met with an adult male on

the Rectory wall, Bioxworth ; and one was also found in Guernsey

by Mr. Warburton in August, 1892.

Philodromus lineatipes (Cambr.)

A female of this species was found in the New Forest in August,

1892, by Mr. Cecil Warburton.

Micrommata virescens (Clk.)

An adult female was found running over herbage in a wood at

Bioxworth late in the evening of May 20th, 1892, Although.' not:

rare in the immature state adults are very scarce. I have never

:

yet found the adult male in Dorsetshire.

FAM : LYCOSILm
Dolomedes fimbriatus (Walck.)

This fine spider was also met with in the New Forest by Mr.

Warburton in August, 1892.

FAM : SALTICIDiE.

. Marpessa pomatia. . (Walck.)

Attus pomatius Walck., Ins. Apt. I., p. 461.

Salticus BlacJaoallii Clark (Blackw. Spid. Gt. Brit, and Ireland,

p. 62, pi. iii., fig. 34.)

Marpessa pomatia Walck.-Cambr., Spid. Dors., p. 555.

. Salticus promptus Bl. I.e., p. 59, pi. iii., fig. 32.

Several adult males of this fine and rare species were found in

Wicken Fen in July, 1892, by. Mr. Warburton. This sex had

not been met with before as . British. From some immature

examples Mr, Warburton met , .with, it seems certain, as I had
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before suspected, that although included in the synonyms of Hydia

Nivoyi (Sim.), Spid. of Dors., p. 560, Salticus promptus (Bl.)

is but a very young form of M. pomatia.

Hyctia nivoyi, Sim.

Occurred again but very sparingly in Hyde Bog, Bloxworth

Heath, on May 4th, 1891.

Neon levis (Sim.)

An immature male was found under a stone at Portland on the

Breakwater side of the Island on the 24th of July, 1891. Those

previously met with were found near Pennsylvania Castle.

Hasarius adansonii (Aud.)

An adult male was received from the Kew Gardens on the

22nd of October, 1891, from Mr. D. Morris. This pretty and

active spider appears to have become naturalized in the hothouses

and conservatories of these gardens, wrhere it is carefully protected

on account of its use in catching the flies among the plants.

List of Spiders with Eeferences to Page AND Figures.

Micaria scintillans, Cambr. . p. 146

Gnaphosa lugubris, C. Koch . p. 146

Prosthesima Latreillii, L. Koch ... . p. 147

Clubiona diversa, Cambr. ... . p. 147

Chiracanthium nutrix, "Westr. • P- 147

Agroeca inopina, Cambr. ... . p. 147

„ celer, Camb. . p. 147

Liocranum domesticum, Wid. . p. 147

Eresus cinnabarinus, Oliv.... . p. 147, fig. 1.

Dictyna variabilis, C. Koch (new to Dorset) . p. 148

Lethia albipunctata, Camb. . p. 148

Hahnia elegans, Bl. . p. 148

„ helveola, Sim . p. 148
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Cryphoeca diversa sp. n. (Carlisle) ... ... p. 148, fig. 2.

Tegenaria Hibernica, Cambr. (Ireland, female new

to science) ... ... ... ... .. p. 150, fig. 6.

Laseola coracina, C. Koch... ... ... ... p. 150

Euryopis prona, Menge. (new to Dorset) ... ... p. 1 5

1

Theridion honoram sp. n. (Christ's Coll. Cambridge) p. 151, fig. 4.

Linyphia (Leptyphantes), culta sp. n/(Ireland) ... p. 152, fig. 8.

Neriene longipalpis, Sund ... ... ... p. 153

„ latebricola, Cambr. ... ... ... p. 153

,, neglecta, Cambr. ... ... ... ... p. 153

,, vigilax, Bl. ... ... ... ••• p. 153

„ fugax, Cambr. ... ... ... .... p. 153

„ reproba, Cambr. ... ... ... ... p. 154

„ nigriceps, Cambr. ... ... ... ... p. 154

,, bicuspis, Cambr. ... ... ... ... p. 154

„ simplex, F. 0. P. Cambr p. 154

„ Warburtonii, Cambr. ... ... ... p. 154

„ montigena, Sim. ... ... ... ... p. 154

„ tibialis, Bl. p. 155

„ diluta, Cambr. ... ... ... ... p. 155

„ pygmaea, sp. n. (Dorset) ... ... ... p. 155, fig. 3.

„ indecora, sp. n. (Dorset) p. 156, fig. 7.

Walckenaera acuminata (Bl.) ... ... ... p. 157

„ cucullata, C. Koch p. 157

„ Mengii, Sim. « p. 157

„ trifrons, Cambr. ... ... ... p. 157

„ latifrons, Cambr. ... ... ... p. 158

„ Beckii, Cambr. p. 158

„ Alpina, Cambr. (Scotland, new to

Britain) ... p. 158

„ brevipes, Westr. ... ... ... p. 158

,, diceros, Cambr. ... ... ... p. 158

„ mitis, Cambr. (Dorset, male new to

science) ... ... ... ... p. 159

Epeira scalaris, Walck p. 159
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

Fig. I. Eresus cinnabarinus Oliv., female. a, eyes from above and

behind
;

b, genital aperture.

,, 2. Cryp>hceca diversa sp. n., female. a, eyes from above and

behind
; b, spinners

;
c, maxillae and labium

;
d, leg of first

pair
;

e, genital aperture.

3. Neriene ( Sintida) pygmcea sp. n., female, a. eyes from above

and behind
;

b, genital aperture.

„ 4. Theridion honorum sp. n., female. a, sternum
;

b, part of

underside of abdomen
;

c, genital aperture from in front ;

d, ditto in profile.

,, 5. Singa Herii Hahn, male, a, palpal organs.

,, 6. Tegenaria Hibernica Cambr., female. Genital aperture.

,, 7. Neriene (Sintula) indecora sp. n., female, a, profile; b, eyes

from above and behind
; c, genital aperture and process.

8. Leptyphantes culta sp. n. a, genital aperture and process from

in front
;

b, ditto in profile.
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By Major W. SPARKS.

N a Paper of this description it is usual to introduce

some particulars of Parish Registers. Parish Books,

and accounts, and I will commence this Paper by

shortly giving you the result of my searches in

regard to those relating to Langton Herring.

MARRIAGES.

Register 1 commences November, 1681, and extends to 1757.

„ 3 commences March 30th, 1758, and extends to January

13th, 1808.

4 From March 30thv 1809, to February 4th, 1812.

8 From August 1st, 1814, to October 6th, 1842.

,, 9 From January, 1838, to the present time*

BAPTISMS.
Register 1 on Parchment commences December 10th, 1682, and

extends to Juty;"1776.

Register 2 From August 25th, 1776, to February 8th, 1801.

5 From September 18th, 1796, to July 26th, 1812.

„ 7 From -April' 18th, 1813, to the present time.
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BURIALS.
Register 1 commences May 14th, 1682, and extends to October

16th, 1753.

„ 2 Title Page " Langton Herring Register Book for Buring

in Woollen," made in year 1729. The first entry is

September 1st, 1728, and extends to January, 1801.

5 From October 20th, 1796, to February 4th, 1813.

„ 7 commences May 14th, 1813, and extends to the present

time.

In Register 3, July 15th, 1772, my Grandfather, Isaac Sparks,

was witness to a wedding at Langton Herring, of William Pope, of

Caundle Marsh, Somerset, Bachelor, with Mary Hoggard alias

Vivian, of Langton Herring, Spinster.

With the Registers in the Parish Chest there is a book of

Disbursements for the Church commencing in 1745.

In the first page of it is the following entry :—Paid for a new

book, 2s. 6d. Then follow other entries, a few of which I

give :—

Paid John Angell for Sparrows . .

.

00 0 2

Paid Robbin Buck for Sparos 00 0 4

Paid Edward Allen for to Stoats... 00 00 4

Paid John Angell for Sparros 00 01 4

Gave a Trafler 00 01 0

Paid for a book the fast day 00 01 0

Paid for bred and wine at Xmas. . .

.

00 01 0

Gave the Ringers ... 00 02 0

Gave a Trafler ... ... ... 00 01 0

Paid the. Clerk 01 00 0

Disbursed in all .... ... 02 18 10

The Parish, Cr., by two rates 3 11 0

Left in Stock ... 12 11

4 3 11

Due to the Parish 1 5 1
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At a Vestry held on Easter Monday, 1746, the above accounts

were examined and allowed, and Thomas Vivian was chosen

Churchwarden for the ensuing year by me

Thomas Franklyn, Rector,

and Mr. John Oldis was chosen by us, the Parishioners,

Rich Hardy,

Henry Bartlett,

Joseph Mowlem.

1759.—The following payments appear to have been made by

the Churchwarden :
—

Paid John Oldis for a Stoat ... 0 0 2

Paid William Frampton for 2 Stoats 0 0 4

Paid Henry Bartlett for a Highog...002
Paid Thomas Vivian for Sparos ... 0 0 2

Paid John Samways for Sparos ... 0 0 2

Paid John Hardy for Sparos ... 0 0 5

Paid Thomas Vivian for sparros ... 0 0 4

Paid Henry Angel for sparros ... 0 0 7

Paid Thomas Vivian for sparrows ... 0 0 6

Paid Thomas Bishop for two days

work about the Churchyard Walk 0 2 8

Paid at Visitation 0 17 6

Paid for bread and wine Whitsuntide 0 11
Paid for a Thanksgiving Prayer .. 0 10
Paid for Books for Fast Day ... 0 1 0

Paid for bread and wine Christmas 0 14
Paid William Frampton for to stoats 0 0 4

At Vestries held Easter Monday from 1759 to 1786 my grand-

father was present ; also the then Rector, Rev. William Cox. My
grandfather was also Churchwarden 1776, 1777, and 1778.

Mr. Cox was Rector for more than 50 years. With the Register

and Churchwardens' accounts and Minutes of Vestries in the Parish

Chest there is a Way Book commencing 1771 containing an

account of receipts a%d payments from that date to November, 1832.
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The following names occur in the old" Registers, viz., Goddin,

Vivian or Fifian, Carter, and Mowlem, and there are still indi-

viduals of these names now living in Langton.

It may be interesting to know the origin of the words " Langton

Herring."

No doubt its length (quite half-a-mile) explains the word

Langton or Langtown. The word Herring is the name of a family,

originally spelt Harang and Hareng, and Hereng in Edward the

3d's time.

In Domesday Book there are two places surveyed under the

name of " Langtone," one of which is probably Langton Nallis or

Purbeck.

The other is believed to be Langton Herring.

Hugh Fitz Grip had held it of the Queen, but it was in the

hands of the King at the time the survey was made.

Alward held it in King Edward's time, and it was taxed for one

hide and a half.

There seem to have been two Manors or perhaps two moieties of

the same Manor.

The principal Manor or moiety of the Manor belonged at an

early period to the Sarmunvilles or Salmonvilles and then went by

the name of Langton Swineville, a corruption of Sarmunville.

The name of this family is manifestly French, and it may there-

fore be conjectured that they sprung from the village of Sermonville,

near Rouen, in Normandy.

Philip de Sarmunville held an eighth part of a Knight's fee in

Dorset of Allured de Lincoln, 12 Henry II.

Philip de Sarmunville probably died about 16 Henry III.,

1232, for in that year the King, for a fine of 10 marks, granted

Allured de Lincoln the custody of the lands which Philip de

Sarmunville held by Knight's service, notwithstanding that the said

Philip held of the King in capite land in Newton by the service of

rendering annually to the King a table cloth and towel.

52 Henry III., Bartholomew de Brigg and Emma his wife

granted to Philip Harang 2 caracates of land in Langton, with the
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advo'wson of the Church there, for the lives of the said Bartholomew

and Emma in exchange for the Manor . of Wynterborn Hareng,

which the said Philip granted to the said Bartholomew and Emma
for their lives.

It is certain that Philip Harang ultimately became possessed of

the principal Manor with the Advowson of Langton Herring in fee

simple, and the reason for conveying to him a life estate only, as

above mentioned, may have been because the fee would descend to

him hereditarily in course of law.

Moreover, it is found that in the sixth year of Edward I.

he was summoned to show by what right he claimed wreck of sea

in his Manor of Langton Surnville, when he pleaded that all his

ancestors (antecessores) beyond the time of memory had enjoyed

that franchise.

There are some grounds for conjecturing that the family of de

Warmwell, of Warm well, Dorset, was likewise connected with the

Sarmunvilles.

Possibly Jeffery de Warmwell may have married another of the

co-heirs.

On the death of Nicholas Pointz, 5 Edward II., Raymond

Haryng and others held of him in Langton, Broadway, and Radls

one fee.

Philip Hareng presented to the Church of Langton Herring,

1299, 27 Edward I., and in the same year he held one-fifth of a

Knight's fee in Langton of William de Gorrs.

The family of Gorrs were co-heirs of the de Lincolns above

mentioned in 31 Edward I. Philip Hareng held a fourth of a

Knight's fee in Langton of Hugh Poyns.

From Kirkby's inquest it appears that Philip Hareng in the time

of Edward the First, held a moiety of the Manor of Langton of

Hugh Poyns by service as half a Knight's fee, and the same Hugh

held it of the Earl of Gloucester.

Hugh held it of the King in capite.

Raymond Harang was Lord of this Manor in 1314 and 1320.

i He then presented to the Rectory. . .

:

.
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Millicent, relict of Philip Hareng, presented to the Church of

Langton Herring in 1415.

In 10 Edward III., Sir Walter Hareng obtained Langton from

the King to renovate and fortify with stone walls his mansions

at Langton and Winterborne. I will, hereafter, refer to some

stones which have recently been found in the supposed site of the

Mansion House at Langton Herring.

Raymond Kerbey, son and heir of Sir Walter, died, 46 Edward

III., seized inter alia jointly with Isabella, his wife, of a moiety of

the Manor of Langton Herying, held of Guy de Brian Knight, as

of his Manor of Luken Poyntz, value per annum 100s. Robert

Herying, son and heir of Raymond, died under age 18 Richard II.,

when Margaret, his sister, wife of Robert Fovent, was his heir.

After this we hear no more of the Herrings in connection with

this Manor. It subsequently came into the possession of the

Feliols, of Woodlands, 4 Henry V. 1416. William Eeliol died

seized of it.

After his death it was part of the jointure of Dorothy, his lady,

and on a partition of his estates between his two daughters and

co-heirs Langton Herring was settled by Act of Parliament, 22

Henry VIII., upon Anna, his eldest daughter, wife of Sir William

Willoughby, of Middleton County, of Warwick, Knight. Dorothy,

the second wife of Sir Francis Willoughby, relict of John Tarnworth,

and ultimately wife of Philip Lord Wharten held it in 1613.

From her it passed to her heir. One undivided third part of the

Manor and Advowson came to Elizabeth, daughter and co-heiress

of John Tamworth, who, in 1647, settled it on Elizabeth her

daughter, then the widow of Sir Francis Foljambe, Knt.

Lady Foljambe subsequently married Edward Horner, Squire,

son of Sir William Horner, of Mells, Somerset, and 3rdly Sir

William Monson, Viscount Monson, of Castle Maine, in Ireland.

She married fourth Sir Adam Felton, Bart., to whom she gave her

third part of this Manor and Advowson in fee simple. He de-

vised it in 1696 to Katherine Martin, daughter of Sir Roger

Martin, who sold it to Thomas Folkes, Gentleman, by whom in
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1699, July 4th, it was sold to Anthony Guidott, of Preston

Andover, Hants, Gentleman. Mr. Guidott purchased another third

part of this Manor and Advowson October 2nd, 1700, of Mary

Mollines and Ann Mollines, Spinsters, daughters and co-heirs of

William Mollines, and the remaining one-third, February 25th,

1705, of John Hollis, 1st Duke of Newcastle, who seems to have
w

inherited it from his cousin Denzil, 3rd Lord Hollis.

Mr. Guidott died in 1745, having devised this Manor and

Advowson to Trustees for sale for payment of his debts. By a

decree of the Court of Chancery dated July 9th, 1748, the trust

was ordered to be executed, and in 1753 my Grandfather, Isaac

Sparks, of Dorchester, became the purchaser of the Manor and

Advowson (alternate right of presentation with the Crown). He

died in 1788, and by his will devised the property to his eldest son,

William Sparks, for life, with remainder in default of issue to his

the testator's 2nd son, Isaac Sparks, my late father, in fee.

William Sparks, dying without issue in 1829, the property came to

my late father, who died in 1841, and by his will he devised it to

me in fee.

One moiety of the Manor (forming, however, no part of the Manor

previously described) belonged to the Manor of Ryme Extrinseca

or Out Ryme, and this name might give rise to a conjecture that

some connection existed between this Manor and the Manor of

Ryme Intrinsica, near Sherborne ; but this, if it existed, is not very

apparent. 21 Henry VI. John Tiptoft, Karl of Worcester, held

at his death for term of his life by virtue of an Act of Par-

liament 9 Henry V. and by gift of King Henry IV. the

Manors of Ryme and Langton Herring and Halings Manor in

Longbredy, which, with some lands in Langton Herring, were

parcels of the Manor of Out Ryme ; the reversion belonged to the

King.

The King no doubt owned it as parcel of the Duchy of Cornwall.

About 1613 the Prince of Wales, who was also Duke of Cornwall,

was Lord of it. In 1854 I became the purchaser in fee simple

from the Duchy of Cornwall of this last-mentioned moiety of the
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Manor, consisting of 373a. 1r. 30pm together with the moiety of

the Advowson and right of alternate presentation to the Rectory

appendant thereto. The Lord of this Manor claims wreck of the

sea within the Manor, and this right has not only been exercised

through a long series of years, but has been admitted by the Board

of Trade. He also claims to be entitled to the right of fishing and

fowling on the waters of the Fleet within the Manor, the east

and west boundaries of which are marked by boundstones placed

on the top of the Chesil Beach. In the great storm of Novem-

ber 22nd, 1824, when the sea made breaches in the Chesil Bank,

fishing boats were driven by the force of the waves across the

Fleet inland. These boundstones were then displaced, but shortly

afterwards were replaced as near as possible in their old positions

in the presence of representatives of the three Manors of Abbotsbury,

Langton Herring, and Fleet, and these stones have ever since

remained in the positions in which they were then fixed shortly

after the storm. On that occasion the sea rose in the Abbotsbury

Decoy 22ft., which is there marked on a board fixed on a pole.

The height was ascertained by seaweed being found on trees 22

feet from the ground. On this occasion a hayrick at Fleet and a

cornrick at Abbotsbury were carried away bodily, and deposited at

a distance on the ground quite safe. On the Langton Shore the

Fleet waters vary from a quarter to three-quarters of a mile in

width. Lord llchester's ancient Swannery is a great ornament to

the waters of the Fleet. In the severe winter of 1880 the Fleet

was frozen over to a depth of more than a foot, causing the weed

that grows in it, on which the swans feed, and which is their chief

sustenance, to adhere to the bottom of the ice. The action of the

tide had the effect of drawing up the weed from the bed in which

it grew, causing it altogether to disappear for a time, A large

number of the swans, from losing their food, died from starvation
;

so that the numbers, I am told, were reduced from 1500 to 400.

Now that the weed has again grown as luxuriantly as ever, the

swans are increasing, and I learn that they now number nearly

1,000. Langton Herring is situate on the Eleet, along which it
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extends nearly two miles, and there is about a mile of the Chesil

Beach within the Manor of Langton Herring. An Act of

Parliament was passed in 1761 for enclosing the East Field and the

Common and other lands in the parish, which contains 902 acres,

including roads. The present population is somewhat over 200.

The Rectory House was built by the late Kev. Frederick Joseph

Cox Trenow, for 30 years Rector of the parish.

The Church is a plain building, and has been altered in recent

times. The chancel is the oldest part, which is as early as the 15th

century. It is dedicated to St. Peter. On each side of the east

window is an ancient bracket ; that on the north has a pair of keys,

that on the south a plain Latin cross. Both devices are sculptured

on shields. The living is in the Deanery of Bridport. The Glebe

contains about 30 acres. The Tithe was commuted at £86. Since

1298 there have been forty rectors, the present incumbent being

the Rev. Clement Hammond Gosset, M.A., Trinity College, Cam-

bridge, who was instituted December 1st, 1860, on the resignation

of Rev. Henry Dupuy, M.A., of Corpus College, Cambridge.

And now a few words with respect to the Chesil Beach. Its ;

name is said to be derived from Kiesel (German, a "flint"), the

Saxon for " gravel." These pebbles are largest at the Portland end

and diminish in size gradually to the westward till at the Abbots-

bury or Swyre end they are quite small. In January, 1890, there

appeared in the number for that month of the Cornliill Magazine

a very interesting article entitled " A Wild Swannery in Dorsetshire,"

with a description of the Chesil Beach. The writer of the article

said " The peculiarity of the Beach is that it consists entirely of

pebbles unmixed with sand." Knowing that he had fallen into an

error in his description of the beach I wrote to the editor on the

2nd of April in that year drawing his attention to it in the following-

words:— " The fact is that from Portland to Abbotsbury the pebbles

of the Chesil Beach rest on a ridge of strong clay, which clay

extends seawards for a mile or mile and a-half. The ridge of clay

is the real barrier against the sea." I am told that from the top

of the ridge of pebbles opposite the Langton Coastguard Station
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the pebbles are from 25 to 30 feet deep over the clay, but that as

you go to the westward the depth of pebbles overlying the clay

becomes less. I believe from recent enquiry 25ft. is more correct.

The height of the beach averages not less than 40ft. above the

Fleet Water. After the great storm of 1824, the sea made a

serious breach in the pebbles near the Western Langton Boundary

Stone, where it is said the underlying clay was laid bare. There is

a ridge of rock running parallel with the Chesil Beach about a mile

and a-half out at sea, and a second one beyond, perhaps half-a-mile

further out. This I have been informed by the Langton fishermen.

The writer of the article when informed of the fact I have just

stated expressed regret that he had not known it before his article

appeared in the Cornhill Magazine that he might have worked it

into the article. At high water during spring tides, when it is

blowing hard from South or South West, the water outside the

beach is driven over the clay through the pebbles and flows rapidly

into the Fleet in considerable volumes. This is a well known fact.

Going back to Langton I would next mention that there is an

ancient cross of stone at a spot called " Langton Cross," about a

mile from the village, on the road to Weymouth, but when placed

there and by whom is not known. It is 4 feet 9 inches long, 10

inches square at the bottom, 9 inches square at the top, and stands

19 inches deep in the ground. For a long period the Manor was

very bare of timber, except elm trees, between the upper end of the

village and the lower farm, which still flourish. About the year

1845 I began to plant, commencing in Whitmore adjoining Tatten

Farm. Here Scotch fir were planted, and in land near, adjoin-

ing old Whitmore Coppice, oak, ash, hazel, beech, and Scotch fir

were also planted. The next planting was done in the direction of

Lord Ilchester's Manor of Abbotsbury, opposite Wyke Wood.

Scotch fir did not thrive as well as I anticipated, and spruce and

larch could not bear direct exposure to the south-west gales. I

had heard of the Pinus Austriaca fir, which were said to be very

hardy, and consequently planted some reared in a good soil in

Somersetshire.
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One day, calling on the late Lord Ilchester at Abbotsbury Castle,

I happened to mention these Pinus Austriaca, upon which he told

me he had introduced the seed into England from Vienna when, I

believe, he was connected with our Embassy, and I afterwards sent

his Lordship some young plants of the kind to plant near the

Castle at Abbotsbury. I ought to add that Lord Ilchester after-

wards made me a present of some valuable Lombardy Poplars. I

have found the Pinus Austriaca and the evergreen oak (Ilex) the

best nurses for larch, spruce, and silver fir, oak, and ash. Sycamores

I have also planted in exposed situations. Erom my experience of

them they are the best deciduous trees for resisting the action of

the south-western gales.

The P. Austriaca I buy quite small at Aberdeen ; these I have

chiefly planted as beltings, several rows deep, on the south and

south-west sides of my plantations. Plantation roads or drives

should be at least 18 feet wide.

I plant evergreen oak on either side of the drives from 15 to 20

feet apart. They bear acorns freely. Those in the large planta-

tion (Wans) near the Coastguard Station are carried, I presume,

by birds about the plantation, so that young trees are coming up

in all directions.

The Juniper grows freely in "Wans," "Under Cross," and

" Tan Acres " Plantation, facing the sea. The Cupressus macro-

carpa and Pinus insignis are both very hardy and free growers,

especially the former. I produce a specimen of macrocarpa wood.

I have recently cut down some eight or ten of them planted just

34 years since. They were from 35 to 40 feet high. I think the

wood will prove very useful for inside work of cottages and

other buildings. I find the plantations most useful for shelter

to cattle against the prevailing winds, and recommend owners

of land along the Dorset coast to try the experiment I

have, I think, successfully made. I have planted also Pinus

excelsa, Abies Pinsapo, and Nordmanniana, each being hand-

some and fairly hardy. Laurestinus thrives and blossoms well at

Langton.
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Before planting the soil should be trenched. I conclude my
remarks on this head by saying plant fairly thick and thin early.

There must have been considerable buildings in olden times in

Kirk or Court Close, near the church at Langton ; the unevenness

of the surface indicates this. Quite recently I have been forming a

new Play Court for the children of the National School on the

south side, and in removing the soil there have been found stones

3 feet long of various sizes (one squared and evidently belonging to

an ancient building).

From the configuration of the field I think it not improbable it

must have been the site of the Mansion House before alluded

to.

There are traces also of fish ponds.

The stone quarries at Langton are valuable.

There is forest marble which is excellent for building purposes
;

limestone in great quantities producing strong lime, rough paving

stone, and gravel ; soil with innumerable small shells, Stonebrash,

Fox Mould, and in the Peninsula of Herbury, near Fleet House,

what I believe to be Fullers Earth. I produce specimens of the

stone.

We have never-failing springs of excellent water from the lime

stone. Contiguous to Langton Herring is the Hamlet of Rodden

or Reddown, in Abbotsbury parish, so-called from its red earth

which renders the pastures very fertile.

At Waddon, adjoining Rodden, is an old Manor House (now a

farmhouse) in a fine situation, surrounded by a good farm belonging

to Mr. Chafyri Grove, of North Coker, Somerset, where I have

heard that an old library existed recently.

On the Ridgway, commencing north-west of Abbotsbury and

extending into Purbeck, are to be found many mounds or Barrows

which were burial places of the Romans during their occupation of

the country. I may add that between Corfe Castle and Swanage

is a ridge of hill called Nine Barrow Down, which I have ridden

along, being, it would seem, a continuation of the Ridgway

commencing near Abbotsbury.
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The sea views from Langton are most extensive. In dear

weather and with the aid of a glass the whole sweep of the coast

line may be seen from Portland Bill to the Start Point, as well as

eastward to St. Alban's Head.

I ought to add that the climate of the district south of the

Ridgway between Abbotsbury, Upwey, Broadwey, and Weymouth

is very salubrious and the soil is wTell 'suited for growing fruit,

flowers, and vegetables.

Rider A.

Langton is bounded by Fleet Manor and Tatten Farm, belonging

to Mr. Thresher, on the east side, by Portesham Parish, Rodden

Tything, in the parish of Abbotsbury, and by the Manor of Abbots-

bury on the north and west side, and by the Fleet on the south.

The Hardy Monument stands about three miles nearly due north.

I am told it is much out of repair. I venture to suggest that an

effort be made to restore it. Surely the name of Sir Thomas

Hardy, Nelson's Flag Captain, deserves to be commemorated by

a substantial monument on so prominent a position within the

parish where his family resided.

The old church at Fleet, which stood quite near the Fleet water,

was dashed down in the storm of November, 1824, except a small

portion of it, under which is an ancient vault where the late Mr.

Goodden, of Upwey, was buried.

Rider B.

In an open space nearly in the centre of Wans Plantation, near

the Coastguard Station, I have been growing several Eucalyptus

globulus. The first of the kind I saw growing was in the late

Lord Brougham's beautiful garden surrounding his villa at Cannes,

on the Riviera. They were from 50 to 60 feet in height. The

leaves of this tree are long, pointed, and aromatic. Those I grew

at Langton I raised from seed. Unfortunately the severe winter

of 1890 killed them, although two of them were nearly 30 feet high.
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I have still growing in Wans Plantation several specimens of the

Japanese Medlar with their handsome leaves. I have seen them

bearing fruit at Castelamoare, in the Bay of Naples. I have also two

olive plants which I feared had been killed by the frosts of 1890-1,

but which have shot up again from their roots. Also a fine

Sarsaparilla, a medical plant which I brought from the Riviera.

Also three fine specimens of pampas grass from Abbotsbury given

me by Lord Ilchester. Several Bamboos and Camellias and a tree

Magnolia from the Riviera. At Isola Bella, in Lago Maggiore,

there is an avenue of them. Also Rhododendrons which flower

well in Wans as also in Whitmore Coppice.
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RUBUS DUROTRI&UM,R.P Murray.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

RUBUS DUROTRIGUM, R. P. Murray.

Fig. I.—Part of flowering panicle ; half natural size.

,, 2.—Part of fruiting panicle ; half natural size.

3. —Barren stem with leaf ; two-thirds natural size.

4.—Flower ; twice natural size.

,
, 5.—Fruit ; twice natural size.
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By the Rev. R. P. MURRAY, M.A., F.L.S.

1^" ^e ^earS w^^c^ ^ave passed since my paper on

Dorset brambles a certain amount of progress has

been made. One entirely new species has been

^iscovere(^) which is, so far as present knowledge

t^SS^L goes, endemic in our county ; while our list has

Sft been increased by the addition of three other

interesting forms, one of which is an addition to

the British Flora. Also (and this is probably of more importance)

we hope that some at least of the difficulties which were so

numerous only a few months since are now in a fair way of being

solved, though doubtless many others yet remain to add a charm to

our labours.

1. Rubus liirtifolius, P. J. Muell et Wirtg. :

—

I hope that we may be able to reduce this after all to a variety

of R. pyramidalis, Kalt. Two years ago I only knew it from

Bere Wood, but in 1891 I found a large patch in Piddle Wood,

near Sturminster Newton, and I also detected it in a wood at

Llanberis in Caernarvonshire. These plants seem to differ from

R. pyramidalis only in the absence of glands on the panicle, and I

would therefore suggest that they should be placed under it as a

form, or variety, eglandulosa. I do this the more readily since R.

liirtifolius seems never to have been accepted even on the Continent

as a species of the first rank, but rather as a subordinate osculant
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form. Our Dorset plant comes near in many ways to R.

leucostacliys, Sm., while it often resembles very closely the R.

hirtifolius of S. Devon, which I now think may be really a form of

R. leucandrus, Focke. It has affinities also with R. macrophyllus^

Wh. et N. and with R. villicaulis, Koelil. Dr. Focke says of the

German R. hirtifolius that it " Occupies a middle place between

R. villicaulis, R. pyramidalis, and R. vestitus (leucostacliys)."

2. R. cariensis, Rip. et Genev :—

This fine bramble was detected by the Rev. W. M. Rogers on

some heathy land lying below the road some three miles from Corfe

Castle on the way to Swanage in July, 1892. The only other

English localities at present known are in jNT. Devon, where

it is very abundant in some districts, and near Porlock in

West Somerset. On the Continent it is confined to France

(Maine et Loire, Gironde). It comes nearer to R. ajjinis than to

any other of our Rubi, but is abundantly distinct. Stem furrowed,

bluntly angular, prickles much smaller than in R. affinis. Leaves

quinate (and leaflets) very large, the leaflets remarkably lobed in

the upper portion. Panicle leafy below
;
axillary branches short,

corymbose. Flowers white.

3. R. argentatus, P. J. Muell :

—

Foxholes Wood, near Baillie Gate, where I gathered it in 1891,

since which time it lay unnamed until very lately, when Mr.

Rogers recognised it as the same as a plant which he had seen

abundantly in Herefordshire. I have also found it (but very

rarely) in West Somerset. It is nearly allied to R. pubescens, Wh.,

and less closely to R. erytlirinus, Genev, and to R. rlwinbifolius,

Wh. ' Probably it will be found in other parts of the county in

wooded districts.

4. R. stereacanthus, P. J. Muell :

—

This is an addition to the British Flora. Possibly Dr. Focke

may be correct in thinking that it will prove to be a variety of R.

argentatus, but the differences are so great that I prefer, till we

know more about both forms, to treat it as distinct. It is one of

the most beautiful of our brambles and occurs abundantly over a
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considerable extent of country. Plentiful at Woodlands, between

Verwood Station and Knowlton, and here and there in hedges as

far as Chalbery and Hinton Martell. Also sparingly in wood-

land between East Morden and Lytchett Matravers. The flowers

are very large and showy, bright rose colour.

3. R. Durotrigum, R. P. Murray {Journal of Botany, Jan.,

1892) :—

This well-maiked bramble has never been found in any part of

the world except a small district in the east of Dorset ! Yet it is

one of the most striking forms with which I am acquainted, nor

have I ever found it to show any noticeable variation. I have

little to add to what I wrote a year ago in the Journal of Botany

except that it is perhaps nearer the R. viridis, Kalt, than to any

other species. Yet I have never found the slightest difficulty in

separating the two. The almost glabrous leaves of R. Durotrigum

give a conspicuous character while other differences are afforded by

the floral organs and by the shape of the panicle.

R. Durotrigum grows abundantly in lanes and bushy ground

about Charlton Down, near Blandford ; in a copse near Whatcombe

(Mansel Pleydell)
;

by the roadside between Baillie Gate and

Hamworthy Junction ; and there are some large patches of it in

Bere Wood, and below Bloxworth.



By J. S. UDAL, F.R. Hist. Soc.

HILST regretting the paucity of the materials

contained in this paper, especially of those

relating to births, I do not think that Dorset

folk are any less observers of and believers in

the customs and superstitions of their fore-elders

appertaining to births, deaths, and marriages

than the people of other counties. I would

rather believe that I have been unfortunate in

not being able to procure ample evidence of the

fact.

I should be very grateful, therefore, if any of my readers would

kindly supplement it by forwarding it to me, or to the pages of the

Dorset County Chronicle, or to the Somerset and Dorset Notes and

Queries, where, in the course of time, I should hope to see them,

any additional items of Dorset folklore belonging to the above

subject that may happen to come within their cognisance. For

convenience of reference I will divide the subject of this paper

into three parts—viz. (i.), those customs and superstitions apper-

taining to births, in which I include christenings
;

(ii.), deaths, in
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which I include funerals ; and (iii.), marriages, in which I include

courtship. Amongst the following items there doubtless appear

several that are not peculiar to the county of Dorset, but, for obvious

reasons, that is no ground for excluding them here.

(I.) Births.

In this branch of my subject my notes appear to be particularly

scanty, and it is here that any assistance will be doubly welcome,

Before dealing with births themselves, however, it would be as

well perhaps to notice any customs or superstitions that belong

more to the preparation for or the foretelling of those interesting

events.

(i.) The late Mr. George Roberts in his History of Lyme Regis,

p. 255 (1834), tells us that it was formerly a custom for a woman

to brew a barrel of beer, called "groaning drink," for the use of the

family and the gossips during her confinement. He relates an

anecdote that was told him of a woman who, during the siege of

Lyme Regis in the Civil War, was nearly killed in her bed by a

ball at the storming of the town. Her enthusiasm was such that,

instead of praying to be removed, she called out to those about her

to carry the barrel of "groaning drink "to inspire the town soldiers

with courage.

(ii.) The presence of magpies (who are not gregarious birds), to

the number of four, is commonly believed to foretell a birth, as the

following well-known lines in the form I best know them in Dorset

testify

:

" One, sign of anger ;

Two, sign of mirth ;

Three, sign of wedding ;

Four, sign of birth."

(iii.) Amongst Dorset folk it is considered unlucky to take a baby

downstairs the first time it leaves its native bedroom.*

(iv.) As a means towards hardening a new-born infant it is

* See Notes and Queries, 5th Series, x., 205, 255.
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thought to be a sure preventive against chilblains for its feet to be

put in the snow.

(v.) So it is considered wholesome to plunge a new-born infant in

a cold spring provided that care is taken where and when it is done.

There is a spring in the parish of Cerne Abbas which, directly

facing the rising sun, seems to fulfil the conditions required, the

new-born infant being " dipped " just at the time when the sun

first begins to shine on the water.* There is a spring similarly

situated on Symondsbury Farm, near Bridport, the water of which

is considered beneficial for sore eyes, and people have been known

to come from some distance to obtain it. Here, as in the dipping

of new-born infants, in order to obtain the full benefit of the cure,

the water should be taken at the moment the sun's rays first light

upon it. |

(vi.) Curious customs and fads are sometimes followed by Dorset

agricultural labourers with regard to the naming or christening of

their children. That of giving each member of the family a name

with the same initial letter of the alphabet is one of them, and in

a large family sometimes considerable difficulty is experienced in

providing names suitable for the occasion. An instance of this is

given by a correspondent in Notes and Queries (6th Series, ii., 476),

who stated that at the village of Buckland Newton there prevailed

a custom, some forty years ago, of naming all the children of a

family with the same initial letter. One labourer with a large

family, who had chosen the letter M as the family initial, puzzled

to meet the increasing demand upon that letter, had two of his girls

christened Mahalath and Melietdbel ! However, much as we may

pity the innocent and unfortunate recipients of such names, we can

hardly help admiring the persistency with which this Dorset

labourer must have ransacked the Book of Genesis in his search

* This spring is probably identical with that of St. Austin's Well at

Cerne Abbas, which, as Mr. Moule tells us {Folklore Journal), vol. vi.,

p. 118, " Still works wondrous cures."

t There is a similar spring on the Walditch side of Bridport from

which people fetch water for their eyes.
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after orthodox Scriptural names (once so common a nomenclature

in the West of England) before he had attained his object amongst

the wives of Esau and those of his remote posterity !

(II.) Deaths.

Before touching upon those customs or superstitions concerning

deaths I will mention some of those numerous omens or portents

foreboding death, to which Dorset folk, in common with so many

others, are apt to give such ready credence.

Death Omens.—The unusual or inopportune actions of certain

living creatures have in all countries and in all ages, one may say,

been considered to be instrumental or as having some effect in

foretelling or determining the misfortunes or deaths of human

beings.

(i.) Birds :—In Dorset if a bird—more particularly if a robin

—

comes into a house it is looked upon as an omen of death—a sign

that some one in that house will shortly die. A bird tapping at

the window is also a very ominous sign ; and I have also heard it

said that if the " sighing " of a robin is heard near a house it fore-

tells the illness or death of some one of its inmates. Sometimes

the note of the cuckoo is equally ill-boding ; for if you hear it after

Old Midsummer Day, or when you happen to be in a churchyard,

you won't live the year out. So also the crowing of a cock at un-

usual times. If it crows after noon, according to some, it foretells

a death in the family of its owner, or, as others say, it signifies that

sickness in the place will shortly follow. An old woman at

Symondsbury once said "If the cock crows after twelve o'clock

noon her is doing it to bring I bad news, or John may be bad

agean. I can't a-bear to hear 'en."

So if it crows by night from its perch it is often fancied to

precede or foretell the death of a person.

(ii.) Dogs :—So, too, the howling of a dog by night, or before

the house door, is by some believed to have the same significance.

(iii.) Bees :—If a swarm of bees takes possession of the roof of a

house it portends death to the owner of it. Again, if the swarm
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settles on a dead branch of a tree or shrub, or pitches upon dead

wood, it is looked upon as a sign of death.

(iv.) Plants :—Certain plants or shrubs, when in flower, have an

evil significance attributed to them under certain circumstances.

Thus, if a sprig of box in flower be brought in-doors death will soon

cross the threshold. You must be careful, too, when daffodils or

Lent lilies are brought into the house for the first time in the

season to see that they consist of a good quantity, for otherwise

something is sure to go wrong with your poultry.

We have the authority of Miss Summers, of Hazelbury Bryan,

in the following triplet for saying that to bring a bunch of yellow

furze, when in bloom, into the house is a sure prognostication of

death :

" If the jailer vuz be a-card in

A-thin a year there's nar a doubt

A coffin 'ill be a-card out."

That such a plant must therefore always retain this malefic in-

fluence may be gathered from the well-known Dorset proverb,

that " Furze is out of bloom when kissing is out of fashion," that

is, never.

(v.) Articles of domestic use :—Besides subjects of natural

history, such as birds, animals, and plants, supplying the medium by

which a death may be foretold, such means may be afforded by

certain appearances or results in objects of every day or domestic

use. Thus, if when a cloth is unfolded it discloses a mark or

crease in the form of a diamond it is considered a sign of death.

Again, if a cake, on being cut, breaks in two it has a similar

significance.*

(vi.) Church bells and clocks :—Church bells and clocks too,

under certain circumstances, may prove of equally ominous import.

At Long Burton, near Sherborne, it is customary for the sexton to

ring the tenor bell every Sunday morning, and if it should happen

to sound dull and heavy it is said that some one in the parish is

* I believe this is also known in Devonshire.
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sure to die before the week is out. The same result is also said to

be certain to follow if a church clock happens to strike twelve

whilst singing is going on in the church.

(vii.) Shivering :—It is a very common superstitious belief that

if you happen to shiver suddenly and without any apparent cause

it is a sign that some one is walking over your grave • but whether

that sign is also to be taken as an indication that you will shortly

have practical experience of where that grave is I don't know.

(viii.) Deaths at Christmas :—In some parts of Dorset it is

believed that the period of the year at which a person dies is

instrumental in determining the deaths of others. It is said that if

one person in a village dies " A-tween the wold Christmas and the

new" (i.e., between 25th December and 6th January) there will

be a great many deaths there during the ensuing year. Miss

Summers gives an instance of this in writing to the Dorset County

Chronicle in March, 1889, when she states that she was informed

that one death had occurred in the village of Hazelbury Bryan

during the prescribed time and that nine funerals, principally of

engaged couples, had up to the time she wrote already followed in

its wake. Her informant had also told her she had " Mind o' two

dyen in that time, and there was a fever come on, and twenty-seven

on 'en died in this here village." That a mild Christmas-tide is

generally believed to be inimical to human life is shown by the

well-known proverb "A green Christmas makes a fat churchyard."

When a person lies a-dying it is believed that a great deal depends

upon the accessories of his situation as to whether his death will be

an easy one or not.

(i.) For instance, it is considered that the death will be all the

easier if all the doors and windows in the house are thrown open.

(ii.) So, too, the composition or the situation of the bed itself

upon which the dying person is lying may make a great difference

in this respect. It is firmly believed by many that if the bed or

pillow be stuffed with pigeon's feathers or, as some say, with game

feathers, the person who is lying upon it cannot die peacefully.

This accounts for the not uncommon occurrence in olden times of
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a poor lingering mortal being lifted on to a mattress or clothes on

the floor, or sometimes even on to the bare floor itself, in order

that he may not die so " hard !

"

(iii.) We have the authority of our President, Mr. Mansel

Pleydell, for saying that it was sometimes the practice in his own

neighbourhood of Whatcombe, near Blandford, for those in

attendance on the dying person to observe which way the planks

of the floor lay, and if they happened to be cross-ways with the

bed they turned the person round so that he would " go with the

boards."

(iv.) In West Dorset it is believed that the same difficulty will

be experienced if the bed upon which a dying person is lying-

happens to be placed directly under a beam. So recently as the

summer of 1891 an old woman lay dying in the parish of Symonds-

bury, near Bridport, and, being longer in dying than was expected,

several of the neighbours noticed that her bed was under a beam,

and requested that the bed should be moved or " her 'ill die so

hard." I am bound to say, though in this instance, thst although

the bedstead was moved accordingly the poor old soul lingered on

for some time afterwards.

(v.) A correspondent in Notes and Queries (5th Series, vi., 364),

mentions the following superstition as obtaining amongst Dorset-

shire labourers. If one of twins die, and the limbs do not stiffen

rigidly, the funeral is delayed, in the belief that the dead one is

waiting for the other ; and (the correspondent adds) " The care-

lessness of the relatives will sometimes verify the assertion, for the

dead one has not long to wait."

(vi.) The late Eev. W. K. Kendall, of East Luhvorth (to whom

I am indebted for several interesting items of folklore upon the

subject of this paper as well as upon others), stated that he was

informed that corpses had been " laid out " in the village of

Luhvorth with a penny in one hand and a little wooden hammer in

the other. " There may be some foundation for this" (says Mr.

Kendall), " and, if so, it would point to a heathen custom adopted,

as many others have been, by the Roman Church."
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(vii.) To kiss the face of a dead person is said to have the effect

of preventing any unpleasant recollections of the sight arising in

future ; in other words, prevents the person being " haunted " by

it. The efficacy of this was firmly impressed upon a lady friend

of mine who went to see an old woman from a neighbouring village,

who had died in the Bridport Union a few years ago.

(viii.) To touch the corpse of a person who has been hanged has

been long looked upon as a "charm." or cure for certain disease,

particularly skin complaints. Similar treatment has been enjoined

as a cure for a shrunken or withered limb, when to be thoroughly

effective the limb should be laid upon the neck of the corpse as

soon as possible after it has been " cut down," and before it has

had time to become cold. The contact is believed to " turn the

blood and change the constitution." (See Thomas Hardy's graphic,

but somewhat gruesome story, " The Withered Arm," in vol. i. of

the Wessex Tales, published in 1888.)

(ix.) To find the dead body of a person who has been drowned

and which has not been recovered from the water the following

" charm " or expedient is sometimes adopted. A loaf of bread is

procured and a small piece is cut out of the side, forming a cavity,

into which a little quicksilver is poured. The piece is then replaced

and secured firmly in its original position. The loaf thus prepared

is thrown into the river at the spot where the person had fallen in

and is expected to float down the stream until it comes to the place

where the body has lodged, when it will begin to eddy round and

round, thus indicating the sought-for spot. In Notes and Queries

(5th Series, ix., 111.), the Kev. C. H. Mayo, of
v
Long Burton, sends

an account of this from an eye-witness as having taken place in

1872, the case being that of a boy who had fallen into the stream

at Sherborne, near Darkhole Mill, and had there been drowned,

but, he adds, no satisfactory results occurred from the experi-

ment.*

* Fiom a later reference to N. & Q. (7th Series, xi., 345, 397), we learn

that a similar expedient was resorted to with better success at Brentford,

and on two occasions in the south of Ireland.
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(x.) However unpleasant or even injurious to the health of

mourners called upon to pay with uncovered heads their last respects

to the dead at the grave's side a storm or shower of rain may be,

yet that to the dead itself such an occurrence is of good omen we

may gather from the well-known belief which, in one form or

another, is common to so many countries, and which in Dorset is

sometimes expressed in the following quaint and simple lines :

" Happy is the bride that the sun shines on

And blessed is the corpse that the rain lains on."

(xi.) That the influence of a dead body for ill does not always

cease even when it is placed in the coffin is apparent from the

superstition which obtains in some parts of the county that it

is extremely unlucky for any one to run after a funeral. However

late a person may happen to be in joining the cortege he should

always walk, never run, or fatal consequences will at no distant

date befall the unfortunate individual.

(III.) Marriages.

Before coming to those customs and superstitions which

properly relate to the ceremony of marriage or the married state

itself I will refer to those appertaining to courtship and to the

divining of or the endeavouring to obtain an insight into the future

of that married state to which, presumably, our Dorset youth of

both sexes aspire. These latter may not inaptly be termed

Matrimonial Oracles.

(i.) Matrimonial Oracles.—Many means are adopted by Dorset-

shire maidens with the object of divining who their future

husbands may be. Our " Dorset Poet," the late Rev. William

Barnes, contributed to Hone's Year Booh (p. 587), many years ago,

the following interesting description of what these matrimonial

oracles sometimes consisted of. He says :
" In my childhood I

recollect some of my female friends, while gathering flowers in a

meadow, would stop and, plucking a large daisy, pull off the petals

one by one, repeating at the same time the words :
' Rich man,
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poor man, farmer, ploughman, thief,' fancying very seriously that

the one which came to be named at plucking the. last petal would be

her husband. Another way of knowing the future husband

(inferior only to the dark words of that high priestess of the oracles

of Hymen, the cunning gipsey), is to pluck an even ash leaf and,

putting it into the hand, to say :

*
'

' The even ash leaf in my hand

The first I meet shall be my man.

'

Then, putting it into the glove, to say :

' The even ash leaf in my glove

The first I meet shall be my love.'

And, lastly, into the bosom, saying :

' The even ash leaf in my bosom

The first I meet shall be my husband. ?

Soon after which the future husband will make his appearance, and

the lass may observe him as accurately as she will." The same

authority states that the scattering of hemp seed was practised by

Dorset maidens at Midsummer (i.e., on Old Midsummer's Eve, at

midnight) with a like object. A girl would walk through the

garden with a rake on her left shoulder and, throwing the hemp

seed over her right, would repeat these lines :

" Hemp seed I set, hemp seed I sow,

The man that is my true love come after me and mow,"

when, if the spell worked properly, the future husband should

appear behind her with a scythe. This is, no doubt, the custom to

which Mr. Barnes alludes in his poem of Erivin and Linda, under

Mrs. Mary's Tale, published in his Poems in National English in

1846, in the following lines :

" The while the slowly-clanging bell

Struck twelve o'clock and giggling maids

Stole out to try the well-known spell

That brings their unknown husband's shades."
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Our Dorset novelist, Thomas Hardy, handles this seductive topic

in his own inimitable way in chap. iv. of the second volume of The

Woodlanders, published in 1887, to which I would refer all readers

who are interested in this subject. Mr. Barnes also mentions

another form of divination that was adopted for the same purpose.

On going to bed on Midsummer Eve the girls would sometimes

place their shoes at right angles to each other in the shape of

a T and say :

" Hoping this night my true love to see

I place my shoes in the form of a T,"

when it was said they would be sure to see their future husbands

in a dream, and perhaps in reality, by their bedside.* This anxiety

to know who one's future husband is likely to be is apparently early

developed amongst Dorsetshire maidens, for it is a common

amusement or game amongst children to toss up a ball of cowslip

blossoms, tied in a globular form, called a " tisty-tossty," as a

means of divining their future, when the following lines are

repeated whilst they play with it :

" Tisty-tossty, tell me true

Who shall I be married to ?"

The names of various boys or girls are mentioned until the ball,

which is being tossed about, drops, and the name which is being

uttered at that moment is taken to be the one indicated by the

oracle.

(ii.) It is believed that if a cake of bread in baking cracks across

the top or " crown " there will be a wedding in the family before

long.

(iii.) A similar event is foretold by the unusual presence of three

magpies together, as testified by the well-known rhyme already

alluded to.

* I am not aware whether the particular form of divination practised

by the heroine in Keats' beautiful poem, The Eve of St. Agues, with such

success in bringing about the latter alternative here suggested by Mr.

Barnes, ever obtained in Dorset.
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(iv.) Dorset folk are not peculiar, I believe, in holding the

opinion that it is more in consonance with the canons of propriety

relating to matters matrimonial that the elder members of a family

should marry before the younger ones ; but I am not aware that in

any other county there is attached any such penance or atonement

on the part of the elder ones who permit a breach of this unwritten

law as is indicated in the following cusCom as related to me by an

old lady (now dead) in the parish of Symondsbury, and which I

communicated to Notes and Queries (4th Series, viii., 291), about

twenty years ago, without eliciting any parallel or similar instance

from any other county. If a younger sister or brother of a family

were to marry before the elder branches, on the day of the wedding

these latter were expected to dance, bare footed (I believe), over

furze bushes placed on the floor. Whether this custom prevailed

to any great extent may indeed be questioned, but my informant

told me that not so very long before it really did take place, when

the parties required satisfactorily underwent their penance of

dancing or skipping over the aforesaid " vuzzen."

(v.) Fine weather, or at least sunshine, is always considered a

necessary accompaniment of the wedding ceremony if the marriage

is to be an auspicious one, as may be gathered from the following

couplet already noticed in the second part of this paper :

" Happy is the bride that the sun shines on

And blessed is the corpse that the rain rains on."

(vi.) It would appear that the celebration of marriage was not

allowed to be performed at any time of the year the parties might

choose, but no doubt the following prohibition was not confined to

Dorsetshire, and, I presume, amounted to no more than the restric-

tions imposed by the canonical law. Nearly twenty years ago on look-

ing through the parish registers in the quaint old church of Horton,

I found the following written on one of the pages for the year

1629 :

—" Conjugium Aduentus tollit Hillarius (?)* relaxat

* If I have copied this line correctly (it is in the usual and difficult

" Secretary " handwriting of the period) it won't scan as a hexameter,
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Rogamen vetitat concedit Prima Potestas. 1. From ye Sounday

moneth before Christmas tell ye 7 day aftr twelf day. 2. From

ye Sounday fortnight before Shrowetyde tell ye Sounday aftr Estr

weake. 3. From ye rogation Sounday tell 7 dayes aftr Whit

Sounday, and ye 7 last daye are included in ye prohibition.*

(vii.) In connection with the subject of marriage, may perhaps

be mentioned the superstition appertaining to the enormous figure

cut in the turf on the side of the hill at Cerne Abbas, known as

the " Cerne Giant," which has existed there from time immemorial.

It is said to be a perfect cure for barrenness in women if they sit

on the actual figure of the giant as cut in the turf ; but some say

that the married couple desiring issue must actually consummate

the marriage on the spot in order to give full effect to the charm.

f

(viii.) Skimmington Riding.—No account of Dorsetshire customs

connected with marriages would be complete without some

reference to a " Skimmington," or, as it is sometimes called, a

" Skimmity Riding," which is a kind of matrimonial lynch law or

pillory intended for those in a lower class of life, who, in certain

glaring particulars, may have transgressed their marital duties,

and have thus brought upon themselves this, the strongest

expression of outraged public opinion that a country district is

capable of conveying. There is such an excellent and full

description, both as to what a " Skimmington riding " is, and of

the causes for which it takes place, given in Roberts' History of

for which species of verse these two Latin lines are evidently intended.

Perhaps one of our numerous clerical members will kindly suggest the

correct reading of the line.

* This was referred to in Notes and Queries (4th Series, xii., 474), and
see N. & Q. (6th Series, i., 234, 383.)

t There are various theories as to the orign of the Cerne Giant, and
those interested in the subject may with advantage consult Dr.

Sydenham's interesting treatise Baal Durotrigensis. I believe myself

that the figure is of phallic significance and this the above superstition

would support. I understand that of recent years General Pitt Rivers,

one of our Vice Presidents, and owner of the property on which the

giant reclines, has taken this interesting monument of antiquity under

his own special caie and protection.
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Lyme Regis, published in 1834, that I cannot do Letter than

quote it in full here :
—

" Skimmington riding still continues to hold

its ground. In an account I gave of it to the late Sir Walter

Scott in 1828 is the information contained in this narra-

tive. Skimmington riding is a great moral agent, not perhaps

so much in restraining the vicious as in causing them to shun

public observation, thereby not holding out bad examples to the

rising youth of both sexes ; in a word, it checks those instances of

openly profligate and licentious conduct, which else might become

too prevalent among the lower orders, who cannot, like their

superiors, have recourse to legal proceedings against the person who

has injured them, or divorce ; it brands with infamy all gross

instances of licentiousness, and exposes to lasting ridicule those

couples who by their dissensions disturb the quiet and order of the

neighbourhood, and so set a bad example either by struggling for

domestic ascendancy, or by their quarrelsome dispositions. A
Skimmington riding makes many laugh ; but the parties for whom

they ride never lose the ridicule and disgrace which it attaches.

So far, it- is a punishment, like the visit of Mumbo Jumbo in

Africa.* The following are the principal causes for riding the

* The value of Mr. Roberts' allusion to Mumbo Jumbo may not be

thoroughly appreciated by all my readers, for only recently in Notes and
Queries a discussion has arisen as to whether Dickens (who, it appears

from Forster's Life, vol. ii., p. 409, had accused Carlyle of ignorance

upon this point) himself understood who or what Mumbo Jumbo really

was. By a very curious conicidence, on the evening of the very clay upon

which I had penned the above lines taken from the History of Lyme
Regis I happened to be reading the last number of Notes and Queries,

sent out to me from England, and in that very number (July 30th, 1892,

8th Series, ii., 95) occurred the solution of this very question, taken from

Mungo Park's Travels in the Interior of Africa (1799), which work is

quoted upon this point, I believe, in Brand's Popular Antiquities, and

where in all probability Roberts, if, indeed, he had not seen the original

Travels, obtained his reference. There are two accounts given in the

above number of N. & Q., and as they appear to me so very interesting

as affording something very like an African prototype of on* Dorset

"Skimmington" I make no apology for reproducing a portion of the

shorter of them herein the shape of a note :— " As the Kaffirs are not

restricted in the number of their wives, every one marries as many as
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Skimmington :— (i.) When a man and his wife quarrel and he

gives up to her. (ii.) When a woman is unfaithful to her

husband, and he patiently submits without resenting her conduct,

(m.) Any grossly licentious conduct on the part of married persons.

The first cause appears to answer that recorded in Hudibras, canto

ii., line 685. The knight having mistaken a Skimmington for

some other procession, is undeceived as follows :

—

" Quoth Kalpho, "You mistake, the matter,

For all th' antiquity you smatter,

Is but a riding used, of course,

When the grey mare 's the better horse.

When o'er the breeches greedy women
Fight to extend their vast dominion,

And in the cause impatient Grizzle

Has drubbed her husband with

And brought him under covert baron

To turn her vassail with a murrain.

And they in mortal battle vanquished

Are of their charter disenfranchised."

About dusk two individuals come out of some obscure street,

attended by a crowd, whose laughter, huzzas &c, emulate the

well-known Charivari of the French. The two performers are

sometimes in a cart, at other times on a donkey, one personating

he can conveniently maintain ; and as it frequently happens that the

ladies do not agree among themselves, family quarrels sometimes rise to

such a height that the authority of the husband can no longer preserve

peace in his household. In such cases the interposition of Mumbo
Jumbo is called in, and is always decisive. This strange minister of

justice (who is supposed to be either the husband himself or some person

instructed by him) disguised in the dress that has been mentioned, and
armed witli the rod of public authority, announces his coming by loud

and dismal screams in the woods near the town. He begins the

pantomime at the approach of night, and as soon as it is dark he enters

the town. The ceremony commences with songs and dances, which
continue till midnight, about which time Mumbo fixes on the offender.

The unfortunate victim being seized, is stripped, tied to a post, and

severely scourged with Mumbo's rod, amidst the shouts and derision of

the whole assembly. Daylight puts an end to the unseemly revel."
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the wife, the other the husband. They beat each other furiously

with the culinary weapons above described, and, warmed by the

applause and presence of so many spectators (for all turn out to

see a Skimmington), their dialogue attains a freedom, except in

using surnames, only comparable with their gestures. On arriving

at the house of the parties represented in this moving drama,

animation is at its height, the crowd usually stay at that spot

some minutes, and then traverse the town. The performers are

remunerated by the spectators ; the parties that parade the streets

with the performers sweep with besoms the doors of those who are

likely to require a similar visitation. See Dr. King's Miscellany :

" When the young people ride the Skimmington

There is a general trembling in the town
;

Not only her for whom the party rides

Suffers, but they sweep other doors besides.

And by that hieroglyphic does appear

That the good woman is the master there."

Mr. Douce derives Skimmington from the skimming-ladle used

in the procession. Mr. Brand says "None of the commentators

on Hudibras have attempted an elucidation of the ceremony.

Hogarth has illustrated it." Mr. Eoberts's account drew from the

great " Wizard of the North " a very interesting reply, and as it

gives a variant of the custom as obtaining in Scotland, and more-

over Sir Walter Scott's letter may not have been otherwise

published or known to my readers, I give it here :

—
" We had, or

perhaps I might say still have, a similar ritual of popular

interference in Scotland, in case of gross scandal or nuptial

transgressions and public quarrels in a household. It is called

c riding the stang,' the peccant party being seated across a pole

(or stang) in no very comfortable position. You will find some

notice of the custom in Jamieson's Scottish Dictionary, voce Stang.

I think the Doctor does not mention that men and women also

were sometimes exposed to ride the stang on account of in-

continence. Burns made some clever verses (not in his collected

works) on a comrade of his who had been- accessory to such a
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Saturnalian scene of punishment, in which the exposed female had

suffered bodily injury, upon which account the regular police had

looked after the parties who had interfered with their regular

vocation. I have read in Brand's Popular Antiquities, or some

such authority, that scholars in the English Universities were

subjected to the stang when they neglect ~ prayers. You will find

a poem on the Skimmington among Prior's poems, not the folio

edition, where it is omitted, but in the large collection. When
they rode the Skimmington, it would seem they swept the doors of

those whom they threatened with similar discipline." It will be

noticed here that " Riding the Stang " approaches more nearly to

the African ceremony of Mumbo Jumbo wherein the " peccant

party " takes an active—or perhaps I should rather say a passive

—

part in the performance ; whereas in a " Skimmington-riding " the

punishment, in its physical effects at all events, is vicarious, and

the whole ceremony is in character an effigy. Mr. Roberts states

that in 1828 " skimming-riding " still continued to hold its

ground. The lapse of another half century, with its increased

enlightenment and education amongst the masses, leaves us in the

same position, so far as Dorsetshire is concerned, if we believe the

account given in the Bridport News in November, 1884, of a

" skimmerton-riding " (as it is there called) that had recently

occurred in the parish of Whitechurch Canonicorum in West

Dorset, which is interesting as shewing us what changes (if any)

have been wrought by that half century in the character of the

performance. The extract is as follows :
" On Wednesday, the

5th inst., this usually quiet parish was in a state of some excite-

ment, owing to a demonstration of a peculiar character, not

immediately connected with the day, which, however, was selected

for the purpose by the superior judgment of the promoters.

About six o'clock in the evening, just as darkness began to reign, a

strange noise was heard, as of the sound of trays and kettles, and

it was soon found that a ' skimmerton-riding ' was in progress,

such a thing not having been known for years in this parish.

Three grotesquely-attired figures were to be seen escorted by a
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procession consisting of persons dressed in various queer and

eccentric costumes, and who paraded the parish, also visiting

Morcombelake and Ryal. The figures alluded to appeared to the

villagers to represent three personages who were very well known

to 'them, there being a male and two females, whose past conduct

had caused them to be made the subject of this queer exhibition.

The two female characters were conveyed about on the backs of

what are described as
c celebrated Jerusalems,' which certainly

seemed pretty well to enter into the joke, for one of them

particularly displayed his innate agility in a surprising manner.

One of the females was represented as having an extraordinary

long tongue, which was tied back to the neck, whilst in one hand

she held some note-paper, and in the other pen and holder. Those

forming the procession were literally ' wetted ' at the various inns,

and after their perambulations were concluded they repaired to a

certain field where a gallows was erected, and on which the effigies

were hung and afterwards burnt, having previously been well

saturated with some highly inflammable liquid. Nearly two

hundred people assembled in the field, and a flaming light was

maintained by torches. The extraordinary proceedings terminated

with a fight, in which black eyes and bloody noses were not

absent. However, the Riot Act was not read, the military was

not called out, and the crowd dispersed about midnight, when the

village resumed its wonted quietude." This does not appear to

have been the only " Skimmington-riding " that took place in

the county that year, for in the Dorset County Chronicle (1884)

appeared an account of certain proceedings for assault taken by

one woman against another at Okeford Fitzpaine. The proceed-

ings arose out of certain circumstances which had occasioned a

" Skimmington-riding " in the parish, and that not for the first

time, the evidence revealing, as the Chairman said, a very

discreditable state of things in the village.* Probably few of my

* If anyone is desirous of seeing the full particulars of this case they

will be found in the second volume of some printed folk-lore and

antiquarian newspaper cuttings, compiled by myself and now lent to the
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readers will need to be reminded of the dramatic description of a

" Skimmington-riding " given by Mr. Thomas Hardy, in chap. xvi.

of the second volume of his Dorset novel, The Mayo?' of Caster-

bridge, published in 1886, and the tragic effect which that coarsely

humorous spectacle (the scene of which was laid but a few yards

from the building wherein we are now assembled) had upon the

unfortunate woman whose supposed laxity of conduct had afforded

the excuse for the exhibition. In conclusion, let me say, that much

as we may regret the unfortunate result pourtrayed by Mr. Hardy

in this instance, yet it would be well if no worse effects ever

followed on the observance of ancient customs in other countries

than those usually to be attributed to the salutary discipline of a

Dorsetshire " Skimmington-riding."

Dorset County Museum Library at Dorchester. Also for an account of

a similar kind of thing which happened at Hope Square, Weymouth,
somewhere about the same time (if I remember righly) I would refer to

the same volume of " Dorset Collections."
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In Dokset during 1892.

By NELSON M. RICHARDSON, B.A., P.B.S.

jUT of nearly 300 Members belonging to the Club,

only seven, besides myself, have sent in any

returns of observations on Plants, Birds, and

Insects, and of these none are from the extreme

west of the county, whence good observations

would be therefore acceptable. Those received,

besides my own from the neighbourhood of

Weymouth, are from the following observers and neighbour-

hoods :—Whatcombe, Mr. J. C. Mansel-Pleydell ; Corfe Castle,

Mr. E. R. Bankes
;
Bloxworth, Rev. 0. P. Cambridge

;
Dorchester,

Mr. H. J. Moule ; Tarrant Keynston, Mr. Galpin ; Blandford

(birds only), Colonel Stuart ; Sturminster Marshall (one observa-

tion only), Mr. James Cross.

There is no doubt that a good deal of error will creep into

observations of this sort from the non-observance of the first

flowers of plants, the first presence in the neighbourhood of birds,

&c. Mr. Moule has adopted what is, I think, a useful plan in

mentioning when the plant he observes has evidently been in

flower some time. In any comparison with other years allowance
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can be made or the record omitted if it seems very different from

others. Errors of this sort can be best eliminated by a greater

number of observations and observers, and I would on this account

urge the desirability of more than one record from one district.

Printed forms for recording observations may be procured from

myself by anyone resident in the county, whether a member of

the Club or not.

Another source of error, but one which can be much more

easily guarded against, is the incorrect naming of species, as the

Rev. 0. P. Cambridge suggests may often be the case with the

honey bee, by those who are unable to distinguish it from the

numerous fossorial and other bees so common in the Spring. If

an observer is not quite sure of his plant he can always get it

named by one of our botanists ; a bee is perhaps a more awkward

subject to deal with !

To show in a limited way the interest of these observations, I

have compared them with those of 1891, taking from each year

the earliest recorded observation for the county without regard to

the particular neighbourhood ; in a few years, when we have more

material, a great deal of interesting work could be done upon it

with regard to the different neighbourhoods.

The following table shows the comparative Earliness of the

season of 1892 over that of 1891 in each department of birds,

plants, insects, &c. The fact of each section by itself confirming

the result of all taken together is specially interesting as showing

that the observations are on the whole reliable, and that if there

are a few mistakes, as probably there always will be where the

observers are not specialists, they do not seriously affect the

value of the result.

No. of Earliest Records in 1891. 1892.

Birds 3 9

Plants .; 8 21

Insects ~\

Frog spawn V 4 11

Viper J

Total 15 41
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Even the proportions of earliest appearances in the two years

are fairly constant, and lie between 1,—2J and 1—3 in each

division, as well as in the total.

There are one or two notes which occur to me in analysing the

tables.

The only flower of which the earliest record is the same in both

years is Ivy on October 1st.

The Redstart seems to be a scarce Dorset bird. It was only

noticed by two observers in 1891 and one in 1892. This confirms

the statement in " Birds of Dorset," p. 24.

The Chiffchaff is a bird which insists on making its presence

known and whose record of first appearance would probably be

correct. The dates are March 26th, 1892, and April 14th, 1891,

a difference of 18 days. The Swallow and Swift were each 5 days

earlier in 1892, the Cuckoo 11 days, the Nightingale 9 days, the

Woodcock 9 days, the Corncrake 3 days (this has only one record in

1892), the Whitethroat 7 days, &c.

There are generally records in the Entomological Magazines of

abnormally early appearances of garden white butterflies, sometimes

in the depth of winter—these early emergences are generally, if

not always, caused by the larva having spun up in a greenhouse.

The occurrence of P. brassicce (the Large Garden White) at What-

combe on March 1st, 1892, is, perhaps, due to this cause.

The Bloody Nose Beetle is, I believe, to be found much earlier

than most of our records show, which is evidenced by its occurrence

at Bloxworth on February 7th, 1892.

Mr. E. R. Bankes sends the following note :

—

" A year remarkable for the exceptionally fine summer and the very prolonged

drought experienced in the South of England, though in the North and in

Scotland it was unusually wet and cold. Remarkable also for the immense
flights of butterflies and moths that came over to us from the Continent in the

end of May and beginning of June. The most numerous species in these flights

were Vanessa cardui (the ' Painted Lady Butterfly ') and Colias edusa (the

'Clouded Yellow'), of the latter of which only very few have been seen in

this country since the memorable year of 1877 when immense flights also visited

us from the Continent. A few particularly rare moths were taken in different

parts of the South Coast last May and June, just at the very time that the

immigrant butterflies appeared, and it is most probable that they too had crossed
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the ' Silver Streak,' impelled by a mysterious and irresistible impulse.

In the Isle of Purbeck the first C. edusa was noticed on May 30th, while the

first example of the autumn brood was seen on July 27th, and the last straggler

on October 15th. During August and September the insect was very abundant,

and a small percentage of the females were the pale variety known as helice.

Colias hyale (the ' Pale Clouded Yellow ') appeared in small numbers along

the eastern part of the South Coast, more especially in the S.E. corner of

England, but there seems to be no record of even a solitary individual having

been taken or seen further west than Bournemouth, so apparently our own
county of Dorset was ' left out in the cold !' In general butterflies and moths

were extremely abundant, and it was evident that a combination of favourable

circumstances had at last resulted in a ' year of plenty,' such as had not occurred

since 1881. Numbers of different species were unusually plentiful, whilst in

the Isle of Purbeck at any rate, a few that are generally very common, such

as Stcnopteryx hybridalis and Plutella cruciferarum, occurred literally in

countless millions, and made collecting almost impossible for a time."

First Appearances of Birds in Dorset in 1892.

Whatcombe.

Weymouth. Corfe

|
Castle.

Bloxworth.
Dorchester.

!
Tarrant

J
Keynston.

|
Blandford. Sturminster

Marshall.

Flycatcher June 24 Ap. 21 Ap. 29
Fieldfare Dec. 25
Blackbird Feb. 6* Feb.23*
Redwing Nov. 20
Nightingale Ap. 29 Ap. 8 Ap. 19* Ap. 9* May 4 May 10
Wheatear Mar. 29 Ap. 8 Mar. 21 Ap. 9* Mar. 25 Mar. 29
Willow Wren Mar. 22 Ap. 9 Mar. 28 Ap. 11

Chiff-Chaff Ap. 6 Ap. 5* Mar. 27 Mar. 31 Mar. 26 Mar. 27

Whitethroat Ap. 11 Ap. 14 Mar. 27
Skylark .. Feb.21* Jan.24*

Cuckoo .. .. Ap. 8 Ap. 27* Ap. 19* Ap. 9* Ap. 26 Ap. 24 Ar. 25
Swallow .. Ap. 23 Ap. 6 Ap. 11 Ap. 5* Mar. 29 Ap. 14 Ap. 7

Sandmartin May 2 Ap. 23 Mar. 30

Swift Ap. 24 May 6 May 8 May 6 May 4 Ap. 29 Ap. 23
Nightjar.. May 20 May13* Mayl4* Mayll*
Turtle Dove .. May 1 May 5
Woodcock Oct. 18 Oct. 18
Corncrake May 1

Wryneck Ap. 8 Ap. 30* Ap. 30 Ap. 27
Redback ei Shrike May 24
Redstart.. May 6

* Song first heard.

Whatcombe.—Blackbird, nesting, February 15 ; first egg, March 11; latest appearance of

Fieldfare, March 26 ; Wheatear, September 26 ; Whitethroat, September 26
;

Swallow,

October 28
;
Woodcock, March 21 ; Wryneck, October 2.

Bloxwortu.—Redwing, latest appearance, April 17. First rasping notes of Parus
major (Oxeye tit), January 24.

Tarrant Keynston.—Sedge warbler, April 26.
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First Appearances of Insects, &c, in Dorset in 1892.

0
si 4 si CD a a

Whatcom
Weymou

Corfe Castle.

Bloxwor

Dorchesl Tarran Keynato

Cockchafer May 28 May 19 May 25f
Bloody-nose Beetle Ap. 21 Ap. 11 Feb. 7

June 29 June 24 June 18 June 1*

Common Hive Bee. h. Mar. 21 Mar. 20 Mar. 31 Feb. 24* Ap. 26
Wasp ( V. vulgaris) h. May 14 Ap. lit May 8* Ap. 24 Ap. 24 Ap. 10
Large Garden WhiteButterfly Mar. 28 Ap. 11 May 1 May 20t Ap. 21

Ap. 9Small „ „ „
Orange-tip Butterfly

Mar. 21 Ap. 5 Ap. 11 Ap. 2f Ap. 23
Ap. 11 May 8 May 20 May 9{

June22*
May 9

Meadow Brown Butterfly .

.

July 13 June 18 June 22
Wall Butterfly

21
May jlO Mav 1 May 16+

Mar.l7fBrimstone Butterfly, h. \
Mar. May 20 Ap. 8 Mar. 21

fr.br. /

Painted Lady Butterfly, h.
\

July 29
Ap. 1 May 28+ May 27 May 27*

fr. br. / Aug. 6
Cinnabar Moth June 16 May 26 May 30 May 11

July 29 t

Mar. 14 Ap. 8 Ap. [21

Frog Spawn Feb. 5 Ap. 9

* Father scarce, t In fair numbers. J Abundact. h. Hybernated.

fr. br. Fresh brood.

The Painted Ladies of April and May had doubtless migrated from the Continent and
might be an early brood of the year.

Weymouth.—Brimstone Butterfly always very scarce.
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Earliest Dorset Records of Plants in Flower in 1892.

Whatcombe.

Weymouth.

Corfe Castle.
Bloxworth.

Dorchester. Tarrant Keynston.

Wood Anemone An 1 An 5 Mar. 30 M 28 Ap. 14* Ap. 5
Lesser Celandine Feb. 3 Feb. 21 Feb. 7 Feb. 8

Marsh Marigold AnAp. 18 AnF 15 Ap. 4 Ap. 6

Dog Violet Mar. 11 Ad."F* 1 Mar 29 AnAp. 2 Ap. 27*

Greater Stitchwort An"F* 8 Ap. 21 Ap. 9 Ap. O
Ci

Herb Robert .

.

AnAp. 22 May 5 May 9

Horse Chestnut
r'Leaf

1 Flower iviay 18 May 15
Ap.
May

2

16
AdAp. 3 Ap. 6

Bush Vetch .

.

May 20 May 11 Ap. 30 Ap. 14

Blackthorn ., .

•
Leaf ..

Flower Ap. 7 Ap. 8

Ap.
Ap.

3

7 Ap. 8

Hawthorn . .

( Leaf .

.

. Flower May 14 May 7

Ap.
Ap.

1

29 May 5t May 14

Nov. 11 Oct. 1 Oct. 4

Dogwood Leaf ..

„ Flower June 15 June 9 June 8
Ap.
June

8
14

Elder .. ..
Leaf .

.

Feb. 16 Feb. 7 Feb. 10
Flower June 8 June 1 May 28 June 3

Wild Teasel .. -
Leaf .

.

Mar. 12
10

,
Flower July 3 Aug. 1 Aug.

Devil's Bib Aug. 13 Aug. 10
Knapweed June 24 June 22 June 10 June 20
Field Thistle July 18 May 30
Coltsfoot Mar. 22 Mar. 5 Mar. 30 Ap. 4*

July 24 June 11 June 22
Ox-eye Daisy .. May 23 June 1 May 23

Mouse-earHawkweed
j pj^'g,

Ap.
May

15
27 Maj 30

Harebell July 19 July 30
Greater Bindweed July 23 June 8 July 9
Water Mint .

.

Aug. 15 Aug. 7 July 21
Ground Ivy .

.

Mar. 11 Ap. 13 Ap. 7 Ap. 30

Wych Elm [ Leaf .

.

Ap. 27 Ap. 26
Flower Feb. 26 Mar. 27 Ap. 2 Ap. 10

Hazel / Leaf .

.

Ap. 9
> Flower Jan. 24 Jan. 21 Jan. 20

Ap. 11 Ap. 12 Ap. 13 Ap. 14
Spotted Orchis May 15 May 6
Bluebell Mar. 20 Ap. 15 Ap. 15 Ap. 25

Dorchester.—A Horse Chestnut in the South Walks flowered a second time after the

middle of October. There were still Hawthorn flowers on June 30.

* Had been in flower for some days, t In full bloom and earlier than in the same spot

for years past.
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REPORT ON RAINFALL.
The stations from which I have received returns of Rainfall are

32 in number, fairly well distributed over the county of Dorset,

and include also two on the other side of the Wiltshire border.

On looking at the map it will be seen that one of the chief

defective spots is just where it ought not to be, viz :—in Dorches-

ter itself, which occupies nearly the centre of a large area without

a Rainfall observer. Other desirable spots for such a useful person

are Lyme Regis, Bridport, Sherborne, Puddletown, &c.

By far the highest Rainfall (37"30in.) has occurred at Hazelbtjry

Bryan, in regard to which Canon Wheeler says :
" We generally

have the largest Rainfall in Dorsetshire ; I fancy this is owing to

our proximity to the hills, the highest land between us and the

English Channel. We frequently have showers here when no

rain falls at Sturminster, only some five miles away." He sends

me also the records for the years 1888-91, the annual total depths

in inches being as follows :

—

1888. 1889. 1890. 1891.

Total Annual Rainfall. 50-07 38-60 42-02 59-26

No. of Rainy Days. 188 162 171 173

The wettest months in these years were October, 1891, 14-87in.

in 24 rainy days ; and November, 1888, with ll'23iu. in 29

rainy days. Next comes October, 1892, 8-48in.

The next places in amount of annual rainfall are Cheddington

(31 "99m.) and Maiden Newton (3L44in.), after which What-

combe, Bloxworth (Rectory), Rushmore, Larmer, and Creech

Grange have over 29in.
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On the other hand Smedmore tails the list with 19"05in. show-

ing a difference of more than 9in. from the records of Creech

Grange and Corfe Castle, both within four miles.

The next smallest are Poole (West Street), 22-74in.
;

Hamworthy, 23"29in. ; whilst Weymouth, Langton Herring,

Poole (The Yarrells), and Gillingham are all over 24in.

In comparing the Kainfalls of twTo stations in close proximity we

have some curious results, amongst which the most startling is at

Poole, where Mr. Phillips gets a total of 28 -

74in., whilst Mr.

Styring has only 22*74in., a difference of 6in., about a quarter

of the whole. An excess is, as will be observed from the table,

maintained each month, but not in the same proportions regu-

larly.

The second case is at Weymouth, where Mrs. Pretor's total at

Wyke Regis is 26-30in., nearly 2 inches above that of Weymouth,

the stations being at practically the same height and about a mile

apart. This excess is maintained in 9 months out of the 12, the

Weymouth station being a trifle the highest in April and November

and *33in. higher in December.

The third case is at Bloxworth, where there is a record of -97in.

more at the Rectory, the higher station by 103 feet. The two

stations are not more than half-a-mile apart.

The Larmer station is 1 mile S.W. of the Rushmore station

with a valley between. There is here a difference of *17in. in

favour of Larmer. The greatest monthly difference is *25in excess

for Larmer in October and the same in November. Swanage

comes last with a difference of only 'Olin. between its two stations,

in spite of the difference in altitude of 52 feet. The totals for the

different months do not vary much.

Out of 17 records, October was the wettest month of the year at

13 stations, November at two, and October and November equally

wet at 1.

At Portland July was the wettest month owing to one heavy

downpour; October the next wettest. March was the driest at 10

stations, April at 3, May at 2, March and April being equal in one
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case, and March and May in another. It follows that the wettest

month, taking the county generally, was October, and the driest

March.

Hazelbury Bryan heads the list in October with 8*48in.,

Cheddington being second with 6*89in. Poole (West-street) is

lowest in March with -28m., Beaminster (Vicarage) next, with

•olin., but there are numerous monthly records under 'GOin.

Heavy Rainfalls.—July.—By far the heaviest recorded fall in

24 hours for the county, amongst those received by me, is 3'05in.

at Portland on July 16th. This is a most unusually heavy fall in

so short a period, and is stated by Mr. G. J. Symons, F.R.S., in

his book on British Rainfall, 1892 (which he has most kindly

presented to the Dorset Field Club and which contains an immense

amount of useful information on Rainfall generally), to have

extended into his Rainfall divisions, iii., v., and vi., or the

S. Midland, S. Western, and W. Midland Counties. Oat of 19

records given by him (only one in Dorset, viz., Portland), all

of l'70in. or more, only three (Tyntesfield, 4'27in.
;
Yatton, 3'52in.

;

and Bristol, 3 -

25in.), are higher than that at Portland. Strange

to say, I have no other record from Dorset for July 16th,

approaching the Portland one, others for that date being

Port-
land.

Melbury.
Swan-
age.

What-
combe.

Ware-
bam.

Sturminster
Newton.

Ham-
worthy.

Rush-
more.

305 1-53 1-38 M5 1-06 •86 •67 •05

Mrs. Pretor (Wyke) and Mr. Pike (Corfe Castle) give l"81in.

and l-50in. respectively, for July 17th (their wettest day in

the month) and Colonel Mansel (Smedmore) gives I'Oin. for

the 18th.

I remember the effects of what I believe must have been this rain

at Portland. The steep rough road which was used before the
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zigzags existed was furrowed into channels six or eight inches deep,

to an extent which I have not seen before, and the force of water

must have been tremendous.

August.—Another more generally distributed but less heavy 24

hours' rain occurred on August 27th, the details of which are as

follows :

—

Oatti-
stock.

W bat-
combe.

Sturminster
Newton.

Gilling-

ham.
Poole,

TheYarrells.
Wyke Port-

land,

Aug. 27. 2-36 1-99 1-85 1-75 139 1-03 •98

The heaviest fall in 24 hours for August was on the 28th at

Rushmore (l
-

89in.), Larmer (l-75in.), Corfe Castle (l'38in.),

Hamworthy (l*24in.), and Smedmore
(

-

83in,), and on the 26th

at Wareham (l-25in.). Of this fall (August 27th) Mr. Symons

writes " A not very important rain, but still the maximum of the

year over a large part of the home counties, and extending west-

wards as far as the north of Cornwall. The percentage [on the

total amount of Rainfall for the year] was generally about 8, and

the fall about 2in., but in the extreme East and West the per-

centage rose to 11, and the fall at some Devonshire stations

exceeded Sin."

September.—Over an inch was recorded from several stations

on September 20th, 21st, 29th, and 30th.

October.—A heavy rain fell between October 26th and 28th at

various stations as below :

—

October 26th, Tarrant Keynston, 2-OOin.

Catti-
stock.

What-
combe.

Ham
worth}'.

Ware-
ham.

Sturminster
Newton.

Poole,
TheYarrells.

Gilling-
hani.

Oct.

27.
1-75 1-27 1*20 1-19 1-18 107 •95
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Rushmore. Larmer. Corfe Castle. Portland.

Oct. 28th. 1-64 1-56 M2 •77

At Wyke 1-Uin. is recorded for October 29th, and l*29in. and

l*25in. at Rushmore and Larmer.

November.—Only a few falls of over an inch are recorded to

have taken place in 24 hours—viz., on the 15th at Swanage l'23in.,

Wareham 1'lOin., and Poole (The Yarrells) l-OOin. ; on the 16th

at Portland r34in., Corfe Castle 1'lOin., Hamworthy l'03in.,

and Wyke *92in.

I have no other records of more than lin. except one on January

16th at Cattistock of l'28in.

In conclusion I have to thank those members and other observers

who have furnished me with the records of their observations and

to explain that I had not at first intended to go nearly so much into

detail, and had therefore merely asked for the monthly totals of

Rainfall. On receiving them, however, I found that several

observers had sent me fuller particulars, which induced me to write

these notes on the subject.

Next year I hope, if possible, to do the same, and shall therefore

be obliged if the Dorset observers will kindly send me fuller

particulars. I think that Mr. Symons' small forms for the total

Rainfall of each month, the greatest fall in 24 hours, &c, give

sufficient information for my purpose, especially if special notes of

any unusual fall (over lin.) or other phenomenon—such as

prolonged drought, thunder, hail, or snow storm, &c.—are given in

addition.

A table of the Rainfall is given on the following pages :

—
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P5

Monthly

depth

of

Rain

in

inches

in

1892.

Dec. 1-73 1-
76

218 2-
19

1-60 1-98 1-52 1-51 1-67 1-
97

2-
33

1-97 1-99 1-82 1-85 1-
74

2-
02

Nov.

rH<sj-<* CT> 5f vO C- e- t- OOCMLO tO in O ef rH
«P<*(\I p p CXI ip (O "pmo OO p rH p
cm cxi cf to to ih n w * to to to w oi * * n

Oct.

tooiaa to oo «n t» os oo o oo in o oo to
Lp CXI rH P O «d- p >* O WOO) H « H CO N
<i-ib»b ib ib co * ib i -ir ib * * «b b i

Sept.

LO vO tO tO vO O C- vO oo to O LO OO O C— CO vOiohw « lo i> t\i t> vpcxio en ^- n in cm
cxi to to M N lb CO rb CO CXI to tb CXI cxi to to to

bo
3
<J

<*COt» t- <=T r-l CO O 00 LO rr r~ vO Oi rH f-P 0O LO p ip CO <Sf lO p CXI p rH 03 00 <=T tO rH
tb tb tb to to ib ib tb tb tb tb ib to tb to tb tb

July.

HOOO LO tO «£i CXI rt- CXI LO CD rH LO LO tOPPp O CO p O Oi t- O rH CO rH CO tO CXI cj-HHN CXI CXI CO CO rH CO COCOrH rH rH CO CO CO

June.

LO<*rH O vO c— t~ in O rH O- O CD to CO
9" <jf p C3 <* CO rH LO ipip* CXI CO 00 rH OHHH rH H CO rH rH rH rH rH rH rH ,H rH rH rH

May.

O tO rH rH rH O LO <* iH rH 00 rH IO CO 00 <Sf vO
cp fh t- p p cp p r- o pp t>- co co o cp cd
* rH "

* * " "rH""" " rH
"

April.

<T>"H-CX1 00 O 0O «=r <d- CT5 LO O- CD CXI CD 0O vOpop IJ- p p CO CO O t-HM 0O M rH O p
"rH* rH rH H H

Mar.

•68 •57 •93 •86 •70
1-11

•71 •64 •79 •65 •65 •63 •28 •59 •69 •65 •92

Feb.
2-07 1-95 1-88 1-86 1-79 210 1-50 1-44 1-39 1-56 1.53 1-57 1-14 1-26 1-42 1-64 1-42

Jan. 1-
85

2-
10

2-00 2-01 1-92 1-79 1-40 1-50 1-92 1-63 1-95 1-60 1-55 1-
57

2-
01

1-94 1-84

No.

of

days

on

which

"Olin.

or

more
fell. HHH rHrH rH rH rH rH rH pH rH rH rH

Total

depth

of

Rain

in

inches

in

1892. 24-91 26-74 29-46 29-29 26-18 37-30 24-

99

25-

76
29-26

25-

15

28-

74
24-85 22-

74

23-

29
29-

14
28-17

26-

70

Height

above

sea

level

in

feet.

<tNO Q O LO OOOOCOO«OOOtOOOO
<t(XIO OO O to O t~ CO vO rHOOrH
CUOiO LO CXI tO tO rH CO rH CM rH

Station.

Gillingham

Shaftesbury

Larmer

(Wilts)

Rushmore

(Wilts)

Sturminstet

Newton

(Riverside)

Hazelbury

Bryan

Rectory

Chalbury

(Wimborne)

Tarrant

Keynston

Whatcombe

Parkstone

Poole Poole

(TheYarrells)

Poole
(West

Street)

Ham

worthy
(Bellevue)

Bloxworth

Rectory

Bloxworth

House

Wareham

(Castle

Gardens)

Name

of

Observer.

S,

H.

Stephens

T.

Ackland

Gen.

Pitt

Rivers

Gen.

Pitt

Rivers

A.

R.

Hallett

Rev.

Canon

Wheeler

Rev.

G.

H.

Billington

G.

Galpin

J.

C.

Mansel-

Pleydell

R.

H.

Barnes

J.

H.

Phillips

F.

Styring

F.

Styring

J.

M.

Henderson

Rev.

0.

P.

'

Cambridge

Col.

Cambridge

S.

W.

Bennett
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